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Abstract 

Homicides involving dismemberment present some of the most challenging 

investigative processes that law enforcement personnel and forensic 

practitioners will face. Despite over 180 years of tool mark evidence being 

presented before courts of law, the assessment of cut marks on bone 

remains an area of intermittent and limited research.  

This study aims to elucidate the status of current ground truth data 

surrounding cut mark kerf morphology and through the use of innovative 

research methods determine and define commonly available cutting 

implements within 4,868 domestic environments. Data from this study 

indicates that gender is not an influential factor in cutting implement 

accessibility within domestic settings and identifies that cutting, chopping and 

sawing implements (suitable for use to facilitate dismemberment of a body) 

are readily available in both budget and expensive forms within residential 

locations. This data further enhances research opportunities by providing a 

reflective taxonomy of cutting implements that are likely to be encountered 

within criminal dismemberment cases. From this taxonomy, research can 

now be focussed on specific implements that are known to be obtainable and  

therefore likely to be encountered.  

Eight hundred and forty-three cross sections were generated from micro-CT 

scans of 319 cuts on porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer using 

8 implement types in both budget and expensive formats and 1 implement 

i.e. machete, in budget only format (n=17). These cross sections were 

evaluated for morphological profile characteristics over three separate 

occasions creating a total data set of 2,529 assessments. From these 

evaluations a novel visual descriptor matrix was designed and developed to 

aid the accurate classification of cut mark kerf profiles and establish whether 

characteristics, transferred from cutting implements onto bone and proxy 

materials, were repeatedly reproduced and categorised repeatedly based on 

visual perceptual assessments. Using this system, cut mark profile 

perceptual visual assessments (n=630) produced data that indicates that a 

variety of shapes are generated in cuts made using the same implements 
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and that these profile shapes challenge established knowledge in the field of 

cross section class characteristics classification. 

From the results of this research, it is suggested that further understanding of 

cutting implement class characteristics is required for the accurate 

interpretation of cut marks on bone.  
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“…you cuttin’ up a body or somethin’?” 
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1. Executive summary 

‘Something in our psyche generates a deep-seated sense of abhorrence at 

the thought of dead bodies being dismembered. As bad as it is for a person 

to be murdered, it’s so much worse if the corpse is then cut into pieces and 

dispersed in some way’ (Gibbins, 2012). 

Murder is a crime that society generally treats as being the most heinous 

offence that one person can commit against another. The wilful act of taking 

a life, or homicide, presents investigators with several challenges and 

complications that require to be explored thoroughly, unravelled efficiently 

and defined effectively (Douglas et al., 2006; Wagner, 2008; Fish, et al., 

2014). Logically, the overarching aim of a homicide investigation, is to identify 

a suspect and subsequently present corroborative evidence before a court of 

law to enable fair judicial proceedings to occur (ACPO, 2006).  

As with many facets of life, a homicide can be far from straight forward and 

may include aggravations that further exacerbate the challenges faced by the 

investigation team. One such aggravation, to murder, is the subsequent act 

of deliberate dismemberment of the victim (Criminal Justice Act, 2003). When 

aggravated homicide is being investigated, the Senior Investigating Officer 

(SIO), Prosecutor and ultimately the Judge and Jury will seek answers to, at 

the very least, the 5W’s and H of an investigation: 

• Who – referring to the identity of both the victim and the 

perpetrator 

• What – referring to the actions that have transpired within the 

event 

• Where – referring to the location of the crime 

• Why – referring to the motivations behind the crime 

• When – referring to the timing of the crime 

• How – referring to the manner by which the crime was enacted.  

Further questions may relate to the type of dismemberment that has occurred 

and any specific rationale that could be identified as a contributing factor to 

the manner of mutilation, with reference to the five classifications of 
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dismemberment: defensive, aggressive, offensive, necromantic or 

communicative (Rajs, et al., 1998; Hakkanen-Nyholm, et al., 2009; Gupta 

and Arora, 2013; Black et al., 2017a).  

Whist the dismembered body may be concealed or disposed of in such a way 

that the body parts are still contained at one location, there is the added 

complication to an investigation when the parts are then dispersed and 

distributed across different geographical areas in an attempt to obfuscate 

(Oliver, 2017). 

With so many complexities and variables, it is understandable that a great 

deal of importance is placed, by police and courts, on the recovery of forensic 

evidence and its subsequent analysis in cases involving criminal 

dismemberment (Hakkanen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Black et al., 2017a; 2017b). 

To enact a dismemberment requires there to be a tool used and identification 

and retrieval of this implement may become central to the focus of any 

investigation process.  In the absence of an obvious implement at the scene, 

interpretation of cut marks left on the hard or soft tissues of the body by the 

implements used in the dismemberment process, may be key to 

reconstructing the events and potentially identifying the weapon used 

(Baldwin et al., 2013).  

Assessment of tool marks as a forensic discipline, has been recognised by 

courts since Henry Goddard matched a crime scene bullet to a bullet mould 

in London in 1835 (Hamby and Thorpe, 1999).  Whether this evidence, which 

in fact was the matching of a defect on the mould to a defect present on a 

fired bullet, can truly be described as tool mark analysis, is clearly a point for 

deliberation. However, it does signify a period of early ‘enlightenment’ as 

forensic tool mark evidence has grown steadily in acceptance for more than 

180 years since the time of Goddard. Recognition of the investigative and 

evidential value of cut mark assessments and more specifically cut marks on 

bone, has been the subject of research in a forensic context, for around 100 

years (May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 1975; Symes, 1992; Saville et 

al., 2007; Symes et al., 2010; Gardner, 2012; Baldwin et al., 2013). 
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Yet, despite over a century of research surrounding tools and cut marks and 

just over a quarter of a century of dedicated saw mark analysis since Steve 

Symes’ seminal work in 1992, a void exists in the available literature that 

limits the full understanding of the potential validity, reliability and 

repeatability of tool mark analysis especially as it relates to criminal 

dismemberment.  Three areas in particular stand out as offering little or no 

research to underpin assumptions and opinions that are currently proffered in 

court and these include:  

1. What are the most commonly possessed cutting implements available 

to a member of the public who is faced with the need, or expresses 

the desire, to dismember the deceased?  

2. Just because these implements are potentially available, does not 

mean that they will become the means used when dismemberment 

occurs. So, what are the most common implements used to facilitate 

human dismemberment, 

3. There is a dearth of research that compares the morphological profile 

of the cuts left by different classes of tools used in the dismemberment 

process.  

Puentes and Cardoso (2013) state that: 

‘…disagreement between forensic scientists show the need for a 

standardised protocol for the analysis of tool marks in bone and cartilage so 

as to meet the current most demanding evidentiary standards’.  

In addition to the dearth of research, a paradigm shift, surrounding the 

acceptance of previously established forensic ‘science’ by the courts, has 

gathered momentum in the last decade. This increased scrutiny, has 

focussed upon the need for proof of the validity, reliability and repeatability of 

scientific methodologies before the court will admit the evidence to be heard 

by the Jury.  Tool marks have been identified as one such area of forensic 

science that is firmly under the microscope and in need of research attention 

(NAS, 2009). 
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Taking cognisance of the importance placed on cut mark evidence in cases 

of criminal dismemberment, along with the court’s requirements for proof of 

validity, reliability and repeatability, and heeding the identified gaps in current 

reference material, it is clear that further research is required in this area.  

This sentiment is further echoed in the remarks of Judge Gertner in United 

States v Green who stated: 

“I reluctantly [admit the evidence] because of my confidence that any other 

decision will be rejected by the appellate courts, in light of precedents across 

the country, regardless of the findings I have made…The more courts admit 

this type of tool mark evidence without requiring documentation, proficiency 

testing, or evidence of reliability, the more sloppy practices will endure; we 

should require more.” Judge Gertner in United States v. Green, 405 

F.Supp.3d at 107-08. (NAS, 2009). 

Although research and literature surrounding cut marks on human bone 

exists it cannot be described as being extensive or bountiful. This research 

will therefore concentrate on the analysis of the marks left on bone or other 

proxies by the cutting edge of identified bladed implements with a view to 

increasing the robustness of the underlying science upon which a tool mark 

analyst relies during interpretation. This research project was given ethical 

approval by the University Research Ethics Committee of the University 

Dundee (Appendix 1). 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 

This project aims to address identified shortcomings within the research of 

cut marks on bone and proxy materials through:  

1. Assessing the current research on cut marks on bone, in relation to both 

knife and saw mark analysis, observing the requirements of modern forensic 

practice principles.  

2. Identifying the most commonly encountered sharp force implement(s), that 

may be attributed to dismemberments.  

3. Establishing the foundations of a ground truth data set surrounding 

availability of cutting implements within the general populace. 
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4. Exploring any differentials in the class characteristics, left by the commonly 

encountered implements, on animal bone and proxy analogue materials.  

5. Assessing the current procedures used to identify implements from the 

class characteristics of kerf profiles.  

6. Proposing a solution to any shortcomings identified in current practices 

surrounding visual perception assessment of kerf profiles.  

7. Identifying areas for continued research in this field.   
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2. Literature Review 

Homo habilis is credited with manufacturing the earliest cutting implements 

around 2.6 million years ago (Thompson, 2015). Since then, the human 

species has evolved from manufacturing tools from stone to producing a 

variety of implements that are used to perform a diverse range of cutting 

requirements within modern life (Johnston, 1922; Dueitt, 2016; Mitsubishi, 

2018). Despite the advancement from obsidian flake to modern metals, the 

overarching principle; that the implement’s blade should ideally be harder 

than the substrate on which it is to be used, remains the same today as it did 

for Homo habilis (Hacker et al., 2010). To use a cutting implement made from 

a softer material will not necessarily result in a complete failure to produce a 

cut but it will reduce the effectiveness of the cutting edge resulting in dulling 

i.e. loss of sharpness or extensive damage that will render the implement 

ineffective (Hacker et al., 2010).  Tools have therefore evolved that are 

specifically designed for a sole purpose and are seldom effective when 

utilised on materials for which they were not developed i.e. a wood saw used 

to cut metal will suffer from damaged teeth and blunting and a hacksaw used 

to cut wood will become fouled and stuck with saw dust (Hoefer, 2014).     

To facilitate a cut, the application of constant or increasing pressure is 

required to be applied over a small area causing directed stress that defeats 

the tensile strength of the substrate at that specific point (Chaudhury, 2012). 

Resulting from this direct pressure, of a blade on a substrate, is a fracture in 

the surface that is commonly referred to as a cut. As a blade is drawn back 

and forth across this fracture, friction between the substrate and the blade 

produces a shearing and tearing action that results in a deepening of the cut 

(Reyssat et al., 2012). Prior to completion of a cut, the forces generated can 

occasionally overcome the integrity of the medium resulting in fracturing and 

splintering occurring at the base before termination of the cut occurs. In these 

occasions, a projection of the uncut medium is present on one half of the 

medium and on the other a notch or void is present from where the medium 

broke away (Symes et al. 2010; Dirkmaat, 2012; Black et al. 2017a).  
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As with the stone tools of the early human genus, marks from cutting edges 

of modern implements can be transferred onto the softer materials being cut 

(Potts and Shipman, 1981). These marks may give indications of the type of 

implement used as well as the reason for its use i.e. butchering, scraping, 

cleaning (May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 1975; Potts and Shipman, 

1981; Shaw et al., 2011).  

2.1 Background 

According to Scottish Government statistics, 52% of all homicides (in 

Scotland) for the period 2011/12 and 50% for 2016-17 were committed using 

sharp bladed instruments (Scottish Government, 2012; 2017a). Within 

England and Wales the figure for the same period was 39% and 30% 

respectively (Bernam, 2012; Office for National Statistics, 2017a, 2018). The 

most common type of sharp bladed instrument attributed to fatalities, within 

the Scottish and England/Wales homicide statistics, was defined as being a 

“knife” (Bernam, 2012; Office for National Statistics, 2017a, 2018; Scottish 

Government, 2012; 2017a). From this Scottish, English and Welsh data, it is 

evident that the presence of cutting implements already exists perimortem 

(for knife related fatalities). Although the anatomical skills required for 

disarticulation of body parts using a knife alone is seldom encountered in 

criminal dismemberments (Porta et al., 2016) a knife could be utilised initially 

during the act of aggravated homicide.   Bailey et al., (2011) describe the 

typically encountered implements in post mortem dismemberments as being 

cutting tools such as a knife, axe, saw or a combination thereof. This 

implement combination approach, referred to by Bailey et al. (2011), could be 

indicative of displaying a divergence from initial implement choice or 

availability and progressing until the most successful implement for the task 

is established. The large number of documented cases of homicide that 

involve a sharp bladed implement underscores the importance of the 

interpretation of cut marks within the criminal justice arena.  This cut mark 

interpretation needs to both assist in ascertaining the manner and context of 

death but also provide a more robust investigation tool by confirming or 
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refuting the use of a weapon in a homicide and is not restricted to 

dismemberment alone (Thompson and Inglis, 2009).  

The House of Commons Science and Technology Committee (2005) report 

‘Forensic Science on Trial’, estimated that crime costs the United Kingdom 

around fifty billion pounds (£50bn) per annum and the view expressed by 

them is that forensic science is pivotal to facilitating the administration of 

justice through both detection and deterrence.  

Whilst tool mark examination has been a part of forensic evidence submitted 

before courts for over one hundred years (Cork et al., 2010; Thompson, 

2010; Baldwin et al., 2013; Grieve, 2013) the discipline is still undergoing 

research and validation as to its methodologies and practices. One of the 

contributing factors for this continued research and validation is undoubtedly 

the impact caused by the Daubert and Kumho court rulings within the United 

States of America (USA) which saw previously accepted forensic science 

and expert testimony labelled as ‘junk science’ (Fradella et al., 2004). From 

the Daubert versus Merrel Dow Pharmaceuticals Incorporated case in 1993, 

Fradella et al. (2004) stated that the outcome must be the establishment of a 

new standard of admissibility for forensic evidence. Fradella et al. (2004) 

expanded on the Daubert rulings by discussing a two-tier approach that the 

courts should consider prior to acceptance of either the expert or the 

evidence. The first obstacle in the process of admissibility is the judge’s 

determination of whether the expert is suitably qualified through knowledge of 

the subject, education, experience, skill and/or training to be permitted to 

provide expert opinion within the court (Fradella et al., 2004). Secondly, the 

judge must evaluate the reliability and probative value of the scientific 

evidence by testing it against four sets of criteria: 

(1) its empirical testability 

(2) whether the theory or study has been published or subjected to peer 

review 

(3) whether the known or potential rate of error is acceptable 
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(4) whether the method is generally accepted by the scientific community. 

(Fradella et al., 2004). 

Some six years after the Daubert case began to influence the way scientific 

evidence was accepted within the court system of the USA, Fradella et al. 

(2004) disclosed that a further impact upon evidential testimony was 

necessary due to the outcome of the Kumho Tyre Company versus 

Carmichael trial. The court stated that not only did scientific expert opinion 

fall under the auspices of the Daubert test but so did any technical or other 

specialist knowledge (Fradella et al., 2004). In concluding their research into 

‘The impact of Daubert on forensic science’, Fradella et al. (2004) stated that 

should any testimony be offered by an expert, who is regarded as being 

suitably qualified, but which is deemed as being based upon unreliable or 

insufficiently tested methodology, it will be excluded from proceedings. This 

impact on forensic science caused by the Daubert ruling is acknowledged by 

Giannelli (2010) who opined that this ruling redefined legal philosophy in 

relation to the acceptance of the position that forensic science holds within 

the judiciary (USA). Giannelli (2010) also acknowledged Saks and Koehler’s 

(2005) theory that these dramatic changes produced a paradigm shift across 

the diverse breadth of forensic identification science. 

Whilst the effectiveness of forensic evidence is recognised as being pivotal to 

crime reduction, detection and conviction (Science and Technology 

Committee, 2005) it is also recognised that the interpretation of the 

examination results depends upon the examiner having an awareness and 

understanding of the circumstances surrounding the alleged crime, to enable 

an accurate hypothesis to be formed (Science and Technology Committee, 

2005). Furthermore, the committee state that the effectiveness of forensic 

science within the judicial system is directly proportional to the manner by 

which it is used by law enforcement authorities and is entirely dependent on 

results being understood fully and actioned in a timely manner (Science and 

Technology Committee, 2005). Understanding these results is not purely an 
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issue for the courts but also appears to be an internal problem within the field 

of ‘experts’ as Puentes and Cardoso (2013) state that: 

‘…disagreement between forensic scientists show the need for a 

standardised protocol for the analysis of tool marks in bone and cartilage so 

as to meet the current most demanding evidentiary standards’.  

Cooper (2014), within a paper submitted to the Thomas M. Cooley Law 

Review titled ‘Judicial responses to challenges to firearms-identification 

evidence: A need for new judicial perspectives on finality’, states that 

following the report by the National Research Council entitled ‘Strengthening 

Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward (NAS, 2009); the 

discipline of tool mark analysis has had significant criticism levelled as to its 

scientific basis (within America) and indeed a growing number of challenges 

within the American courts have centred around the expert opinion and 

conclusions presented by examiners. These challenges have, according to 

O’Brien et al. (2015), seen legal and academic professionals adopt a much 

closer scrutiny of the science behind the evidence and the validity of 

previously assumed techniques and practices that have been presented 

before the courts without question.  

‘From the viewpoint of conventional science, the forensic identification 

sciences are contenders for being the shoddiest science offered to the 

courts.  After being in business for nearly a century, they still have developed 

little that would be recognised as a scientific foundation and, consequently, 

have little basic science to apply to their operational activities’ (Saks, 2000). 

The sentiments of the Science and Technology Committee (2005) and 

Cooper (2014) echo the above quotation from Saks (2000) and validate the 

need for continued research and development in the area of tool mark 

examination as does the statement:  

‘Scientific evidence is also frequently associated with high-profile 

miscarriages of justice, providing tangible sobering reminders of the perils of 

over-reliance on evidence which, for all its undoubted power and comparative 
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advantages over alternative forms of proof, is never completely infallible or 

beyond challenge or question’ (Roberts et al., 2015). 

This apparent paradigm shift from the traditional inviolate acceptance of 

forensic science and forensic evidence presented before the courts, towards 

healthy debate and questioning of validity, will no doubt continue to impact on 

the confidence that the court can have towards forensic science.  There is 

therefore an urgency to address scientific research where testing the actual 

validity of scientific evidence, its robustness, accuracy and repeatability will 

serve justice well within the courtroom.  The entrenched stance of the past is 

being vociferously questioned and this was accelerated with the publication 

of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology Report; 

‘Forensic science in criminal courts: Ensuring the scientific validity of feature 

comparison methods’ (PCAST, 2016) (hereafter referred to as ‘the Report’).  

Concerns raised within this Report, addressed specific anxieties surrounding 

forensic odontology’s assessment of bite marks, firearms/tool marks, 

complex DNA mixtures and tyre and footwear impression comparisons. 

These different disciplines, common only through their mode of pattern 

matching approach, are directly accused of lacking scientific foundational 

support and their validity within the courtroom, as expert forensic evidence, 

was questioned. Indeed it was strongly suggested for bite mark analysis that 

it should no longer be admitted into the criminal courtroom (PCAST, 2016; 

Smith, 2016). Although cut marks associated with criminal dismemberment 

are, per se, not categorically mentioned, the discipline of firearms 

examination is merely a branch of tool mark analysis and so the natural 

extension to the criticism must bleed over into all areas of tool mark 

comparison, unless otherwise proven (Baldwin et al., 2013; Grieve, 2013; 

SWGGUN, 2013). It is therefore apparent that the same issues should 

arguably be taken to impact the wider discipline of forensic tool mark 

examination, of which the assessment of cut marks on bone is a part. In 

discussing scientific validity, the Report defines that two types of validity 

require to be determined to meet scientific standards. Firstly, to evidence the 

reliability of a method it must have Foundational Validity. This ‘Foundational 
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Validity’, according to PCAST (2016), is achieved through evidencing a 

method as being: based upon empirical data, being repeatable, reproducible, 

accurate and ultimately is applied appropriately. Validity as a scientific 

application, is the second standard referred to by PCAST (2016). This 

‘Scientific Validity’, is achieved only when the method is ‘reliably applied in 

practice’ by the practitioner to the actual case being examined. For feature-

comparison methods that are deemed to be subjective in nature, the Report 

warns that cognitive bias is a real and present danger (PCAST, 2016). This 

danger is attributed directly to subjective comparison techniques i.e. 

comparison determined through human judgement, where outcomes can be 

influenced through only matching the similarities and omitting the differences 

when forming an opinion pertinent to a statement regarding common origin of 

source i.e. confirming the use of a specific weapon in a dismemberment 

based solely on the pattern of marks left by the blade on bone. PCAST 

(2016) acknowledged that these areas of concern, specifically in relation to 

pattern matching analysis, are a fundamental risk based within human error 

but they also highlighted that external influencers such as irrelevant or 

unrelated information surrounding case details can be a contributing factor to 

incorrect outcomes being delivered.  

Arguably, the hardest hitting message within the Report is:  

‘For forensic feature-comparison methods, establishing foundational validity 

based on empirical evidence is thus a sine qua non. Nothing can substitute 

for it’ (PCAST, 2016).  

The PCAST Report (2016) is widely anticipated to cause continued 

reverberations throughout all forensic science not just in the USA but likely 

across the global forensic landscape. ‘When America sneezes the rest of the 

world catches a cold’ (origin unknown, circa 1929).  

The future surrounding the research of criminal dismemberment, as well as 

the challenges to tool mark evidence, is a topic discussed by Black et al. 

(2017b) in light of the comments made throughout the PCAST Report (2016).  

Black et al. (2017b) acknowledge that, to strengthen the validity of tool mark 
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evidence surrounding criminal dismemberment, more research is required 

that keeps validity, veracity and repeatability at the focus of its purpose. 

Clearly, the need to have robust underpinning to all scientific foundations, 

including feature comparison methods, is essential in upholding the rule of 

law and the provision of confidence in forensic evidence submitted before the 

courts (Saks, 2000; Gianelli, 2005; Saks and Koehler, 2005; NAS, 2009; 

Puentes and Cardoso, 2013; Cooper, 2014; Lord Thomas of Cwngiedd, 

2014; Roberts et al., 2015; PCAST, 2016; Black et al., 2017b).  

Partly, this requirement for confidence of validity is borne out of the 

occurrences of miscarriages of justice also referred to as unsafe convictions, 

that has led to various government reports that have highlighted the 

requirement for the testing of scientific validity of methods presented as 

evidence  (Smit et al., 2018).  Within England and Wales expert evidence in 

criminal proceedings was assessed as requiring a reliability test to be created 

in order to protect the courts from unreliable or inappropriate expert evidence 

which resulted in a response from the Ministry of Justice that stated: 

“It recognises the potential value of the proposed reliability test in reducing 

the risk of unsafe convictions arising from unreliable expert evidence. 

However, there is no robust estimate of the size of the problem to be tackled 

– either in terms of the number of cases where unreliable expert evidence is 

adduced, nor in the impact this has in terms of subsequently quashed 

convictions.” (Ministry of Justice, 2013).   

Despite the high profile NAS (2009) and PCAST (2016) reports, it is evident 

that it is not just in America that this need for continued research within the 

various disciplines of forensic science has been acknowledged. The previous 

Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales, The Right Honourable, The Lord 

Thomas of Cwngiedd (2014) stated that more research is needed particularly 

for the disciplines where there is a distinct lack of peer review publications. 

Lord Thomas of Cwngiedd (2014) was also of the opinion that research 

within forensic science is an area that will require sustained development and 
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constant efforts to remain current and continually validate the data required 

for the comprehension of the results by the courts. 

“All expert opinion testimony requires an adequate foundation. The 

foundation requires a factual reason or basis for the expert's opinion. Where 

no factual basis is given, "trust me" is not enough” (People v Jones, 2015). 

Historically, the use of forensic science was one of providing corroboration of 

evidence in investigations against known offenders and the elimination of 

innocent parties (Bradbury and Feist, 2005). In recent years, this position has 

shifted to also being one of increasingly identifying unknown offenders via 

forensic approaches and this is now regarded as being pivotal to 

investigations of a more complex nature (Bradbury and Feist, 2005). With the 

importance placed on forensic science in assisting the rule of law, it is 

therefore necessary to understand fully the principles that govern the crime 

scene to court processes. The term ‘chain of evidence’ is frequently used to 

convey a concept of interlinked processes and as a result the maxim of ‘a 

chain is only as strong as its weakest link’ applies equally to the entire 

process of forensic recovery, analysis, interpretation and communication.  

For the field of investigation of tool marks following criminal dismemberment, 

this end to end process includes:  

• Collecting, securing and preserving the evidence, 

• Ensuring information management systems are in place that limit the 

likelihood of contextual bias occurring as a result of examiners being 

given too much background knowledge, 

• Utilising appropriate methodologies to visualise and confirm the 

presence of cut marks, 

• Utilising validated approaches for the interpretation of the cut marks 

• Undertaking valid comparisons either with standards or against a 

suspect weapon, 

• Unbiased reporting of all findings and communication of the accuracy 

(which includes error) to the court either via report or through oral 

testimony.  
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The interpretation of tool marks in cases of sharp force trauma or criminal 

dismemberment is a skill set attributed to several forensic disciplines 

including anthropology, pathology and tool mark examination.  Accurate 

interpretation of the marks left behind when a tool makes contact with human 

tissue is essential for:  

• ascertaining the type of implement that was used,  

• enabling search parameters to be set,  

• allowing investigators to discount and/or eliminate recovered suspect 

items and  

• enable future possible comparison examinations to be carried out 

(May,1930).  

A lack of reference material surrounding cut marks on bone has been 

highlighted within previous research (Symes, 1992) and has resulted in 

studies that have concentrated mainly on the class characteristics produced 

by saw tools on compact bone (Symes et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2011). 

Puentes and Cardoso (2013) ascertained that it is widely recognised in the 

literature that bladed implements will transfer both ‘class’ and ‘unique’ 

characteristics onto bone. ‘Class’ characteristics are essentially the physical 

metric data of any implement i.e. size and shape, that are predetermined by 

the design process and can be used to indicate a tool group type e.g. 

hacksaw (Burd and Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 1975; Shaw et al., 2011). ‘Unique’ 

characteristics are the striations created through imperfections generated as 

a result of the manufacturing process. Such damage to the implement either 

caused by accident or though general wear and tear can be transferred from 

the implement to the softer receiving medium.  In such circumstances, the 

resulting marks can be used by examiners to determine a possible common 

origin (Burd and Greene, 1948; Bonte, 1975; AFTE, 1992).   

Whilst evidence exists of research specifically targeting saw blade 

characteristics (Freas, 2010; Symes, et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2011) the 

same cannot be necessarily said of other implements encountered in fatal 
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woundings and dismemberments. Availability of literature surrounding bladed 

implements such as knives was found to centre more around stab marks 

than dismemberment cutting and for chopping implements such as cleavers 

and axes the focus was found to be more aligned to prehistoric 

hunter/gatherer or historical battlefield injuries rather than criminality.  

2.2 Defining ‘Forensic’ 

Within the context of this research, it is clearly important to understand the 

term ‘forensic’ from the outset. In today’s modern society ‘forensic’ is used to 

cover many different aspects of law enforcement investigation and analysis 

types. Perhaps due to the popularity of crime dramatisations on television 

and the global reach of media, the term is possibly more frequently 

encountered now than ever before since its inception into the English 

language around 1659 (Kopacki, 2013; Merriam-Webster, 2018a). With this 

popularity however comes the danger of the word being misinterpreted or 

indeed misused. With its origins in the Latin word ‘forensis’ meaning public 

forum, ‘forensic’ as an adjective is defined as being ‘of or for use in a court of 

law’ whereas ‘forensic science’ is the application of any scientific discipline 

for legal purposes (Gooch and Williams, 2007; Merriam-Webster, 2018a).  

‘Science’ is derived from the Latin ‘Scientia’ which, according to Merriam-

Webster (2016) is: ‘knowledge based on demonstrable and reproducible 

data’. Therefore, any examination, analysis, interpretation and opinion that 

comes from involvement in criminal dismemberment cases is produced to 

assist the courts and as such must be based on valid and repeatable 

scientific methodology. This assumption is what both NAS (2009) and 

PCAST (2016) are essentially seeking to ensure is embraced, in all aspects 

of forensic evidence, where expert opinion is required to be utilised in 

detailing the results of analytical and interpretative processes before the 

courts. 

2.2.1 Forensic guiding principle 
French scientist, Dr Edmond Locard is credited with developing the guiding 

principle around which much of modern forensic science operates. This 

principle, has come to be known as the theory of transference, otherwise 
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referred to as the principle of exchange (Chisum and Turvey, 2000; Nordby 

and Bell, 2014). Locard's exchange principle is based around his [Locard] 

studies of trace evidence and in 1934 he published: ‘La police et les 

méthodes scientifiques’, in which Locard is quoted as writing: 

 “Toute action de l’homme, et a fortiori, l’action violente qu’est un crime, ne 

peut pas se dérouler sans laisser quelque marque”.  

This translates as: 

 ‘Any action of an individual, and obviously, the violent action constituting a 

crime, cannot occur without leaving a trace’ (Stauffer, 2004).   

Within the forensic science world, practitioners will paraphrase Locard’s 

principle into the simpler statement; ‘every contact leaves a trace’ based 

upon the theory that when two items come into contact a two-way transfer 

occurs (Nordby and Bell, 2014). Locard’s ‘Theory of Transference’ is 

therefore important to understand and have a practical knowledge of, when 

attempting to identify tool mark evidence present at a scene and/or mortuary 

and to take the necessary precautions to minimise risk of destruction and/or 

contamination. Additionally, from a research perspective it is this ‘violent 

action’ (Stauffer, 2004), that of the tool cutting the bone, that is important to 

understand and seek to interrogate for the physical evidence of class and/or 

individual characteristics that might be transferred from the tool to the 

substrate. 

2.2.2 Forensic trace evidence 
Trace evidence is particulate matter that is generally evident with the naked 

or aided eye (Caddy, 2001). Habitually, trace evidence is classified as being 

glass, paint, hair, fibres and residues such as soil/building materials (Kubic 

and Petraco, 2014). The term ‘trace evidence’ also covers body fluids, drugs, 

gun shot and explosive residue and is also relevant when discussing tool 

mark and firearm striations as analysis of trace matter can suggest a link 

between items, places or persons (Kubic and Petraco, 2014). Since 

particulate matter is often microscopic in size, it follows that it can be easily 

redistributed easily and therefore does not necessarily obey Locard’s 
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exchange principle fully (Chisum and Turvey, 2000; Caddy, 2001). Great 

importance is placed by Chisum and Turvey (2000), Caddy (2001) and 

Kubric and Petraco (2014) on the interpretation and understanding of trace 

evidence which they all describe as being crucial to understanding both 

evidential value and specific significance when analysed in context with the 

events of an incident.  

Contamination can be introduced to the crime scene, to evidence recovered 

from the scene and within the laboratory environment if basic counter 

contamination avoidance procedures are not implemented (Warrington, 

2005; Holden, 2006; Warrington, 2014). Advances in scientific technology, 

especially surrounding DNA, have increased the requirement for diligence in 

relation to minimising the risk of adding or cross-transferring contact trace 

material (FSS, 2004).   

The wider consequences of failure to minimise the risk of contamination at 

the time of collection, storage and analysis is that evidence, if found to have 

been contaminated, can be deemed to be inadmissible within the courtroom. 

Evidence that is compromised in the early stages of an investigation could 

result in an offender going undetected or in the worst-case scenario, could 

lead to a miscarriage of justice if the fact of inadmissibility has gone 

unnoticed pre-trial (Walker and Stockdale, 1999).  

In direct relation to tool and cut marks, the issues of particulate matter, as a 

contaminant, should be considered for both how a mark may have been 

created and in producing accurate test marks for comparison purposes 

(Baldwin et al., 2013). Issues of trace material transferring onto the blade of a 

cutting implement during the dismemberment process e.g. clothing, skin, 

muscle, body fluids and bone, that theoretically could impact upon the 

characteristics created by the implement does not appear to be a subject that 

has been researched in any detail. An attempt at ascertaining the impact that 

clothing has on stab wounds was conducted by Feldman (2015) who stated 

that the resulting cut mark produced by sharp force trauma, was significantly 

altered in appearance depending upon the type of fabric used. However, this 

study essentially deals with the effect of energy absorption and dampening 
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that clothing provides during a stabbing motion with the added impact of 

potentially masking the true shape and size of any cut mark created on bone 

(Feldman, 2015). There is no real indication that the theory or transference 

from fabric to knife or perhaps from fabric, skin and tissue to knife, was 

considered to have any bearing upon the resulting shape and size of the 

subsequent cut mark produced. Nor was any research apparent around the 

microscopic examination of the cutting blades to assess if trace material had 

adhered to the cutting edges and therefore contributed to distorting the 

size/shape of resulting cut marks. Of interest, in relation to trace evidence, is 

that Burd and Greene (1948), while discussing the types of marks created by 

tools also mentioned the possibility of trace evidence transference from the 

substrate to the tool. Although not fully expressed, they recognised that the 

tool itself could be a source of exchange i.e. through the dislodging of 

oxidised material from the blade’s surfaces to the substrate (Burd and 

Greene, 1948). As the primary focus of this research surrounds cut marks it 

is important to understand that artefacts and debris may be transferred bi-

directionally between the tool and the substrate. Being cognisant of this fact 

will be of assistance when any interpretation of cut mark profiles is 

undertaken.  

2.2.3 Understanding the ‘Chain of Custody’ concept 
The concept of a ‘chain of custody’ or ‘chain of evidence’ is pivotal to the 

success of an investigation but also to any subsequent court proceedings 

(UNODC, 2009).  In its simplest terms, the chain of custody is an auditable 

chronological account of every piece of evidence from the time it is 

discovered until it is presented before the courts and it is sub-divided into 

‘Integrity’ and ‘Continuity’ of evidence (UNODC, 2009; Sutton, 2009). 

‘Integrity’ refers to the procedures in place to ensure that the evidence, once 

seized, cannot be contaminated, damaged or tampered with before it is 

examined within the forensic laboratory environment or by others within the 

custody/evidence chain (Sutton, 2009; HSE, 2014). 
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‘Continuity’ refers to the measures in place to ensure that the item, which is 

examined within the forensic laboratory, is the one that was actually 

obtained/seized by a known officer on a known date, time and place. This is 

an auditable record of everyone and every place that the evidence has 

passed through from the crime scene until it reaches court and demonstrates 

an intact ‘chain of custody’ (Sutton, 2009; HSE, 2014). 

An integral part of the ‘chain of custody’ ethos is the use of appropriate 

documentation and accurate record keeping to demonstrate the integrity and 

continuity of the information created in the course of a tool mark examination 

(ACPO, 2006; Sutton, 2009; UNODC, 2009; HSE, 2014; Miller and Jones, 

2014). In keeping with this ethos is a requirement that these case records 

should also identify clearly the methodology used in order that the processes 

and procedures could, if required, be reproduced by another suitably 

qualified expert (FSR, 2015a, 2016). 

2.2.4 Cut mark evidence and admissibility 
For criminal dismemberment incidents, just as is in any other major crime 

inquiry, the ‘Chain of Custody’ process (2.2.3) is pivotal to ensuring that cut 

mark evidence can withstand the scrutiny of the courts.  The scientific opinion 

that results from cut mark examination is one that must be regarded as 

provisional rather than absolute (Gilson, 2009). Ultimately, it is the Judge as 

the ‘Gatekeeper’ that will decide if the ‘science’ and therefore the ‘expert’ 

have sufficient reliability and robustness to be admitted to the court (CPIA, 

1996; Gilson, 2009; CPS, 2014). Cut mark evidence will normally be 

presented in a number of forms i.e. photographs and/or high resolution scans 

of cut marks, comparison analysis records and a statement of opinion from 

the expert or experts that have conducted the examination. All of this 

evidence in the UK is covered by rules of disclosure and therefore the 

defence lawyers can access all of the information and, if required, instruct 

their own experts to conduct further analysis on the recovered evidence 

(COPFS, 2010; CPS, 2014). 
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2.2.5 Explaining admissibility and expert testimony 
Roberts et al. (2015) were of the opinion that the reliability of forensic 

evidence within the UK and the United States of America has been shaken 

both internally, within the forensic disciplines, and externally, in the eyes of 

the public, through a series of high profile miscarriages of justice involving 

fingerprint, DNA, hair and fibre and bite mark analysis and other evidence 

types. In response to recent issues regarding not only the ‘sciences’ but also 

the ‘expert’ witness testimony itself, a range of new measures has, and is, 

being introduced and implemented, in an attempt to streamline the service 

and created a more robust product that can be presented before the courts 

with a greater degree of confidence (Roberts et al., 2015).  

Expert evidence is deemed to be admissible evidence if it aids the court in 

being able to reach a conclusion, if the field of expertise is considered to be 

one which itself is reliable and the expert witness is suitably qualified within 

that field, to provide impartial opinion (CPS, 2014). In terms of what 

constitutes an expert being suitably qualified, the guide (CPS, 2014) defines 

that as someone who has sufficient knowledge through study or experience 

within the relevant field, to which they are giving evidence, in order that their 

opinion can be deemed valuable to the decision-makers within the court. 

Within the UK, the role of the Forensic Science Regulator was established 

circa 2008, with a responsibility to ensure that forensic science provision to 

the criminal justice system (CJS) is delivered to appropriate quality standards 

(Gov. UK, 2018). Although the position has no statutory powers at the current 

time, to satisfy the responsibility of the post, successive Forensic Science 

Regulators since 2008 to the present have published several guidance 

documents. These cover subjects from accreditation of crime scene 

consumables to quality standards in fingerprint examinations to the roles of 

forensic experts and codes of conduct for forensic science practitioners. 

The issuance of guidelines from the Forensic Science Regulator (FSR, 

2014a) ‘Codes of Practice and Conduct for forensic science providers and 

practitioners in the Criminal Justice System Version 2.0’, seeks to provide the 
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courts with demonstrable competence of expert opinion through 

standardisation of the methodologies and enforced accreditation to either 

ISO 17025 or ISO 17020 standards in relation to whether they are laboratory 

or scene-going practitioners respectively. The Forensic Science Regulator 

(2014a) states that:  

‘Compliance with this Code of Practice is intended to provide the CJS 

[Criminal Justice System] and the public with confidence in the reliability of 

forensic science and to enhance customer satisfaction through the most 

effective application of the management system’.  

In relation to expert witnesses, the Forensic Science Regulator (FSR) 

(2015a) issued guidance to cover the legal obligations and the remit of 

experts in the Criminal Justice System of England and Wales. The Crown 

Prosecution Service (CPS, 2014) issued guidance on expert evidence which 

states clearly that the responsibilities of expert witnesses are to the courts in 

the provision of both objective and unbiased opinion on matters that are 

outwith the reasonable knowledge of the judge and jury. Furthermore, the 

expert has a duty to perform this task regardless of whom is instructing the 

expert (CPS, 2014). 

The actual reliability test for the basis on which the evidence of expert and 

scientific opinion is regarded as being admissible, is defined within 

Amendment No.2 to the Criminal Practice Directions (Lord Chief Justice, 

2014) which states in para 33A.5 that the following factors should be 

considered: 

‘(a) the extent and quality of the data on which the expert’s opinion is based, 

and the validity of the methods by which they were obtained;  

(b) if the expert’s opinion relies on an inference from any findings, whether 

the opinion properly explains how safe or unsafe the inference is (whether by 

reference to statistical significance or in other appropriate terms);  

(c) if the expert’s opinion relies on the results of the use of any method (for 

instance, a test, measurement or survey), whether the opinion takes proper 
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account of matters, such as the degree of precision or margin of uncertainty, 

affecting the accuracy or reliability of those results;  

(d) the extent to which any material upon which the expert’s opinion is based 

has been reviewed by others with relevant expertise (for instance, in peer-
reviewed publications), and the views of those others on that material;  

(e) the extent to which the expert’s opinion is based on material falling 

outside the expert’s own field of expertise;  

(f) the completeness of the information which was available to the expert, and 

whether the expert took account of all relevant information in arriving at the 

opinion (including information as to the context of any facts to which the 

opinion relates);  

(g) if there is a range of expert opinion on the matter in question, where in the 

range the expert’s own opinion lies and whether the expert’s preference has 

been properly explained and  

(h) whether the expert’s methods followed established practice in the field 

and, if they did not, whether the reason for the divergence has been properly 

explained’. 

Paragraph 33A.6 instructs the courts to considering the reliability of the 

scientific opinion and identification of any flaws that could be detrimental to 

evidence being used reliably (Lord Chief Justice, 2014) by considering the 

following: 

• Failure of the hypothesis to other testing or insufficient scrutiny of the 

hypothesis. 

• Foundation gained through assumption 

• Foundation gained through incorrect data 

• Inappropriate test methodology 

• Conclusions based on inference or incomplete findings 
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According to the CPS (2014) sufficiency of admissibility for new techniques 

as evidence is determined through consideration of four areas: 

1. Whether the theory or technique can be or has been tested  

2. Whether the theory or technique has been subject to peer review and 

publication  

3. The known or potential rate of error or the existence of standards and  

4. Whether the theory or technique used has been generally accepted. 

These guidelines and considerations from the Forensic Science Regulator 

(FSR, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a), CPS (2014) and Lord Chief Justice (2014) in 

largely mirror the shift in acceptance of expert evidence and opinion that has 

occurred within America, post Daubert and Frye, where challenges to the 

reliability of forensic evidence were questioned for testability, error rates, 

peer review acceptance and standards of control (Grzybowski et al., 2002).  

 

Central to establishing reliability and validity as outlined by the Lord Chief 

Justice (2014), CPS (2014) and the Forensic Science Regulator (2015a) are 

the creation of ground truth data sets compiled from known sources that can 

be used to assess identification accuracy (Tear et al., 2010). Through the use 

of ground truth databases, the opinion of experts can then be evaluated 

directly with an attributable source, whereas the risk from datasets created 

from crime samples is that they lack guaranteed provenance (Tear et al., 

2010; Jamieson and Bader, 2016). 

2.2.6 General principles governing evidential material 
Scene preservation, recording, examination and evidence management are 

key areas of accountability for investigators involved in crime investigations 

(CPIA, 1996; ACPO, 2006; Trueman, 2009) as they form the foundation of 

effective and efficient tool mark examinations. Essential to maximising the 

yield of recoverable physical and trace evidence, intelligence and other 

important material (CPIA, 1996; Caddy, 2001) is the implementation of sound 

methodologies that encompass the search, recording and recovery phase of 
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any examination whilst ensuring that integrity and continuity is maintained 

from crime scene to court in an auditable format (Sutton, 2009; Trueman, 

2009).    

The primary objective for any investigator is to search for, record and recover 

all available physical evidence and intelligence in order that the identity of the 

perpetrator(s) of a crime can be ascertained and innocent parties can be 

eliminated from the enquiry (Miller and Jones, 2014).  Through careful 

analysis of witness testimony combined with supporting forensic evidence 

testing and reconstructions of the events of a crime, it is the role of the 

investigation team and the Senior Investigating Officer to decide ultimately 

whether a suspect should be charged with a crime (ACPO, 2006). Thereafter 

it is the responsibility of the courts to decide guilt or innocence on any 

charges raised. 

2.2.7 Overview of evidence retention considerations 
Evidence may be retained for a considerable number of years to facilitate 

analysis of unsolved crimes, appeals against criminal convictions or 

investigating miscarriages of justice. It is therefore important that all evidence 

is stored in a manner that will be compatible with preserving the item and 

avoids unnecessary decomposition or destruction of physical and trace 

evidence (ACPO, 2005a, 2005b, 2006). 

For the tool mark analyst and researcher alike, it is worth highlighting that 

ethical considerations also need to be considered when dealing with samples 

from both the living and the deceased and may require additional levels of 

authorisation prior to commencement of any test cutting being conducted 

using human cadaveric material (ACPO, 2006; UNODC, 2009).  

Within the United Kingdom the Human Tissue Act (2004) and Human Tissue 

(Scotland) Act 2006 primarily govern the taking of, and storage of, human 

samples and provide codes of conduct on post mortem examinations, 

anatomical examinations and research produced by the Human Tissue 

Authority (2014a, 2014b, 2014c). An obvious issue in terms of human bone 

used in creating test pieces, for either research or criminal investigation, 
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surrounds the retention of human samples and the enablement of another 

suitably qualified expert to validate the examination process or repeat the 

analysis (FSR, 2015a, 2015b, 2016). The 1984 Anatomy Act (Scotland) 

advises that samples from medical cadavers can only be retained for three 

(3) years before requiring to be returned to the cadaver for appropriate 

disposal i.e. cremation, burial etc. This relatively short retention period would 

have a greater impact on criminal justice cases where unresolved/cold case 

reviews require to be retained until the case is solved or resolved serious 

crime offences where evidence still requires to be held for twelve years (12) 

in storage (Police Scotland, 2014).  

An obvious solution to negate these aforementioned issues and retention 

times of tool mark test pieces would be the use of proxy materials instead of 

human bone samples. 

2.2.8 Cut and tool mark evidence guidance  
Thompson (2010) within the publication ‘Firearm identification within the 

forensic science laboratory’, refers to the Association of Firearm and 

Toolmark Examiners (AFTE) ‘Theory of identification’ that was produced in 

1992 to set out a common set of principles for examiners in both firearm and 

tool mark comparison which are detailed as being: 

‘1. The theory of identification as it pertains to the comparison of toolmarks 

enables opinions of common origin to be made when the unique surface 

contours of two toolmarks are in “sufficient agreement.”  

2. This “sufficient agreement” is related to the significant duplication of 

random toolmarks as evidenced by a pattern or combination of patterns of 

surface contours. Significance is determined by the comparative examination 

of two or more sets of surface contour patterns comprised of individual 

peaks, ridges and furrows. Specifically, the relative height or depth, width, 

curvature and spatial relationship of the individual peaks, ridges and furrows 

within one set of surface contours are defined and compared to the 

corresponding features in the second set of surface contours. Agreement is 

significant when it exceeds the best agreement demonstrated between 
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toolmarks known to have been produced by different tools and is consistent 

with agreement demonstrated by toolmarks known to have been produced by 

the same tool. The statement that “sufficient agreement” exists between two 

toolmarks means that the agreement is of a quantity and quality that the 

likelihood of another tool making the mark is so remote as to be considered a 

practical impossibility.  

3. Currently the interpretation of individualization/identification is subjective in 

nature, founded on scientific principles and based on the examiner’s training 

and experience.’ 

To also create a standardisation of terminology and the types of conclusion 

that can be reached by examiners, Thompson (2010) refers to the 

descriptors created by AFTE and advises that these were created around the 

‘Theory of Identification’ principles as follows: 

1). ‘Identification: Agreement of a combination of individual characteristics 

and all discernible class characteristics where the extent of agreement 

exceeds that which can occur in the comparison of toolmarks made by 

different tools and is consistent with the agreement demonstrated by 

toolmarks known to have been produced by the same tool. 

2). Inconclusive:  

a. Some agreement of individual characteristics and all discernible class 

characteristics, but insufficient for an identification. 

b. Agreement of all discernible class characteristics without agreement or 

disagreement of individual characteristics due to an absence, insufficiency, or 

lack of reproducibility.  

c. Agreement of all discernible class characteristics and disagreement of 

individual characteristics, but insufficient for an elimination. 

3). Elimination: Significant disagreement of discernible class characteristics 

and/or individual characteristics. 
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4). Unsuitable: Unsuitable for examination’. 

These guiding principles of the theory of identification, the terminology and 

comparison criteria are recognised by the Scientific Working Group for 

Firearms and Tool marks (SWGGUN) (2014), the National Forensic Science 

Technology Centre (NFSTC) (2015) and are considered by Cork et al. (2010) 

who discuss the proposition that the assessment made by a tool mark 

examiner as to whether a match exists is essentially one of a subjective 

determination based on perception and experience. 

The methodology advocated by Baldwin et al. (2013) to be used when 

conducting cut mark examinations is that of the ACE-V principle commonly 

used by latent print examiners which is: 

A-Assessment 

C-Comparison 

E-Evaluation 

V-Verification 

This principle comprises of conducting an ‘Assessment’ to establish initial 

considerations of other trace evidence and the sufficiency of detail present 

that would enable a comparison examination to be conducted. The 

‘Comparison’ phase as the title suggests is the actual act of comparing a 

crime mark with test marks from a suspect tool and interpreting the presence 

or absence of agreeing detail/features. Decisions are expressed as to 

whether a tool is assessed, using a matrix of weighted support, as having 

made the mark or that there is no support to corroborate the suspect tool 

having been used to create the crime mark at the ‘Evaluation’ stage of the 

examination. Finally, the ‘Verification’ stage is a peer review quality 

assurance re-examination to ensure agreement is reached, by another 

suitably qualified examiner, of the conclusions stated within the Evaluation 

aspect of the tool mark examination (Baldwin et al., 2013). 
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A methodology that may assist in strengthening the evidential values of tool 

mark evidence in the future could be the adoption of a Bayesian approach, 

similar to how DNA evidence is presented, with statistical probabilities being 

calculated that would present courts with a likelihood ratio of whether another 

tool could have been responsible for creating a crime mark.  Although 

currently this is not a methodology applied to tool mark analysis, it is an area 

that is worthy of consideration as it provides an alternative interpretation 

process than that currently advocated by AFTE. 

2.3 Outlining criminal dismemberment 

Although dismemberment can be attributed to cause of death, within conflict 

and fragile affected states it can and is also used as a method of torture as 

well as murder (Morcillo-Mendez and Campos, 2012). However, the brutality 

of armed conflicts and such incidents involving dismemberment are outwith 

the scope of this literature review which will focus on criminal 

dismemberment in common law rather than extending into crimes against 

humanity and war crime atrocities.  

Whilst the occurrence rates of dismemberments are regarded as rare (Nunno 

et al., 2006; Dogan et al., 2010; Porta et al., 2016; Black et al., 2017a) the 

aggravation to the crime of homicide is one which is regarded as heinous and 

emotive (Konopka et al., 2007). In 1831 the discovery, in Preston, of a 

dismembered woman’s torso wrapped in a petticoat caused bystanders to be 

stricken with horror, according to a report following the execution of the 

victim’s husband John Holloway who was found guilty of the crime (Pelham, 

1841). Similar to the effects reported in 1831, modern day reports of cases 

involving criminal dismemberment evoke equally emotive sentiments. In 

2015, the murder and dismemberment of sixteen-year-old schoolgirl Becky 

Watts, within the Bristol area of England, was described within the media as 

a crime that shocked the United Kingdom (Wheatstone, 2015). Public 

outrage combined with media attention places further pressures on the 

investigative forces to get an early answer and so forensic science is 

extremely important to involve at the earliest possible stage (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Montage of news headlines pertaining to dismemberment cases. 

Putting the occurrence rates of dismemberments into some perspective, over 

a period of thirty-two years in Poland the average number of 

dismemberments per annum according to Konopka et al. (2007) was 

between five and eight whilst in Sweden over a thirty-year period, twenty-two  

occurrences of dismemberment were recorded with biennial clusters being 

noted. In Germany, a recorded six to seven cases occur annually (Rajs, et 

al., 1998; Konopka et al., 2007). In contrast, the findings of Gupta and Arora 

(2013) over the periods of May 2011-April 2012 found that within the 

Northern Medico legal jurisdiction of India alone, there were nine cases out of 

two hundred and three murders that were classed as homicide-mutilation 

which was described as a spike annual incidence of 4.43%.    

In addition to the external pressures that can be faced by investigators when 

dealing with dismemberment cases, a further complexity can be encountered 

when localised dismemberment of the corpse has occurred and multiple 

deposition sites are utilised for body disposal.  Along with an increase in 

potential quantities of evidence, requiring tool mark analysis, different 

geographic as well as jurisdiction areas can also pose strategic as well as 

tactical challenges to the investigation teams (Reichs, 1998; Rainwater, 

2015).  The 2009 ‘Jigsaw’ murder, where the victim Jeffery Howe was, 
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according to Palmer (2011), dismembered into five (5) parts and deposited 

over two different counties in Hertfordshire and Leicestershire and the 2011 

murder in Humberside, where the victim Adam Vincent was dismembered 

into six sections and scattered over a series of land and water locations, are 

examples of the difficulties that can be faced (Oliver, 2017). 

Criminal dismemberment is classified into five (5) different categories i.e. 

defensive, aggressive, offensive, necromantic or communicative (Rajs, et al., 

1998; Hakkanen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Gupta and Arora, 2013; Black et al., 

2017a).  These can be described as follows:  

2.3.1 Defensive dismemberment 
Defensive dismemberment is recognised as being the most common of these 

five categories and is the terminology applied when a victim is dismembered 

to aid the act of body disposal or to conceal identity (Koops et al., 1986; 

Puschel and Koops, 1987; Rajs et al., 1998; Quatrehomme, 2007; Dogan et 

al., 2010; Dettmeyer et al., 2014; Black et al., 2017a). From a media sourced 

compilation of United Kingdom dismemberment cases between 1985 and 

2016, Black (2017) concluded that approaching 82% of all cases could be 

clearly categorised as representing defensive dismemberment activities. The 

primary motive for defensive dismemberment is to reduce the bulk of the 

corpse into more manageable sizes for both the purposes of transportation 

and disposal (Rajs et al., 1998; Konopka et al., 2007; Dogan et al., 2010). To 

achieve either or both of these end objectives, the body is usually 

approached as 6 parts - the head, both right and left upper and lower limbs 

for removal from the torso, left leg and right leg (Rajs et al., 1998; Dogan et 

al., 2010).   Transportation of the six pieces can then be facilitated through a 

number of options. In the case of Jolanta Bledaite, who was dismembered in 

Brechin, Scotland, in 2008, the two perpetrators utilised a suitcase and bin 

liners to transport the body parts, via public transport, to the disposition site 

twelve miles away from the crime scene at Arbroath harbour (Daily Mail, 

2009). Complicating detection and identification is increased where multiple 

deposition sites are utilised when disposing of the body parts (Oliver, 2017). 
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2.3.2 Aggressive dismemberment 
According to Black et al. (2017a), aggressive dismemberment is the second 

most common form of dismemberment encountered within such 

investigations. Within the open source data compiled by Black (2017), over a 

31 year period in the UK, 5 cases were categorised as being aggressive 

dismemberment. Although mutilation may occur before or indeed be 

responsible for, the cause of death, aggressive dismemberment is usually 

associated with extreme rage (usually referred to as over-kill) during the 

murderous act that fuels a violent and often random postmortem mutilation of 

the deceased (Rajs et al., 1998; Dettmeyer et al., 2014; Black et al., 2017a). 

An example of this extremely aggressive aggravated murder is identified in 

2017 within Maryland, USA, where the notorious MS-13 gang were accused 

of stabbing a Hispanic male 100 times before decapitating, dismembering 

and removing his heart and burying the body in a shallow grave 

(Cuthbertson, 2017).  

2.3.3 Offensive dismemberment 
Sadistic or sexual fulfilment are considered to be the main influencers when 

offensive dismemberment occurs according to Rajs et al. (1998), Dettmeyer 

et al. (2014) and Black et al. (2017a). Although considered rare, when 

offensive dismemberments do arise it is often the genitalia and other sexual 

areas of the body that have been targeted for mutilation. The case of 

Edmund Kemper in the USA, who was arrested in 1973, exemplifies this form 

of dismemberment. Responsible for the murder and mutilation of eight 

females, Kemper confessed to police of the sexual excitement he 

experienced when removing the heads of his victims that he then kept for 

further gratification (Bonn, 2014).  

2.3.4 Necromantic dismemberment 
With a more fetishist and macabre connotation, necromantic dismemberment 

is encountered where body parts are removed for the purpose of trophy 

keeping (Rajs et al., 1998). A peculiar aspect of this form of dismemberment 

is, as Black et al. (2017a) comment, that homicide is not necessarily a 
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prerequisite and that this act can occur by perpetrators merely having access 

to cadavers or through exhumation of deceased persons. 

Concern regarding necromantic behaviour and protecting the dead is 

something that Owens (2005) explains was present within the late 16th and 

early 17th centuries. In 1604 in London, a statute was created making it an 

offence to remove any dead person or their skin, bones or other parts for the 

purposes for witchcraft, sorcery, charms/spells or magic (Owens, 2005).  

Pullman (2016) describes the trophy collections of Ed Gein, Wisconsin, USA, 

who was arrested in 1957. Gein was found to have dug up the graves of 

females and thereafter fashioned body parts such as skulls, skin and 

genitalia into furniture, clothing and utensils. According to Draba-Mann 

(2017), Gein’s atrocities were inspiration for many modern horror movies 

such as ‘Psycho’, ‘The Texas Chainsaw Massacre’ and ‘Silence of the 

Lambs’. 
 
2.3.5 Communication dismemberment 
This form of dismemberment is predominantly attributed as the imprimatur of 

gangs and/or serious organised crime groups however it has had previous 

associations with political movements (Green, 2015; Black et al., 2017). 

Historically prevalent within Latin America and more recently in Mexico, the 

sole intention of communicative dismemberment is to ‘send a message’ 

(Green, 2015).  This form of dismemberment enters into the spheres of ultra-

violence and barbarity with body parts being deliberately removed and then 

exhibited to act as a warning, threat, deterrent or merely to indicate power 

(Green, 2015; Black et al., 2017a). Recent examples of this brutal visual 

statement have been highlighted in Mexico’s serious organised crime group 

activities where, according to Baker (2016), three decapitated heads were left 

in front of government buildings with a warning letter. It is worth remembering 

that, although recent incidents of gang related communicative 

dismemberment might tend to point to a modern phenomenon this particular 

mutilation style is far from being a new communication method. In 1305, 

Scotland’s William Wallace was executed by being hanged, drawn and 
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quartered in London. After execution his head was placed on a spike on 

London Bridge and the four body parts were strategically placed in 

Newcastle, Berwick, Stirling and Perth to act as a visual warning to any Scots 

that were tempted to rebel against the English regime (Society of William 

Wallace, 2018).      

2.3.6 Dismemberment in context 
Konopka et al. (2007) identified that dismemberments are generally 

performed without delay and within the location of the homicide by a suspect 

who was known to the victim, that drugs/alcohol may be involved and that in 

almost all instances the dismemberment is carried out using commonly found 

tools within the immediate vicinity of the murder. It could be surmised therefor 

that for the majority of incidents the implements most likely to be used will be 

those already existing within domestic settings for the majority of incidents.  A 

review of all relevant literature identified that there appears to have been little 

in the way of research into the commonality of cutting implements within the 

populace or a correlation between implements that are regarded as being 

‘readily available’ within a domestic environment and those utilised for 

dismemberment. 

Having established that the most common dismemberment of a homicide 

victim is generally attributed to the rationale of increasing the ease of 

disposal, concealment and obstructing methods of identification, Konopka et 

al. (2007) and Dogan et al. (2010) stated that this is seldom achieved through 

disarticulation of the body at the joints. From this opinion by Konopka et al. 

(2007) and Dogan et al. (2010), it follows that if disarticulation is a rarity, then 

cuts through bone to facilitate dismemberment must therefore be found in the 

majority of criminal dismemberment cases. This apparent frequency of the 

likelihood that cut marks on bone will be encountered reaffirms the 

requirement for a detailed understanding of their forensic value. 

Saville et al. (2007), make reference to the need not only to match tools used 

in dismemberments but also the importance that class characteristics, 

specifically cut mark dimensions, have in assisting the investigation process 
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by indicating the type of tools that may have been used. The importance of 

cut marks on bone and their subsequent analysis, to determine the type of 

implement used, has been long established within forensic research as being 

critical to the investigation of criminal dismemberment (May, 1930; Burd and 

Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 1975; Symes, 1992; Saville et al., 2007; Symes et al., 

2010; Gardner, 2012; Baldwin et al., 2013). 

Undoubtedly, this acknowledgement has been the driving force behind many 

research projects into cut marks (Bonte, 1975; Walker and Long, 1977; 

Symes, 1992; Symes et al., 1998, 2002, 2010, 2012; Chapman, 2004; Saville 

et al., 2007; Thompson and Inglis, 2009; Tennick, 2012; Crowder et al., 2013; 

Highsmith, 2015; Love et al., 2015) with the greatest focus concentrating on 

saw marks (Symes, 1992; Symes, et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2011). Whilst the 

use of saws and sawing have been recognised as a common method for 

facilitating the cutting of bone, other cutting edge implements such as knives 

and axes are also associated with cases involving dismemberment and are 

areas that require equal research attention.  A lack of literature on the subject 

reveals that little work has been carried out in this specific area (Bailey et al., 

2011). 

2.3.7 The United Kingdom dismemberment data landscape 
Research into recorded homicides within the United Kingdom demonstrated 

that little data exists either about dismemberments as a whole or for the 

actual implement types used to facilitate dismemberment.  Neither the 

National Crime Agency (NCA) nor the National Injuries Database (NID) could 

supply detailed evidence and likewise no data for Scotland or Northern 

Ireland could be traced. The Home Office (HO) compiles statistics on 

homicides (which include dismemberments) and cause of death, for England 

and Wales only, using the following headers: 

• Sharp instrument 

• Blunt instrument 

• Hitting, kicking, etc. 

• Strangulation, asphyxiation 
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• Shooting 

• Other 

• Not known 

 

Although these methods of killing are descriptive, they do not give a detailed 

account of how a body was dismembered or with what type of implement. It 

appears that the recording mechanism used for this data may be part of the 

reason that more detailed information is not available. Within ‘National 

Statistics Quality Review Series, Report No. 25, Review of Homicide Statistic 

(Home Office, 2003) Annex G’, the ‘CRIMESEC FORM 7A’ template (Fig.2) 

illustrates that dismemberment is merely a ‘YES/NO’ option with no scope for 

elaboration on the manner by which dismemberment was achieved: 

 

Figure 2: CRIMESEC FORM 7A (Home Office, 2003). 

Whilst afforded sight of the HO statistical data, in relation to 

dismemberments, the information was classed as ‘Official Sensitive’ under 

the Government Protective Marking Scheme (GPMS) and therefore 

unfortunately not available for publication or reference within this study. What 

can be said though, is that the data merely indicated an unverified total of 

dismemberments in the UK from 2007-2013. No details of instruments used 

or classification of dismemberments were recorded. 
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Utilising open source media-based information, Black, (2017) compiled a 

table of known cases of dismemberment within the United Kingdom between 

1985 and 2016.  This list gives an indication of the implements most likely 

associated with 82 cases of criminal dismemberment over the 31year period 

that was detailed. Whilst it is acknowledged by the author (Black, 2017) that 

the complied data cannot be considered as either reliable or definitive, due to 

the open source nature of the data collection, it does at the very least provide 

a snapshot of the UK landscape in relation to the implements used, or 

suspected of having been used, in these 82 cases. Of note was that 

information contained within a document from the NCA National Injuries 

Database, that was also classified as ‘Official Sensitive’ and therefore also 

unavailable for inclusion or reference, did contain case details that 

corroborated some of the data collected by Black (2017). Albeit that 

cognisance must be taken of the disclaimer by Black (2017), that the 

information compiled cannot be regarded as corpus delicti, the data when 

analysed indicates that the implements identified were of types that could 

arguably be classified as being ‘common’ or ‘readily available’ in everyday 

21st century life (B&M Stores, 2017a, 2017b) (Fig. 3).  

This insight from the Black (2017) data displays that, out of the 82 cases 

where information on implement type existed, knives were ‘identified’ as the 

tool used in 42.7% of cases, whilst saws of a variety of types were ‘involved’ 

in 41.5% of cases (with a hacksaw being specifically named in 11% of 

cases).  Knives and saws were therefore the most likely implements to be 

used in a case of criminal dismemberment as evidenced from a media-based 

resource of cases. 
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Figure 3: Graph displaying types of implements identified as used in eighty-two criminal 

dismemberment cases in the UK from 1985-2016 from Black, (2017) data. 

 

2.4 Describing tool marks and tool mark examination 

A ‘tool’ is defined as: 

‘The harder of two objects that comes into forceful contact with one another, 

resulting in the softer object being marked.’ (SWGGUN, 2015). 

The resulting impression that is left in a substrate, following sufficient force 

and direct contact being applied by a tool or implement, is referred as a ‘tool 

mark’ (Lerner and Lerner, 2005; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). 

Tool mark examination is defined as being: 

‘An empirical comparative analysis that can determine if a striated or 

impressed mark was produced by a particular tool.’ (SWGGUN, 2015). 
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According to Baldwin et al. (2013), Hans Gross’s 1891 publication ‘System 

der Kriminalistik’ (Criminal Investigation) was instrumental in promoting the 

value of tool marks as a reliable form of forensic evidence. Baldwin et al. 

(2013), attributed the increased recognition that the courts of law exhibited 

towards tool marks, between 1891-1934, to the value of scientific evidence 

being in part due to the work of Gross. 

Grieve (2013), acknowledged that the first use of tool mark comparison 

focussed on striation marks (Fig. 4) around 1900 by Dr. Kockel, who he 

[Grieve] also credited as taking measurements of features and utilising 

oblique lighting to optimise the appearance of, and then identify knife cuts in 

wood. 

 

Figure 4: Example showing tool mark striations evident on lead substrate test piece. 

The study of marks produced by weapons/instruments/tools, within 

criminalistics, is used to establish if a mark was made by a specific tool 

(May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942) and is most commonly utilised in cases 

involving the forced opening of lock fast places (Burd and Greene, 1948; 

Bonte, 1975). When direct contact and force are applied to a tool and a 

substrate, the resulting mark that is left is referred to as an ‘impression’ 

(Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). It is generally held that there are two types of 

mark left by an implement - ‘Class Characteristics’ and ‘Unique’ or ‘Individual 

Characteristics’ (May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942; Burd and Greene, 1948; 

Bonte, 1975; AFTE, 1992; Shaw, et al., 2011; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). 

The Scientific Working Group for Firearms and Toolmarks (SWGGUN, 2015) 

defines these two types of characteristics as being: 
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‘Class Characteristics: General and/or measurable features of a specimen 

which indicate a restricted group source.  They result from design factors and 

are therefore determined prior to manufacture’. 

‘Individual Characteristics: Marks or features produced by the random 

imperfections or irregularities of tool surfaces. These characteristics can be 

used to individually associate a tool to a toolmark’. 

Chumbley (2010), Gambino et al. (2011), Petraco (2011) and Baldwin et al. 

(2013), added to the identification criteria stated by others (May, 1930; Burd 

and Kirk, 1942; Burd and Greene, 1948; Bonte, 1975; AFTE, 1992; Shaw et 

al., 2011; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013), by suggesting that a tool mark 

examiner is required to consider the feature of Sub-Class Characteristics in 

addition to that of Class and Individual based marks. Baldwin et al. (2013) 

defined all three features as being: 

‘Class: features that are common to all items of a particular type. 

Sub-Class: features that are not unique to a particular tool but allow some 

discrimination between groups of tools within the same class. 

Individual: characteristics features arising randomly during the manufacturing 

process or through normal use.’ 

Baldwin et al. (2013) further explained ‘Class Characteristics’ as being pre-

determined features of a tool prior to its manufacture, such as the size, 

shape, type and mechanism of function i.e. cutting action. Petraco (2011) 

explained that ‘Sub-Class’ features are brought about due to the blemishes, 

imperfections, wear and particular manufacturing design process and 

therefore can prove to be useful in identifying batches of tools created from a 

specific production run.  

Within their 1948 paper, Burd and Greene discussed that two types of mark 

are created by tools: ‘impressed marks’ that are negative reproductions of the 

tool within a softer substrate (Fig. 5) and ‘abrasion’ or ‘friction marks’ which 

are caused via a cutting or sliding action and result in striations being 
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produced on the receiving surface (Fig. 6). It is from examination of this 

negative imprint (tool mark) that physical traits, such as the impressed mark 

or striations, can be identified and the size, shape and profile can be 

ascertained to establish an initial visual identification of the type of class of 

implement most likely responsible for the cut (Chumbley, 2010; Petraco, 

2011; Hoeksema, 2013).  

 

Figure 5: Example showing impressed mark of a screwdriver blade. 

 

Figure 6: Example showing striation marks caused due to the sliding action of a tool on the substrate. 

Burd and Kirk, (1942), described how compression marks made by a tool can 

serve to assist in identifying the type (‘Class’) of implement but warned that 

these types of characteristics have little evidential strength towards positive 

identification being made of a specific implement. In relation to unique 

characteristics however, Burd and Kirk, (1942) were of the opinion that:  

‘…no two tools will ever be expected to leave identical marks, nor in fact will 

the same tool ordinarily leave two absolutely identical marks’. 

Yet, they go on to state that; 

 ‘…for some considerable period of time, the marks left by a single tool will be 
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so similar as to leave no doubt of their common origin unless some major 

change is wrought in the edges leaving the marks’ (Burd and Kirk, 1942). 

Unique characteristics left by a tool require both force and motion to impart 

the random individual striations from the tool to the object (Hueske, 2006). 

These striations which are essentially grooves running in parallel lines, 

resembling scratches (Merriam-Webster, 2015a) from the Latin ‘Stria’ 

meaning furrow (Merriam-Webster, 2015b) are examined to establish the 

presence or absence of agreement in detail between a crime mark and a 

suspect tool (Baldwin et al., 2013; Hoeksema, 2013).   

2.5 Defining cut and hacking marks 

As this research will be based around criminal dismemberment, the marks 

that will be assessed will be those of cut marks rather than the striated or 

impressed marks that are studied within the wider forensic tool mark 

discipline. 

Within the forensic setting and specifically within the environments of 

anthropology and human identification, the study of cut marks is commonly 

attributed to sharp force trauma injuries inflicted on homicide victims. 

According to the Scientific Working Group for Forensic Anthropology 

(SWGANTH), sharp force trauma results from:  

‘a tool that is edged, pointed or bevelled’ (SWGANTH, 2011). 

Much of the early research into cut marks in bone appears to have been 

conducted from an archaeological perspective rather being ‘forensic’ in 

nature (Greenfield,1999). Studies into the morphological characteristics of 

early tools, such as stone axes through to the evolution of metal cutting 

implements, have identified characteristics from the examination of 

butchering marks on bone which made it possible to establish associations 

between several classes of tool (Walker and Long,1977). By employing the 

use of a rubber based dental casting agent, Walker and Long (1977), 

produced negative impressions of the cut marks they had produced using 

five different kinds of tool on bovine metapodial bone. These casts produced 

profiles that displayed a distinctive ‘V’ shape in cross section for cuts made 
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by knives, flake tools and axes and when the steel knife or obsidian flake tool 

was held at an acute angle the mark produced was asymmetrical in 

appearance with the long side of the ‘V’ corresponding to the angle at which 

the knife was held (Fig.7). Using the obsidian flake tools in a sawing motion 

to cut the bone material produced a ‘U’ shaped area of damage in cross 

section (Fig.8).  

 

Figure 7: Example showing asymmetric ‘V’ shape cut. 

 

Figure 8: Example showing a ‘U’ shape cut. 

From this research it was noted that, whilst archaeological in nature, the 

authors could produce and identify class characteristics made by the 

individual implements that were tested, as well as being able to suggest the 

angle of the tool in relation to the bone surface (Walker and Long,1977). 

Another archaeologically based study was conducted by Lewis (2008) and 

discussed the criteria for distinguishing cut marks in bone produced by 

swords. Through the comparison of a series of test cuts made by swords and 

knives not only was an observation made of a flat-bottomed profile created 

by weapons such as machetes, but the profiles created by knives were found 

to be consistently of a ‘V’ shape cross section supporting the results 

discussed by Walker and Long (1977). 
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Assessing the forensic value of knives and other cutting instruments is an 

area that has been highlighted by a number of research projects (May,1930; 

Burd and Kirk,1942; Burd and Greene,1948; Bonte, 1975; Symes,1992; 

Saville et al., 2007; Marciniak, 2009; Symes et al., 2010; Freas, 2010; Bailey 

et al., 2011; Love et al., 2012; 2013; 2015). Not only are class characteristics 

created when cutting implements are used in a fixed position but also when 

the cutting edge is unregulated e.g. hand held without a guide directing the 

path of the cut, and subject to movement during the cutting motions 

(May,1930). 

Early identification of the class or type of implement used during acts of 

violence is particularly important in assisting the investigation process 

(Marciniak, 2009), regardless of whether these acts are peri-mortem or post-

mortem occurrences (Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). 

The requirement for specific research into the class characteristics of these 

types of weapon is borne out by the frequency of knife or other cutting type 

instruments used during homicides (Humphrey and Hutchison, 2001; 

Konopka et al., 2007) and is also evidenced through the statistics, described 

by Crowder et al. (2013), from New York City where 18% of all homicides in 

2009 resulted from sharp force trauma.  

Cut marks on bone and cartilage was assessed by Wolfgang Bonte, who is 

credited by some as being somewhat of a pioneer in the research of this type 

(Symes et al., 2010).  Cut marks produced by Bonte (1975), were described 

as offering an outstanding prospect for tool mark grouping especially where 

knives and saws have been employed in thoracic stabbings and 

dismemberments respectively. Through experiments on cartilage, of a 

species type unknown, Bonte (1975) concluded that the teeth of a serrated 

knife produce characteristic rills as the blade progressively cuts into the 

substrate. The term ‘rill’ used by Bronte (1975) refers to the characteristic, in 

serrated blades, produced by the scalloping of the blade to form the 

serrations similar to a trench or furrow, the highpoints of which form the 

parallel lines referred to as rills (Figs. 9-11).  
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Figure 9:Macro image showing cutting edges of a serrated blade. 

 

Figure 10: Image showing ‘rills’ created by a downwards pushing action of serrated blade. 

 

Figure 11: Image showing ‘rills’ created by a cutting action of serrated blade. 

Whilst the conclusions of the study were that it was possible to approximate 

the class of tool used to cut bone and stab cartilage repeatedly (Bonte, 

1975), it did not expand the results into any specific form of useable guide 

that would serve to provide a visual aid to others, in associating the 

size/shape of the cut marks produced on bone with specific tools.   

Direction of cut 

Direction of cut 
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In a more recent study, Thompson and Inglis (2009) analysed the outcome of 

stab marks to bone with both serrated and non-serrated knives. They 

acknowledged that there was a scarcity of research being conducted into the 

marks left as a result of stabbings within both the UK and elsewhere. The 

authors were also of the opinion that previously conducted research into 

weapon-related stabbing injuries had identified the possibility of detecting 

class characteristics on bone but that these studies had failed to produce 

more precise findings into the weapons used. In their study Thompson and 

Inglis (2009) investigated the effect of two types of knives i.e. serrated and 

non-serrated, on different types of porcine bone. They described the resulting 

incisions following stabbings into the porcine bone and classified the shape 

created in the bone. According to the results, the non-serrated knives 

produced an impact mark that was described as being a ‘T’ shape whilst the 

serrated blades produced marks of a ‘Y’ shape. Whilst it is appreciated that 

this study was concerned with hard contact stabbing actions into the bone 

material as opposed to cutting actions, as previously documented by Walker 

and Long (1977) and Lewis (2008), the resulting incisions go some way to 

assist forensic practitioners involved in assessing the likely weapon type 

used in fatal assaults, since they categorise weapon class. Where the 

research falls short, in providing greater assistance to class characterisation 

is through the lack of any scale label in the photographic records reproduced 

in the paper and the absence of scale images of the two types of knives 

used. Determining the shape of a stab mark as being a ‘T’ or a ‘Y’ could be 

regarded as highly subjective in nature as this methodology relies on 

observation and perceptual interpretation by the examiner.  

Acknowledgment is given to the fact that much of the research into class 

characteristics of tool marks on bone has focussed on those created by saws 

and that the study of knife related marks is relatively lacking (Crowder et al., 

2013). This prevalence for saw research, as opposed to other cutting 

implements, is likely due to the fact that saw marks according to Bailey et al. 

(2010), are routinely reported in cases involving dismemberment. Utilising 

fourteen newly purchased knives, consisting of serrated, partially serrated 
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and non-serrated blades, a total of fifty-six test cuts were made using the 

different knives (Crowder et al., 2013). The correct identification of serrated 

blades was substantially higher than that of the non-serrated and the partially 

serrated, with the latter referred to as ‘being the most problematic’ by the 

authors, with over 50% of the test cuts made using partially serrated blades 

being misidentified as being serrated (Crowder et al., 2013). Allegedly, one of 

the reasons that serrated blades are more easily recognised (Crowder et al., 

2013), is due to the scalloping of the cutting blade which produces the 

serrations and these in turn create a particular signature on the cut matrix. To 

identify a partially serrated blade clearly, the examiner is dependent on 

specific factors. Due to the design of a partially serrated blade there is both a 

straight cutting edge and a scalloped cutting-edge present along the length of 

the blade i.e. fundamentally two blade types in one implement. 

Not only does the specific area of serration require to make contact with the 

medium but there is also a requirement for areas of the straight edge directly 

in front of, or behind, the serrated edge to also come into contact. By 

capturing both characteristics of the blade, it is therefore less likely to be 

confused/misidentified as being fully serrated (Crowder et al., 2013).  

Lacking in obvious class signatures is the non-serrated blade which, 

according to Crowder et al. (2013) is ‘expected to leave no visible striations 

or fine, unpatterned striations’ but can leave, on an incomplete cut, a profile 

shape that will indicate the direction of the bevel on the cutting edge, i.e. 

bevelled to the right, left or both (Figs. 12 and 13).  

 

Figure 12: Example showing ‘A’ Left hand bevel, ‘B’ Double edged bevel and ‘C’ Right hand bevel 

blades. 
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Figure 13: Example showing cross sectional cut profiles of non-serrated knife blade bevelled edges. 

Results of their experiments indicated that ‘direct observation’ and the use of 

digital and standard microscopy for the impressions in bone, produced 

almost indistinguishable results when used for both the serrated and partially 

serrated blades.  This suggests that increased depth of field is not 

necessarily an advantage in determining the presence of serrations, 

(Crowder et al., 2013). In conclusion, the study stated that the class 

characteristics produced by serrated and partially serrated blades was readily 

identifiable by observers of varying expertise, but difficulty was found with 

non-serrated blades and in particular the assessment of the direction of the 

bevel edge. The report further concluded that additional research is required 

to assist in the determination of the bevel edge as it has proved to be both 

distinctive and recordable and therefore has the potential to assist in both 

classification of knife type and possibly individual identification (Crowder et 

al., 2013). 

One specific feature that was highlighted by Crowder et al. (2013) was a 

‘trailing scratch’ that was produced when using non-serrated blades, from the 

handle side of the cut (directly in front of the person cutting) and was 

believed to have been caused by the knife slipping or falling out of the actual 
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cut groove. This trailing scratch is a feature that has not been readily evident 

in the findings of other research projects reviewed at this time. 

Although the Crowder et al. (2013), research project presented good quality 

imagery of both the knives used and the test pieces produced by them, like 

the papers described previously, it does not bring this information together to 

form a comprehensive comparison aide which could be utilised to assist 

practitioners as a visual atlas of class characteristics. This lack of comparison 

capability for practitioners involved in the examination of tool marks on bone, 

further supports the requirement for further research in this area. 

2.6 Defining saw marks 

In reviewing literature relating to cut marks on bone, a predominance of 

research surrounding the specific analysis of saw marks was evident. This 

research area is of specific significance as criminal dismemberments are 

frequently facilitated using both cutting and sawing implements (Black, 2017). 

It is therefore important to understand fully what saw marks are and how they 

can assist within the forensic context. 

As the majority of dismemberments are achieved by cutting through bone 

material using common tools it is understandable that the bulk of research 

concentrates on the examination of saw marks in bone (Bonte, 1975; Symes, 

1992; Saville et al., 2007; Marciniak, 2009; Freas, 2010; Symes et al., 2010; 

Bailey et al., 2011; Love et al., 2013).  

Bonte’s study (1975) addressed the issue of saw marks left on human bone 

following dismemberment and the fact that they had been previously 

considered, within criminal investigation, as being of limited value. Bonte 

(1975) then discussed and rebutted the hypothesis that the action of sawing, 

i.e. forward and backward cutting motions was self-destructive from an 

identification and comparison perspective. It is unclear if this previously held 

assumption, regarding the worthlessness of saw marks, was something cited 

by previous researchers or was merely a widely held baseless misconception 

of which Bonte (1975) became aware and perpetuated. Research into the 

morphology of cut marks created by saws on human bone was the basis for 
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Symes’ PhD dissertation (1992), in which he acknowledged the importance 

of saw mark interpretation within forensic tool mark examination, as well as 

stating that this is an area of research that had been grossly overlooked. 

Symes, (1992) explained that there were two rudimentary parts of a saw cut 

on bone:  

1. Kerf floors 

2. Kerf walls 

The term ‘kerf’ is derived from the Old and Middle English words of ‘cryf’ 

meaning to carve or cut and is the physical result that a cutting implement 

produces on a substrate. Kerf is defined as being: 

‘a slit or notch made by a saw or cutting torch’, or ‘the width of cut made by a 

saw or cutting torch’ (Merriam-Webster, 2018b). 

The kerf floor can be explained as being the base of an incomplete cut and 

the kerf wall(s) are the sides of the notch/cut defined by the width of the 

cutting edge (Fig. 14) (Black and Thomson, 2017). 

 

Figure 14: Illustrative cross section example defining Kerf Floor and Kerf Walls. 

Where a cut is incomplete, it can be referred to as a ‘false start’ or in some 

cases called a ‘hesitation mark’. The ‘false start’ is a point where the tool has 

come into contact with the medium and started to create a channel or groove 

in the outer most surface of the substrate without passing fully through (Black 

and Thomson, 2017) (Fig. 15). By identifying the presence of a false start, an 
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examiner can usually establish the starting point and direction of a cut (Black 

and Thomson, 2017). 

 

Figure 15: Illustrative cross section example showing false start cuts along with a complete cut. 

Using the term ‘hesitation mark’ conjures up imagery of reluctance, doubt 

and delay, whereas the mark that this term refers to is most likely ‘blade skip’ 

and a result of the ineffective purchase being gained to initiate a cut (Symes 

et al., 2010; Black and Thomson, 2017) (Fig. 16). 

 

Figure 16: (Right) Example showing marks from ineffective purchase of a saw blade on dental stone 

(Left) red dotted lines highlighting paths of skipping. 

Kerf floors (Fig. 14) are best visualised in incomplete or ‘false starts’ and/or 

where the bone has broken away, just prior to a complete cut occurring which 

is referred to as a ‘breakaway spur’. This ‘breakaway spur’ is a projection of 

uncut substrate that has fractured or splintered prior to completion of the cut, 
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usually due to force being applied that overcomes the integrity of the medium 

being cut (Fig. 17) (Black and Thomson, 2017). As the presence of a false 

start can assist in establishing the starting point and direction of the cut, the 

presence of a breakaway spur or notch, on the counterpart of the cut 

medium, can assist in identifying the end point of a cut (Figs. 17 and 18). 

 

Figure 17: Illustrative example showing breakaway spur and notch. 

 

Figure 18: Example showing breakaway spur (left) and notch (right) on a porcine femur. 

Kerf walls (Figs. 14 and 17) form when the cutting implement moves through 

the substrate.  The specific width of a kerf is theoretically governed by the 

manufacturing process of the width of the blade of the implement and 

therefore measurement of kerf widths from wall to wall can assist in 

determining the class of implement used i.e. wood saw versus hacksaw 

(Symes et al., 2010). In the manufacturing process of saws, alternating teeth 

are bent outwards or ‘set’ to enable cutting to occur without the blade 

jamming (Fine-tools, 2018) (Fig. 19). This tooth setting will define the width of 
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the kerf produced by a saw and it will be wider than the actual blade due to 

the divergence of the teeth (Fig. 20). 

 

Figure 19: Example showing alternating tooth set. 

 

Figure 20: Illustration showing saw blade tooth setting. 

Teeth size on saw blades are graded between fine and course depending 

upon the number of Teeth Per Inch (TPI) (Fig. 21). The more teeth per inch, 

the smaller the size of the teeth and the finer the cut. With smaller teeth 

though, comes a generally slower cutting time and conversely the less teeth 

per inch, the larger the tooth size and the faster the cutting time but the 

resulting cut will be rougher (Black and Thomson, 2017). A secondary form of 

measurement exists for saw blade teeth which is Points Per Inch (PPI) (Fig. 

21) and is reflective of the number of teeth points (tips) present over one (1) 

inch and equates in value to one number more than the TPI count (Black and 

Thomson, 2017). 
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Figure 21: Example showing TPI and PPI. 

The rationale for examination of kerf floors and walls, according to Symes 

(1992), is that analysis of the kerf floor can disclose the width of the kerf, 

striation patterns and differences in the contours. From the kerf walls, Symes 

(1992) states that the available data includes the contour of the striation 

marks, direction of the saw stroke and the actual cutting actions. Through 

analysis of these two areas of cut marks Symes (1992) believed that the 

characteristics of the saw blades i.e. number of cutting teeth, distance 

between teeth and the manner that the teeth are positioned could be 

ascertained as well as the direction from which a cut was made and the 

nature of the cutting action i.e. hand or mechanical power. With all this 

potential data available to an examiner, Symes (1992) believed that saw cut 

analysis on bone could yield information that would assist in assessing the 

class, sub-class or actual type of saw used to produce a cut. This support, in 

identification of type or class of implement can be partly achieved through 

elimination and therefore narrowing down the possible types, was 

acknowledged by Symes (1992) as being of great assistance to 

investigations and similarly echoes the views of earlier researchers on the 

importance of class characteristics (May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 

1975; Walker and Long,1977).  

For his research, Symes (1992) stated that the saws to be utilised in cutting 

bone were chosen to represent the types most commonly used by the public. 
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How this selection of saws was chosen is not clear nor does there appear to 

be any reference material or statistical account that supports these choices.  

Symes (1992) compiled a list of what he described as ‘all major saw classes, 

subclasses, and types’ which equates to a total of fifty-three (53) hand and 

mechanical powered saws. From this comprehensive list and the statement 

regarding common usage, Symes (1992) chose thirty-eight (38) of these 

saws for his study which he declared were ‘considered to be practical, 

affordable or obtainable in forensic settings’ (Table. 1). 

Saw No. of types studied 
Hand powered 5 

Pruning 2 
Frame 2 

Hacksaw 4 
Coping 1 
Keyhole 3 
Kitchen 3 

Speciality saw 4 
Medical saw 2 

Mechanical constant action 5 
Band saw 1 

Chain saw (electric) 1 
Reciprocating 3 

Autopsy 2 
TOTAL 38 

 
Table 1: Table displaying saw types selected for research by Symes (1992). 

Like his previous statement regarding common use, he provided no data to 

corroborate why the thirty-eight (38) saws chosen fitted the criteria of 

practicality, affordability or obtainability within a forensic arena. As most 

criminal acts of dismemberment occur in domestic settings and utilising 

commonly possessed cutting implements (Konopka et al., 2007) it is unclear 

why an autopsy saw was deemed as being a tool commonly used by the 

public and therefore included within Symes’ (1992) research model. 

Samples of human femora and tibiae were used for Symes’ research (1992). 

To ensure these samples were sterilised and degreased the samples were 

treated with a 3% bleach solution before being slowly boiled over one to two 

hours in water and degreaser (not further described) (Symes, 1992). This 

process, according to Symes (1992) was not detrimental to the elastic 
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properties of the bone nor any visible evidence. No details of any testing to 

confirm this statement was evident within the literature. 

Using the thirty-eight (38) selected saws Symes (1992) made ten (10) 

complete and two (2) false start cuts on bone with each saw which are noted 

as being new and unused. From his test cuts, Symes (1992) believed the 

kerfs created from false starts could be classified into four (4) categories with 

variations occurring within each category (Table. 2): 

Kerf Category Saw type Kerf 
classification 

Average min. kerf 
width (Inch) 

Variations 

A Fine toothed (Bow) 
saws 

Serrated knives 

Rounded floor 
corners 

0.030-0.040 Alternating x3 
Raker x3 
Wavy x 3 

Serrated x 2 
B Rip (Chisel) saws Flat or concave 

floor 
0.045-0.090 3x 

C Crosscut saws Convex or 
truncated floor 

0.045-0.09 3x 

D Power chain saws Wide convex floor 0.25-0.33 2x 
 

Table 2: Four classifications of kerf defined by Symes (1992). 

These four (4) categories are derived from the thirty-eight (38) saws used 

and are further described according to the cutting tooth set, shape and 

direction of cut (Symes, 1992) (Table 3). The study by Symes (1992), 

concluded that his research results could identify distinguishable class 

characteristics for saw cuts on bone, to the extent of being able to determine 

size, shape, set and whether the cut was made manually or mechanically, 

thereby allowing an examiner to assess the class, subclass or actual saw 

type used to make a cut. 
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Set and shape of tooth Direction of cut Number of test saws with 
set/shape 

Alternating/Chisel Push 10 
Alternating/Chisel Push/Pull 5 
Alternating/Chisel Pull 3 
Alternating/Chisel None 1 

Alternating/Cut Pull 4 
Alternating/Cut Push/Pull 1 
Raker/Chisel Push 1 

Raker/Cut Push/Pull 1 
Wavy/Chisel Push 3 
Wavy/Chisel  Pull 1 

None/Cut Push/Pull 1 
None/None Push/Pull 2 

Alternating/Chisel Mechanical 4 
None/Chisel Mechanical 1 

 TOTAL 38 
 

Table 3: Types and quantity of saw used by Symes (1992). 

In examining the table of saws (Table. 4) it is noted that the different saw 

types were not uniformly tested. Of the thirty-eight (38) saws used, 21% were 

represented by one test saw, 5% by two test saws, 16% with three, 20% by 

four saws, 13% with five saws and 26% were represented using ten saws. 

Overall, the fact that there are unequal numbers of saw types, or class, being 

tested and without the benefit of greater clarity as to the rationale behind the 

choices, it is difficult to grasp fully the wider class characteristic implication of 

this study.  Also of note, is the absence of any known error rate calculation 

within Symes (1992) results. 

Through involvement in investigating sharp force trauma, particularly around 

mutilation and dismemberment of bodies, Symes et al. (2002) commented 

that post-mortem acts of mutilation and dismemberment are commonly 

achieved using an assortment of tools. This assortment is then generally 

classified as being knives and/or saws. Symes et al. (2002) state that saw 

marks on bone are rare and historically were given little credence by forensic 

examiners. Despite the propensity for fatal knife wounds, the authors (Symes 

et al., 2002) believe that, like saw mark analysis, knife wounds have had 

historically inadequate research despite the potentially important evidential 

yield they possess if correctly interpreted by forensic examiners. It is stated 

that differentiation between a knife and a saw cut on bone can be 
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ascertained by viewing the cross section of a cut and examining the kerf floor 

(Symes et al., 2002). In the cross-section position, a knife blade cut will, 

according to Symes (1992) and Symes, et al. (2002), give the appearance of 

a ‘V’ shaped kerf floor (Fig. 7) whilst what is described as ‘sharpened, saw 

blades produce a ‘W’ shape (Fig. 22).  

Set and shape 
of tooth 

Direction 
of cut 

Number of 
test saws 

with 
set/shape 

% of 
total test 

group 

Alternating/Chisel Push 10 26 
Alternating/Chisel Push/Pull 5 13 
Alternating/Chisel Pull 3 8 
Alternating/Chisel None 1 3 

Alternating/Cut Pull 4 10 
Alternating/Cut Push/Pull 1 3 
Raker/Chisel Push 1 3 

Raker/Cut Push/Pull 1 3 
Wavy/Chisel Push 3 8 
Wavy/Chisel  Pull 1 3 

None/Cut Push/Pull 1 3 
None/None Push/Pull 2 5 

Alternating/Chisel Mechanical 4 10 
None/Chisel Mechanical 1 3 

 TOTAL 38  
 

Table 4: Representation of saw type/class used to identify class characteristics by Symes (1992). 

 

Figure 22: Example showing ‘W’ shape kerf floor. 

These ‘sharpened’ blades referred to by Symes, et al. (2002) are crosscut 

saw blades where the front and rear edges of the cutting tooth are sharpened 

(Fig. 23). Rip cut blades, the other frequently found saw type, have cutting 

teeth that are sharpened on the forward edge only (Fig.23) and which, 

according to Symes, et al. (2002) will create a squared kerf floor. 
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Figure 23: Image showing crosscut and rip teeth morphology (Wonkeedonkeetools, 2016). 

Probably the most cited work around saw cut mark analysis on bone is ‘Knife 

and saw toolmark analysis in bone: A manual designed for the examination 

of criminal mutilation and dismemberment’ by Symes et al., (2010) which is 

essentially an amalgamation of much of Symes’ decade of research into the 

subject from 1992 through to 2002. Within the manual, Symes et al. (2010) 

reaffirmed the statement regarding the shape of kerf floors created by knives 

being ‘V’ shaped and sharpened cross cut saws being ‘W’ shaped and added 

that a kerf floor produced by a saw will have a squared off ‘U’ or ‘W’ shape 

and be wider than the saw blade by around 1.5 times (Fig. 24) (Symes, et al., 

2002). 

 

Figure 24: Example showing (left to right) U, squared off U, V and W shaped kerf cross sections. 

Akin to Symes research of 1992, the manual (Symes et al., 2010) 

concentrated on many aspects of saw blades i.e. teeth size, set and direction 

of cut, with illustrated images exampling the same. Unfortunately, the manual 

itself falls short of providing examiners or investigators with a detailed visual 

comparison atlas of class characteristics (Symes et al., 2010). 

From the various pieces of research reviewed (Bonte, 1975; Walker and 

Long, 1977; Thompson and Inglis, 2009; Symes, 1992; Symes, et al., 2002, 
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2010), it is apparent that whilst there is an acknowledgement of cutting 

implements creating shapes on bone, the physical descriptions are one of 

subjectivity, based around the interpretation of the shape by individual 

examiners, the veracity of which has not been tested. Although descriptions 

of ‘T’, ‘Y’, ‘V’, ‘W’ ‘U’ and ‘squared off U’ shapes are discussed in the various 

research papers, little or no consistent output is evidenced, and no ground 

truth databases appear to exist to aid investigators in defining shapes and 

matching to corresponding implements. The overarching question remaining 

unanswered from all the research reviewed, must be one of conclusively 

defining class characteristics on bone and whether the analysis of class 

characteristics are merely feature matching exercises or are processes 

based on scientifically validated procedures? This question arises primarily 

due to the lack of any visual data that explicitly identifies the characteristics 

being referred to by the various researchers. In the vast majority of instances, 

the metaphorical descriptors that are quoted are left to the viewer’s 

imagination to interpret whereas the provision of detailed definitive imagery 

would assist in better visualisation of the features to which these descriptors 

are being associated with. 

2.7 Kerf floor perceptual assessment, debris and contaminants 

The shapes of kerf floor cross sections in partial cuts, have been the subject 

of interpretation and classification by archaeological and forensic researchers 

who have sought to provide a series of standardised visual identifiers (Walker 

and Long,1977; Andahl,1978; Potts and Shipman,1981; Shipman,1983; 

Symes,1992; Blumenschine et al. 1996; Greenfield, 1999; Humphrey and 

Hutchison, 2001; Lewis, 2008; Thompson and Inglis, 2009; Symes et al. 

2010; Tennick, 2012). By defining the morphological attributes, primarily 

using letters as descriptors e.g. ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘W’, shapes of kerf floors have 

been associated with implement types and therefore regarded as an 

assessment methodology of class characteristics (Symes,1992; Tennick, 

2012; Baier, et al., 2016: Hainsworth, 2017).  

To determine a shape requires visual examination and analysis of the 

attributes of the outline, which then defines the naming of that shape 
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(Clements et al., 2004).  It follows then, that assessment of kerf floor 

attributes would require a cross sectional view along with clear, unhindered 

visualisation of the sides (kerf walls), base (kerf floor) and any angles or 

curves present that intersect them. Tennick (2012) acknowledged that the 

presence of debris within kerfs could inhibit or preclude the analysis of kerf 

floor or wall features. These obstructions were evident when utilising low 

power microscopy and Tennick (2012) suggested that more robust visual 

examination equipment was required to accurately interrogate the kerf floor 

features. 

Post mortem criminal dismemberment will, unless the perpetrator is highly 

skilled and/or has prior learning, result in the cutting of bone to facilitate the 

removal of limbs for whichever reason that dismembering of the deceased 

has been chosen (Rajs et al.,1998). The resulting cut marks on bone and 

especially those that are incomplete, will likely become contaminated with 

trace transfer evidence e.g. clothing fibres and/or paint/metal from blades, 

(Dolinak, et al., 2005; Feldman, 2015) as well as body fluids and human 

tissue. 

Due to the potential presence of a variety of different contaminants on bone 

and in order that forensic examination can be carried out effectively, it is 

often necessary for bones to be cleaned through a maceration process 

(Couse and Conner, 2015).  Couse and Conner (2015) explained that 

maceration within the forensic context is the process of removal of soft tissue 

from bone but that caution is required to ensure that no morphological 

changes or damage to the bone is encountered because of the cleaning 

process. Symes (1992) makes mention of the need to clean cut marks for full 

analysis to be possible and advocates a methodology using the low boiling of 

water and degreaser as well as cleaning the cut marks using light scrubbing 

to facilitate clearer examination of the cut marks. This methodology, 

advocated by Symes (1992), does raise a question as to the whether the light 

scrubbing could pose a risk of damaging or altering the cut mark in any way. 

Unfortunately, there appear to be no reliable sources of reference that 

provide clarity over the risk versus reward of abrasive contact with cut marks 
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on bone. From literature, it appears that a number of methods of soft tissue 

removal are utilised within the forensic environment when attempting to clean 

bone for further examination. The use of dermestid beetles (Hefti et al., 

1980), bleach and enzymes (Klempner et al., 2016) are discussed in relation 

to cleaning of bones but it is Mairs et al. (2004) who specifically mention 

bone cleaning in relation to dismemberment and cites a methodology using 

detergent which they ascertained was equivalent in success to that of 

enzymatic processes but carries with it less health and safety issues. From 

the available literature it is evident that for thorough and detailed examination 

of cut marks on bone a defleshing and cleaning process is required. Of the 

main methods described, Leeper (2015), states that around areas of trauma 

no erosion or damage was evident after using the Mairs et al. (2004) 

enzymatic cleaning processes.  

2.8 Understanding the role of proxy materials in cut mark analysis 

As part of this research will focus on the cutting of bone it is important to 

assess the impact that the use of different mediums could have upon the 

results of cut marks. Mediums, other than human bone are frequently utilised 

in case work and research to enable test cuts to be produced for comparison 

with a suspect (crime) or known (research) implement (Baldwin et al., 2013). 

Presumably, for both ethical and moral reasons on cases and research into 

criminal dismemberment, the use of proxy materials is commonplace and to 

date all research has indicated that the use of substitute materials is 

appropriate (Walker and Long, 1977; Tucker et al., 2001; Croft and Ferllini, 

2007; Saville et al., 2007; Marciniak, 2009; Thompson and Inglis, 2009; 

Crowder et al., 2013; Ferllini, 2012; Tegtmeyer, 2012; Lemke, 2013) . 

According to Croft and Ferllini (2007) the similarity of domestic pig (Sus 

scrofa) rib bone in dimensions, weight and structure makes the use of 

porcine bone material a viable research alternative to that of cadavers. This 

is further acknowledged by Tegtmeyer (2012) who not only supported the 

Croft and Ferllini (2007) hypothesis regarding rib bone but also expanded this 

to porcine bone and cartilage as also being satisfactory as human bone 

proxy materials. The tensile strength of porcine femora was used by Tucker 
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et al. (2001) to best approximate that of human bone for research into 

hacking trauma. In a series of tests relating to hardness Saville et al. (2007) 

noted that results from tests showed that porcine femora provided a 

reasonable match to the hardness of human bone, that the cut marks 

produced were similar between both types of bone material and the 

additional factor that porcine femur was readily available meant they were 

utilised during subsequent experiments. During the assessment of saw cuts 

in burned bone, Marciniak (2009) stated that not only were porcine bones the 

proxy of choice but their femora were utilised as this is the area of the body 

most commonly affected during acts of dismemberment. Thompson and 

Inglis’ (2009) study of the differentiation of serrated from non-serrated blades 

from stab marks in bone, acknowledged within their study that the use of 

porcine bone material is well established in studies dealing with trauma due 

to recognised physical and biochemical composition similarities that porcine 

bone has with that of human bone. Experiments carried out by Crowder et al. 

(2013) consisted of using both white tailed deer, which is also referred to as 

Virginia adult deer (Smith, 1991), and porcine bone as proxies for human 

bone as well as using casting wax to produce both test cuts and to make 

negative impressions of the cuts in bone to facilitate more thorough 

microscopy examination. From all of the reviewed literature where porcine 

bones have been used as a proxy, there are no indications that this 

substitute was detrimental to the cut mark research being conducted. 

Other proxy bone material used includes bovine (Walker and Long, 1977; 

Saville et al., 2007; Bailey et al., 2011), cervine (Saville et al., 2007, Freas, 

2010; Crowder et al., 2013; Lemke, 2013) and ovine (Saville et al., 2007).  

Human bone has been used in tool mark research but it is not common 

(Bartelink et al., 2001; Puentes, 2001; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). 

In conclusion, from the literature available it is clear that the use of porcine 

bone material is predominately viewed as an accepted proxy for human bone 

and is regarded as being comparable in relation to soft tissue and hard tissue 

response to cutting and provides comparable bone density properties 

(Ferllini, 2012). The use of human bone for creating test pieces in criminal 
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cases or for research is an area fraught with issues such as health and safety 

i.e. risk from infectious diseases, ethical and moral dilemmas as well as 

legislation and retention policies that will vary from country to country.  

A review of literature regarding morphological changes to embalmed bone 

was conducted which resulted in no literature being found specifically 

regarding the cutting of embalmed bone or morphological changes of cut 

marks. Unger et al. (2010) conducted tests on the mechanical properties of 

human and bovine bone which had been subjected to Thiel embalming in 

relation to fracture fixation. Their results, whilst not directly applicable to this 

study, indicated that Thiel bone had a significant increase in plastic energy 

absorption and was not recommended for their field of biomechanical studies 

investigating failure loads of orthopaedic implants. 

2.9 Methodology for imaging of cut marks 

As part of both the analytical and the evidential processes required for cut 

mark examinations, marks that are to be interpreted and subsequently 

submitted before the courts require to be recorded as evidence of fact in the 

first instance.  

The image recording aspect of any cut mark is very much part of the crime 

scene to court chain of custody methodology and therefore a contextual and 

sequential record is required that provides a pictorial statement of the 

evidence and any subsequent examination process (Thomson, 2010; 

Baldwin et al., 2013; Miller and Jones, 2014; Thomson and Black, 2017). 

Traditionally, cut marks have been photographed and for any comparison 

work, macro or microphotography would be used to facilitate visualisation of 

the fine striation details (Baldwin et al., 2013; Thomson and Black, 2017). 

While there is still a place for photography, especially in recording the 

overview, mid view and close up views of any bones and respective cut 

marks either at the locus on discovery, the mortuary during autopsy or within 

the laboratory, the advancement in technology that can also offer other non-

destructive image capture options, for forensic practitioners has seen the use 

of medical imaging techniques become more commonly utilised (Rutty and 
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Morgan, 2017).  One of the benefits cited by Rutty and Morgan (2017) of 

using Computed Tomography (CT) technology is that evidence does not 

require to be removed from packaging; be that either the ‘crime wrapping’ 

e.g. a body part wrapped in black bin liners by the perpetrator, or the 

evidential packaging material following recovery of the ‘item of interest’. A 

secondary benefit of this technology is that experts such as forensic 

anthropologists can view the captured images remotely and therefore do not 

necessarily have to attend at the mortuary during post-mortem (Rutty and 

Morgan, 2017). Thali et al. (2003) specifically discuss the use of Micro 

Computed Tomography (micro-CT) and the benefits this technology brings to 

the assessment of cut marks on bone. Prior to the advent of micro-CT, Thali 

et al. (2003) stated that it was impossible for investigators to document cut 

marks with such precision in a truly non-destructive manner. With the 

addition of three-dimensional (3D) software, micro-CT scans can be rendered 

into a model that permits an examiner to section samples and associate cut 

marks to an implement (Thali et al., 2003). Li et al. (2008) discuss the 

benefits of utilising micro-CT as a non-invasive, high resolution inspection 

method, that is cost effective in providing a method of assessing bone. The 

sentiments of Li et al. (2008) echo the thoughts of Ito (1998) who believed 

that micro-CT provided higher resolution than micro-magnetic resonance 

(MMR) and is the best method for analysing small bones. Where this 

technology is unavailable or indeed as an initial assessment/triage process, 

conventional macro photography using oblique lighting should be undertaken 

within the controlled environment of the laboratory (Thomson and Black, 

2017). By manipulating lighting at oblique angles rather than direct 

illumination (Fig. 25), striations present on cut marks can be enhanced 

through shadows being created on the surface of the evidence that make 3D 

textures easier to see (Robinson, 2010; Thomson, 2010; Thomson and 

Black, 2017). 
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Figure 25: Example showing oblique lighting technique to highlight cut mark striations. 

2.11 Moving forward from the Literature Review 

Within the last 20 years, issues surrounding the professionalism of tool and 

cut mark research and acknowledgments of a void in empirical data have 

been identified within the scientific literature (Saks, 2000; Fradella et al., 

2004; Science and Technology Committee, 2005; Gianelli, 2010; Puentes 

and Cordoso, 2013; Cooper, 2014; Roberts et al., 2015). With this apparent 

lack in different facets of criminal dismemberment research, along with the 

challenges that face modern forensic evidence in demonstrating sufficiency 

of reliability of expert evidence, the current status underpins the need for 

further research in this field and validates a requirement for continued 

research. 

2.11.1 Research plan 
A review of literature demonstrates that a significant dearth of empirical 

scientific data relating to forensic tool mark analysis does exist. In agreement 

with the ongoing review of forensic science particularly in North America, this 

review has exposed areas where little or no data exists. Therefore this 

research sought to address some of the issues that underpin the 

establishment of a valid ground truth dataset for cut marks on bone by 

undertaking the following research plan:  

1.  Section 3.   Due to the identified lack of quantitative empirical data 

surrounding cutting implement availability within domestic settings, a 

series of data gathering exercises were commissioned to assist this 

research project. The capture of this data is relevant to 

dismemberment research and therefore pivotal to establishing 

research parameters for this study. Detailed descriptions of this ‘data 
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capture process’ is provided within the Materials and Methods section 

of this thesis.  

2.  Section 4.  To facilitate accurate test cutting, the use of proxy bone 

material is commonly referred to within literature as being an 

appropriate testing medium, although it is acknowledged that 

references also indicate that human bone is occasionally utilised 

(Walker and Long, 1977; Bartelink et al., 2001; Puentes, 2001; Tucker 

et al., 2001; Ferllini, 2007; Saville et al., 2007; Thompson and Inglis, 

2009; Freas, 2010; Bailey et al., 2011; Tegtmeyer, 2012; Crowder et 

al., 2013; Lemke, 2013; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). For this 

research, proxy bone such as porcine femora, dental casting materials 

and acrylic polymer are used for the initial data gathering exercises 

and as visual comparison aides in the assessment of class 

characteristics and kerf morphology. The choices of materials are 

based upon current knowledge that predominantly advocates the use 

of porcine bone as a human bone substitute, dental stone as it is 

acknowledged for its high definition feature capture qualities in both 

odontology and forensic applications and acrylic polymer as it is used 

in biomechanical applications from bone cement to artificial implants. 

Additional to the specifications, all three mediums are easily 

obtainable and for the dental stone and acrylic polymer are 

manufactured to exacting standards. 

3.  Section 4. The available literature regarding the use of proxy 

materials falls short of directly mentioning whether any preserved 

bone material is used. Nor is there any reference to what, if any, 

research has been conducted to identify if any morphological effects 

are caused by preservation techniques. As there is a potential that this 

study might progress in the future from proxy bone onto human bone 

and that the human bones accessible are Thiel embalmed medical 

cadavers, it follows that an assessment of the effects of Thiel fluid on 

bone morphology will be required. This study will therefore seek to 

assess if the use of Thiel embalmed bone can present any issues in 
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relation to morphological comparison with that of fresh/non-embalmed 

bone. 

4.  Section 4. From the literature available, this study will utilise the 

Mairs, et al. (2004) methodology for cleaning any bone test pieces 

post-cutting should it be found that contaminants prove to hamper 

analysis of cut marks. 

5. Section 4. To aid in the morphological assessment of kerf profiles, this 

research uses macro photography in the initial stages before 

progressing to explore the value of using micro-CT scans to gain 

higher resolution images of kerf cross sections that permit more 

detailed analysis. 

6.  Sections 4-8. Having addressed the above-mentioned issues, the 

research assesses cut mark ‘Class’ characteristics on both bone and 

analogue materials to provide sources of comparison of the same 

implements producing cuts. 
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3. Determining and defining the commonality of cutting implements 

within domestic environs 

 

Based upon the identified data gaps found in the review of literature, the first 

action for this research was to establish a mechanism that could assist in 

understanding which cutting implements could be considered as being 

‘readily available’ within the domestic settings of the general public. Whilst it 

may seem intuitively obvious, it is important that there is empirical data to 

support assumptions regarding commonly available cutting implements 

especially around knives, saws and hacking implements that have been 

shown to be the most prevalent tools of choice in criminal dismemberments. 

This data would then become the driver for identifying the types of 

implements that would be used to produce test cuts and provide the kerf 

profiles for subsequent morphological assessments.  Additionally, the 

compiled data could then be compared with evidence from open media 

sources as to whether it corroborated reports from actual dismemberment 

cases in the UK. Comparisons with known implements used in cases is not 

possible as this data is not recorded by the police or the courts in a 

searchable database. 

To facilitate this data collection three surveys (A, B and C) that are 

considered in this section, were developed to capture information pertaining 

to cutting implements within domestic environments: 

3.1 Materials and Methods for questionnaire data collection 

Three questionnaire styled surveys (A-C), evolved over the course of the 

research with the aim of capturing data to provide an insight into this little-

researched area. Each survey was designed and where applicable, refined 

from the previous with a view to clarifying and maximising what are the most 

frequently possessed implements within domestic environments that may be 

used for cutting activities, the location of these implements within the 

domestic setting and the location that would be chosen for a hypothetical 

dismemberment. All three surveys were web based, anonymous (Appendix 
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1b) and captured a wide range of professions, age ranges, genders and 

geographical profiles. 

Survey ‘A’ in 2015, targeted a close group of the author’s personal and 

professional contacts (n=104) and included participants from seven countries 

(Appendix 2).  

Survey ‘B’ in 2016, was designed to capture a wider and more diverse 

participation by incorporating the survey within a Massive Open Online 

Course (MOOC) being run by the Centre for Anatomy and Human 

Identification (CAHID), University of Dundee. The rationale behind this was 

to: increase the number of participants, widen the geographic spread to 

encompass any potential cultural or socio-ecological influences and ascertain 

whether this methodology of crowd-based research could be undertaken 

within a (MOOC). Of the 21,703 registrations from 150 countries, 12,509 of 

these registered learners were active ‘students’. Survey ‘B’ received a 

response rate of 30% of these active students (n=3,778) providing a 

substantial threefold increase over the number of participants included within 

Survey ‘A’ (Appendix 2).  

The final survey, ‘C’ in 2017, was designed to gap-fill data and counter the 

use of generic terminology that had been encountered within aspects of 

Survey ‘B’. This generic naming centred specifically around the nomenclature 

of ‘knife’ and ‘saw’ without further specifications alluding to the ‘class’ of 

these implements. Survey ‘C’ again utilised the MOOC platform with the 

survey being placed alongside a re-run of the previous University of Dundee 

course that involved different participants from those in Survey ‘B’. Unlike the 

previous two surveys, and to target previous data gaps and generic naming 

issues, visual and written descriptions were provided for the participants in 

relation to each implement. The responses received for the third survey 

(n=986) produced a return which was 26% of Survey ‘B’ but still markedly 

greater than for Survey ‘A’. Contributors to Survey ‘C’ included a geographic 

spread of 67 different countries based on the responses of 97% of 
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participants who provided details (Appendix 2). In total therefore, 4,868 

participants took part in this data collection phase. 

3.3 Survey ‘A’ 

This survey (Appendix 2) concentrated on participants from the author’s 

personal and extended networks by utilising social media i.e. Facebook 

contacts, professional work place contacts and members of the British 

Association for Human Identification (BAHID).  Part of the design of the 

survey was the intentional omission of any reference to ‘forensic’, 

‘dismemberment’ or ‘body’ to minimise the risk of implicit assumption on the 

part of the participant and therefore minimise the risk of bias in providing the 

answers they might perceive were required (Friedman and Amoo, 1999; 

Quelhas et al., 2011). Whilst members of this personal and professional 

group were aware that the author was undertaking a part-time PhD, they 

were unaware of the specific nature of the research i.e. criminal 

dismemberment and therefore as far as was reasonably practicable were an 

unbiased population.  To create a starting point of implements that could be 

listed in the survey, the Author conducted an assessment of his own 

domestic setting and then of two family members noting down which items 

were present within the kitchen, elsewhere within the dwellings and the 

sheds/garages/outbuildings. From this assessment the implements that were 

found were created into the lists used for the survey questions. To ensure 

that these lists were neither restrictive in content nor fundamentally lacking in 

implements types, a free text ‘Other’ category was added to enable the 

capture of any implement that was to be more predominant in participants’ 

dwellings than those found by the Author. 

A total of 104 responses were received, 33 via personal social media and 71 

via professional and academic contacts. 

The geographic spread of participants was based on a 95% response to the 

question asking for information regarding the participant’s country of origin. 

Of the replies received, 87% were from the United Kingdom (UK) with overall 

spread encompassing seven countries (Table 5). 
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Location % 

UK 87 
USA 3 
Germany 1 
Ireland 1 
Netherlands 1 
Pakistan 1 
Qatar 1 
No reply 5 

 

Table 5: Geographic locations of Survey ‘A’ participants. 

Gender specific data for Survey ‘A’ resulted in abstentions from 32% of those 

taking part. Of those that did provide details, as to their gender, the results 

were 37% Male and 32% Female. 

Of the 104 participants to the Survey, 80% stated that they had no formal 

training in the use of cutting implements i.e. they were not anatomists, 

pathologists, doctors, butchers or other practitioners specifically trained in the 

use of sharp bladed implements. 

3.3.1 Survey ‘A’ results 
Participants of Survey ‘A’ were asked to state which cutting implements were 

readily available within the kitchen areas of their respective dwellings from 

the following list: 

• Boning knife 

• Butcher’s knife 

• Chef’s knife 

• Cleaver 

• Filleting knife 

• Paring knife 

• Serrated bread knife 

• Serrated frozen food saw 

• Serrated slicing knife 

• Utility knife 

• Other (please specify) 
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This question was designed to capture an illustration of the variety of cutting 

implements held and the ease of accessibility within domestic kitchen 

settings. From the resulting data (Fig. 26), an insight into which sharp edged 

utensils could be regarded as being commonplace was achieved.  

An illustrative view of the types of cutting implements, readily available within 

the kitchen environment, displayed that knives were the most commonplace 

cutting implements found. Of the 4.8% of responses in the ‘other’ free text 

category only 2% were non-knife related which included scissors and an 

autopsy scalpel. Although this data, identifying that knives are available 

within kitchens, is not of itself surprising, it does give a better empirical 

understanding as to the frequency and type of each cutting implement found 

within the kitchens of the survey responders.  Of the top five knife types 

reported, three were non-serrated (utility, chef’s and paring) and two had 

serrated blades (bread knife and slicing knife).  With the exception of the 

serrated bread knife, all four remaining knives are specifically designed for 

the cutting of skin and meat and therefore could be utilised effectively in 

cutting though human flesh and soft tissue as part of a dismemberment 

process. The readily available knives found during the survey in order of 

frequency were the kitchen utility, Chef’s, serrated bread, serrated slicing, 

paring and then filleting knife types within the kitchen area (Fig. 26). Of 

interest was the fact that heavier cutting/chopping implements such as a 

butchers’ knife and cleaver were poorly represented in the findings with only 

24% of responses reporting access to both types. 
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Figure 26: Cutting implements readily available within kitchen areas of Survey ‘A’ participants. 

Following on from the kitchen area, participants were asked to state which 

implements were readily available elsewhere within their domestic dwellings 

from the following list: 

• Electric hand saw 

• Hacksaw 

• Kukri 

• Lock-knife (non-serrated) 

• Lock-knife (serrated) 

• Machete 

• Sheath knife (non-serrated) 

• Sheath knife (serrated) 

• Wood saw 

• Other (please specify) 

Responses to this question (Fig. 27) showed that, the wood saw and 

hacksaw were readily available to 49% and 45.2% of the 104 responders 

respectively. Non-serrated lock knives were found within 32.7% of dwellings 

whilst serrated versions were common to 25% of those participating.  Electric 

powered hand saws were obtainable within 20.2% of residences, closely 
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followed by non-serrated sheath knives in 19.2% of the survey results. Like 

the results of ‘cutting implements readily available within the kitchen’, 

elsewhere within dwellings there was little evidence of heavier bladed items 

with the results illustrating that machetes and kukris were found in less than 

8.7% and 3.8% of abodes respectively. Of the 17.3% of implements that 

were recorded in the category of ‘Other’ these implements ranged in types 

from multi-tool knives to craft knives and antique swords. Within this ‘Other’ 

category generically labelled saws were recorded as present in 5.8% of 

residences (Fig. 28).  

 

Figure 27: Cutting implements available elsewhere within domestic settings of Survey ‘A’. 
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Figure 28: ‘Other’ cutting implements available elsewhere with domestic settings of Survey ‘A’. 

 

To assess accessibility within the wider confines of domestic settings, 

participants were asked to state the most readily available implements within 
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• Wood flooring saw 

• Wood hand saw 

• Wood Pad saw 

• Wood pad saw 

• Wood Tenon saw 

• Other (please specify) 

Answers to this question (Table 6) displayed that wood saws and hacksaws 

were found to be readily available to 69.3% and 63% respectively of the 

survey responders. Other types of manual action wood saws were poorly 

represented, within the survey, proving to be accessible in 24% of 

sheds/garages for tenon saws down to 4.8% for Japanese pull saws. Junior 

hacksaws were found to be accessible within 34.6% of outbuildings. Other 

cutting implements recorded were hand held angle grinders and chainsaws in 

24% and 14.4% of outbuildings respectively and powered reciprocating saws 

which were in existence within 5.8% of domestic external buildings. 

Chopping implements present within these locations, were found to be 

hatchets and felling axes in 28.8% and 26% of the returns respectively and 

billhooks within 1.9% of responses. The most common electrical/battery 

operated cutting implement was found to be the jig saw which was within 

35.6% of outbuildings along with 22.1% that contained electrical/battery 

operated circular saws.  Noticeably, reciprocating saws were only possessed 

by just over 5.8% of the survey participants. 

Survey ‘A’ results indicate that, the wood saw and hacksaw were commonly 

accessible in dwellings as well as being readily available close by within 

outbuildings. The wood saw was found within 45.2% of homes and 69.3% of 

sheds/garages whilst the hacksaw was found within 49% of homes and 63% 

of sheds/garages (Fig. 29). Saws that could be considered as being more 

specialized in their intended use and/or require more training/experience to 

use i.e. coping saws, flooring saws, laminate saws and the Japanese pull 

saw (Irwin, 2017) displayed a much lower level of availability with 11% to 5% 

across these classes of implement (Table 7). 
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Implement % 

Wood hand saw 69.3 
Hacksaw 63 
Electric/battery jig saw 35.6 
Junior hacksaw 34.6 
Hatchet 28.8 
Felling axe 26 
Wood Tenon saw 24 
Handheld angle grinder 24 
Wood log saw 22.1 
Electric/battery circular saw 22.1 
Chainsaw 14.4 

 

Table 6: Cutting implements within shed/garage/outbuildings of domestic settings. 

 

 

Figure 29: Location comparison of wood saw and hacksaw availability. 
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Implement % 

Wood coping saw 10.6 
Wood flooring saw 8.7 
Laminate saw 8.7 
Wood pad saw 6.7 
Drywall saw 6.7 
Electric/battery reciprocating saw 5.8 
Japanese pull saw 4.8 
Other 4.8 
Billhook 1.9 

 

Table 7: Specialised’ cutting implements within shed/garage/outbuildings at domestic dwellings. 

To establish whether a tendency existed for cutting implements to be readily 

available within motor vehicles, the participants of Survey ‘A’ were asked to 

state if any implements were present within vehicles they owned from the 

following options: 

• Hand saws 

• Knife 

• Power tools 

• Other (please specify) 

Responses indicated that 69% of those participating had no access to any 

form of cutting implement within their vehicles (Fig. 30). The availability of 

cutting implements in vehicles was indicated as being knives at 20.2%, 

power tools (no precise types were identified by participants, only the generic 

term power tool was used) at 5% and hand saws at 3% along with Multi-

tools, Stanley knives and Seat belt cutters all being available within 1% of 

responders’ vehicles.  
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Figure 30: Cutting implements readily available within vehicles of Survey ‘A’. 

The final question posed, within Survey ‘A’, was for participants to indicate 

which type of implement and the location (within their domestic setting) from 

where they would source the cutting tool if an urgent cutting task was 

required (Fig. 31). No indication was given as to the nature of the cutting 

task. This vagueness was designed to capture a realistic indication, as far as 

was practicable, of what implements were located within different parts of the 

participants’ respective domestic settings. 

11.5% of contributors to the survey question answered with a qualification 

that the specific task would dictate which implement was selected. Despite 

this effective non-specific answer, the dominant implement of choice for 

urgent cutting tasks was the knife with 38.5% being sought from the kitchen 

area, 10.6% elsewhere within the dwellings and 1.9% from outbuildings of 

those taking part. Cutting with a hacksaw or scissors were the joint second 

most popular implement of choice with 5.8% of participants. Accessing 

scissors from within the kitchen and elsewhere in the house respectively was 

indicated as being 5.8% and 2.9%. In contrast the choice of a hacksaw 

obtainable within the house was at 5.8% whilst utilising a hacksaw from 

outbuildings was only registered as being 1%.  
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Figure 31: Implements and locations where implement would be sourced for urgent cutting tasks. 

 

3.3.1.1 Summary of results from survey ‘A’ 

In summary, the results from Survey ‘A’ created a baseline account of the 

commonality of cutting implements within the domestic environs of 104 

participants.  Results from a series of questions, displayed that non-serrated 

knives were the most commonly available knife type registered within the 

domestic dwellings of the participants (Table 8). 
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Lock-knife 32.7 Frozen food saw 6.7 
Butcher’s knife 24   
Boning knife 23   
Sheath knife 19.2   

 

Table 8: Availability of non-serrated and serrated knives within dwellings of Survey ‘A’. 
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5% of dwellings a machete and within the outbuildings 29% contained a 

hatchet and 25% a felling axe.  

Sawing implements were recorded as being available in both dwellings and 

outbuildings of the participants of Survey ‘A’, with wood saws and hacksaws 

being the most prevalent types found in both areas of the domestic settings 

i.e. dwellings: hacksaw 49%, wood saw 45.2%, outbuildings: hacksaw 63% 

and wood saw 69.3% (Fig. 29). 

If required to cut something urgently, 63.6% of Survey ‘A’ participants, who 

identified a location, would obtain an implement within their dwelling with 

38.5% stating the kitchen. In contrast, 7.7% of those, who provided location 

details, would attend at their external outbuildings to obtain the cutting 

implement they required. Overall, the choice of cutting implement within a 

dwelling was a knife for 49.1% of those taking part and a hacksaw for 5.8%. 

From outbuildings, the figures were 3.8% for a knife and 1% for a hacksaw. 

However, 2.9% of participants also stated they would access an electric saw 

from outbuildings if urgent cutting was required. 

As the majority of vehicles are found in close proximity to dwellings and are 

known to be used for the transport of bodies/body parts to deposition sites 

(CENTREX, 2004), the question of which cutting implements were to be 

found in the vehicles of the participants was of interest. Whilst the majority of 

people taking part in Survey ‘A’ had no implements within their respective 

vehicles, 30% of vehicles were recorded as containing some form of 

implement that could be utilised in facilitating dismemberment. 

3.4 Survey ‘B’ 

To extend the potential reach of the second attempt at determining and 

defining the commonality of cutting implements within domestic environs, 

Survey ‘B’ was attached to a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). This 

MOOC was a course on ‘Identifying the dead: Forensic science and human 

identification’, being run by the Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification 

(CAHID), University of Dundee. A MOOC, is a free access educational 

platform that provides online distance learning courses to a virtually unlimited 
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geographical audience via the world wide web. The potential of the MOOC’s 

reach, in facilitating global participation for Survey ‘B’, was assessed by the 

author as being an ideal opportunity to gather previously undocumented 

statistics for cutting implement availability. Survey ‘B’ (Appendix 2) therefore, 

would target a much wider and diverse audience and encompass more 

cultural or socio-economic influences than that of the 104 participants in 

Survey ‘A’. 

Gender specific data for Survey ‘B’ resulted in abstentions from 2.9% of 

those taking part. Of those that did provide details, as to their gender, the 

results were 17.7% Male, 79.3% Female and 0.03% Transgender. 

14.8% of the participants in Survey ‘B’ stated they had previous training in 

the use of cutting implements, most of which was formal but also included 

some hobby activities that utilise cutting skills.  

Due to an internal error within the survey software, the exact geographic data 

was not attributed to individual participants, but it was known from the wider 

MOOC data, that representation was achieved from every continent 

(including Antarctica). 

Survey ‘B’ questions were similar to those of Survey ‘A’ and required 

participants to respond to predetermined lists of cutting implements and 

where applicable add free text under the heading of ‘Other’. The rationale for 

this methodology was to allow a reasonably direct comparison with the 

results of Survey ‘A’, whilst also trying to minimise the risk of erroneous data 

being submitted if too many free text options were available. It is 

acknowledged that this type of closed questioning may preclude some items 

being recorded but overall it was felt, by the author, that the implement 

listings provided a broad enough choice to accurately identify common 

cutting implement trends within domestic settings. 

3.4.1 Survey ‘B’ results 
Readily available cutting implements, found within domestic kitchens of the 

3,778 responders to Survey ‘B’, indicated that like Survey ‘A’, the utility and 

Chef’s knives received the highest representation.  Registering 84% in this 
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survey, compared to 88% in ‘A’, the utility knife remained the most commonly 

possessed alongside the Chef’s knife which was readily available in 82% of 

kitchens (Fig. 32). 

Within Survey ‘B’, the order of prevalence of the remaining knives within the 

participants’ kitchens were serrated slicing, paring, filleting, Butcher’s, 

boning, cleaver and serrated frozen food saw. Under the ‘other’ free text 

option, additions of scissors, serrated bread knife, carving knife and steak 

knife were recorded, which had not featured within Survey ‘A’ responses but 

all the others were common to both. 

 

Figure 32: Cutting implements readily available within kitchen areas of Survey ‘B’. 

A direct comparison between Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ indicates nine (9) kitchen 

cutting implements that share commonality and therefore can be considered 

as illustrating what is accessible within 3,882 domestic kitchens of the 

general public (Table 9): 

As a snapshot comparison, implements most suited for use as 
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• Butcher’s knife 

• Chef’s knife 

• Cleaver 

• Paring knife 

• Serrated slicing knife 

• Utility knife 

Comparing these six (6) cutting utensils over 3,882 participant results shows 

the utility, Chef’s and paring knives can be readily obtained between 76% 

and 87.5% of these kitchens (Fig. 33). Paring knives have a minimum 

obtainability rate of 60.6% and the Butcher’s knife and Cleaver are present in 

under a quarter of the kitchen areas (Fig. 33).  

Cutting implement Survey A % Survey B % 

Utility knife 87.5 83.7 
Chef's knife 84.6 82.1 
Serrated slicing 76 81.6 
Paring knife 60.6 67.5 
Filleting knife 34.6 35.3 
Butcher knife 24 29.2 
Boning knife 23 24.6 
Cleaver 24 25.3 
Serrated frozen food saw 6.7 11.1 
Other 4.8 3 

 

Table 9: Comparison of kitchen cutting implements between Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’. 
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Figure 33: Comparison data of cutting implements within kitchen areas of Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’. 

 

Implements that were found elsewhere within the domestic setting are shown 

in descending order of availability by type (Tables 10-12): 

Knives – non-kitchen type % 

Sheath knife (non-serrated) 21.4 

Sheath knife (serrated) 10.5 

Lock knife (non-serrated) 21.4 

Lock knife (serrated) 8.1 

Machete 10.6 

Kukri 2.5 

 

Table 10: Knife type availability elsewhere within domestic environs Survey ‘B’. 
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Sawing implements % 

Hacksaw 56.2 

Wood hand saw 46.3 

Junior hacksaw 29.4 

Electric hand saw 27.1 

Electric/battery jig or circular saw 20.7 

Wood Tenon saw 16.5 

Chainsaw 13.9 

Wood log saw 10.7 

Electric/battery reciprocating saw 8.8 

Wood coping saw 6.9 

Wood flooring saw 5.5 

Drywall saw 4.4 

Wood pad saw 3.1 

Laminate saw 2.6 

Japanese pull saw 1.9 

 

Table 11: Sawing type implements available elsewhere within domestic environs Survey ‘B’. 

 

Chopping implements % 

Hatchet 18 

Handheld angle grinder 12.2 

Felling axe 13.9 

Billhook 2.5 

 

Table 12: Chopping type implements available elsewhere within domestic environs Survey ‘B’. 

Implements that fell into the category of ‘Other’ accounted for 3.4% of 

responses and varied in type from swords to hedge trimmers. 

Combining the results of Survey ‘A’ ‘Elsewhere in dwellings’, ‘Outbuildings’ 

and Survey ‘B’ ‘Elsewhere including outbuildings’ provides an insight into the 

available cutting implements of 3,882 domestic settings inclusive of sheds, 

workshops, garages and other externally situated buildings (Table. 13).  

Availability of the hacksaw and wood saw remained the most prominent 

cutting implements outwith the kitchen areas with 57.7% and 47.9% 

respectively for the combined data.  Non-serrated locking knives and sheath 

knives were also readily available with access recorded at 21.7% and 21.3% 

respectively for these cutting implements. Hatchets and Felling axes could be 
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accessed within 18.3% and 13.9% of outbuildings respectively.  Whilst the 

Tenon saw was available in 16.7% of locations overall, the other classes of 

manual saws such as coping, flooring, drywall, pad, laminate and pull were 

found to be less frequently available with percentages of 7% down to 2.5% 

being recorded. Electric mains or battery powered saws ranged in availability 

from 26.9% for electric hand saws, 21.1% for jig or circular saws and 8.7% 

for reciprocating saws overall the outbuilding locations. 

Chopping implements such as the angle grinder, machete, kukri and billhook 

were represented as being readily available in 12.5%, 10.5%, 2.8% and 2.5% 

respectively by responders across these four implements. 

Identifying these ‘other’ areas where cutting implements are effectively 

obtainable from, gives an indication of availability over a wider scope of the 

domestic setting. Identified implements from these 3,882 participants also 

displays the breadth of types of implement and frequency that can be 

encountered outwith the physical boundaries of domestic houses where there 

is access to such space. 

From the practicalities of carrying out dismemberment, the clear choices for 

suitability and wider practicality, by design, are the manually operated 

hacksaws and wood saws (Table 13). Designed to cut through metal and 

wood respectively, either of these implements can cope with cutting through 

flesh and bone. Battery power needs sufficient charge to operate and electric 

requires access to a mains power sources so both of these types of saws 

would have natural limitations although any of those listed (Table 13) would 

theoretically cope with cutting through a body. 
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Implement type Survey B: 
Elsewhere 

within 
dwellings 
including 

outbuildings 
 

% 

Survey A: 
Elsewhere 

within 
dwellings 

 
 
 

% 

Survey A: 
Sheds/ 

Garages/ 
Outbuildings 

 
 
 

% 

A+B 
Elsewhere 

within 
dwellings 
including 

outbuildings 
(n= 3882) 

% 
Hacksaw 56.2 49 63 57.7 

Wood hand saw 46.3 45.2 69.3 47.9 

Junior hacksaw 29.4 0 34.6 29.5 

Electric hand saw 27.1 20.2 0 26.9 

Sheath knife (non-
serrated) 

21.4 19.2 0 21.3 

Lock knife (non-serrated) 21.4 32.7 0 21.7 

Electric/battery jig or 
circular saw 

20.7 0 35.6 21.1 

Hatchet 18 0 28.8 18.3 

Wood Tenon saw 16.5 0 24 16.7 

Chainsaw 13.9 0 14.4 14.2 

Felling axe 13.9 0 26 13.9 

Handheld angle grinder 12.2 0 24 12.5 

Wood log saw 10.7 0 22.1 10.9 

Machete 10.6 8.7 0 10.5 

Sheath knife (serrated) 10.5 12.5 0 10.6 

Electric/battery 
reciprocating saw 

8.8 0 0 8.7 

Lock knife (serrated) 8.1 25 0 8.6 

Wood coping saw 6.9 0 10.6 7 

Wood flooring saw 5.5 0 8.7 5.6 

Drywall saw 4.4 0 6.7 4.5 

Wood pad saw 3.1 0 6.7 3.3 

Laminate saw 2.6 0 8.7 3.2 

Kukri 2.5 3.8 0 2.8 

Billhook 2.5 0 1.9 2.5 

Japanese pull saw 1.9 0 4.8 2.5 
 

Table 13: Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ implements found elsewhere within domestic settings and outbuildings. 

As with Survey ‘A’, the participants of Survey ‘B’ were also asked to state 

from where they would obtain a cutting implement and which type of 

implement they would use if required to cut something urgently. Of the 

responses received, 4.7% stated that the location and choice would be 

dependent on what to be cut and therefore supplied no further data. This 
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effectively reduced the responses to 3,346 for the purposes of assessing 

implements and locations. 

Preference to obtain a cutting implement from the kitchen of their domestic 

dwelling was recorded by 69.6% of the participants to the survey (Table 14). 

Of those participants, 49.5% intimated the implement of choice either in 

generic terms of ‘kitchen knife’ or introducing a class of knife not previously 

highlighted in Survey ‘A’ (Fig. 34).  

Location % 

Kitchen 69.6 
Depends on task 5.9 
Garage 3.9 
Shed/Workshop/Outhouse 3 
House cupboard/drawer 1.7 
Office/Study/Studio/Hobby room/Den 1.2 
Living room 1.1 
Toolbox - unspecified location 0.63 
Bedroom 0.54 
Basement/Cellar 0.36 
Utility room 0.36 
Garden 0.24 
Laundry room 0.12 
Conservatory/Porch 0.12 
Bathroom 0.09 
Car 0.09 
Dining room 0.06 

 

Table 14: Descending order of location preference for obtaining a cutting implement urgently. 

Scissors followed by the Chef’s knife and then the serrated slicing knife were 

the second, third and fourth most popular choices of implements with 10.9%, 

10.1% and 8.7% of responses favouring these utensils.  

The locations that participants favoured, for finding a cutting implement 

urgently, were listed by designation and incorporated vehicles and 

outbuildings (Table 14).  This question returned a much more detailed 

response than experienced in Survey ‘A’ with very specific locations being 

referred to by participants. Preference for obtaining an implement noticeably 
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jumped from kitchen to garage and then outbuildings before returning on a 

much lesser level to individual rooms within the house proper.  Vehicles were 

not identified as a significant location with only 0.09% of the participants 

indicating they would attend this location to obtain a cutting utensil. 

 

Figure 34: Kitchen specific implements listed within Survey ‘B’ for urgent cutting tasks. 

With the variety of locations specified by the participants of Survey ‘B’ a 

direct comparison with Survey ‘A’ results required answers grouped into 

more generic location titles. Following this grouping, four (4) areas of direct 

comparison were possible (Table 15).  The majority of participants from 

Survey ‘A’ and Survey ‘B’ would access a cutting implement from within the 

house area and predominantly from within the kitchen areas of their 

respective abodes. 

Location Survey ‘A’ % Survey ‘B’ % 
Within house 69.4 75.8 
Kitchen 44.3 69.6 
Elsewhere in dwelling 25.1 6.18 
Outbuildings 7.7 6.9 

 

Table 15: Comparison of four main locations for obtaining cutting implements. 

Predispositions to obtaining a cutting utensil, within the domestic settings of 

the 3,346 persons who provided data, showed that the three classifications of 
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implement types were represented in choice making by these members of 

the public. Cutting implements dominated the choices with 77.7% followed by 

sawing tools at 10.9% and chopping utensils being the least favoured 

implement with 4.1% of the participants (Fig. 35).  

 

Figure 35: Chart showing preferred cutting implement types – Survey ‘B’. 

On a location by location basis, results identified (Table 16) that the kitchen, 

laundry room, basement/cellar household cupboards/drawer, conservatory 

and porch areas were where the more substantial of cutting implements were 

readily available. Rooms such as the bathroom, bedroom, living room and 

office/study/hobby rooms were found to contain a prevalence for scissors and 

smaller bladed pen knives/craft knives.  

When the outbuilding locations, including sheds and garages, were examined 

the frequency of sawing implements increased in availability over cutting 

implements (Table 17). 
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Location Implement % 

Kitchen 
Knife 49.5 

Scissors 11.1 

Laundry room 
Generic saw 50 

Knife/Machete 25 

Livingroom 
Scissors 57.9 

Pen knife 7.9 

Bedroom 
Scissors 27.8 

Pen knife 22.2 

Basement/Cellar 
Hacksaw 33.3 

Shears/Utility cutter 11.1 

Bathroom 
Scissors 66.7 

Trauma shears 33.3 

Garden 
Saw/Secateurs 25 

Axe/Chainsaw/Machete/Tree saw 12.5 

Garage 
Saw 43.5 

Hacksaw 16.8 

Shed/workshop etc. 
Saw 41.1 

Hacksaw 15.7 

Office/Study 
Scissors 24.4 

Craft knife 14.6 

House Cupboard/Drawer  
Saw 21.1 

Stanley knife 19.2 

Conservatory/Porch 
Utility knife/Axe 25 

Coppicing saw/implement 25 

Car Knife 1 

Dining room Knife 1 

 

Table 16: Preferred location and implement type(s) for urgent cutting task – Survey ‘B’. 

From the locations of preference (Table 16), a taxonomy of 25 available 

implements were identified by the survey participants as being the preferred 

cutting utensil if urgent cutting was required (Table 18).  These twenty-five 

implements were combined with Survey ‘A’ to produce a data set of 3,882 

responses. This combined information provides a first-hand insight into real-

life domestic settings and accessibility of cutting implements contained within 

this environment. Analysis of these twenty-five implements highlights that 

within this data set cutting, sawing and chopping classification utensils are all 
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represented. The top four implements identified were all knives associated 

within kitchens and were the choice of 83.8% to 67.4% of responses. 

Hacksaws, with a return of 57.7% were the fifth most desirable implement for 

urgent cutting tasks followed by the wood saw at 47.8%. Chopping 

implements such as cleaver, hatchet and machete were the implements of 

choice for 25.3%, 18.3% and 10.5% respectively. In relation to saws that 

could be regarded as being of a more specialised nature, the Tenon saw was 

favoured by 16.7% for cutting whilst the Japanese pull Saw was the choice of 

only 1.9%. 

Cutting implement within Garage, Shed, Workshop and 
Outbuildings (n=232) 

% 

Saw 42.7 
Hacksaw 16.8 
Stanley knife 6.5 
Axe 5.2 
Wood saw 3 
Chainsaw 
Junior hacksaw 
Knife 
Utility knife 

2.2 

Machete 1.7 
Hatchet 
Tenon saw 1.3 

Bench saw 0.9 
Lock knife 0.9 
Angle grinder 
Bow saw 
Box cutter 
Branch saw 
Electric Jig saw 
Jig saw 
Loppers 
Pruning saw 
Reciprocating saw 
Sheath knife 
Wire cutter 

0.43  

 

Table 17: Chart showing frequency of cutting implements within outbuildings preferred for urgent 

cutting tasks. 
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 Implement %  

1 Utility knife 83.8 

2 Chef's knife 82.1 

3 Serrated slicing knife 77.3 

4 Paring knife 67.4 

5 Hacksaw 57.7 

6 Wood hand saw 47.8 

7 Filleting knife 35.3 

8 Junior hacksaw 29.5 

9 Butcher knife 29.1 

10 Electric hand saw 26.9 

11 Cleaver 25.3 

12 Boning knife 24.5 

13 Lock knife (non-serrated) 21.7 

14 Sheath knife (non-serrated) 21.3 

15 Electric/battery jig or circular saw 21.1 

16 Hatchet 18.3 

17 Wood Tenon saw 16.7 

18 Felling axe 14.2 

19 Chainsaw 13.9 

20 Handheld angle grinder 12.5 

21 Serrated frozen food saw 11 

22 Wood log saw 11 

23 Sheath knife (serrated) 10.6 

24 Machete 10.5 

25 Electric/battery reciprocating saw 8.7 

 

Table 18: Top twenty-five cutting implements within 3,382 domestic settings, identified for urgent 

cutting tasks. 

Cutting implements were recorded as not being present within 80.1% of 

vehicles of those participating in Survey ‘B’.  Implements that were 

accessible within vehicles comprised knives in 14.3%, hand saws in 3.9%, 

power cutting tools in 3% and other edged implements in 2.2% (Fig. 36). 
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Figure 36: Cutting implements readily available within vehicles – Survey ‘B’. 

3.4 Discussion: Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

The capture mechanism deemed to be most appropriate to ensure a large 

sample size, was that of a producing an online questionnaire, on cutting 

implement possession within domestic settings, that would be answered by 

willing volunteers.  

With any questionnaire-based research there are limitations that must be 

considered (Quelhas et al., 2011): 

• As the questionnaire was in an electronic online format and completed 

remotely from the author, there was no guarantee that a conscientious 

response would be achieved to every question set.  

• Differences is terminology or understanding of cutting implements 

might cause erroneous responses especially as the sample was 

international.  

• Questions being skipped over or deliberately answered incorrectly 

(spoilt), could impact upon data results. 

• Participant bias could lead to questions being answered dishonestly. 

• Participant representation i.e. skillset, sex and age, could be outwith 

the control of the researcher. 

Positive factors for using this method for collecting data, that were assessed 

as outweighing the negative factors, included: 

• Cost effectiveness, as there would be no printing, postage or other 

expenses associated with an electronic questionnaire.  
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• Practical, in that large groups of participants could be captured easily 

in a relatively short space of time.  

• Access to individuals not otherwise available to survey especially at 

an international level 

• Minimised time delays on collecting data as the results would be 

accessible as soon as the online questionnaire was completed. 

• Large geographic spreads could be achieved due to the online 

availability of the questionnaire.   

• Anonymity and privacy for the participants. 

• No pressure on participants to complete the questions in one sitting.   

• Results would provide qualitative and quantitative data. 

• No data on the commonality of cutting implements within domestic 

environs currently existed so any insight gained would be a positive 

result. 

Albeit, the main purpose of the data capture exercise was the aspirational 

creation of a ground truth dataset that encapsulated the commonly 

possessed cutting implements of the general public, the reality of using any 

form of voluntary survey platform is that the participant ratios of gender are 

uncontrollable and may not represent the current population trends. 

According to figures produced by the United Nations, Department of 

Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (UNDESA, 2015) the 

population ratio of males is 102 per 100 females. This would indicate that a 

balanced gender response should have been the norm as was seen in 

Survey ‘A’.  Survey ‘B’ though, using the MOOC platform, recorded 

disproportionately higher participation from females than males. When 2013-

14 higher education statistics are viewed for the UK, 57.3% of all tertiary 

education students were recorded as being female, so actually having a 

higher female to male participant ratio on what was in essence a learning 

platform, is reflective of the trends towards further education and learning 

(Universities UK, 2015) The statistics for courses run through FutureLearn, 

the platform on which the MOOC was accessed through, display that 62% of 

learners are female (FutureLearn, 2018). As this project concentrates on 
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criminal dismemberment, the other area of consideration was that of crime 

statistics in relation to the use of sharp instruments and perpetrators of crime. 

The gender of the perpetrators of homicide (England and Wales) are 

recorded as being 90% male and 9% female for the year ending 2015 (Office 

for National Statistics, 2016). These figures on their own could be interpreted 

as suggesting that only data from males taking part in the two surveys was 

relevant. However, upholding the principle of the surveys, i.e. to create a data 

set of readily available cutting implements, meant that the results were 

combined, i.e. entire participant response. The justification for this is based 

upon the term ‘readily available’, which according to Macmillan (2017a) 

simply means ‘easy to obtain’. If a ground truth data set can be achieved 

from the general-public, in the truest sense of the word, i.e. ordinary people 

from no particular group (Macmillan, 2017b), then the results form a valid 

basis for research into the defined cutting implements found within domestic 

environments. It therefore becomes irrelevant who completed the surveys, 

the important aspect is determining what cutting implements were indicated 

as being present and thereby creating a factual account of which types of 

cutting implements could be accessible to anyone within that location who 

wanted/needed to carry out cutting tasks can be created. From these survey 

results, a wider research strategy could then be directly influenced that was 

established on empirically valid foundations.  

As the potential array of cutting implements within domestic settings could 

have been vast and open to wide interpretation, a control measure was 

required in an attempt to regulate the responses to those implements that 

would be more likely to be used in disremembering a body without being 

overly prescriptive. This control measure, was established through the lists 

developed from the author’s assessments of cutting implements across 3 

domestic environments and inclusion of an ‘Other’ option designed to capture 

any common implements not listed. It is however accepted that participants 

who were not fully invested in completing the survey might not go to the effort 

of listing any other implements and therefore cutting implements could be 

missed altogether. 
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From the overall results of Survey ‘A’, a cutting implement landscape began 

to emerge surrounding availability and commonality within domestic settings. 

Kitchens’ containing knives, is not of course unexpected, but from an 

investigative mindset perspective the fact that, for example, in 104 kitchens a 

utility knife was present in 87.5% of cases is information that could greatly 

assist in a dismemberment investigation. The fact that 91 out of 104 kitchens 

should contain a utility knife is exactly the type of information that could aid 

development of a search strategy. Knowledge of the occurrence rates 

expected for specific implements, could also assist by providing initial 

indications of possible inconsistencies. These inconsistencies would centre 

around the absence of what is expected to be normal or indeed the presence 

of implements that could be considered to be abnormal. The same can be 

said for elsewhere within a dwelling. Finding a hacksaw or wood saw within a 

house may previously have alerted suspicions of wrongdoing, whereas from 

the Survey ‘A’ data it is clear that almost half of all dwellings (51 out of 104) 

were found to have a hacksaw and 47 had a wood saw. In 66 of the 

responders’ sheds and outbuildings a hacksaw was present whilst 72 

contained a wood saw.  Their presence can now be empirically attributed to 

45.2%-49% of dwellings and 63%-69.3% of outbuildings, according to 

participants of Survey ‘A’. Finding powered saws, that can easily be used for 

dismemberment, is much rarer than the presence of manual powered 

implements. With access in only 5.8% of outbuildings in Survey ‘A’ to 

reciprocating saws and 14.4% for chainsaws only between 6-15 outbuildings 

out of 104 contained these items. Although possession itself is neither an 

offence nor an indication of nefarious activity, with such a low recorded 

availability rate, the presence of these implements (during an investigation) 

could now be more clearly utilised as a route for inquiry and interrogation. By 

understanding the frequency rates of these implements within domestic 

settings, investigators could then seek justification on the ‘why’ and ‘what for’ 

from suspects regarding possession of these items. The recorded frequency 

of chopping implements i.e. felling axe and hatchet, which according to 

Survey ‘A’, were present in over a quarter of all outbuildings ranging between 

26% and 28.8% respectively or 27-30 outbuildings of the 104, can be seen 
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as an indication and nothing more that presence of these items alone is not 

necessarily abnormal in sheds, garages or other outbuildings. As their 

presence within a dwelling did not register on any of the responses, then 

clearly finding such an item indoors would necessitate questions being 

asked. The Survey ‘A’ data, along with the implement nomenclatures found 

within the dwellings, began to create a realistic comprehension of what types 

of implements are most likely to be present or conversely absent from 

domestic settings of the general public. Through ascertaining the 

commonality of cutting implements, a more definitive taxonomy of 

implements for cut mark research that are reflective of being practical, 

affordable and obtainable could begin to be established.  

With over a hundred participants, this could have been regarded as providing 

sufficient quantitative results on which to derive a definitive list of implements, 

to use in the cut mark aspect of this research. However, it was felt that a 

larger and more geographically spread set of statistics was worthy of 

exploring in an attempt to create a more defined ground truth dataset. 

Therefore, Survey ‘B’ was commissioned to expand the potential for gaining 

a more in-depth picture of the domestic cutting implement landscape. 

Through utilising the MOOC platform, Survey ‘B’ achieved a global reach that 

otherwise would have been unlikely to have accomplished using social 

networking. In securing the participation of 3,778 participants this survey 

created a unique and large data set. 

Clearly, limitations still existed in using an online survey medium and special 

consideration had to be taken of the fact that the platform itself was one of a 

learning package surrounding a fictitious criminal homicide with 

dismemberment. The risk here, had to be one of participant bias and 

cognitive bias. Positively, when asked about which implement the 

participants would seek for an urgent cutting task, scissors were mentioned 

by 10.9%, of participants in Survey ‘B’. This reaction was a good indicator 

that although the MOOC was in relation to a course on identifying the dead 

and specifically involved homicide and dismemberment, those answering this 
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question were not necessarily thinking about dismemberment and therefore 

providing untruthful or biased answers as scissors are unlikely to be 

considered a viable dismemberment tool by any participant. 

Within the kitchens of Survey ‘B’ the greatest difference in knife possession 

to Survey ‘A’ was that of the serrated bread knife. In Survey ‘B’ the serrated 

bread knife was registered as being available in 0.2% of kitchens whereas for 

Survey ‘A” the figure was 84%. Unfortunately, there is no definitive answer as 

to why such a dramatic change in serrated bread knife possession was 

experienced between the two survey results. Perhaps it is reflective more of 

the types of bread that are consumed and that 93% of participants of Survey 

‘A’ all came from countries where leavened breads are more predominant 

than unleavened breads? Ultimately though the differential was of no real 

consequence due to the fact that serrated bread knives are not ideally suited 

to dismemberment and therefore were never likely to be utilised in any test 

cutting activities. For the remaining knives within the kitchens of Survey ‘B’, 

comparable availability was evident for utility, Chef’s, serrated slicing, paring, 

filleting, Butcher’s, boning and cleaver. Overall, the variance in availability 

between Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ of these eight cutting implements ranged between 

0.7%-6.9%. As a snapshot comparison between Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’, 

implements most suited for use as dismemberment tools fell into six (6) types 

that shared commonality in the kitchens’ (Fig. 32):  

• Butcher’s knife 

• Chef’s knife 

• Cleaver 

• Paring knife 

• Serrated slicing knife 

• Utility knife 

The reason these implements are most suited for use as dismemberment 

tools is purely one of design. Both the Butcher’s knife and Chef’s knife are 

designed to disjoint large pieces of meat by slicing or chopping whilst the 

Cleaver is designed to chop through bone and meat. A paring knife is 
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designed for skinning or peeling smaller items or to give greater control for 

trimming and slicing. Serrated slicing knives are designed to cut through skin 

and other items on which a non-serrated blade might potentially slip. Finally, 

the utility knife, which essentially performs the functions of Chef’s knife and 

paring knife but is more versatile and ideal for cutting meat into thin slices, 

dicing or slicing (Williams Sonoma, 2018).   

From the practicalities of carrying out bone cutting activities during 

dismemberment, the clear choices for suitability and wider application, by 

design, are the manual operated hacksaws and wood saws (Table 13). 

Designed to cut through metal and wood respectively, either of these 

implements could cope with cutting through flesh and bone. Battery power 

needs sufficient charge to operate and electric requires access to a mains 

power source, so both of these types of saws would have natural limitations.  

Within Survey ‘B’ the question of the availability of cutting implements 

elsewhere within the domestic environs was adapted to also include 

outbuildings, sheds and garages within the same data collection, unlike 

Survey ‘A’ where these locations were treated separately.  The rationale 

behind this slight amendment was to reduce the number of perceived 

questions for participants to complete without reducing the quantity of 

available data capture. With dropout rates for MOOCs of around 90-98% 

(Henderikx et al., 2017) it was felt, by the author, that the less questions to be 

answered the less likelihood non-responsiveness would be encountered 

(Vincent and Reis, 2012). The question however, still required the 

participants to choose from predetermined implements with a free text ‘Other’ 

option as per both of the questions in Survey ‘A’ that were now 

amalgamated. No detrimental impact was observed from the amalgamation 

of this question, with the hacksaw and wood saw still presenting the highest 

availability rates of implements elsewhere in dwellings and outbuildings. 

When combined with the data from Survey ‘A’ these two implements were 

found to be readily available within 57.7% and 47.9% respectively of the 

3,882 surveyed domestic settings. This figure equates to 2,240 and 1,859 

responses respectively. Other implements referred to by participants such as 
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pen knives, scissors and other small bladed implements are all clearly 

unsuitable for dismemberment activities. Whilst the general information 

received was of interest, these items themselves will not be considered 

further due their inappropriateness for this research subject.  

Both surveys disclosed the prevalence of cutting, sawing and chopping 

implements both within the domestic settings and as the preferred choice of 

implement when the participants were faced with an urgent cutting task.  To 

provide an element of focus, to the wider project, and rather than attempting 

to undertake examination of all forty-one implements listed throughout the 

two surveys, wider research would be conducted on the top three implements 

from each category (Table 19):  

Category Implement 
 
Cutting 

Chef’s knife 
Serrated slicing knife 
Utility knife 

 
Sawing 

Hacksaw 
Junior hacksaw 
Wood saw 

 
Chopping 

Cleaver 
Hand axe/hatchet 
Machete 

 

Table 19: Designated cutting, sawing and chopping implements for wider research.  

As the majority of vehicles are found in close proximity to dwellings and are 

known to be used for the transport of bodies/body parts to deposition sites 

(CENTREX, 2004), the question of which cutting implements were to be 

found in the vehicles of the participants was of interest. Whilst the majority of 

people taking part in Survey ‘A’ had no implements within their respective 

vehicles, 30% of vehicles were recorded as containing some form of 

implement that could be utilised in facilitating dismemberment. The results 

from Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ (Figs. 30 and 36) however, indicated that between the 

two surveys only 20% of participants (n=776) had access to implements 

within their respective vehicles. In recording such a high negative result, it 

was assessed that specific vehicular interrogation was not an area worthy of 

further exploration for this study. 
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Throughout survey’s ‘A’ and ‘B’ the use of generic terminology was evident, 

which to some extent inhibited truly defining the exact cutting implement 

types. Within Survey ‘B’ for example, the generic term of ‘knife’ was referred 

to on 2,332 occasions and the use of the generic term ‘saw’ was referred to 

on 403 occasions. As demonstrated, from data received surrounding 

favoured implements for urgent cutting tasks, the generic knife was referred 

to in 49.5% of kitchen implements and the generic term saw accounted for 

42.7% of responses where outbuildings were the location for obtaining a 

cutting tool.  

In an attempt to overcome this use of generic titles and gain a more definitive 

understanding of what the actual definition of these cutting implement were, a 

third survey ‘Survey C’ was commissioned with a remit to address these 

issues. 

3.5 Survey ‘C’ 

As a result of the considerations from Surveys ‘A’ and ‘B’, redesigning survey 

questions and descriptors of implements was considered necessary to refine 

data recovery on cutting implements. A third survey was designed to enable 

gap filling of datasets with a view to enhancing information recovery and 

progressing the direction of the wider research project into cut marks on 

bone. By identifying more concisely exactly which cutting implements could 

be considered as being readily available to the public within their domestic 

settings, a targeted and better defined approach could be identified for the 

wider research project. 

Participants’ prior learning/skill base was the subject for assessment and the 

aim of this question was to gauge any response bias levels. If, for example, it 

transpired that most participants had specialist training, in the use of cutting 

implements (perhaps as a butcher or a surgeon), then the answers would 

likely reflect a more subject matter expertise slant and not represent the 

general-public overview that this survey aspired to capture. This question 

received a 100% response from the 986 participants. Although 8.6% of those 

taking part in the survey indicated formal training, 849 participants had 
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nothing more than general life skills (in the use of cutting implements) and 

5.3% stated they never used any cutting implements, which of itself seems 

somewhat unlikely (Table 20). 

Level of training No. of responses % of participants 
General life skills – no formal training. 849 86.1 
Formal specialist training. 85 8.6 
I never use any cutting implements. 52 5.3 

 

Table 20: Results showing cutting implement training level of participants. 

Capturing the geographic spread of participants was achieved from 958 

responses and 67 countries/locations were recorded from Algeria to 

Zimbabwe (Table 21). Countries represented by ten or more participants 

were highlighted (Fig. 37) with the largest contingents being from the United 

Kingdom at 59.9% and the United States of America at 11.4% of those who 

stated a country of origin. 
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Geographic location No. of 
participants 

Geographic location No. of 
participants 

Algeria 2 Macedonia 1 
Andorra 1 Malaysia 2 
Angola 1 Maldives 1 
Argentina 2 Malta 1 
Australia 48 Mauritius 1 
Belarus 1 Mexico 4 
Belgium 1 Netherlands 11 
Brazil 8 New Caledonia 1 
Canada 29 New Zealand 15 
Colombia 4 Nigeria 1 
Cyprus 1 Norway 1 
Czech Republic 2 Pakistan 2 
Democratic Republic of the Congo 1 Philippines 1 
Egypt 4 Poland 6 
Fiji 1 Portugal 6 
Finland 1 Romania 1 
France 4 Russia 5 
France Metropolitan 4 Serbia 1 
Gaze Strip 1 Sierra Leone 1 
Germany 13 Singapore 1 
Gibraltar 1 South Africa 10 
Greece 6 Spain 9 
Ilse of Man 2 Sri Lanka 1 
India 4 Sweden 4 
Indonesia 1 Switzerland 1 
Ireland 17 Tanzania 1 
Italy 11 Turkey 1 
Jamaica 1 Turks and Caicos Islands 1 
Japan 2 Ukraine 3 
Laos 1 United Arab Emirates 1 
Latvia 1 United Kingdom 574 
Lithuania 1 United States of America 109 
Venezuela 1 Vietnam 1 
Zimbabwe 1 No details provided 28 
  Total records 986 

 

Table 21: Geographic locations of Survey ‘C’ participants. 

 

Figure 37: Top ten represented countries within Survey ‘C’. 

In relation to participant gender (Table 22). Only 16 people refrained from 

providing any details, whilst 17 stated they preferred not to give their gender. 
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Females accounted for 79.3% of the 953 responses taking part whilst males 

accounted for 20.1% of those who replied with a gender type. 

Participant gender Responses 
Female 756 
Male 192 
No answer provided 16 
Other 3 
Prefer not to say 17 
Transgender 2 
Total responses:  986 

 

Table 22: Results showing stated participant genders. 

3.5.1 Materials and Methods Survey ‘C’ 
Survey ‘C’ (Appendix 2) was developed to accompany the second run of the 

Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification, University of Dundee, Massive 

Open Online Course (MOOC) which ran for a three-month period between 

November 2016 and January 2017. By utilising this globally accessible 

platform the survey aim was to afford access to an international audience; 

crossing demographic boundaries and providing inclusive participation 

opportunities. Unlike Survey’s ‘A’ and ‘B’, this third survey ‘C’ was designed 

to deliberately capture aspects of direct subject questioning in relation to 

human dismemberment. The survey aimed to target previous data gaps and 

clarify areas around implement type by avoiding the use of generic titles, 

including pictorial representation and focusing directly on the nine 

implements previously highlighted as commonly encountered within domestic 

settings (Survey A and B).  

As with Survey ‘B’, the results of this survey will be detailed to assist in the 

development of a data set identifying which cutting implements are readily 

available to the general-public. To maximise the data results and draw on all 

available information received, the responses will take account of both the 

combined answers and male only replies as required. 

On commencing participation of the survey, the following opening statement 

was viewed and intended to outline the honest purpose of the questionnaire: 

‘Your participation in this survey is greatly appreciated and it will assist 

ongoing research into the analysis, interpretation and classification of cut 
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marks on bone in relation to criminal dismemberments.  It will help to 

formulate a factual account of cutting implements that are readily available 

within the domestic environs. 

You are being asked to answer questions of a purely hypothetical nature in 

relation to a specific situation but it is important that all answers relate to 

cutting implements that are currently available to you within your domestic 

environment and not ones that you might seek to acquire. 

This is an anonymous survey with no retention of personal or electronic data 

that could identify you as the participant’ (Appendix 1b). 

The first question provided a multiple-choice, selection to establish which 

cutting implements were readily available within participants’ domestic 

settings i.e. house, garage, shed etc. Participants were also able to choose 

multiple selections in order that the broad range of cutting implements 

available to them could be captured. The nine implements, previously 

determined from Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ as being of ‘special interest’ (Table 18), in 

the categories of cutting, sawing and chopping were the main focus of the 

survey questions. 

To assist with consistency in terminology and provide clarity surrounding 

each of the nine ‘special interest’ implements, pictorial representations and 

the technical name were provided to assist with participants’ comprehension 

of Question 1 (Fig. 38). 
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Figure 38: Example showing pictorial and written descriptors created for Survey ‘C’. 

Following on from the initial question, participants of Survey ‘C’ were then 

invited to define whether their cutting implements were of Budget or 

Professional quality, again a visual descriptor was present to assist in 

identifying each implement (Fig. 39). 

 

Figure 39: Example showing pictorial descriptor for cutting implement in Survey ‘C’. 
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Question three was aimed at gauging how old the nine ‘special interest’ 

implements possessed within the domestic setting were. This question, 

although not used in Survey ‘A’ or ‘B’, was added purely to collect data that 

may aid further research work around ‘old’ versus ‘new’ implements for test 

cutting. As wear and tear along with use and abuse are known to affect 

cutting edges, it was felt that having the opportunity to collect empirical data 

from such a large survey base was an opportunity not to be overlooked. 

Inherent bias risks associated with this survey were identified as being 

subject bias through the inclusion of the phrase ‘…in a hypothetical situation 

where you are the perpetrator of a homicide, which readily available cutting 

implement(s) would you choose to facilitate body dismemberment?’ as part of 

Question 4. The control implemented to minimise bias was to provide visual 

examples and provide the participants with a free text option for including any 

other implement preference rather than the nine target cutting implements 

(Fig. 40). This free text option would therefore enable the inclusion of 

implements that the participants might feel are more relevant and in turn 

reduce risks of participant bias in the overall responses. Minimising the risk of 

subject bias was also considered. The control measure introduced was that 

of anonymising the survey and thereby reducing the impact of what could be 

regarded as providing answers to a subject that is potentially socially 

unacceptable in the context of discussing dismemberment activities.  

 

Figure 40: Example of implement choices for hypothetical dismemberment question in Survey ‘C’. 
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Although the subject of gender-based crime statistics was considered and 

discussed for Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ (3.4), it was decided that, out of curiosity and 

for a degree completeness, comparisons between complete participant 

response and male only responses would be assessed within the results 

from Survey ‘C’. This comparison it was felt would give an indication if the 

author’s original statement regarding the irrelevance of participant gender 

affecting availability of cutting implements was accurate or misplaced. 

3.5.2 Results: Survey ‘C’ 
From the responses received to Question 1 (Table 23), kitchen knives were 

the predominant type of cutting implement found within the contributors’ 

domestic settings and considered most likely to be used for dismemberment. 

The Chef’s knife was the most common implement readily available, with a 

return of 90.6%, followed by the serrated slicing and utility knives in 86.2% 

and 86% respectfully. Sawing and chopping implements were less frequently 

reported as being available with results ranging between 61.4% and 10% of 

availability for these items.  

Implement Responses % 
Chef’s knife 888 90.6 
Serrated slicing knife 850 86.2 
Utility knife 848 86 
Hardpoint wood saw 605 61.4 
Hacksaw 545 55.3 
Junior hacksaw 296 30 
Cleaver 296 30 
Hand axe 372 37.8 
Machete 99 10 

 

Table 23: Results of Q1: cutting implements readily available within domestic environs. 

Comparing the combined survey results against purely the male element, the 

resulting readily available implements show relative consistency in availability 

of knives with only a +0.2% increase in male possession of utility, serrated 

and chef’s knives (Fig. 41). Availability of saws, all of which could be 

described as typical examples of Do It Yourself (DIY) tools, recorded an 

increased availability as recorded by males of between +18.4% for junior 

hacksaws, +13.1% for wood saws and +12.4% for hacksaws when compared 

to the results from the combined sex survey. Chopping tools were also noted 

as increasing in availability by male contributors with a +10.1% increase for 
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hand axes, +9.8% rise in access to machetes and a +5.9% growth recorded 

for cleavers (Fig. 41). 

 
 

Figure 41: Graph showing comparison of combined sex and male only responses to Question 1. 

Question two concerned the quality of implements, stated in Q1, at the time 

of purchase i.e. budget or professional (Table 24).  The rationale for this 

question was to assess three outstanding questions: 

• Which implements can be regarded as commonly used by the public, 

as discussed by Symes, (1992)? 

• Does affordability of implements affect availability (Symes, 1992)? 

• What, if any, frequency exists between Budget 

(inexpensive/affordable) and/or expensive/professional implements?  

Defining, more clearly, the answers to these three questions would assist in 

creating a fuller understanding of the domestic implement landscape. In 

addition to this insight, the answers would act as a datum point for 
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developing a reflective testing regime that replicated actual readily available 

implements within domestic settings. From the responses to the categories, it 

is apparent that multiple implements of differing categories were recorded. In 

contrast, responses to Q1 (Table 24) only reflected the number of persons 

with access to each specific implement and not whether multiple implements 

were present. By way of comparison with the collective survey results, the 

male only responses regarding quality are displayed in Table 25. 

Implement Budget % Professional %  
Chef’s knife 504 51.1 437 44.3 
Serrated slicing knife 646 65.5 285 28.9 
Utility knife 564 57.2 342 34.7 
Hardpoint wood saw 464 47 200 20.3 
Hacksaw 408 41.4 200 20.3 
Junior hacksaw 278 28.2 97 9.8 
Cleaver 155 15.7 181 18.4 
Machete 76 7.7 58 5.9 
Hand axe/hatchet 308 31.2 165 16.7 

 

Table 24: Results of combined sex sample; perceived quality of cutting implements. 

Implement Budget % Professional %  
Chef’s knife 86 44.8 98 51 
Serrated slicing knife 112 58.3 75 39 
Utility knife 98 51 79 41.2 
Hardpoint wood saw 93 48.4 62 32.3 
Hacksaw 86 44.8 60 31.3 
Junior hacksaw 63 32.8 46 24 
Cleaver 81 42.2 30 18.4 
Machete 26 13.5 23 12 
Hand axe/hatchet 62 32.3 46 24 

 

Table 25: Results of perceived quality of implements from male only participants. 

From these returns, it was apparent that overall the implements readily 

available to the general-public were likely to have a higher prevalence of 

being found to be ‘Budget’ quality rather than those manufactured to a more 

‘Professional’ standard i.e. expensive tools usually marketed at trades. The 

outlier to this hypothesis was the cleaver which was identified as being more 

commonly of a higher ‘Professional’ standard within the domestic settings 

that were the subject of this questionnaire. Assessment of the implement 

quality indicated by the male participants, corroborates the proliferation of 

‘Budget’ utensils but also indicates that males are more likely to possess 

‘Professional’ grade implements, especially where they fall into the DIY 

classification (Table 26). 
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Implement Combined sex 
‘Professional’ implements 

% (n=986) 

Male only 
‘Professional’ implements 

% (n=192) 
Hardpoint wood saw 20.3 32.3 
Hacksaw 20.3 31.3 
Hand axe/hatchet 16.7 24 
Junior hacksaw 9.8 24 
Machete 5.9 12 

 

Table 26: Comparison of results of ‘Professional’ grade DIY implements between the combined and 

male only responses. 

Question 3, requested participants to provide approximate timescale since 

purchase of the implements previously identified in Q1. Although the overall 

ages of implements were listed as being between 1 and 100 years the 

common age ranges, in order of frequency, were found to be 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 

and 20 years in time since purchase (Table 27).  

Time since 
purchase (yrs) 

% 

1 53.4 
2 48.5 
3 47.4 
5 65.4 

10 60 
20 26.4 

 

Table 27: Timeline displaying years since purchase of cutting implements within domestic environs. 

It should be noted in relation to Table 27, that as participants often 

possessed more than one version of the same implement the percentile 

scores were found to exceed 100% due to multiple entries being registered. 

Using the hypothetical scenario of the participant having been responsible for 

a murder, Question 4 asked for free text responses as to which readily 

available cutting implement would be used to facilitate dismemberment of a 

deceased victim. With 49.1% of responses the hacksaw was the most 

popular choice for use in the task of dismemberment. Two chopping 

implements followed the hacksaw in popularity, the cleaver and hand 

axe/hatchet receiving 34% and 32.5% of responses respectively. At fourth 

and fifth choices, the Chef’s knife and hardpoint wood saw garnered 

responses of 26.3% and 24.9% respectively.  These results indicated a 

tendency towards sawing, chopping and then cutting by the numbers of 
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responses to this question. On filtering out the male only answers, a 

difference of preferences was evident to that of the combined survey results 

(Fig. 42). Although the hacksaw remained constant as the most popular, the 

hand axe/hatchet became second favourite with 33.9% of males. Third most 

popular implement was the Chef’s knife which received 32.8% of male votes. 

Fourth place was joint between the hardpoint wood saw and cleaver, each of 

which received 30.7% of male responses. Outliers within the free text 

options, were the preference for use of power saws from 0.4% down to the 

use of a claymore sword at 0.1% (Table 28). 

As an addition to the question of ‘what implement would be chosen’ the 

survey also requested the order of preference (1st-3rd choice) if more than 

one instrument was used. From the replies received, the preferred modus 

operandi could essentially be described as that of ‘saw, chop and cut’ for 

both the first and second choice implements and of ‘chop, saw and cut’ for 

the implements chosen as a third choice (Fig, 43).   
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Figure 42: Graph showing comparison between combined sex survey and male only response. 

 

Other implements % Participants 
Chainsaw 0.4 
Power saw 0.3 
Electric saw 0.3 
Saw 0.1 
Stanley knife 0.1 
Ice axe 0.1 
Claymore sword 0.1 

 

Table 28: ‘Other’ favoured implements for hypothetical dismemberment. 
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Figure 43: Overall order of preference for 1st, 2nd and 3rd choice of implements for dismemberment. 

Having gained an insight into the choice of implements, from the 986 

participants, question five aimed to further develop the hypothetical situation 

to establish a further data set. The fifth question asked participants to 

indicate ‘where’ within their domestic settings this hypothetical 

dismemberment would take place and thereafter (Question 5b) to explain the 

rationale for their choice of location. Throughout the 897 responses that 

followed, multiple entries were witnessed e.g. bathroom in the bathtub. 
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Where this occurred the ‘location matrix’ was annotated to reflect each 

location mentioned by the contributors. From the results a taxonomy was 

created that illustrates these domestic locations with the top six locations 

highlighted (Table 29).  

Location % Location % Location % 
Bathroom 31.4 Patio 1.3 Balcony 0.1 
Garage 16.1 Watercourses 0.6 Car park 0.1 
Kitchen 11.2 Laundry room 0.5 Conservatory 0.1 
Bathtub 9.6 Utility room 0.5 Pantry 0.1 
Garden 6.4 Home/House 0.4 Porch 0.1 
Workshop/Shed/Outhouse 4.6 Bedroom 0.3 No response  7.8 
Outdoor area (isolated) 3.3 Living room 0.2  
Basement/Cellar 2.7 Toilet 0.2 
Wet room / Shower room 2.1 Attic 0.1 

 

Table 29: Results showing preferred locations for hypothetical dismemberments with top 5 highlighted. 

Far exceeding other locations mentioned, was the bathroom with 31.4% of 

responses. Second, was the garage with 16.1% of participants favouring this 

area within the domestic household. Utilising the kitchen area, bathtub, 

garden and workshop/shed/outhouse made up the remaining top six 

locations selected. Data from examination of the male responses (Fig. 44) 

was found to exactly mirror the top six locations found in the combined 

survey (Table 29). 

 

Figure 44: Results showing the top six preferred locations for hypothetical dismemberment. 
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As stated, the second part to Question 5 (5b), surrounded the rationale for 

choosing the specific locations. The aim was to capture an insight, albeit 

benign, into what, if any, thought process had guided the initial location 

choice (Table 29). Although 53 less responses were received, compared to 

Question 5a, 844 participants answered. Where answers were found to 

contain more than one reason these were recorded separately.  

Cleaning a location with ease following dismemberment activities was the 

rationale stated by 75.8% of the participants. This reasoning was 

overwhelmingly ahead of any other consideration by 476 responses. Privacy 

was stated as important by 19.4% of the 844 contributors whilst choosing a 

location due to ready access of implements received 5% of the replies 

tendered. 

No variations in the top six rationales for location choice were evident when 

results of the male contributors were examined in isolation (Table 30). 

Reasons such as animal predation assistance and hindering identification 

were not cited by males. Ease of access proved to be more of an overriding 

factor for the male participants that that of the choice being attributed to 

providing a practical solution.  

Rationale for location of dismemberment % of Combined sex participants % of Males 
Ease of cleaning 75.8 57.8 
Privacy 19.4 19.3 
Space (act of dismemberment) 7.1 4.2 
Access to implements 5 3.1 
Contain blood/body fluids 4.2 4.7 
Concealment of act 4 3.1 
Practical solution 2.1 0.5 
Ease of access 2 1.6 
Assistance of animal predation 0.5 0 
Hinder identification of crime and/or victim 0.4 0 
No reply and/or spoils 14.4  15.1  

 

Table 30: Results showing rationale for location choice. 

3.5.3 Discussion: Survey ‘C’ 
Survey ‘C’ set out to clarify and resolve issues surrounding generic 

terminology that were experienced in some of the results returned in Surveys 

‘A’ and ‘B’. Using pictorial aids and standardised terminology, robust data 
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was compiled of cutting implements within the domestic settings of the 

participants. Participant ages ranged from 15 to 85 years of age with 974 

persons providing a definitive year of birth. This range equates to 

representing 74.2% of world population ages groups according to the United 

Nations (2011) and therefore is assessed as representative of a valid 

audience group for the purposes of this research.  

Results from the initial question, based around the previously identified nine 

implements of interest (Table 18), displayed a continued consistency of 

availability (Table 23).  With a minimum availability of 86% to a maximum of 

90.6% the Chef’s, serrated slicing and utility knives clearly dominated the 

domestic cutting implement landscape for Survey ‘C’. The comparison of 

complete survey responses with male only responses illustrated that the 

availability of these cutting implements only recorded a variation of +0.2%. 

This minor fluctuation indicates that knife availability is less likely to be 

gender biased. Sawing implements, across Survey ‘C’ responses, displayed 

that between 55% and 61% of dwellings contained either a hacksaw or wood 

saw, while 30% contained a junior hacksaw. The male only responses 

recorded higher availability by 18.4% for the junior hacksaw, 12.4% for 

hacksaws and 13.1% for wood saws. When this apparently high differential is 

calculated against the total participant numbers, it actually only equates to an 

additional 3.5 junior hacksaws. Based on the male only answers in Survey 

‘C’, the decision to only interrogate combined sex returns within Survey’s ‘A’ 

and ‘B’ along with the proposition that availability of cutting implement within 

the domestic setting is independent of participant gender was validated by 

these returns. 

Addressing data gaps, surrounding the quality and age of items, enabled a 

broader understanding of not only the types of cutting implements expected 

to be found within domestic settings but also the working life expectancy of 

these utensils. With age ranges largely being evenly distributed, the data 

indicates that a dwelling is just as likely to have a new cutting implement as 

an old one. Cognisance obviously has to be taken of the fact that the 

participants rounded values upwards and anything after 1-3 years old is 
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perhaps not something that is usually remembered with any great clarity. As 

no access is available to old/used implements that have provenance, this 

research will utilise new/unused implements for all test cutting activities. 

Whilst it is acknowledged that age could impact on characteristics produced 

by cutting implements, to further quantify the variables upon implements over 

these age ranges was deemed to not be practicable for this study. Although 

the data on the age of the implement will not impact directly upon this 

research it could enable future research to consider class characteristic 

changes through use/abuse and any impact this may have on cut marks 

made by these implements as well as potentially identifying unique 

classifiers.  

Looking at the quality of implements was regarded, by the author, as being 

fundamental for the next phase of research when implements are purchased 

to create test cuts. As no previous literature was available that defined the 

availability of cutting implements in domestic settings, nor then could the 

quality of tools be ascertained. Yet it seemed, to the author, the two 

questions were interlinked and of pivotal importance when attempting to 

create and analyse test cut marks that are reflective of the types of 

implements that could be actually utilised in criminal dismemberment 

incidents. From the results to Question 2, it was apparent that multiple entries 

(from a software issue) had been registered against implements, as many of 

the totals added up to more than 100%. In subsequently testing this theory, 

the author was able to register both a Budget and Professional classification 

for the same implement. As the survey did not register how many 

classifications were selected or the amount of implements per participant, the 

analysis of this data could only be calculated on the number of participants 

i.e. 986, on which all of the subsequent percentages were then calculated. 

Whilst this was not an ideal situation, it still permitted an insight into Budget 

versus Professional quality implements, possessed by the participants, and 

in truth was still providing data for an issue that had not previously been 

addressed.  The results that were ascertained displayed that in the combined 

sex data the frequency of quality was towards Budget implements for all 
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implements apart from the cleaver which was marginally higher in the 

Professional category. That said, there was still clear evidence that both 

Budget and Professional implements existed within the responders’ domestic 

settings and therefore consideration for producing a testing regime would 

need to be cognisant of the fact that both categories have potential for use in 

a dismemberment case.  

From the question regarding the hypothetical dismemberment, it was clear 

that through the main choice of implement being registered as a hacksaw, by 

49.1% of the responders, they were not fully considering the complexities of 

dismembering a body and their answer most likely reflected an inexperienced 

response that is mirrored in actual dismemberment where inappropriate tools 

might be selected first. To use a hacksaw to cut through the skin layers, then 

through the fat layer before hitting muscle will likely cause clogging of the 

saw teeth as well as slippage due both the fats and body fluids. This is before 

even reaching any of the bones that are within the human skeletal system.  

Chopping implements such as a cleaver or hand axe, that were favoured by 

34% and 32.5% respectively would be more efficient in dealing with both the 

skin, muscle and bone depending of course on the physical build of the 

deceased and the strength of the perpetrator when delivering a chopping 

action. Using a Chef’s knife or wood saw were the fourth and fifth implement 

choices for around a quarter of the participants. All of these implement 

choices indicated that although the participants were applying a thought 

process, they were unaware of the anatomical impactors that affect 

efficacious dismemberment. Professionals i.e. Pathologists, Anatomists, 

Anthropologists and to an extent Butchers, would simply use a sharp knife 

and joint the body through disarticulation without requiring necessary impact 

on bone material. The amateur or inexperienced dismemberer is generally 

devoid of sufficient anatomical knowledge and is time limited so will most 

frequently utilise a combination of cutting and sawing implements to achieve 

the desired outcome more swiftly. Taking this into account, the results then 

would appear to be very reflective of what the reviewed literature stated 

surrounding the use of multiple/combined implements. How dismemberment 
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would be affected by the participants, received responses that indicated the 

thought process involved firstly sawing, chopping then cutting or alternatively 

chopping, sawing then cutting. Although, as previously described, both of 

these methodologies have flaws in effectiveness they again are reflective of 

literature reviewed for this project. A four-tier evaluation model could 

essentially be produced to describe the different effectiveness of approaches 

to dismembering a body (Fig. 45).  

 

Figure 45: Four tiers of dismemberment effectiveness. 

Through assessment of the male only responses, to this two part question, 

the results showed that no strong gender bias was evident as the male 

responders still opted for an overall saw, chop, cut methodology and were 

therefore no more efficient in their thought process than the combined sex 

participants.   

Location preference for committing the dismemberment act, received 

interesting responses. Albeit a hypothetical thought process, for choice of 

location and the rationale behind the choice, the results displayed that the 

bathroom and kitchen were the two most prevalent locations within a house 

and that a garage was the location of choice outwith the home. On the 

reasoning for location choice, it was ease of cleaning, followed by privacy 

and having enough free space to perform a dismemberment that most 

contributors regarded as essential aspects of the decision-making process. It 

is acknowledged that it might be prudent to group these results into the 

generic location only and ignore options of sub-location i.e. bathtub. If the 
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locations of bathroom, bathtub, wet room, shower room and toilet are 

combined then 43.3% of participants favoured this locus. Combining all the 

internal locations displayed that dismembering a body within the home was 

preferred by 81.6% of those taking part in the survey. Amalgamating all the 

external options displayed a preference for an outdoor location as 10.3%. 

The rationale for keeping this data, as it was presented, was that this sub-

location information could well be indicative of a level of detailed research 

that is currently lacking within criminal dismemberment research. Whilst 

arguably, it could be labelled as a ‘common sense’ choice, the fact remains 

that currently there is no empirical data available that touches on this, albeit 

hypothetical, mind set of where someone would choose to conduct a 

dismemberment. Although the question set around the hypothetical 

dismemberment was thought to explicit in requesting locations within the 

domestic settings, 8.1% of answers were found to be erroneous in that the 

locations specified were watercourses fields and woodlands that were 

outwith the parameters of a domestic setting. 

In summary, through Survey ‘C’, the predominance of cutting implements, 

within those domestic settings of the contributing participants, indicated a 

level of ready availability in agreement with the findings of Survey’s ‘A’ and 

‘B’. Whilst not surprising that edged implements continued to be commonly 

found within a house, outbuilding or garage the combined sex and male only 

values indicated that gender was not the deciding factor as to what types of 

implements will likely be found. A pattern of age was discovered that also 

gave an insight into the habits of the general-public surrounding lifespan of 

cutting implements. These lifespans are an area that could be influential in 

establishing future research around morphology of cutting edges and 

therefore have a potential wider impact upon class characteristics studies.  

3.6 Overall Conclusion: Surveys ‘A-C’ 

Across the three surveys (‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’) there was a consistency of 

implement availability within the domestic environs of 4,868 participants. In 

respect of cutting knives, an average availability of 84% was achieved, 
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sawing implements were on average accessible to 40% of contributors and 

chopping utensils obtainability were on average 24.2%.  

Overall, the combined data provided a concise picture of cutting, sawing and 

chopping implements (Fig. 46) from a diverse age group and geographic 

representation of availability within the domestic settings. 

 

Figure 46: Overall frequency of implements within domestic environs from Survey ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. 

Participants of all three surveys were asked to state their occupation to 

assess if they possessed any formal training in the use of cutting implements. 

From the returns of the three surveys, that totalled 4,868 participants, 85% 

stated they had no training. Although all three surveys where anonymous, it 

is unlikely that any commonality of participants across the three surveys 

existed and so it is unlikely, but not impossible that the same person was 

counted more than once if someone from Survey ‘A’ chose to undertake the 

MOOC or someone chose to take the MOOC for a second time. 

By providing the option of ‘other’, in a free text medium, provides confidence 

that no major cutting implement was ignored by these surveys. Although, of 

course it cannot be ruled out that participants simply did not highlight any 

implements that were not on the lists. Overall the items listed under the 
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category of ‘other’ displayed no consistency in implements that could be 

successfully utilised for dismemberment. The diversity of implements 

registered under ‘other’ is highlighted with twenty examples in Table 31.  

Wire cutter Hedge trimmer Fruit knife Chop saw Swords 
Stanley knife Roasting forks Pizza cutter Sickle Loppers 
Shears Food hammer Butter knife Skewers Dremel 
Band saw Wood chisel Potato peeler Scissors Ornamental blunt knife 

 

Table 31: Sample of diverse nature of implements under ‘Other’ category in Survey ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. 

It can therefore be reasonably considered that the data produced from these 

surveys are reflective of the cutting implements readily available and 

commonly used by the public.  This understanding of commonality and 

availability was an area highlighted as important by Symes (1992), within his 

research. Despite this acknowledgement, no representation was actualised in 

terms of proving a ground truth data set that defined which cutting 

implements could be regarded as being the types most commonly used by 

the public. 

Through these three surveys, the conception of movement from assumption 

of what constitutes ‘readily available’, to the actualisation of cutting 

implements commonly accessible within the domestic settings of the general-

public was achieved. The contribution of 4,868 participants, across the three 

surveys, created a primary source for this research project and furthermore 

allowed for the creation of an original taxonomy of cutting implements, 

locations of implements and preferred ‘hypothetical’ dismemberment sites 

that to date had not been previously accomplished (Fig. 47). Despite 

participants of Survey ‘C’ being overtly aware of their answers being 

connected to research surrounding dismemberment, no difference were 

experienced in returns compared to those of Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’. 

These preferred sites and thought processes offer, at the very least, a 

starting point for practitioners involved in formulating any form of forensic 

evidence plan or search strategy in relation to post event examination of 

dismemberment scenes. Being aware that the likelihood of a dismemberment 

having taken place outdoors is eight times less likely than for indoors and 
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that within a house the entire bathroom area is the most likely location, can 

allow Scenes of Crime Officers (SOCO) and Forensic Scientists to directly 

target exploitation of these priority areas in the first instance.  Empirical data 

of 4,868 domestic environments gives a ground truth dataset on which 

decision-making policy can be based for targeted investigation techniques 

and evidence assessments i.e. to find no knives within a domestic setting 

knowing it bucks the trend of 84% of dwellings, from this research, must 

generate questions and the need for wider investigation parameters.  In 

contrast, the finding of a machete when only 10.2% of domestic settings are 

known to possess such an implement, would likely warrant immediate 

seizure by the scene examination team for forensic analysis. 

This research so far, has identified the three classifications of cutting 

implements, i.e. cutting, sawing and chopping, with the most readily available 

implements within these classifications (Table 32) and type i.e. Professional 

and Budget. Moving forward, in the confidence that the documented results 

are a realistic reflection of implements that could be accessed easily and 

utilised in the commission of a criminal dismemberment, the next phase of 

this project will be to create cut marks using these implements and assess 

the morphological information created by each type on proxy mediums.  

Knife Saw Chopping 
Utility Hacksaw Cleaver 
Chef Hardpoint wood saw Hand axe 

Serrated slicing Junior hacksaw Machete 
 

Table 32: Cutting implements for class characteristic analysis. 
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Figure 47: Illustrative map showing top six hypothetical dismemberment locations (blue circle) and 

choice rationale (pink circle). 
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4. Short studies 

A series of short studies were performed to address several issues including: 

• Assessing bone morphology in Thiel embalmed versus non-embalmed 

porcine bone: Initial assessment (4.1). 

• Assessing kerf width morphology of Thiel embalmed versus non-

embalmed porcine bone (4.2). 

• Assessing class characteristics of cut marks on porcine bone from 

common cutting implements found within domestic environs (4.5). 

• Assessing class characteristics of cut marks on porcine bone, dental 

stone and acrylic polymer proxy materials from common cutting 

implements found within domestic environs (4.8). 

4.1 Assessing bone morphology in Thiel embalmed versus non-

embalmed bone: Initial assessment. 

The production of test cuts is a necessary aspect of any cut mark 

examination in case work to permit comparison between the ‘crime’ mark and 

the mark made by a suspected implement. Test cuts are made on a similar 

but ideally softer material than the ‘crime’ mark to minimise the risk of 

damaging the implement that is being assessed from an evidential 

perspective (Baldwin et al., 2013). Prior to creating any test cuts for this 

research, it was necessary to take cognisance of the possibility that this 

research would in the future need to progress onto the cutting of human bone 

for comparable analysis.  If this work was to progress within the University of 

Dundee, then as the Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification utilises 

the Thiel soft-fix embalming method for all cadavers donated for anatomical 

investigation, consideration had to be taken as to what, if any, effect the Thiel 

fluid might have on the morphology of the bone structure. It was highlighted 

within the review of literature that bone which is subjected to the Thiel 

embalming process, can display some alterations its composition (Unger et 

al. 2010). However, the review of literature, failed to produce any discernible 

data relating directly to cut mark research or identified any significant 

variations in bone structure that would be considered as giving cause for 

concern in cut mark analysis. 
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As a pilot to assess any impact that Thiel embalmed bone might have on this 

project, a single porcine femur was immersed in embalming fluid for a period 

of three months. This duration mimics the time that cadavers are immersed 

for initial preservation (Eisma et al. 2013; Ling et al. 2016). Following the 

three month period, the Thiel bone and a fresh porcine femur were sent to 

the University of Hull where micro computed tomography (micro-CT) scans 

were taken of both bones. Micro-CT is a 3D imaging technique that utilises x-

ray wavelengths. Scanning an object using micro-CT produces high 

resolution imagery that can define the internal structures of objects without 

destroying its integrity i.e. it is a non-destructive process (Bruker, 2018).  

Micro-CT scans produced from the two bones were forwarded to Dr. Craig 

Cunningham, CAHID, University of Dundee for expert analysis. Dr. 

Cunningham carried out a general volume of interest assessment for both the 

fresh and the Thiel bone, which covered a similar area of trabecular 

architecture in the head of the bone (Cunningham, Personal Communication, 

21 September 2016). Analysis found no significant difference in the internal 

architecture of the two bones (Table 33, Figs. 48 and 49). Although it is 

acknowledged that two bones are an extremely small sample size in terms of 

quantitative and qualitative data, the exercise intended only to address 

obvious differences and if evident, then this part of the project would be 

expanded. Therefore, for this project, from the perspective of a morphological 

comparison between the fresh and Thiel bones, it was considered that: the 

use of Thiel embalmed bone samples would be unlikely to pose any 

significant detrimental impact if used during the wider research project. 

These results also allowed for consideration to be given to the use of 

cadaveric bone if it was felt that this course of action would benefit this 

research over that of using proxy materials.  
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VOI BV/TV (%) Tb.Th (mm) Tb.Sp (mm) Tb.N (1/mm) SMI DA 
Fresh 21.955 0.168 0.414 1.301 1.321 0.889 
Thiel 22.039 0.166 0.406 1.352 1.372 0.937 

 

VOI – Volume of interest 

BV/TV – Bone volume fraction (percentage of trabecular bone in the VOI) 

Tb.Th – Trabecular Thickness (average thickness of bone struts in the VOI) 
Tb.Sp – Trabecular Spacing (average size of the space between bone struts in the VOI) 

Tb.N – Trabecular Number (average number of struts per 1mm cube in the VOI) 

SMI – Structural model index indicates whether the trabeculae are predominantly plates or 

rods (0=plates, 3=rods) 

DA – Degree of Anisotropy – measure of trabecular organisation vs disorganisation (0=total 

isotropy, 1=total anisotropy) 
 

Table 33: General volume of interest analysis results from Fresh and Thiel bone. 

 
 

Figure 48: Micro-CT scan, cross section sample of Fresh porcine femur. 

 
 

Figure 49: Micro-CT scan, cross section sample of Thiel embalmed porcine femur. 
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4.2. Assessing kerf width morphology of Thiel embalmed versus non-

embalmed: Study No. 1 

Following the results of the Micro-CT morphological comparison analysis of 

the embalmed and non-embalmed bones, the next phase was to assess if 

there was any variation in kerf widths using the same tool on fresh and Thiel 

embalmed bone.  

4.2.1 Materials and Methods 
Five student volunteers were recruited from within the University of Dundee, 

Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification, to conduct a series of test cuts 

using a single autopsy saw. Each volunteer was provided with a participant 

information sheet and consent form prior to any cutting taking place 

(Appendix 3). The project was approved by the University Research Ethics 

Committee of the University Dundee (Appendix 1) and all participants were 

informed that the medium being used for cutting was porcine femora in case 

of cultural or religious implications.  

Participants were provided with full PPE (personal protective equipment) and 

supervised during the cutting process which involved making three test cuts 

on two porcine femora – one fresh, having been cleaned by dermestid 

beetles only, and one submersed in Thiel fluid for three months. Each bone 

was given a unique reference number with one Thiel and one fresh femur 

allocated to each volunteer – therefore a total of 10 femora were utilised (5 

fresh and 5 Thiel). Test cuts required from each participant were illustrated 

by a pictorial aid and demonstrated the cuts as being: 1 x ¼ depth (cut 1), 1 x 

½ depth (cut 2) and 1 x full through (cut 3) (Fig. 50).  

 
 

Figure 50: Pictorial aide identifying test cut protocol. 
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All five participants were in their early twenties, right handed and in terms of 

gender were split 60% male to 40% female (Table 34). 

Gender Age Handedness Bone URN 
Male 23 Right A/Thiel/17 

A/Fresh/17 
Male 20 Right B/Thiel/17 

B/Fresh/17 
Male 20 Right C/Thiel/19 

C/Fresh/19 
Female 21 Right D/Thiel/19 

D/Fresh/19 
Female 21 Right E/Thiel/19 

E/Fresh/19 
 

Table 34: Study No. 1 participants. 

For the purposes of enabling assessment of the cut kerfs widths and 

comparison between those created on Thiel embalmed and fresh bone, the 

same autopsy bone saw was used by all participants. This allowed direct 

comparison of a known implement with the resulting cuts and additionally 

between the cuts on the two types of bone being used. In total, thirty (30) cut 

profiles would be produced (3 in each bone (fresh and Thiel) for each of 5 

participants). Prior to cutting, the autopsy bone saw was measured to record 

the blade length, depth and set width of the sawing teeth at regular intervals 

along the blade (Fig. 51). Examination of the saw blade and kerf widths was 

conducted using a digital Vernier calliper which had been validated for 

calibration against certified Coventry Gauge Blocks1 (Fig. 52). As far as was 

reasonably practicable to assess, the electronic calliper was deemed as 

being calibrated for the purposes of this study.  

                                            

1 Ten consecutive measurements were taken using the 1” and ½ ” blocks, with the calliper 
switched off/on and zeroed between each new measurement. On all twenty measurements, 
the calliper registered the exact measurement with no +/- deviations. 
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Figure 51: Autopsy bone saw with measurement points highlighted. 

 

 
 

Figure 52: Coventry Gauge blocks serial no. 9133C. 

To ascertain the widths of each of the kerfs produced using the bone saw, 

the use of a DektakÒ  contact profilometer was suggested as a potential 

methodology to measure each kerf width accurately. The basic principle of 

the DektakÒ is to move a diamond tip stylus horizontally over a surface area 

during which the stylus will rise and fall over any imperfections and produce 

calibrated measurements of any peaks and troughs that are present. The 

DektakÒ  equipment is designed for measuring deviations on wafer thin 

materials and is not designed for bone kerf measurements, therefore its 

applicability for this project was unknown. From the series of test cuts 

produced, all the kerfs were measured using the DektakÒ surface profiler.  

As a secondary measurement methodology, and one which is truly non-

destructive in nature, photography was deemed to be an appropriate medium 

from which measurements of the kerf widths could be obtained and thereafter 

compared with those recorded using the DektakÒ. Photography would be the 
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normal means by which a kerf width would be processed in active forensic 

casework. 

To facilitate the photographic measurement process, all the test cuts were 

photographed with the same ABFO No.2 rigid scale (Fig. 53) prior to any 

physical contact measurements using the DektakÒ. This is the standard 

photographic scale used in photography for forensic image capture. All 

photographs were processed using Adobe PhotoshopÒ. Utilising the 

methodology for scaling as described by Reis (2007), each cut was sized to 

scale to facilitate accurate measurements of the kerf widths2.  

 
 

Figure 53: ABFO No. 2 rigid scale used for all scaled photography within this research project. 

4.3 Results: Study No. 1 

From measurements of the autopsy saw tooth set (Figs. 19 and 20), taken at 

37 millimetre intervals along the length of the blade (Fig. 51) the mean set 

width was ascertained as being 0.79mm with a Standard deviation of 

0.006mm (Table 35). 

 

 

                                            

2 Validation of the automated scaling process was achieved through the repetitive 
measurement of the known ABFO No.2 rigid scale on twenty-five occasions which produced 
a result of a Mean of 10.1mm with a Standard Deviation of 0.17mm. 
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Set width measurement 1 0.79mm 
Set width measurement 2 0.78mm 
Set width measurement 3 0.79mm 
Set width measurement 4 0.79mm 
Set width measurement 5 0.80mm 
Set width measurement 6 0.79mm 
Mean set width 0.79mm 
Standard deviation 0.00632456 

 

Table 35: Mean and Standard deviation of Autopsy bone saw tooth set. 

Photographic method 

Following scaling of the images, the kerf widths of the two partial cuts (cut 1 

and cut 2 – Figure 50), on each bone, were measured from top to base of the 

cut using the inbuilt measurement tool within Adobe Photoshop® CC, Version 

2017.0.1. Each cut was divided into six equidistant parts from top to floor of 

the kerf (Fig. 54). These measurements were then averaged to produce a 

mean width measurement for each cut produced on the both the fresh and 

the Thiel bones (Table 36). 

 

Figure 54: Example showing methodology applied to kerf width measurements using Photoshopâ. 
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Bone Mean 
width of ¼ 
cuts fresh 

mm 

Mean 
width of ½ 
cuts fresh 

mm 

Range mm Mean 
width ¼ 

cuts Thiel 
mm 

Mean 
width ½ 

cuts Thiel 
mm 

Range mm 

A 0.93 1.09 0.93-1.09 1.22 1.05 1.05-1.22 

B 0.84 1.13 0.84-1.13 1.16 0.98 0.98-1.16 

C 0.89 1 0.89-1 0.99 1 0.99-1 

D 0.93 1.08 0.93-1.08 1 0.89 0.89-1 

E 0.82 1.1 0.82-1 N/A N/A N/A 

Range mm 0.82-0.93 1-1.13  0.99-1.22 0.89-1.05  
 

Table 36: Mean kerf widths (millimetres) of ¼ and ½ cuts in fresh and Thiel bone test pieces. 

The differences observed within the cut widths of the ¼ and ½ cuts (Table 

36) were identified as operator induced variations. These operator variations 

were as a direct result of the engineering vice, in which the porcine bone 

samples had been secured, not having been fixed to a working platform. This 

lack of secure fixing subsequently caused excessive movement to occur 

when some of the operators were preforming cuts especially where greater 

kinetic energy was being transferred from saw to bone.   

Within the cuts on E Thiel bone, excessive leaching and then solidification of 

marrow had occurred that rendered this bone unmeasurable (Fig. 55). 

 
 

Figure 55: Image showing E Thiel bone with obscured ¼ and ½ cut kerf widths. 

From the measurements taken using the Photoshop® software, the 

difference in mean widths of the ¼ and ½ cuts across all the bones was 

calculated as ranging between 0.01mm and 0.29mm (Table 37). Overall 

¼ Cut ½ Cut 
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differences in mean width of the ½ cuts across the five fresh bones was 

0.13mm. Comparing the ¼ cut kerfs across the five test pieces produced a 

mean width variation of 0.11mm. The Thiel ½ cut widths had a range of 

0.16mm across the four bones that could be analysed and for the ¼ cuts the 

mean widths varied by 0.23mm. When the tooth set width of the saw 

(0.79mm), is subtracted from the kerf width of each bone, the kerf width 

range is greater than the saw blade set by between 0.03-0.43mm (Table 37). 

As a percentage, the size of the kerf widths ranges between 104% - 154% 

greater than the saw blade width for all test cuts (Fig. 56). For the cuts made 

only on fresh bone the kerf widths are greater than the saw by 104%-143% 

and for Thiel cuts the widths are 113% - 154% wider than the set of the 

anatomy saw (Fig. 56). 
Bone Difference 

(mm) 
between 
¼ Fresh 

cuts 
width and 
saw set 

Difference 
(mm) 

between 
½ Fresh 

cuts 
width and 
saw set 

Difference 
(mm) 

between 
¼ Thiel 

cuts 
width and 
saw set 

Difference 
(mm) 

between 
½ Thiel 

cuts 
width and 
saw set 

A 0.14 0.3 0.43 0.26 
B 0.05 0.34 0.37 0.19 
C 0.1 0.21 0.2 0.21 
D 0.14 0.29 0.21 0.1 
E 0.03 0.31 N/A N/A 

Range 
mm 

0.03-0.14 0.21-0.34 0.2-0.43 0.1-0.26 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.078 0.007 0.3 0.18 

 

Table 37: Difference (millimetres) in kerf widths compared to Autopsy bone saw set of 0.79mm. 
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Figure 56: Graph displaying test pieces kerf widths versus saw blade set width. 

T-Tests were conducted to compare the measurements of widths of the ¼ 

and ½ cuts made on both fresh and Thiel bone. The differences between the 

¼ cuts on fresh and Thiel bone (p-value 0.97) showed that there was no 

statistically significant difference and also for the ½ cuts there was no 

statistically significant difference (p-value 0.21). These results support that 

the use of Thiel embalmed or fresh bone in cut mark research presents no 

obvious issues surrounding kerf width changes. 

Acknowledging the influence that independent variables can have upon 

research (Regoniel, 2012), the differences between operator cuts was 

examined to assess if any significant variation was evident. Analyses of each 

operator across their four partial cuts indicated that Volunteer ‘A’ produced 

cuts varying in width from 0.93-1.22mm which equates to an overall variation 

of 0.29mm; Volunteer ‘B’ by 0.05-0.37mm = 0.32mm; Volunteer ‘C’ 0.89-

1mm = 0.11mm; Volunteer ‘D’ cuts varied from 0.89-1.08mm = 0.19mm and 

Volunteer ‘E’ produced cuts varying in widths between 0.03-0.31mm = 

0.28mm (based only on the fresh bone cuts) (Table 37). 
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T-Tests to compare the differences between the individual cuts made by 

each operator were carried out with the following results: 

• Volunteer A: p-value = 0.2 

• Volunteer B: p-value = 0.34 

• Volunteer C: p-value = 0.26 

• Volunteer D: p-value = 0.29 

Volunteer E could not be assessed fully due to the issues surrounding the 

cuts on Thiel bone that have already been highlighted above. From the four 

operators that were assessed, no statistically significant differences were 

found that would indicate that the use of different individuals for the creation 

of test cuts is detrimental during cut mark research. 

DektakÒ method 

Following completion of test piece photography assessments, the next phase 

was to begin the measurement process using the DektakÒ equipment.  

Issues with the DektakÒ equipment arose almost immediately. The clearance 

between the stage and stylus could barely accommodate the ½ cut kerfs. 

The ¼ cut kerfs were positioned too close to the proximal end of the bone to 

allow sufficient clearance to be achieved between the stage and stylus and 

therefore could not be measured. Further to these issues, the only 

measurement that could be taken was that of the top kerf width and therefore 

no mean value could be ascertained of the kerf widths ranging from top to 

floor. During the initial measurement process the stylus was observed to 

falter and stick whilst traversing the bone shaft.  Due to these operational 

constraints eight cuts in total were measured, four fresh and four Thiel kerfs 

from Test pieces A-D.  Test pieces E fresh and E Thiel could not be 

measured.  

The measurements that were recorded between the top of the ½ cut kerf 

widths, created by the same autopsy bone saw, all displayed kerf widths 

larger than the width of the saw blade, ranging between 123% and 194% in 

size (Table 38). Fresh bone ½ cuts width A-D varied in width by a range of 
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0.97-1.5mm and on Thiel bones A-D by 1.12-1.53mm. Across all eight cuts, 

difference in widths ranged from 0.97-1.53mm were observed in kerfs (Fig. 

57).  

Bone ½ cuts Fresh 
(mm) 

½ cuts Thiel 
(mm) 

Difference between 
widths (mm) 

A 1.27 1.53 0.26 

B 0.97 1.23 0.26 

C 1.5 1.38 0.12 

D 1.3 1.12 0.18 

E N/A N/A - 

Range 
(mm) 

0.97-1.5 1.12-1.53  

 

Table 38: kerf top widths of ½ cuts in Fresh and Thiel bone test pieces using Dektak® 

 
 

Figure 57: Bones A-D ½ cut kerf width measurements using Dektak surface profiler. 

As only one measurement was obtained from each cut using the Dektak®, 

the only direct comparison possible, between the measurements gained 

using Photoshop®, was to take the top measurement from each kerf width on 

bones A-D and compare them (Fig. 58). Using these initial measurements 

from the Photoshop based assessments i.e. X1 measurements (Fig. 54), 
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along with the Dektak® results displayed that five of the eight kerfs were 

measured as being larger in width than the Photoshop measurements 

ranging between 0.08-0.37mm (Fig. 58).  For the remaining three 

measurements, these were found to be registered as narrower in width, than 

assessed using Photoshop, ranging from 0.12-0.24mm. 

 

Figure 58: Graph showing the Photoshop and Dektak measurements of top width of kerfs A-D. 

4.4 Discussion and conclusions: Study No. 1 

The main objective of this short study was to ascertain if fresh and Thiel 

bones behave differently when they are cut by different operators using the 

same saw. From the micro-CT  examination it appears that morphologically 

there was no obvious structural difference between the two types of porcine 

femora. This result must of course be balanced with the observations of 
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Unger et al. (2010) and it be considered that if an increase of energy 

absorption occurs in Thiel bones, could this potentially have an impact on the 

repeatability and reproducibility of cut mark detail? Following cuts being 

produced on both bone types (fresh and Thiel) this study focussed on 

measuring the kerf widths. As photography is a truly non-destructive method 

of recording data and is a format adopted in all evidential capture, all the cuts 

were photographed prior to any other activities being carried out. Accuracy of 

any photography measurement comparison relies upon;  

1. good quality images having been taken with a professional scale; 

2. specific importance placed on the camera and kerf being at 90 degrees to 

ensure scaling can occur with accuracy. (Crowe, 2009; SWGIT, 2009; 2013; 

Thomson, 2010).  

During the photography phase of this study, issues were identified 

surrounding the presence of burr edges and artefacts on test pieces (Fig. 

59). Specific to the Thiel embalmed bone, was the presence of yellow 

marrow that had leached from the medullary cavity. This fatty marrow had 

then subsequently solidified within the kerfs (Fig. 55). These types of 

contamination posed difficulties surrounding morphometric measurements, 

repeatability of measurements and were assessed as posing a potential 

source for observer error rates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 59: Image showing standard and enhanced images of burring on kerf walls of test cut that inhibit 

true width parameters. 
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Issues encountered with kerf obstructions, due to solidified marrow, 

corroborates the reviewed literature in the requirement for cleaning bones if 

any cut mark analysis is to be conducted accurately. From the Mairs et al., 

(2004) detailed guidance on bone cleaning, it is apparent that the process 

described would likely de-solidify and disperse the fatty marrow present in 

the majority of the Thiel embalmed bones in this project.  The other 

hindrances encountered, that of burr edges i.e. raised edges on the kerf walls 

(Fig. 59) are clearly more difficult to overcome. Causes for the creation of 

burr edges range from speed of cut, excessive upward force being applied 

through to the sharpness of the blade and operator experience (Martinsen 

and Ringen, 2010). To deburr the kerf walls would be a destructive process 

and one that could lead to losing vital evidence or indeed precluding any form 

of appraisal analysis should a suspect tool be submitted for comparison with 

a cut mark. Both of these issues highlight the limitations of standard 

photography in cut mark analysis on bone and indicate that a higher 

resolution solution, that can define more clearly the true kerf width 

parameters, might offer a more suitable alternative methodology.  

Without any form of clamping or positional identification on the DektakÒ stage 

and due to variation in bone shaft thickness, it was impossible to ensure that 

each bone was positioned in the same place. It was therefore assessed that 

clearance issues greatly reduced the overall operating capability of the 

equipment and furthermore the inability to secure bones in a fixed position 

negated any form of repeatability being reliably achieved using the DektakÒ 

surface profilometer. To this end, there was clearly no merit in pursuing the 

use of the surface profilometer for the measurements of kerf widths. 

Consideration was given to utilising a Feeler gauge (Fig. 60) which is 

commonly used within engineering to measure the clearance distance 

between two parts (Wonkee Donkee Tools, 2017).  
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Figure 60: Example of metric and imperial feeler gauge. 

As the Feeler gauges are constructed from steel and rely on a stacking 

method to produce the clearance measurement, it was assessed that utilising 

this type of measuring tool was potentially destructive in nature. In essence, 

forcing the steel gauge blades and any stacking of these blades necessary to 

gain the required gap width, could damage the kerf walls and add or subtract 

to any striations present thereon (Fig. 61). After due consideration, it was 

decided that Feeler gauges were unsuitable due to potential risk of damage 

to the kerf surfaces and therefore would be utilised for kerf width 

measurement. 

 

Figure 61: Example showing stacked gauges inserted into cut on bone. 
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Taking into account the variations found in kerf widths produced by the same 

operator using the same saw, it can be assessed that none of the five 

individuals produced identically consistent results regardless of which test 

bone was being cut i.e. Thiel or fresh.  Although the equipment limitations 

experienced using the DektakÒ meant that a very limited set of 

measurements were obtainable, the results that were produced showed 

across the four fresh bone cuts that the kerf widths varied by 0.53mm and for 

cuts on Thiel embalmed bone, the widths varied by 0.41mm. Using the 

Photoshop® method, a variation in kerf widths of 0.31mm for fresh and 

0.33mm for Thiel bones was evident. It was therefore assessed, by the 

author, that the variations in kerf width sizes satisfied, along with the previous 

morphological comparison, that the use of Thiel embalmed bone was unlikely 

to be of detrimental risk to the formation of cut marks on bone and therefore 

could be used justifiably within the wider research project. Comparison 

between cuts produced by individual volunteers and all of the cuts produced 

by all of the volunteers, displayed that all of the kerf widths varied in width 

despite all being created using the same saw. Most likely, this is a realistic 

display of innate human variation factors such as strength and pressure 

variations, speed and accuracy variations and the fact that the kerf width is a 

composite of every pass of the blade and therefore represents a cumulative 

impact of the saw on the bone.  Cuts made on Thiel embalmed bone were 

not significantly different to those on non-embalmed bone and therefore the 

continued use of Thiel embalmed proxies was deemed to be acceptable in 

this research. Taking this into account it was therefore decided that further 

comparison of cut marks against individual operators would not be 

considered for this particular research.  

Of wider consideration for research into cut marks on bone, especially with a 

view to criminal dismemberment, is that of the independent variable factor of 

human beings when using cutting implements. Consideration to reducing 

extraneous variables within research is a prerequisite in attempting to provide 

quantitative analysis data (Cherry, 2016). However, in the phenomenon of 

criminal dismemberment, the extraneous aspects to consider are that of 
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human factor impactors such as fear, rage, adrenaline, strength, knowledge 

and body positioning when the act of dismemberment is taking place. Davis 

et al. (2010), explained that the cognitive- motivational-relational (CMR) 

theory of emotion suggests that emotions i.e. anger, can facilitate an 

enhanced physical performance response.  Through becoming angry a 

release of adrenaline occurs that according to Seltzer (2011), induces the 

most primitive of reactions by making a person feel energised and ready for 

battle.  Of the five categories of dismemberment,  aggressive, offensive and 

communicative dismemberments could easily be associated with a state of 

enhanced anger or rage, whilst one of the drivers for defensive 

dismemberment could be the emotion of fear [of being caught]. Whilst no 

specific literature was found that defines the impact of emotions or other 

human factors during dismemberment activities, it is the author’s opinion that 

these human emotions likely do have an influence of some sort when one 

person mutilates another.  Although acknowledged that these factors could 

have an impact upon any cut marks created on bone, the author has 

considered that these variables are so unquantifiable that they cannot be 

replicated realistically within a testing environment and therefore must remain 

as an unknown variable during any dismemberment cut mark analysis.   

Moving forward from Study No.1, this research project utilised a method of 

non-destructive cleaning to counter issues of contamination and identified an 

alternative imaging solution to overcome artefact presence that was more 

suited to providing accurate and repeatable measurement data. 

 

 4.5 Study No.2: Assessing class characteristics of cut marks on bone 

from common cutting implements found within domestic environs 

Having established that there was no detrimental impact with the use of 

embalmed bone, the aim of Study No. 2 was:  

1. To create a reference data set of incomplete cuts on bone that 

displayed both kerf walls and kerf floors resulting from known cutting 

implements,  
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2. Utilise Micro Computed Tomography (micro-CT) as a non-destructive 

interrogation tool, 

3. Analyse the kerf widths and kerf morphology to assess any 

commonality of characteristics produced.   

4.5.1 Materials and Methods 
Assistance for this study was provided by an MSc student Intern from the 

University of Strathclyde (hereafter referred to as “volunteer”). The volunteer 

was provided with a participant information sheet and consent form prior to 

any cutting taking place (Appendix 3). As the study was to utilise only porcine 

femora no further authorisation was required by the University Research 

Ethics Committee of the University Dundee. The volunteer however was 

informed that the medium being used for cutting was porcine femora in case 

there were any cultural or religious implications. Instructions regarding the 

use of personal protective equipment were provided as was a full Health and 

Safety briefing (from the Laboratory Technician, Miss Laura Daly) concerning 

the laboratory in which the practical cutting would take place. 

Following the issues encountered surrounding artefacts and solidified marrow 

within cuts during Study No. 1, the use of Micro Computed Tomography 

(micro-CT) was considered as a non-destructive analytical method that 

should essentially have the ability to penetrate the cut marks on bone and 

differentiate the kerf characteristics from other contaminants that may be 

present (Kumar, et al., 2011; Norman, et al., 2012; Longato, et al., 2015; 

Baier, et al., 2016). To assist in the acquisition of micro-CT scans for this 

research, a Grant application was successfully submitted to the Carnegie 

Trust for the Universities of Scotland3, based upon developing robust micro-

CT methodologies for the examination of items of forensic evidence. Through 

                                            

3 Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland Larger Collaborative Grant application: The 
development of robust CT methodologies and mathematical algorithms for the examination and 
characterisation of items of forensic relevance.		Professor Niamh Nic Daeid (Lead 
investigator),  Professors Black, Jones, Biduat and Keatch and Mr Thomson (Collaborators) 
February 2014. 
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the generosity of the awarding body, access to scanning was funded along 

with the provision of a dedicated operator, Dr. Laszlo Csetenyi, who oversaw 

the scanning and image enhancements of all the micro-CT scans for this 

research. 

This access to micro-CT and the operator did come with financial limitations, 

which meant that there was a limit to how many scans could be produced for 

this research. It was therefore necessary to make decisions on how best to 

maximise the availability of obtaining micro-CT scans versus the number of 

implements and test pieces. To this end, it was decided that to achieve best 

value and maximum impact, Study 2 would concentrate only on saw cuts on 

porcine femora from which two cross-sectional scans would be produced via 

micro-CT and that cutting and chopping implements would be dealt with as a 

separate study. Micro-CT scans would be taken of each bone and then from 

these scans a kerf profile would be generated displaying the front and rear 

cross-section of the cut (Fig. 62).  

 

Figure 62: Sample showing front and rear cross section positions relative to direction of cut. 

Considering the results of Survey’s A-C and to be reflective of the 

implements found within domestic environments, both ‘Budget’ and 

‘Professional’ implements were purchased. Whilst no clear definition was 

found as to what makes a tool specifically ‘Professional’ and the 

manufacturers data displayed the same characteristics for TPI (Fig. 21), the 

choices were made on cost and where applicable the advice of sales 
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assistants. For this study four brand new saws were purchased - budget 

wood saw, budget hacksaw, expensive wood saw and expensive hacksaw, 

including spare hacksaw blades should any breakages occur whilst cutting 

(Table 39).  

Following purchase, the saws were each allocated a unique reference that 

would identify the type of saw and cost/grade of the specific saw used. The 

naming convention for the saws in this study was: 

• BWS = Budget hardpoint Wood Saw 

• EWS = Expensive hardpoint Wood Saw 

• BHS = Budget Hacksaw 

• EHS = Expensive Hacksaw 

 

Cutting implement 
type 

Manufacturer Cutting edge dimensions 
(manufacturer spec) 

v’s as found 

TPI 

Budget wood saw OPP (500mm) 501mm 7TPI High 
carbon steel 

Expensive wood saw Irwin Jack (500mm) 500mm 7TPI double 
ground 
cutting edge 

Budget hacksaw Eclipse (300mm) 285mm 24TPI  
Expensive hacksaw Eclipse (300mm) 278mm 24TPI  
Budget hacksaw 
 blades (SPARE) 

Eclipse/Spear 
& Jackson 

(300mm) actual length – 312mm 
Actual cutting edge length – 
306mm 

24TPI 

Expensive hacksaw 
blades (SPARE) 

Eclipse/Spear 
& Jackson 

(300mm) actual length – 312mm 
Actual cutting edge length – 
306mm 

24TPI 

 

Table 39: Specification of saws purchased for Study No. 2. 

Along with the tools, a naming convention was also created for the cuts to 

chart usage and/or any variations produced. The resulting unique reference 

numbers (URN) would be formed of the tool reference followed by the 

sequential numerical value of the cut i.e. BWS/10 = the tenth cut using 

Budget Wood Saw. Each porcine femur would also be allocated a URN to 

ensure individual analysis could occur. Recording of the cuts would comprise 

of written records -  on the bone (where possible) within contemporaneous 

notes, annotated sketch drawings and photographic records. 
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Prior to the commencement of any cutting, each saw was examined, using 

the same calibration validated calliper, to ascertain the blade and teeth set 

width dimensions by taking six measurements across the blade length at 

regular intervals (Tables 40 and 41). 
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Study 
No. 2 
Saws 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
1 (Handle) 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
2 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
3 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
4 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
5 

Blade 
thickness 

(mm) 
6  (Tip) 

Ave. Blade thickness (mm) Standard deviation (mm) 

BWS .73 .68 .71 .70 .69 .67 0.696666667 0.01490712 

EWS .68 .68 .68 .68 .71 .68 0.685 0.013038405 

BHS 0.65 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.646666667 0.010327956 

EHS 0.6 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.59 0.593333333 0.010327956 

 

Table 40: Blade width measurements of budget and expensive wood saws and hacksaws. 

 

Study 
No. 2 
Saws 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
1 (Handle) 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
2 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
3 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
4 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
5 

Teeth Set 
thickness 

(mm) 
6 (Tip) 

Ave. Set thickness (mm) Standard deviation (mm) 

BWS 1.2 1.39 1.36 1.40 1.44 1.55 1.39 0.114192819 

EWS 1.21 1.19 1.2 1.19 1.19 1.2 1.196666667 0.008164966 

BHS 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.863333333 0.008164966 

EHS 0.96 1.02 1.04 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.996666667 0.028751812 

 

Table 41: Teeth set thickness of budget and expensive wood saws and hacksaws.
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To minimise the risk from the effects of movement upon any cut marks, a 

mitre block and clamping rig was constructed to hold each porcine femur 

securely whilst cutting was undertaken using the respective saws (Fig. 63).  

The mitre block was fixed to a wooden board which would facilitate the 

clamping, via two G-Clamps to the work bench. Bones were then held 

securely in place by means of two heavy duty speed clamps. It is accepted 

that during any criminal dismemberment there could be a multitude of 

impactors that could influence variations in how cuts are made and indeed 

how they then appear i.e. rage, fear, strength, implement choice, location of 

dismemberment, time constraints. Whilst the potential variables were 

acknowledged by the author, it was considered that they were so extensive 

that they could not realistically be recreated nor controlled within a research 

environment and so the aforementioned methodology was the adopted to 

provide some consistency of cutting without having an effect on the realism 

of the experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 63: Image showing bone clamping methodology. 

Post cutting, both the fresh and Thiel embalmed bones were cleaned using 

the Mairs et al. (2004) methodology to reduce the presence of any solidified 

marrow within the kerfs and thereby minimise the effect of any morphological 

detail being obscured. Although potentially the micro-CT should have been 

able to discriminate the solidified marrow from the bone, the limitations on the 

amount of scans for this research prompted the use of the cleaning regime to 
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maximise the possibilities of success whilst reducing the risk of rescanning 

requirements. 

4.6 Results: Study No. 2 

Prior to the commencement of any cutting, each saw was examined, using 

the same calibration validated calliper, to ascertain the blade and teeth set 

width dimensions by taking six measurements across the blade length at 

regular intervals (Table 40 and 41). 

Test cuts were made on sixteen (16) porcine femora comprising of both fresh 

and Thiel embalmed samples and were recorded by the volunteer as 

consisting of a total of 105 partial cuts being made (Table 42). Fifty-three (53) 

cuts were registered for the wood saws and fifty-two (52) for the hacksaws 

(Table 42). A quality assurance inspection of the cuts prior to micro-CT scans 

being undertaken, identified that inconsistencies in the numbers of recorded 

cuts was evident and that through a failure of the volunteer to follow 

instructions the number of partial cuts was less than had been recorded for 

both BWS and EWS. The true quantities of partial cuts were found to be 103 

as opposed to the 105 that had been registered (Table 42). 

Saw URN No. of registered cuts No. of actual partial cuts 
BWS 27 26 
EWS 26 25 
BHS 26 26 
EHS 26 26 
Total 105 103 

 

Table 42: Wood saw test cuts (green) and Hacksaw test cuts (white) for Study No. 2. 

From each of these cuts, two cross sections were generated to produce a 

total of 206. 

4.6.1 Wood saw kerf floor morphology assessment  
Utilising micro-CT scans, produced from the partial cuts on porcine bone, 

from Study No.2 (Fig. 64), the features of the kerf floors were analysed to 

ascertain if any definitive shape descriptor was present. Two different manual 

wood saws were used to produce the test cuts on porcine femora, a budget 

ripsaw style blade (BWS) and a crosscut style blade (Fig. 23) which was of 
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professional trade quality and labelled as expensive (EWS) to distinguish 

between the two types.  

 

 

Figure 64: Rendered 3D image of micro-CT scan showing series of BWS test cuts on porcine femur. 

4.6.2 Budget wood saw kerf morphology assessment 
Twenty-six (26) partial test cuts, made by the same volunteer, on porcine 

femora using the Budget Wood Saw (BWS) with a ripsaw designed tooth set, 

resulted in fifty-two cross sections (n=52) (26 front and 26 rear) being 

produced.  Each kerf profile scan was scaled using the internal Adobe 

Photoshop® scaling and measurement tool4 against the micro-CT scale on 

each scan and assessed for discernible attributes that best defined the 

shapes of the kerf floors.  

As shown in Figure 65, without a magnified view of the kerf floors, the cuts 

could be construed as being unremarkable in terms of morphological 

features. 

                                            

4 Calibration of the Adobe Photoshop® scaling tool, was tested at the start of each session 
involving the scaling and measurement of micro-CT scans. Over a series of ten 
measurements (repeated at the commencement of each session) the Photoshop® tool 
registered no deviations in accuracy between measurement 1 and 10 of the micro-CT scale.  
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Figure 65: View of micro-CT scan, showing six BWS cut marks on outer surface of porcine femur. 

Micro-CT scans of the front and rear of each cut were produced and saved 

as profile outlines in JPEG formats by Dr. Csetenyi. From these individual 

JPEGs, the front and rear cross sections were compiled into a single visual 

display utilising Photoshop® imaging software (Fig. 66). Using this visual 

composite method enabled all the cross sections profiles to be assessed as a 

class group rather than individually in isolation and therefore any patterns in 

profile morphology would become more readily identifiable. 

From available literature, it was anticipated that the saws used in Study No. 2 

would produce squared off ‘U’ or ‘W’ shaped kerf floors (Symes, 1992, 

Symes, et al. 1998; Symes, et al. 2002; Symes et al. 2010; Baier, et al., 

2016; Hainsworth, 2017). 
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Figure 66: Composite image of 52 kerf floors cross produced from 26 cuts made using Budget Wood 

Saw on porcine femora (not to scale). 

The kerf floors were observed to be of irregular and inconstant shapes that 

did not immediately lend themselves to bimodal categorisation using 

simplistic shape descriptors. Within the 52 test samples viewed (Fig. 66), 

none could be described as an unequivocal squared off ‘U’ or a ‘W’ shaped 

kerf floor (Fig. 67) with any degree of validity instead, they appeared to be a 

mix of flared flat and concave shapes (Fig. 68) along with angular flat floors 

and random irregular patterning.  

 

 

Figure 67: Visual descriptors showing ‘W’ and squared ‘U’ kerf floor profiles. 
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Figure 68: Visual descriptors showing flared flat and concave kerf floor profiles. 

The resulting classifications of the morphology of kerf walls and floors using 

the Budget Wood Saw were (Fig. 69): 

A= 15.4% (n=8) of floors displayed signs of upward peaks.  

B= 30.8% (n=16) displayed furrowed floors. 

C= 13.5% (n=7) of the floors were concave.  

D= 5.8% (n=3) of the kerfs appeared to have outwardly flared walls from the 

floor of the cut.  

E= 32.7% (n=17) were observed to have a flat or flat angular floor.  

X= 7.7% (n=4) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

46.2% of kerf walls were asymmetrical in appearance with 48% (n= 25) of the 

cross sections showing profoundly ragged kerf walls.  
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Figure 69: BWS composite image showing assessment descriptor marks A, B, C, D, E and X. 

4.6.3 Expensive wood saw kerf morphology assessment  
Twenty-five (25) partial cuts made by the same operator, were produced on 

porcine femora using Expensive Wood Saw (EWS) (Table 42). Micro-CT 

scans of the cuts were individually scaled using Adobe Photoshop® (as 

described in 4.6.2) and thereafter compiled into a composite format to enable 

assessment of cross sectional features that could be used to define and 

describe shapes of the kerf floors (Fig. 70). 
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Figure 70: Composite image showing 50 cross section kerf profiles produced using Expensive Wood 

Saw (EWS) on porcine femora (not to scale). 

From the 50 cross-sectional composite of kerf floors (Fig. 70), 44% (n=22) of 

floors could potentially be described as comprising of a ‘down, up, down, up 

formation of the walls and floor. These 44% of kerf floors however, could not 

be accurately described as forming a classic ‘W’ shape, with at best a 

rounded rather than angular ‘W’ (Fig. 71) being recognisable depending on 

the viewer’s perception.  

 

Figure 71: Visual descriptor of rounded ‘W’ kerf profile. 

None of the observed kerf floors bore any obvious resemblance to a squared 

off ‘U’ shape. Predominately, the kerf floors were found to be of irregular, 

angular concave shapes of undefinable character nomenclature. 
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Classification of the kerf walls and floor resulted in the following observations 

using the Expensive Wood Saw (Fig. 72): 

W= 44% (n=22) of floors displayed a down, up, down, up formation similar to 

a rounded ‘W’ shape. 

B= 26% (n=13) displayed furrowed floors. 

C= 14% (n=7) of the floors were concave. 

E= 6% (n=3) were observed to have a flat or flat angular floor. 

X= 10% (n=5) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

 

Figure 72: EWS composite image showing assessment descriptor marks W, B, C, E and X.
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4.6.4 Hacksaw kerf floor morphology assessment 

 
Figure 73: Example of micro-CT scan showing test cuts produced using BHS  on a porcine femur. 

 

Hacksaw cuts on porcine femora (Fig. 73), produced using both Budget 

Hacksaw (BHS) and Expensive Hacksaw (EHS) (Table 42) created a total of 

52 kerf cross sections, from micro-CT scans, for examination. Morphological 

assessment of the kerf floors was conducted using composite images 

containing cross sections resulting from the respective hacksaws (Figs. 74 

and 76). The process of sizing, scaling and creation of both composite 

images was as previously defined in 4.6.2. 

4.6.5 Budget wood saw kerf morphology assessment 
Shapes of the kerf floors produced using BHS (Fig. 74) appeared more 

regular in appearance than those observed from wood saws. Of the 52 

profiles, 80.8% could be described as forming a rounded concave floor 

surface akin to the shape associated with a ‘U’ (Fig. 75) or a squared off ‘U’ 

shape (Fig. 67). The remaining 19.2% of cross sections consisted of more 

angular sharp grooves or valleys rather than gentle curving floors. In relation 

to defining the characteristics by way of attributing a symbol or letter that best 

resembled the shapes, the results displayed a lack of constancy to enable 

allocation of a single accurate visual nomenclature. Classification of the kerf 

walls and floor resulted in the following observations using the Budget 

Hacksaw (Fig. 75): 

U= 80.8% (n=42) of the kerfs formed a rounded or squared ‘U’ pattern. 
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X= 19.2% (n=10) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

 

Figure 74: Composite image showing 52 kerf floor cross sections, produced using BHS on porcine 

femora (not to scale). 

 

Figure 75: Visual descriptors showing concave kerf floor similar in appearance to a ‘U’ shape. 
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Figure 76: BHS composite image showing visual descriptors U and X. 

 

4.6.6 Expensive wood saw kerf morphology assessment 
Cuts made using the Expensive Hacksaw (EHS) (Fig. 77) showed more 

frequent instances of uneven or ragged kerf walls than those seen from BHS. 

A dimorphic approach towards assessing the kerf morphology as either a ‘U’ 

or squared off ‘U’ would gain an overall 87% hit rate. A deeper interpretation 

though classified 52% of kerfs as being characterised by rounded and 

angular concave features along with some undulating irregular 

characteristics. 15% of floors contained slight peaking whilst furrows were 

evident in 19% (Fig. 78). Again, the extent of variation negated a definitive 

shape nomenclature being obvious for 13.5%. Classification of the kerf walls 

and floor resulted in the following observations using the Expensive Hacksaw 

(Fig. 79): 
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U= 51.9% (n=27) of the kerfs formed a rounded or squared ‘U’ pattern. 

P= 15.4% (n=8) of the kerfs formed peaked floor. 

F= 19.2% (n=10) of the kerfs formed a furrowed pattern. 

X= 13.5% (n=7) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

Figure 77: Composite image showing 52 kerf floor cross sections, produced using EHS on porcine 

femora (not to scale). 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78: Visual descriptors showing concave floors with slight peak and furrow anomalies. 
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Figure 79: EHS composite image showing visual descriptors U, P, F and X. 

 

4.7 Discussion and conclusions: Study No. 2 

Through the use of the Mairs et al. (2004) cleaning method on the porcine 

bones, no obvious presence of solidified marrow was witnessed within any of 

the bones’ kerfs. Combining these cleaned bones with the use of high 

resolution micro-CT scanning, resulted in cross sectional outlines that could 

be identified as showing clear and obvious variations in morphological 

profiles.   

Assessment of the profiles from cuts made using the Budget and Wood saw 

failed to disclose any immediately recognisable squared off ‘U’ or ‘W’ shapes 

(Fig. 67). On the cross sections generated from cuts made using the 

Expensive Wood Saw (Fig. 72), 44% were attributed as having a down, up, 
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down, up formation but of a rounded rolling rather than angular composition. 

Whilst it could be inferred that these 44% of kerf cross sectional outlines 

have a metaphorical identity they did not readily conform to the sharp and 

angular shape that a ‘W’ conjures in the mind when described and were more 

akin to a round ridge with a furrow on either side.  

Hacksaw cut cross sections proved to resemble a ‘U’ shape on 80.8% of the 

Budget Hacksaw (Fig. 76) and 51.9% of the Expensive Hacksaw profiles 

(Fig. 79). Within the Expensive Hacksaw profiles, it was possible to identify 

singular peaks and furrows (Fig. 78) in the kerf floors of 34.6% of the profiles. 

These profile features provided additional classification possibilities to 

embrace identification of such morphological characteristics. 

In summary, whilst the wood saw cross sections failed to produce the 

morphological profiles that the reviewed literature indicated should be 

present, the hacksaw profiles were very uniform in producing metaphoric ‘U’ 

shape cross sections. That said, the variations present within the cross 

sections from cuts made using both hacksaws, were represented using 4 

different descriptor classifications with kerfs formed of peaked floor and 

furrowed patterns being evident only on the cross sections from the 

expensive hacksaw. These variations are not something that current 

literature appears to make mention of or possibly has not observed. 

As the next phase will require the study of cross sections of cuts made using 

a wider selection of implements from the Survey A-C results, the Budget and 

Expensive Wood saw and Hacksaws will be further reviewed and discussed 

within the next section of this project. 

 

4.8  Study No. 3: Assessing class characteristics of cut marks on bone 

proxy materials from common cutting implements found within 

domestic environs  

Due to the three month period required to embalm bones using the Thiel 

method, this proxy resource was quickly exhausted during study No. 2 and a 

constant supply deemed to be prohibitive in terms of time management for 
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study No.3. The alternative of procuring a supply of only fresh bone was 

considered and whilst every effort would be made to protect the volunteers 

involved in the study i.e. provision of PPE and butcher sourced porcine 

femora, the lack of proper refrigeration within the engineering workshop, 

where study No.3 would take place, meant that decomposition of the fresh 

bone could be the source of potential risk. From a Health and Safety 

perspective the use of inorganic materials was considered to pose less risk 

from repeated handling and cutting than the porcine femora and did not 

require the same laboratory standards that had been in place during study 

No.2.  The aim of Study No. 3 was, to create a reference data set of 

incomplete cuts using analogue proxy materials that displayed kerf walls and 

kerf floors from known implements. The decision to utilise analogue materials 

for this study was based upon references found within reviewed literature 

surrounding different proxy materials.  Part of the recommended 

methodology, in forensic tool mark examination for producing test pieces, is 

to utilise material that is ideally softer than the crime sample but of sufficient 

quality that cut marks and striations can be captured (Burde and Greene, 

1948). A number of different materials are referred to within the reviewed 

literature including the use of dental stone and polymers. For this study, one 

of the proxy materials used was dental stone, which is a gypsum derivative 

used to produced dental casts because of the very fine definition qualities 

and strength that it possesses (Brennan, 1983; Bodziak and Hammer, 2006). 

Also, dental stone also has a long history of use within forensic evidence 

recovery and is cheap and easy to use (Bodziak and Hammer, 2006). Acrylic 

polymer has a history of being utilised as a synthetic bone substitute (Puska 

et al., 2011), is manufactured to rigorous standards and is easily obtainable. 

As bone had already been utilised within the project for saw marks, the two 

proxy materials would also be used to assess cuts from saws and compared 

with the results from the porcine femora cuts. Additionally, the dental stone 

and acrylic polymer mediums would be utilised for the creation of cut and 

chop marks from the selected implements based on results from Surveys A-

C.  
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Available literature suggests that the shapes of kerf floors can be used to 

indicate the implement type and therefore the resulting scans are expected to 

show formations indicative of ‘V’ for knives, ‘U’ and squared off ‘U’ for 

chopping and ‘W’ or squared off ‘U’ for saws (Symes, 1992, Symes, et al. 

1998. 2002, 2010; Hainsworth, 2017) (Fig. 80). 

 

Figure 80: Visual descriptor illustrating rounded U, squared off U, sharp V and W profile shapes. 

 

4.8.1 Materials and Methods 
Assistance was provided by four French MSc Material Scientist Student 

Interns (hereafter referred to as “volunteers – K, L, M and N”). The volunteers 

were each provided with a participant information sheet and consent form 

prior to any cutting taking place (Appendix 3). As study No.3 used only proxy 

analogue materials no further authorisation was required by the University 

Research Ethics Committee of the University Dundee. The volunteers were 

individually informed of Health and Safety requirements for safe working 

procedures within the School of Engineering workshop areas.  

For this study, brand new and unused sawing, cutting and chopping 

implements of budget and expensive (professional) grade were supplied. The 

Budget Wood Saw (BWS), Expensive Wood Saw (EWS), Budget Hacksaw 

(BHS) and Expensive Hacksaw (EHS) were not those used within Study No.2 

but were of identical make and model and were purchased at the same time 

as those in Study No.2.  

Both a budget and expensive version of utility knife, Chef’s knife, serrated 

slicing knife, wood saw, hacksaw, junior hacksaw, cleaver and hand axe 

were used to produce cuts on both dental stone and acrylic polymer 

materials (Tables 24-26). As no professional version could be found, only a 

budget machete was used to create test cuts (Table 26). One operator only 

(N) produced the cuts on acrylic polymer proxies whilst three operators (K, L 
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and M) were responsible for producing cuts on the dental stone materials. 

Gender and handedness of the operators was as follows:  

• Male: users K, M and N 

• Female: user L 

• Right handed: K, L and N 

• Left handed: M 

As indicated within Study No.2 (4.5.1), financial limitations regarding access 

to micro-CT scans had to be considered at the commencement of the cutting 

phase of this research. As this study would encompass the full range of 

cutting implements i.e. sawing, cutting and chopping categories, it was 

decided that for Study No.3 three cross sectional slices would be generated 

from each cut made on dental and acrylic polymer test pieces. These cross 

sections would define the front, middle and rear or each kerf (Fig. 81) and be 

compared to assess if any morphological variations occurred as the blades 

passed along the length of the respective cuts.  

 

Figure 81: Illustration depicting front, middle and rear cross section positions. 

To aid the assessment of kerf floor features the scans were assembled within 

Adobe Photoshop® (using the same procedures as described in 4.6.2) to 

produce a composite image representing each implement type. As the 

composite images were of a smaller quantity than those in Study No.2 it was 

possible to lay them out in order of cut and cross section (Fig. 82). 
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Figure 82: Example showing cut and cross section layout process. 

 

4.9 Results: Study No.3 

A breakdown of cuts/cross sections for medium type was recorded by the 

volunteers as being as follows (Tables 43-45):  

Classification Implement URN Proxy material User No. of cuts 

Cutting 

Chef’s knife 
BCK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

ECK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Utility knife 
BUK 

D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

EUK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Serrated knife 
BSK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

ESK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

 

Table 43: Study No. 3 cutting implements and proxy materials. 

Classification Implement URN Proxy material User No. of cuts 

Sawing 

Wood saw 
BWS D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

EWS D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Hacksaw 
BHS D -  Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

EHS D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Jnr Hacksaw 
BJH D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

EJH D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

 

Table 44: Study No. 3 sawing implements and proxy materials. 
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Classification Implement URN Proxy material User No. of cuts 

Chopping 

Cleaver 
BCC D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 

A - Acrylic N 3 

ECC D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Machete BMK D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

Hand axe/ 
hatchet 

BHA D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

EHA D - Dental stone K, L, M 9 
A - Acrylic N 3 

 

Table 45: Study No. 3 chopping implements and proxy materials. 

A quality assurance review was conducted of the cross sections produced 

from the cuts made on dental stone and acrylic polymer test pieces during 

Study No. 3. This review identified some errors in the recording of the test 

cuts which led to inaccuracies being identified within the tables of cuts i.e. 

Tables 43, 44 and 45.  The true figure of cuts and cross sections produced 

for assessments was found to be a total of 216 cuts from which 637 cross 

sections were produced and assessed (Table 46). The reason for this 

increase was through the identification of a number of ‘false starts’. These 

false starts were either of sufficient length to cover the breadth of the test 

piece or were partial in nature and therefore affected a maximum of two 

cross sections and so were clearly evident when the cross sections were 

created from the micro-CT scans. Ultimately, the outcome was an overall 

increase of 25 cross sections from what was requested and expected to be 

presented. Although the assessment of false starts was not an intended 

aspect of this research, their presence is reflective of marks that can occur in 

criminal dismemberment cases (Symes et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2011; Black 

et al., 2017a). Even although a false start only removes a small amount of 

the substrate on which the cut is being made and that the cut either stops or 

skips, it usually begins again as a proper cut in close proximity to the false 

start area (Bailey et al., 2011). It is also important to recognise that where 

further aggravations occur post dismemberment, that a fragment of bone 

containing only false starts may well be all that is recovered.  For these 

reasons, it was decided to optimise the opportunities presented through the 

presence of these false starts and classify them to better understand if 
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morphological profile repeatability could be defined between a false start and 

partial cut. 

Implement Proxy material No. of cuts No. of cross sections Total per 
implement 

BCK  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
ECK  Dental Stone 9 27 42 Acrylic Polymer 5 15 
BUK Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
EUK  

   

36 Dental Stone 9 27 
Acrylic Polymer 3 9 

BSK  Dental Stone 9 27 37 Acrylic Polymer 3 10 
ESK  Dental Stone 9 27 44 Acrylic Polymer 9 17 
BWS  Dental Stone 9 27 39 Acrylic Polymer 4 12 
EWS  Dental Stone 9 27 49 Acrylic Polymer 8 22 
BHS  

   

39 Dental Stone 9 27 
Acrylic Polymer 4 12 

EHS  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
BJH  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
EJH  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
BCC  

   

36 Dental Stone 9 27 
Acrylic Polymer 3 9 

ECC  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
BMK  Dental Stone 9 27 36 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
BHA  Dental Stone 7 21 30 Acrylic Polymer 3 9 
EHA  

   

36 Dental Stone 9 27 
Acrylic Polymer 33 9  
TOTAL 216 637  

 
Table 46: Revised cutting and cross section figures for study No.3. 

Three micro-CT cross sectional scans were subsequently produced of each 

cut (n=637) detailed within Table 44 (Appendix 4).  

4.9.1 Budget Chef’s knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
A total of 36 cross sections, created from 9 cuts on dental stone and 3 cuts 

on acrylic polymer material (Table 44), using the Budget Chef’s Knife (BCK) 

were examined for kerf morphology (Fig. 83 and 84). All the kerfs examined, 
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were found to be formed of sloping walls coming to either a curved or angular 

inverted apex shape, i.e. a sharp or rounded ‘V’ shape (Fig. 85).  

 

Figure 83: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

using BCK – front, middle and rear cross section (not to scale). 

 

Figure 84: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cuts on acrylic polymer material, 

created by one operator using BCK – front, middle and rear cross section (not to scale). 

 

 

Figure 85: Visual descriptor showing sharp and rounded ‘V’ shape kerf floor. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following from cuts on dental stone using the Budget Chef’s 

Knife (Fig. 86): 

Sharp ‘V’ shape (SV) = 29.6% (n=8) of the kerf cross sections.   

Rounded ‘V’ shape (RV) = 70.4% (n=19) of cross sections. 
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Figure 86: BCK composite image with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on dental stone. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the nine cross sections, from three cuts on acrylic 

polymer, using the Budget Chef’s Knife (Fig. 87): 

SV = 55.6% (n=9) of the kerf cross sections  

RV = 44.4% (n=4) of cross sections  

 

Figure 87: BCK composite image with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on acrylic polymer. 

4.9.2 Expensive Chef’s knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
Twenty-seven cross sections were created from nine cuts on dental stone 

using Expensive Chef’s Knife (Fig. 88). With two false starts present on the 

acrylic polymer test piece, a total of fifteen cross sections (green) were 

generated from cuts made on acrylic material (Fig. 89).  Like the morphology 

of profiles from the Budget Chef’s Knife, kerfs in the dental stone analogue 

and acrylic polymer were exclusively assessed as being formed of sloping 
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SV RV 

RV RV RV 
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walls coming to either a curved or angular inverted apex shape, i.e. a sharp 

or rounded ‘V’ shape.  

 

Figure 88: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone 

using ECK – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

 

Figure 89: Composite view showing fifteen cross sections (green) from five cut marks on acrylic 

polymer material using ECK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following from cuts on dental stone using the Expensive 

Chef’s Knife (Fig. 90): 

SV = 55.6% (n=15) of the kerf cross sections 

RV = 44.4% (n=12) of cross sections 
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Figure 90: ECK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on dental stone. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the acrylic polymer cuts using the Expensive 

Chef’s Knife (Fig. 91): 

SV = 20% (n=3) of the kerf cross sections 

RV = 80% (n=12) of cross sections  

 

Figure 91: ECK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on acrylic polymer. 

4.9.3 Budget Utility Knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
Using the Budget Utility Knife (BUK) on dental stone, three operators each 

produced three cuts from which three cross sectional profiles where then 

produced, totalling 27 cross sections for assessment (Fig. 92). One operator 

produced three cuts on an acrylic polymer block from which nine cross 

sections were subsequently produced for assessment (Fig. 93).  
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Figure 92: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BUK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 93: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material, created using BUK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from the cuts on dental 

stone using the Budget Utility Knife (Fig. 94): 

SV = 48.1% (n=13) of the kerf cross sections.   

RV = 51.9% (n=14) of cross sections. 
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Figure 94: BUK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on dental stone. 

In 100% of the cross sections, made on the acrylic analogue material, the 

inverted apex was not found to form a sharp ‘V’ shape but rather were 

rounded in shape (RV) (Fig. 95).  

 

Figure 95: BUK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts on acrylic polymer. 

 

4.9.4 Expensive Utility Knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
A total of twenty-seven cross sections were produced from nine cuts made 

using Expensive Utility Knife (EUK) on dental stone (Fig. 96). Nine cross 

sections were produced from three cuts made on acrylic polymer (Fig. 97).  
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Figure 96: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using EUK – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

 

Figure 97: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using EUK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from the cuts on dental 

stone using the Expensive Utility Knife (Fig. 98): 

SV = 29.6% (n=8) of the kerf cross sections 

RV = 70.4% (n=14) of cross sections 

 

Figure 98: EUK composite with visual descriptors of cross section of cuts on dental stone. 
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Of the nine cut marks on the acrylic material (Fig. 99) none were assessed 

as giving the appearance of a sharp ‘V’ shape. Classification of the 

morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors resulted in the 

following for the cross sections from the acrylic polymer cuts using Expensive 

Utility Knife (Fig. 99): 

RV = 44.4% (n=4) of cross sections 

Angled Floor (AF) = 55.6% (n=5) of cross sections were observed to have 

angled floors joining onto sloping walls (Fig. 100). 

 

Figure 99: EUK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts on acrylic polymer. 

 

Figure 100: Illustration of angled kerf floor observed in cross sections of cuts on acrylic polymer. 

4.9.5 Budget Serrated Knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
Cuts produced in dental stone using Budget Serrated Knife (BSK) were used 

to generate twenty-seven cross sections for interpretation (Fig. 101). 

Examination of the cross sections produced on the acrylic polymer material 

disclosed that the rear cross section of the second cut contained two kerf 

profiles (green arrows)(Fig. 102). This was likely due to the knife (BSK) 

slipping towards the end of the cut and creating a second channel. Therefore, 

ten cross sections were assessed in total. 
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Figure 101: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BSK – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

 

 

Figure 102: Composite view showing ten cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BSK – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

All twenty-seven cross sections were noted to have almost straight vertical 

left hand walls whilst the right-hand walls were all angled acutely from the 

inverted apex. Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf 

walls and floors resulted in the following 27 cross section cuts in dental stone 

using the Budget Serrated Knife (Fig. 103): 

Sharp Apex (SA) = 22.2% (n=6) of cross sections formed a vertical left wall 

and acutely angled right wall with sharp inverted apex (Fig. 104). 

Rounded Apex (RA) = 77.8% (n=21) of cross sections formed a vertical left 

wall and acutely angled right wall with rounded inverted apex (Fig. 104). 
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Figure 103: BSK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cut marks on dental stone. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 104: Illustration of kerfs with vertical left wall and acute right walls and sharp and rounded 

inverted apexes. 

Akin to the observations made on cross sections using the Budget Chef’s 

Knife (BCK) on acrylic polymer, the kerf walls of cross sections from BSK 

were rutted in appearance compared to those from cuts on dental stone (Fig. 

105). Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and 

floors resulted in the following for the 10 cross section cuts in the acrylic 

polymer using the Budget Serrated Knife: 

RA = 50% (n=5) of cross sections  

RV = 50% (n=5) of cross sections  

SA RA RA RA RA RA SA 
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Figure 105: BSK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on acrylic polymer. 

4.9.6 Expensive Serrated Knife kerf floor morphological assessment 
Across the twenty-seven cross sections from test cuts using the Expensive 

Serrated Knife (ESK) on dental stone, a variety of kerf wall morphology was 

observed (Fig. 106). In the first three test cuts (left to right Fig. 106) the left-

hand walls of the kerfs are almost vertical with the right-hand walls acutely 

angled from the inverted apex (as previously witnessed with Budget Serrated 

Knife). Within the second series of three cuts (cuts 4-6) the first cut cross 

sections are the same but then in the cut cross sections of cuts 5 and 6, it is 

the right-hand kerf wall that is almost vertical whilst the left-hand walls are 

angled acutely from the inverted apex. These cuts being almost a mirror 

image of those previously observed on BSK test cuts. In the final three cuts, 

the morphology returns to a vertical left wall and acutely angled right wall 

(Fig. 106). In relation to the cuts made on the acrylic analogue, false starts 

i.e. where the cutting edge has contacted the substrate without continuing to 

make a defined cut mark, were evident on the front and middle cross 

sections (green arrows) (Fig. 107).   
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Figure 106: ESK cross section variations across twenty-seven profiles from cuts on dental stone. 

 

Figure 107: Composite view showing cross sections from three cut marks and six false starts on acrylic 

polymer material using ESK – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to 

scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from cuts in dental stone for 

the Expensive Serrated Knife (Fig. 108): 

SA = 22.2% (n=6) of cross sections formed a vertical left wall and acutely 

angled right wall with sharp inverted apex 

RA = 51.9% (n=14) of cross sections formed a straight or almost vertical left 

wall and acutely angled right wall with rounded inverted apex 

Left Sharp Apex (LSA) = 22.2% (n=6) of cross sections formed a left acutely 

angled wall with sharp inverted apex meeting an almost vertical right wall. 

RV = 3.7% (n=1) of cross sections formed a rounded ‘V’ shape. 
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Figure 108: ESK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts on dental stone. 

The eight false starts, highlighted in Fig. 109, were assessed, as far as was 

practicable, along with the other cross sections (n=17) as follows (Fig. 109): 

RV = 70.6% (n=12) of cross sections formed a rounded ‘V’ shape. 

X= 29.4% (n=5) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

100% of the kerf cross section walls were observed to be of uneven, 

undulating surfaces. 

 

Figure 109: ESK composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cut marks on acrylic polymer. 

 

4.9.7 Budget Wood Saw kerf floor morphological assessment 
Three operators used the same Budget Wood Saw (BWS) to create nine test 

cuts in dental stone from which twenty-seven cross sections were generated 

(Fig. 110). The acrylic polymer test cuts made using BWS were used to 

produce cross sections via the micro-CT scans. These cross sectional 
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profiles were observed to be varying in appearance and quality. The front, 

middle and rear cross sections of cut number two, were found to be of limited 

value due to the apparent lack of depth of cut and also due to the presence 

of what appeared to be a false start. (Fig. 111). This false start, on cut 

number two, had the effect of increasing the actual cross sections to twelve 

but also impacted on the assessment as it appeared to have destroyed any 

definition of a kerf wall to the left of the rear cross section (Fig. 111) Cuts 

numbering one and four, provided sufficiency of depth that the resulting cross 

sections were more clearly defined than those of cuts two and three (Fig. 

111). 

 

Figure 110: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BWS – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 111: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BWS – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following 27 cross sections in dental stone for the Budget 

Wood Saw (Fig. 112): 
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Right step (RS) = 52% (n=14) were indicative of having a right hand down 

step (Fig. 113). 

Left step (LS) = 11.1% (n=3) with a left hand down step (Fig. 114). 

Rounded peak (RP) = 25.9% (n=7) with a raised rounded peak (Fig. 115). 

 Squared U (SU) = 11.1% (n=3) were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance (Fig. 

116). 

 

Figure 112: BWS composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 113: Visual descriptor showing a right hand down step feature. 

  

 

 

Figure 114: Visual descriptor showing left hand down step feature. 

 

 

 

Figure 115: Visual descriptor showing raised rounded/curved floor feature. 
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Figure 116: Visual descriptor showing squared ‘U’ shape floor.  

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 12 cross sections in acrylic polymer using a 

Budget Wood Saw (Fig. 117): 

SU = 50% (n=6) were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance.  

X= 50% (n=6) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

Figure 117: BWS composite with visual descriptors showing cross sections from cuts made on acrylic 

polymer. 

4.9.8  Expensive Wood Saw kerf floor morphological assessment 
Twenty-seven cross sections were generated from test cuts on dental stone 

using Expensive Wood Saw (EWS) (Fig. 118). As identified in 4.9, 

observation of the cross sections, produced from the micro-CT scans, 

disclosed that false starts had occurred during test cutting that resulted in 

potentially twenty-two profile outlines being present (Fig. 119).  
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Figure 118: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using EWS – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 119: Composite view showing multiple cross sections from cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using EWS –(not to scale). 

Only one instance was observed of stepping, that had previously been 

encountered on cross sections from BWS (Figs. 113 and 114). A raised 

rounded/curved rather than sharp peak (resembling a rounded rather than 

sharp ‘W’) was present on a number of the kerf floors. Three cross sections 

were observed as displaying double peaking effects on their kerf floors (Fig. 

120). 

 

 

Figure 120: Visual descriptor showing double peaked floor feature. 
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Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from cuts in dental stone 

using the Expensive Wood Saw (Fig. 121): 

RP = 55.6% (n=15) floors found with a raised rounded/curved peak.  

Double peak (DP) = 11.1% (n= 3) kerf floors formed of a double peak (Fig. 

120). 

Single furrow (SF) = 18.5% (n=5) of floors found with a sharp ‘V’ shaped 

single furrow. 

Double furrow (DF) = 7.4% (n=2) floors possessed a rounded double furrow 

configuration. 

RS = 7.4% (n=2) were indicative of having a right hand down step. 

 

Figure 121: EWS composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 

With the multiple false starts hampering the true definition of each cut track 

the morphological assessment of kerf profiles for the cuts in acrylic polymer 

using the Expensive Wood Saw (Fig. 122) were:  

SA = 50% (n=11) of cross sections formed a vertical left wall and acutely 

angled right wall with sharp inverted apex  
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LSA = 13.6% (n=3) of cross sections formed a left acutely angled wall with 

sharp inverted apex meeting an almost vertical right wall. 

RP = 27.3% (n=6) floors found with a raised rounded/curved peak  

RV = 9.1% (n=2) of cross sections formed a rounded ‘V’ shape. 

 

Figure 122: EWS composite showing visual descriptors of cross section of cuts made on acrylic 

polymer. 

 

4.9.9 Budget Hacksaw kerf floor morphological assessment 
Volunteer operators used a Budget Hacksaw (BHS) to produce nine test cuts 

on dental stone from which twenty-seven cross sections were subsequently 

generated (Fig. 123) and three cuts on acrylic polymer from which nine cross 

sections were produced (Fig. 124). Kerf floor morphology of the cross 

sections from cuts on dental stone identified that most of the floors were 

concave in nature. One floor that could be regarded as having particularly 

noteworthy features, displayed a slight peak and furrow along the concave 

floor (cut 8, rear cross section) (Fig. 125). 
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Figure 123: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created by using BHS – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

 

Figure 124: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BHS – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 

 

  

 

Figure 125: Visual descriptor showing slight peaked and furrowed floor feature. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 sections from cuts into dental stone made 

by the Budget Hack Saw (Fig. 126): 

SU = 44.4% (n=12) were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance  
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RU = 51.9% (n=14) of floors were profiled as having a rounded ‘U’ shape  

Peak and Furrow (PF) = 3.7% (n=1) kerf floors contained a peak and furrow 

configuration (Fig. 125). 

 

Figure 126: BHS composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections made by cuts into acrylic 

polymer by the Budget Hack Saw (Fig. 127): 

SU = 66.7% (n=6) of kerfs were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance 

RU = 33.3% (n=3) of floors were profiled as having a rounded ‘U’ shape 

 

Figure 127: BHS composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts on acrylic polymer. 
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4.9.10 Expensive Hacksaw kerf floor morphological assessment 
Within the twenty-seven cross sections produced from nine cuts on dental 

stone, using the Expensive Hacksaw (EHS), 100% of the kerf floors were 

found to be of a concave shape with rounded edges where the walls meet 

the floors (Fig. 128). Cross sectional profiles from the nine cuts made on the 

acrylic material using the Expensive Hacksaw (EHS) (Fig. 129), were all 

noted as having irregular concave ‘U’ shape profiles with two floors bearing 

small peaks and furrows and three containing a single furrow shape. 

From the twenty-seven dental stone kerfs, the floors of 37% had a 

rutted/furrowed feature present (Fig. 130) whilst the remainder were 

smoother in appearance. Directional angular change was observed in the 

kerf walls within the second cut (purple arrows) (Fig. 128) where it changed 

from the walls being slanted right to slanted left between the front and middle 

cross sections and continuing onto the rear cross section. This irregularity 

was also noted on the fourth and sixth cut middle cross sections (purple 

arrows) (Fig. 128). 

 

Figure 128: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using EHS – direction change highlighted with arrows of cuts 2, 3 and 6 (not to scale). 
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Figure 129: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using EHS – front cross, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 130: Visual descriptor showing rutted/furrowed kerf floor. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from the cuts made in 

dental stone by the Expensive Hack Saw (Fig. 131):  

RU = 63% (n=17) of floors were observed as having a rounded ‘U’ shape 

(Fig. 80). 

Rut and Furrow (RF) = 37% (n=10) of floors were profiled as having a rutted 

and furrowed shape (Fig. 130). 
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Figure 131: EHS composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections cut into acrylic polymer by 

the Expensive Hack Saw (Fig. 132): 

RU = 44.4% (n=4) of floors were observed as having a concave rounded ‘U’ 

shape 

PF = 22.2% (n=2) of kerf floors displayed a peak and furrow configuration 

SF = 33.3% (n=3) of kerf floors were observed as having a sharp ‘V’ shaped 

single furrow. 
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Figure 132: EHS composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on acrylic 

polymer. 

4.9.11 Budget Junior Hacksaw kerf floor morphological assessment 
Cuts made on dental stone using Budget Junior Hacksaw (BJH), produced 

twenty-seven cross section profiles that were assessed (Fig. 133). Examined 

kerfs, were observed to have both flat and concave kerf floors with rounded 

edges where the floors meet the right and left walls. 100% of the examined 

cross sections displayed a downward angular slanted floor, sloping to the 

right of the cut. Directional change was seen in only one of the examined kerf 

cross sections (Fig. 133), where the initial kerf sloping was towards the left 

and then terminated towards the right. No evidence of any peaks in the floors 

was observed and the presence of a slight furrow occurred in 14.8% of floors. 

Nine cross sections were produced from three cuts on acrylic polymer (Fig. 

134).  
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Figure 133: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BJH – with directional change on cut no.3 cross sections highlighted by arrows (not to 

scale). 

 

Figure 134: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 
material using BJH – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections from cuts made using 

Budget Junior Hacksaw in dental stone (Fig.135): 

Rounded U (RU) = 18.5% (n=5) of floors were observed as having a 

rounded ‘U’ shape  

SU = 66.7% (n=18) of cross section floors were formed of a squared ‘U’ 

shape in appearance  

SF = 14.8% (n=4) of kerf floors were observed as having a sharp ‘V’ shaped 

single furrow. 
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Figure 135: BJH composite showing visual descriptors of cross section of cuts made on dental stone. 
 

Acrylic polymer test cuts utilising the Budget Junior Hacksaw produced 9 

cross sections (Fig. 136). These cross sections displayed floor morphology 

that was flat to concave and all resembled a rounded ‘U’ or squared off ‘U’ 

shape in overall profile. Floors on all the cross sections displayed uneven 

surfaces with the following features observed: 

DF = 22.2% (n=2) of floors had a rounded double furrow configuration. 

DP = 22.2% (n=2) of floors formed of a double peak.  

RU = 11.1% (n=1) having a rounded ‘U’ shape floor.  

SU = 44.4% (n=4) of profiles were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance. 

 

Figure 136: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BJH – front cross section (top), middle and rear cross section (bottom) (not to scale). 
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4.9.12 Expensive Junior Hacksaw kerf floor morphological assessment 
The profiles of twenty-seven cross sections in dental stone, of cuts made 

using Expensive Junior Hacksaw (EJH), displayed both flat and concave kerf 

floors with rounded edges where the floors meet the right and left walls (Fig. 

137). Directional variation (purple arrows) was seen in the walls of cuts 4-9 of 

the examined kerf profiles (Fig.137). Evidence of very slight peaking was 

observed in only 7.4% of kerfs along with a shallow furrow being slightly 

evident in 14.8% of floors. Floors of the nine cross sections on the acrylic 

medium (Fig. 138) were observed as being rough, furrowed and concave in 

appearance. All nine cross sections could be described as forming a rounded 

or squared off ‘U’ shape. Slight directional change was evident between 

cross-sections of cuts 1 and 2 (purple arrows) (Fig. 138). 

 

Figure 137: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using EJH – with directional changes highlighted by arrows on front, middle and rear cross 

sections of cuts 4-9 (not to scale). 
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Figure 138: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using EJH –with directional changes highlighted by arrows on rear cross sections of cuts 1 

and 2 (not to scale). 

Assessing the morphology of the Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross sections 

from cuts on dental stone (Fig. 139) provided the following results: 

RP = 7.4% (n=2) of kerfs possessed a raised rounded/curved peak. 

RU = 14.8% (n=4) of kerfs found having a rounded ‘U’ shape. 

SF = 14.8% (n=4) of kerf floors were observed as having a sharp ‘V’ shaped 

single furrow. 

SU = 63% (n=17) of profiles were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance.  

 

Figure 139: EJH composite with visual descriptors of cross section of cuts made on dental stone. 

Assessment of the 9 cross sections on acrylic polymer cut by the Expensive 

Junior Hacksaw provided the following results (Fig. 140): 
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RF = 67% (n=6) of floors were profiled as having a rutted and furrowed 

shape. 

RU = 11.1% (n=1) of kerfs found having a rounded ‘U’ shape. 

SU = 22.2% (n=2) of profiles were squared ‘U’ shape in appearance. 

 

Figure 140: EJH composite showing visual descriptors of cross section of cuts made on acrylic 
polymer. 

4.9.13 Budget Cleaver kerf floor morphological assessment 
Chopping action cut marks, on dental stone, were produced using Budget 

Cleaver (BCC) and resulted in twenty-seven cross sections for evaluation 

(Fig. 141). Each of the profiles examined was found to be asymmetric in 

appearance. 40.7% of examined profiles were found to contain a rounded 

inverted apex and 18.5% a sharp inverted apex that also included wide 

sloping walls. Morphology assessment identified that 40.7% of cross sections 

contained kerf walls that were indicative of the cleaver having struck the 

medium at an acute angle resulting in either a sharp or rounded inverted 

apex. Character assessment, of nine cross sections produced from three 

cuts in acrylic polymer using BCC (Fig. 142) denoted that the mid and rear 

cross sections of the first cut (left of Fig. 142) had angular flat floors 

(highlighted), similar to Figure 98, that were not evident on any of the other 

seven cross sectional profiles.  
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Figure 141: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BCC – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 142: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BCC – with two angular floors on cut No.1 middle and rear cross sections highlighted 

(not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the cross sections from cuts in dental stone made 

by the Budget Cleaver (Fig. 143):  

Angled Rounded V (ARV) = 11.1% (n=3) formed an acutely angled rounded 

‘V’ shape. 

Angled Sharp V (ASV) = 29.6% (n=8) formed an acutely angled sharp ‘V’ 

shape.  

RV = 40.7% (n=11) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

SV = 18.5% (n=5) of profiles formed a sharp ‘V’ shape.   
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Figure 143: BCC composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 
 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections from cuts on acrylic polymer 

by the Budget Cleaver (Fig. 144):  

AF = 22.2% (n=2) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls. 

RV = 11.1% (n=1) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

SV = 67% (n=6) of profiles formed a sharp ‘V’ shape.   

 

Figure 144: BCC composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cut marks on acrylic 
polymer. 
 

4.9.14 Expensive Cleaver kerf floor morphological assessment 
Dental stone test cuts were produced using Expensive Cleaver (ECC) and 

resulted in twenty-seven cross sections for evaluation (Fig.145). Each of the 

profiles examined was found to be asymmetric in appearance. 81.5% of 

examined profiles were found to contain a rounded rather than sharp inverted 

apex. Cross sectional profiles of 11.1% of profile outlines indicated sharper 
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pointed inverted apexes with wide kerf walls. 40.7% of the observed cross 

sections had the appearance of acute angular strike marks and two profiles 

had angled floors as observed on BCC acrylic polymer cross sections. All 

nine cross sections from the cuts made in the acrylic medium contained kerf 

floors that were rounded rather than sharply pointed ‘V’ shapes (Fig. 146).  

 

Figure 145: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using ECC – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 146: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using ECC – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections cut in dental stone using 

the Expensive Cleaver (Fig. 147): 

AF = 7.4% (n=2) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls 

ARV = 29.6% (n=8) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

ASV = 11.1% (n=3) formed an acutely angled sharp ‘V’ shape.  

RV = 51.9% (n=14) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  
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Figure 147: ECC composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 
 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following  for cross sections created from nine cuts on acrylic 

polymer using the Expensive Cleaver (Fig. 148): 

ARV = 33.3% (n=3) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

RV = 66.7% (n=6) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

 

Figure 148: ECC composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cut marks made on acrylic 
polymer. 
 

4.8.15 Machete kerf floor morphological assessment 
As explained in 4.8.1, only a Budget Machete (BMK) was utilised to create 

test cuts on both dental stone and acrylic mediums. 

Nine cuts were produced on dental stone that resulted in twenty-seven cross 

sections being generated (Fig. 149). Of these twenty-seven profiles, 92.5% 

were observed as having rounded kerf floors with wide sloping walls similar 

to a wide ‘V’ shape. Cuts made on acrylic polymer (Fig. 150) using the 

machete were used to produce nine cross sections from micro-CT scans.  
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Figure 149: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BMK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 150: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BMK – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections cut from dental stone by the 

Budget Machete (Fig. 151): 

AF = 7.4% (n=2) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls (Fig. 100). 

ARV = 48.1% (n=13) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

RV = 44.4% (n=12) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

 

Figure 151: BMK composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on acrylic 
polymer. 
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Cross sections from cuts 1 and 2 on the acrylic polymer displayed wide 

rounded ‘V’ shapes (Fig. 152) while the cross sections from the third cut 

displayed only minor impact damage resulting in very small indentations 

being created (Fig.153). 

 

Figure 152: Example showing outline of a wide rounded ‘V’ shape. 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections from the Budget Machete on 

acrylic polymer (Fig. 153): 

ARV = 44.4% (n=4) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

RV = 44.4% (n=4) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

X= 11.1% (n=1) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

Figure 153: BMK composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections from cuts made on acrylic 
polymer. 
 

4.9.16 Budget Hand axe/Hatchet kerf floor morphological assessment 
As detailed in Table 44, only seven cuts had been made on dental stone 

using the Budget Hand Axe (BHA) and therefore only twenty-one cross 

sections were produced for morphological evaluation (Fig. 154). Of the nine 

cross sections from the cuts made in the acrylic medium, using BHA, (Fig. 

155), 33.3% contained kerf floors that were flat angular.  22.2% of the kerf 

cross sections exhibited wide, sloping walls with rounded inverted apexes, 
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with one kerf displaying wide sloping walls with a pointed inverted apex had 

floors (Fig. 155).  

 

Figure 154: Composite view showing twenty-one cross sections from seven cut marks on dental stone, 

created using BHA – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 155: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using BHA – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Examined profiles, from BHA cuts (Fig. 156), were found to contain a 

contrasting selection of kerf shapes. 66.7% of the cross sections from 

Volunteer 1’s cuts (cuts 1-3) had wide sloping walls descending to a rounded 

inverted apex. Cross sectional profiles of cuts produced by Volunteer 2 (cuts 

4and 5) were narrower rounded ‘V’ shapes whilst the cross sections of cuts 

from Volunteer 3 (cuts 6 and 7) were large acutely angled chopping strike 

marks (Fig. 156). Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf 

walls and floors resulted in the following for the 21 cross sections cut in 

dental stone by the Budget Hand Axe (Fig. 156): 

AF = 14.3% (n=3) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls 

ARV = 4.8% (n=1) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

RV = 76.1% (n=16) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  
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X= 4.8% (n=1) of the kerfs formed an irregular pattern. 

 

Figure 156: BHA composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on dental stone. 
 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections in the acrylic polymer test 

piece cut by the Budget Hand Axe (Fig.157): 

AF = 33.3% (n=3) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls 

RV = 55.6% (n=5) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

SV = 11.1% (n=1) of profiles formed a sharp ‘V’ shape.   

 

Figure 157: BHA composite with visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts on acrylic polymer. 
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4.9.17 Expensive Hand axe/Hatchet kerf floor morphological 
assessment 
Cuts produced using the Expensive Hand Axe (EHA) on dental stone, 

presented twenty-seven cross sections with a range of kerf morphologies 

(Fig.158).  Variations in the morphology of these cross sections included 

rounded ‘V’, pointed ‘V’ and flat angular floor shaped profiles being observed 

along with acutely angled cuts indicative of the EHA having stuck the medium 

obliquely. Cross sections from three cuts on acrylic analogue material using 

the Expensive Hand Axe produced nine profiles for interpretation (Fig. 159). 

Analysis of the acrylic cross sections displayed that 100% of the kerfs walls 

were undulating in appearance. 60% of the kerf floors exhibited a rounded 

concave floor and 40% were flat/ flat angular in appearance. 

 

Figure 158: Composite view showing twenty-seven cross sections from nine cut marks on dental stone, 

created using EHA – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

 

Figure 159: Composite view showing nine cross sections from three cut marks on acrylic polymer 

material using EHA – front, middle and rear cross sections (not to scale). 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 27 cross sections cut in dental stone by the 

Expensive Hand Axe (Fig. 160): 
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AF = 22.2% (n=6) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls 

ARV = 22.2% (n=6) formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 

RV = 55.6% (n=15) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

 

Figure 160: EHA composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts on dental stone. 
 

Classification of the morphological appearance of the kerf walls and floors 

resulted in the following for the 9 cross sections in acrylic produced by the 

Expensive Hand Axe (Fig.161): 

AF = 40% (n=4) of cross sections were observed to have angled floors 

joining onto sloping walls 

RV = 60% (n=6) of profiles were a rounded ‘V’ shape.  

 

Figure 161: EHA composite showing visual descriptors of cross sections of cuts made on acrylic 
polymer. 
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4.10 Discussion: Kerf floor morphological assessments 

As this section was comprised of several studies, the discussion is broken 

down into the relevant sub-sections. 

Fresh v Thiel study 

There was no available literature surrounding the use of Thiel embalmed 

bones for cut mark research, so it was appropriate to investigate whether 

bones subjected to this ‘soft-fix’ embalming method would exhibit any issues 

that might impact on the research. Although, only one embalmed bone and 

one fresh bone were subjected to micro-CT scanning and appraisal, had any 

morphological issues been identified, within the internal architecture, then 

further exploratory analysis would have been carried out. In line with the 

literature (Ling et al. 2016), it was not anticipated that there would be any 

physical alteration to the bone hard structure, but it has been suggested 

(Wilke et al. 2011) that Thiel fluid may increase flexibility of soft tissues and 

thereby increase the range of motion.  An area of potential criticism that 

could be levelled would be that, although the morphology may not have 

shown any discernible differences Thiel embalming is known to significantly 

increase plastic energy absorption (Unger et al. 2010) and therefore, from a 

biomechanical aspect, the cuts may be impacted differently on bones that are 

fresh and Thiel embalmed. While this is a fair point of discussion, the results 

from the test cutting during study No.1 displayed that no statistically 

significant difference was evident between kerf widths made on fresh and 

Thiel embalmed bones nor for individual volunteers making the cuts. These 

evaluations provided confidence that cutting could thereby be undertaken 

without giving cause for concern as to morphological variations occurring and 

obscuring data purely because of the Thiel embalming process. A secondary 

confidence was achieved through the lack of any statistical significance 

between variance in kerf widths produced by individual volunteers. Literature 

relating to the kerf width being 1.5 times wider than the saw blade used to 

make the cut (Symes et al., 2010) was found to be consistent with the results 

recorded in study No.1. The outcome from this, is that no apparent issues 

were evident in using Thiel embalmed bone although further work is 
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recommended to be undertaken on Thiel embalmed cadaveric bone 

(providing it was ethically acceptable) to ascertain if human bone subjected 

to soft-fix embalming can be utilised with confidence in cut mark research 

with confidence. 

Measuring of kerf widths 

Accurate recording is a pivotal factor in any form of robust assessment 

process and is especially crucial when the assessment is part of any forensic 

evidence analysis that is to be presented before the court (Roberts et al. 

(2015). Data utilised within forensic casework aids in validating opinions 

through statistical significance as well as offering a foundational platform 

from which objective and unbiased opinion can be based (CPS, 2010).    

Difficulties were identified within the early stages of study No.1 regarding the 

presence of solidified marrow and burr edges that obscured a clear view of 

the kerf walls and floor. Utilising non-destructive methods is accepted as 

good practice for most scientific and forensic disciplines and utilising scale-

photography with the camera lens oriented parallel to the cut, was a 

reasonable approach to ensure that an accurate reprographic of the kerfs 

was accomplished. These images were then enhanced using Photoshopâ 

software and divided into six equidistant parts from the top to the base of the 

kerf. Whilst it was possible to record measurements in this manner, the 

software used was not designed for this specific type of application as the 

anchor points, from where each measurement originated, could not be fixed 

in place. From a wider application for cut mark examination, this would prove 

to be an issue for capturing a record displaying all the measurements in situ 

as well as the reproducibility of findings. Generally, the measurement of cut 

marks from photographs has a place within the process of examination but a 

more robust medium for marking and recording the data in an auditable 

format is required such as a macro range photogrammetric programme 

designed especially for cut and tool mark examination.  

Following advice from Engineers, it was hoped that the use of a precision 

profilometer tool (Dektakâ) with a measuring stylus would overcome these 

problems and identify an accurate and reproducible kerf width for each cut. 
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Unfortunately, due to the design of the equipment being primarily set for the 

measurement of wafer thin materials, the staging post onto which the 

material is laid did not have sufficient clearance capabilities to accommodate 

the variations in bone shaft thickness. The stage was also devoid of any 

clamping capability that would be necessary to allow for repeatability of cut 

positioning. Though it was possible to record the ½ cut widths at the top of 

each kerf, no other measurements were achievable and therefore further use 

of the Dektakâ was deemed to be of insufficient value for this research. 

Other methods considered for use in measuring kerf widths i.e. Feeler gauge, 

could certainly provide gap measurement data but the steel construction 

would also be a source of destructive impact to any fine detail within the kerf 

that perhaps was not visible to the naked eye. For this research, the inability 

to record measurement data in a reproducible manner rendered any further 

kerf width measurements beyond the capabilities of this study. This 

problematic issue is an area where future research would be of benefit to 

identify a calibrated yet non-destructive measurement process. The process 

would require to include an audit trail that would enable reproduction of 

measurements to be carried out from identified points along the depth of the 

kerf outlines. A medium for exploration would be a non-contact Chromatic 

Confocal optical Profilometer as discussed by Braun et al., (2016) which may 

provide an ideal solution for cut mark analysis. It is acknowledged that 

research and casework need to attempt to work in tandem to identify 

methodologies and processes that are realistically and financially feasible for 

practitioners to access and use in casework. The possible equipment 

solutions identified within this study, are likely outwith the remit of most 

investigative forces and so therefore the advice, until an affordable suitable 

alternative is identified, would be to continue with photography as the primary 

non-destructive recording technique. 

Debris within kerfs 

On both the fresh and Thiel bones used within study No.1, the leaching and 

then solidification of marrow from the medullar cavity was a source of 

obstruction in assessing kerf widths. Enzymatic detergent cleaning using the 
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Mairs et al., (2004) methodology was assessed as providing the best solution 

to this problem with the least Health and Safety issues and destructive 

potential. Moving forward, all bones used for test cutting within study No. 2 

were subjected to this cleaning regime to afford optimal kerf examination 

opportunities. 

Cross sectional morphology 

Originally, the idea behind this research was the creation of an atlas of cut 

marks on different media. From the resulting morphological variations 

experienced, it would indicate that until further research areas are conducted 

into the effects of substrates on cutting implement characteristics, the atlas 

must for now remain aspirational.   

Morphologically, the assessments of cross sections, produced as a result of 

cuts made during both Study No.2 and 3, highlighted that variations in 

consistency of kerf shape was evident amongst all the implements tested. 

The micro-CT scans also emphasised kerf floor features i.e. stepped floors, 

rutting and peaking that are not referred to within literature that was 

reviewed. Although Symes et al. (2010) discuss the presence of residual 

imprints from saw teeth points as being termed either ‘tooth imprint’ or ‘floor 

dip’ the description given for both terms does not correspond with the 

stepped floor features that were identified during this study. Tennick (2012), 

identified similar issues surrounding cross section shape.  Although the 

Tennick (2012) study was knife specific, a variety of cross section shapes 

were encountered that did not conform to previously published results 

leading to the belief that these ‘other’ shapes could potential aid in identifying 

blade type. The fact that the Tennick (2012) study utilised optical microscopy 

and identified these ‘other’ cross sectional features would imply that 

variations and additional features can be found using low powered 

magnification and is not necessarily as direct result of using high resolution 

micro-CT.   

Findings, by implement type are summarised as follows: 
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Wood saw (Porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

Classifications were found to be unlike the classic ‘W’ shape referred to 

within the literature as being a defining characteristic of this type of tool mark. 

From Budget Wood Saw cuts on porcine femora, none of the resulting cross 

sections could be described as resembling any form of a ‘W’ shape. The 

Expensive Wood Saw did receive 44% of classifications for profiles that 

consisted of a down, up, down up configuration although the description 

loosely resembled a rounded rather than sharp ‘W’.  On dental stone the 

BWS and EWS profiles were classified as 25.9% and 55.6% respectively of 

cross sections containing a raised rounded/curved floor (Fig. 115). Acrylic 

cross sections for the BWS provided no evidence of any raised floors while 

for EWS 27.3% of cross sections resembled these characteristics. 

Comparing the BWS cross sections on porcine femora (Fig. 69) with those 

created on dental stone (Fig. 112), the visual cross-sectional images 

displayed little commonality that would immediately be recognised as 

indicating the same implement had been used. Whereas, the cross sections 

from the porcine femora cuts present a series of images that display 

irregularity and discordance, the cross sections of cuts on dental stone 

present an overall image of uniformity in basic outline shape. With both sets 

though, it is the finite detail that requires additional descriptors to reflect 

accurately how the kerf profile are depicted. Utilising these descriptors 

displays a wider overall inconsistency in the depositing of what is referred to 

as class characteristics. These variations are further compounded when the 

cross sections from the acrylic polymer cuts are viewed alongside the porcine 

and dental stone samples. In total, 20 descriptor codes were used to define 

the morphological profiles of cross sections generated from porcine femora, 

dental stone and acrylic polymer cuts using the budget and expensive wood 

saws. Fundamentally, the conclusion arising is that the same operator using 

the same implement, on the same medium produces different signatures with 

each cut that is made and therefore no conformity is evident across the same 

media. Exploring the cross sections of the EWS in the same manner displays 

not only a discordance within all three mediums as per the BWS results but 
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also from a purely ‘class’ perspective, the cross sections from dental stone 

and acrylic are so diversely different from those created using the BWS that it 

is difficult to foresee how they could be attributed confidently as being made 

by the same class of implement (Fig. 162). 

 

Figure 162: Sample showing EWS cross sectional variation on Porcine femora, dental stone and 
acrylic polymer mediums. 

Hacksaw (Porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

 On all three proxy mediums the hacksaw and junior hacksaw in both 

‘Budget’ and ‘Professional’ models produced relatively consistent results. 

From cross sections of cuts on porcine femora the professional hacksaw 

(EHS) was observed to have ‘U’ or squared off ‘U’ characteristics in 86.5% of 

kerf profiles. For BHS this figure was 80.8%. On cross sections from cuts on 

dental stone the respective classifications were 63% and 96.3% while those 

from acrylic polymer test cuts ranged from 44.4% to 100%.  Junior hacksaw 

cross sections appraised from dental stone test cuts, were also categorised 

as resembling ‘U’ or squared off ‘U’ in 50.8% of EJH profiles and 85.2% of 

BJH kerfs. For cross sections from the acrylic polymer cuts the figures were 

33.3% and 55.4% respectively. Across the two studies, the hacksaw 

produced a consistent overall outline shape that is in accordance with 

reviewed literature as being defined by squared off or rounded ‘U’ shapes. In 

the finer detail of the kerf outlines, the presence of rutting and single furrows 

was evident especially for cuts made using the EHS. As the main difference 

between BHS and EHS was the quality of the handle and frame it is possible 

that this has resulted in greater transfer of energy and friction to the blade, 

thus creating more defined areas of contact between the teeth and the 

substrate. This proposition however, would need a far more in-depth testing 

regime to ascertain if any accuracy to this theory exists. An anomaly that was 

identified within the cuts made using the EHS was that of directional change, 
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where the kerf walls displayed a right-hand slant on the front cross section 

then a left-hand slant on the middle and rear cross sections. From literature, 

this is most likely due to the lateral movement of the blade during the sawing 

action which in hacksaws, with a thinner blade, will be more pronounced than 

it would be with a wood saw where the blade is more rigid and less prone to 

drift (Symes et al., 2010).  

Junior hacksaw (dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

 Akin to the morphological profiles observed on cross sections from 

hacksaws, the junior hacksaw in both budget and expensive forms produced 

a consistency of characteristics across the dental stone and acrylic test 

pieces. The majority of cross sections were described as being either 

squared off or rounded ‘U’ shapes with the addition of peaking and furrowing 

also being observed on kerf floors. While only one cut using the Budget 

Junior Hacksaw displayed directional change, the expensive version 

exhibited this characteristic in 8 out of the 12 cuts made (67%). Like the 

hacksaw, this directional change is likely the result of lateral movement 

during cutting although it is noteworthy that the predominant occurrence was 

with the expensive version. Acknowledging the relatively small test sample 

i.e. 11 cuts, this directional change phenomenon would be an area worthy of 

a broader study to better understand if this occurrence could be defined as a 

class characteristic of hacksaw and junior hacksaw blades. Other than this 

anomaly, there was no clear pattern evident that discriminated profiles from 

cuts made using a budget or expensive version of the hacksaw or junior 

hacksaw. The most likely reason for this is that although the frames of the 

hacksaw vary depending on cost i.e. budget or expensive the saw blades do 

not have different categories and therefore are exactly the same regardless 

of which type of frame they are fixed into. 

In evaluation the performance of the entire saw class, the poor performance 

of the wood saws, in relation to consistent morphology across the cross 

sections, is a good indicator of why the generic term of ‘saw’ that was 

experienced within Survey ‘A’ and ‘B’ required to be clarified in Survey ‘C’ 
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through the use of pictorial guides to establish the true identity of available 

implements. From a casework perspective, it would appear that it is about the 

medium for which the tool was designed being closer to the biomechanical 

structure of the substrate under investigation i.e. bone that is a crucial factor. 

The purpose of wood saws is to cut fibrous wood and rip through it.  The 

purpose of hack saws is to cut through metal which is more dense.  So in 

case work, determination of a class of implement if it was a hack saw would, 

from the results of this study, be likely to attract a high degree of confidence, 

but any other type of saw designed for cutting wood might be problematic. 

Non-serrated knife (dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

Sharp or rounded ‘V’ shapes were observed in 100% of the kerf cross 

sections of budget and expensive Chef’s knives and budget utility knife from 

cuts made on dental stone and acrylic polymer. For the expensive utility knife 

100% of cross sections from dental stone cuts were also sharp or rounded 

‘V’, while the profiles from cuts on acrylic polymer were 44.4% as sharp or 

rounded ‘V’ shapes and 55.6% as having flat angular floors. These results 

corroborate the standard definition expected from reviewed literature for non-

serrated knives. 

Serrated knife (dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

Mixed morphologies were evident for the serrated knives used to make cuts 

on both proxy mediums. While the budget serrated slicing knife registered 

100% of dental stone cross sections as being formed of acutely angled walls 

with a sharp or rounded inverted apex, only 50% of profiles from the acrylic 

polymer test cuts were classified as sharing this morphology. The remaining 

50% of acrylic profiles were observed as forming a rounded ‘V’ shape similar 

to the profiles created using the non-serrated knives. Profiles generated from 

cuts made using the expensive version of the serrated slicing knife on dental 

stone were classed as forming acutely angled walls with a sharp or rounded 

inverted apex in 96.3% and rounded ‘V’ shapes for the remaining 3.7%. In 

contrast, profiles from cuts made on the acrylic polymer were a rounded ‘V’ 

shape for 70.6% of cross sections and were deemed to be of too irregular a 
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shape to classify on 29.4% of kerf profiles. Patterns of cross section profiles 

that were experienced, especially from the cuts made on dental stone, set 

the serrated knives apart from non-serrated blades quite distinctively. This 

discriminatory morphology was an aspect that Crowder et al., (2013) also 

highlighted as making serrated knives readily identifiable from non-serrated 

knives.  Although these cross sections displayed a ‘V shape, the acutely 

angled nature of the right-hand wall present in 75 of the 81 cross sections 

(93%) provided a clear discriminatory descriptor to that of the non-serrated 

cuts. Evidence of this potential morphological discrimination is an area that 

would benefit from a more in-depth research project to ascertain if these 

features persist on a broader range of mediums and serve to differentiate 

serrated from non-serrated knives as clearly as this test sample indicated 

was apparent. Previous research (Tennick, 2012; Crowder et al., 2013) 

although acknowledging differentiation between serrated and non-serrated 

knife kerf profiles differs in the exact morphological definitions that were 

observed within this study. 

Cleaver (dental stone and acrylic polymer) 

Acutely angled rounded or sharp ‘V’ shapes or simple rounded or sharp ‘V’ 

shapes dominated the morphological profiles of cleavers in both budget and 

expensive versions on profiles from dental stone and acrylic polymer. From 

profiles resulting from impact with the budget cleaver, 100% were classed as 

forming acutely angled rounded ‘V’, rounded or sharp ‘V shapes. On profiles 

from the acrylic polymer cuts this figure was reduced to 78.8% with the 

remaining 22.2% being classified as forming acutely angled flat floors. 

Acutely angled floors were also present in 7.4% of profiles created using the 

expensive cleaver on the dental stone while 92.6% were found to be rounded 

‘V’ shapes. Acrylic polymer cut cross sections were interpreted as 100% of 

them being rounded ‘V’ shapes. Differentiating these kerf profiles from that of 

non-serrated knives is not something that could necessarily be achieved 

accurately, based purely on perceptual visualisation of the kerfs alone. In 

both the dental stone and acrylic mediums for the budget and expensive 

variants of the cleaver, cross sections were found displaying profiles that 
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could be mistaken for marks produced by knives, which is not surprising as 

they are a bladed implement. These cross sections were all visually 

interpreted as appearing shallower in depth and predominately were found 

on the front cross section rather than middle or rear. The reason for this is an 

unknown variable but logically it would be fair to assume that as the cleaver 

has struck the medium the cut has become deeper and more pronounced 

with the forward motion of the blade and kinetic energy of the swing. This 

action has resulted in the instances displayed on the test pieces with the 

middle and rear cross sections displaying a deeper and wider kerf outline. To 

counteract assumptions based only on visual classification, it was evident 

that future research involving detailed examination incorporating kerf 

measurements would be beneficial to ascertain if class characteristics of 

cleaver cuts could be truly discriminated from non-serrated blades in 

instances where partial or limited implement contact has occurred on a 

substrate. 

Machete (dental stone and acrylic polymer)  

For cross sections created using the budget machete on dental stone 7% 

were found to be formed of a flat angular floor but the majority of 93% were 

profoundly rounded ‘V’ shape in appearance. No angular floors were 

apparent on cross sections from the acrylic polymer cuts where 90% were 

rounded ‘V’ and 10% were so irregular in shape that they did not fit into the 

other classification types. Exhibiting rounded ‘V’ morphology was the 

prominent descriptor allocated to the cross sections of cuts made using the 

machete and is in keeping with the classifications stated with existing 

literature (Bailey et al., 2011). A similar phenomenon to that described for 

some of the cleaver cross sections, was observed on machete cuts. With 

visually apparent shallower kerfs present on the front cross sections in both 

dental stone and acrylic polymer test pieces the position of the test pieces, 

swing of the machete and energy distribution are areas that would benefit 

from detailed research to ascertain if these are contributing factors to 

variations of kerf profile. 
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Hand axe/hatchet (dental stone and acrylic polymer)  

81% of all budget axe cross sections from dental stone and 66.7% from 

acrylic polymer cuts were formed of acutely angled or simple rounded ‘V’ 

shapes with 14.3% and 33.3% respectively being found to possess flat 

angular floors. Rounded ‘V’ shapes were also prominent features in 77.8% 

and 60% respectively of the cross sections from dental and acrylic cuts made 

using the expensive hand axe/hatchet. Again, flat angular floors were also 

observed on cross sections of 22.2% for dental stone and 40% for the acrylic 

polymer. As the heaviest implement within the chopping category the majority 

of resulting cross sections did not reflect any difference in visual perception 

of characteristics to those created using the cleavers or machetes. Only 29% 

of the cross sections on dental stone displayed characteristics that could 

described as indicative of being the result of cuts made from a heavier 

implement than the cleaver or machete. 

Confidence of implement identification 

Based solely on the morphological characteristics displayed in cuts made 

using the sawing, cutting and chopping implements, confidence of class 

identification would have to be limited to hacksaw and serrated knives but 

even then, there was no consistent discriminatory impactors that would 

indicate whether the implement was budget or expensive. It could be argued 

that an implement class identification would require more than purely visual 

perception and other factors such as kerf widths would also be taken into 

account before any indication of implement type was proffered. This is a valid 

point and whilst acknowledging this factor the other concern on identification 

would be where a suspect implement is presented for comparison. With the 

variations shown during test cuts in this study using the same implement on 

different mediums, the issue of confidence in being able to create a similar 

cut or mark to the ‘crime’ sample is one that requires deliberation as to 

whether indeed it could be reliably or repeatably achieved.  
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Proxy materials  

From an observational standpoint, the variations in profile shapes and quality 

between the three proxy mediums i.e. porcine femora, dental stone and 

acrylic polymer are a cause of some concern. These variations are either due 

to the fact that implements do not create constantly repeatable 

characteristics or that the proxy materials are the source of the variability 

being witnessed. Despite in-depth research on the three materials, no 

literature is evident that directly compares the molecular structures of each 

proxy with one another nor is any referenceable material apparent that 

considers the effects of cutting on these mediums. Although biomechanical 

research has occurred for porcine bone and acrylic polymer (Tucker et al. 

2001; Croft and Ferllini, 2007; Unger et al., 2010) these studies ascertain the 

breaking point of materials rather than impact of cuts. For future development 

into cut mark research it is apparent that proxy material usage would benefit 

from studies surrounding the molecular structure comparison as well as 

better understanding of how material molecular structure defines cut mark 

profiles. The objective would be to identify a universal medium that would be 

advocated for research and test cut comparison purposes. 

Issues  

Assessing the cross sections produced from cuts made on bone, dental 

stone and acrylic polymer test pieces during Study No 2 and 3, identified 

some issues from a research perspective. Errors in the recording of partial 

cuts made by volunteers during both Study No. 2 and 3 caused inaccuracies 

to be identified within the tables of cuts i.e. Tables 40, 41, 42 and 43.  The 

true figure of cuts and cross sections produced for assessments was found to 

be a total of 319 cuts being made from which 843 cross sections were 

produced and assessed for Study No.2 and 3. (Table 44). This was an 

overall increase of 23 cross sections from what was requested and expected 

to be presented. From a purely academic perspective, if this research was to 

be repeated, a more visible oversight policy by the author and perhaps 

redesign of the recording sheets, to minimise the risk of inaccurate data 
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being recorded, would be areas for consideration. As a remote researcher, 

the opportunity to utilise volunteers to conduct cutting tasks was one which 

ideally should have enhanced the data collection process. By not carrying out 

all of the cutting tasks, the author could assess cuts that were made without 

any participant bias in relation to the end objective of this research. However, 

the negative impact of this remote research situation was that the tasks were 

not completed to the fullness of the specifications supplied and ultimately, 

without having the same vested interest in the outcome the volunteers 

perhaps were not as engaged in producing the required outcomes as would 

the author. On a positive note, it could be argued that these points raised as 

‘issues’ surrounding the use of volunteers are actually reflective of reality. 

Effectively, what has occurred could be seen as representing the type of 

individual variation that could well be encountered from a dismemberer. After 

all, clinical research can by its very definition become so sterile that there is a 

danger of the data becoming detached from the real world and therefore an 

element of uncontrolled human factor may be advantageous rather than 

being detrimental. 

As the morphological assessments displayed, the speculative nature of kerf 

profile assessment meant that the results were often not readily attributable 

to the standard ‘U’, squared off ‘U’, ‘V’, rounded ‘V’ or ‘W’ shapes cited within 

the literature (Symes, 1992, Symes, et al. 1998; 2002; 2010; Hainsworth, 

2017). It is apparent that when it comes to classification, shapes can be 

interpreted rigidly or loosely in how they appear to an individual observer, but 

tool mark analysis relies on subjective observer methodology which may be 

influenced by experience. To move forward from these studies, the testing of 

repeatability of cross section morphological classification was required to be 

ascertained. This study on repeatability, required the enhancement of the 

descriptor codes used in study No.2 and No.3 into a more user-friendly 

matrix that provided both a visual and textual description of kerf profile 

shapes that could aid observers’ interpretation. 
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It was also identified that evaluation of concordance of cross sectional 

morphology would be any area requiring assessment which will be dealt with 

in Section 8. 

5. Creation of morphological visual descriptors 

Due to the complexity of morphological profiles that were observed during 

assessments of the 843 cross sections in study No.2 (n=206) and No.3 

(n=637), the traditional ‘U’, squared off ‘U’, ‘V’ and ‘W’ naming convention, 

referred to within the reviewed literature, was found to be inadequate for 

76.9% of profiles examined. As an enabler to describe these 843 cross 

sections, a series of visual descriptors was developed to illustrate kerf 

profiles observed during the morphological assessment of the test cuts made 

on porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer materials. Reflecting on 

these descriptors identified that in total 26 different descriptors were utilised 

across Study No.2 and 3 (Table 47). 

A= floor displayed signs of upward peaks.  
AF = cross section was observed to have angled floor joining onto sloping walls. 
ARV = floor formed an acutely angled rounded ‘V’ shape. 
ASV = floor formed an acutely angled sharp ‘V’ shape.  
B = kerf displayed furrowed floor. 
C = floor was concave.  
D = kerf appeared to have flaring of the walls outwards towards the floor of the cut.  
DF = floor had a rounded double furrow configuration. 
DP = kerf floor formed of a double peak. 
F = kerf formed a furrowed pattern. 
LS = floor displayed a left hand down step. 
LSA = cross section formed a left acutely angled wall with sharp inverted apex meeting an 
almost vertical right wall. 
P = kerf formed of a peaked floor. 
PF = kerf floor displayed a peak and furrow configuration. 
RA = cross section formed a straight or almost vertical left wall and acutely angled right wall with 
rounded inverted apex. 
RF = floor was rutted and furrowed shape. 
RP = floor contained a raised rounded peak. 
RS = floor indicative of having a right hand down step. 
RV = kerf profile was a rounded ‘V’ shape.  
SA = cross section formed a vertical left wall and acutely angled right wall with sharp inverted 
apex. 
SF = kerf floor observed as having a sharp ‘V’ shaped single furrow. 
SU = kerf was squared ‘U’ shape in appearance. 
SV = profile formed a sharp ‘V’ shape.   
U = kerf formed a rounded or squared ‘U’ pattern. 
W = floor displayed a down, up, down, up formation similar to a rounded ‘W’ shape. 
X = kerf formed an irregular pattern. 

 
Table 47: Visual descriptors used during Study No. 2 and 3 morphological assessments 
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In assessing these 26 descriptor codes it was felt that a more user-friendly 

version was required if repeatability of classification studies was to be 

undertaken. It was also determined that the variations in morphological 

profiles required a more illustrative form of categorisation that would 

encapsulate the diversity of shapes detected across the different test pieces 

and allow greater utility in describing the cross sections when observing cuts 

on materials. 

5.1 Materials and Methods 

Features and shape variations identified throughout the morphological 

observations of Pilot Studies No.2 and 3, were illustrated using simple line 

drawings and thereafter compiled into a single composite guide (Fig. 163). 

Each descriptor was given an alphabetic identifier to enable coding of each 

cross section depending on the perceived shape of the kerf (Fig. 163). To 

provide clarity and aid consistency, a textual classification guide was created 

that defined each visual descriptor (Table 48). Visual descriptors ‘A’- ‘E’ 

represent the ‘Traditional’ ‘U’ squared off ‘U’ ‘V’, rounded ‘V’ and classic ‘W’ 

shape classification descriptions of kerfs (Fig. 164). Descriptors ‘F’- ‘Z’ 

denote the variations observed during analysis of Pilot Studies 2 and 3. To 

ensure that cross sections where the profile shape was found to be so 

irregular, to the extent of not conforming with any other shape description, an 

‘X’ option was provided. This ‘X’ option would in reality be a method of 

assigning a code for features with insufficient detail for comparison or simply 

that the shape did not conform to the variations of kerf floors provided.  

 

Figure 163: Visual descriptor coding matrix. 
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Table 48: Visual descriptor legend to accompany matrix. 
 

 

Figure 164: ‘Traditional’ visual descriptors denoted as ‘A’- ‘E’ on Figure 163. 

5.2 Discussion 

Creation of an expanded descriptor matrix that extends to 26 variants, could 

arguably be described as the author being overly pedantic and that the 

traditional 5 classifications broadly encompass all the expected kerf profiles 

from an overview perspective rather than becoming entrenched in minutiae. 

While this may be a valid argument the counter argument would suggest, like 

fingerprint identification where the standards of identification previously were 

16 ridge characteristic points of comparison to confirm an identity (UK) (Evett 

and Williams, 1995), the adoption of new standards i.e. non-numeric, as well 

as the advancement of understanding and technology, has seen fingerprint 

identification work evolve into the comparison of third level detail. This third 
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level detail i.e. poroscopy and ridgeology or edgeoscopy is achieved through 

the greater ability to magnify friction ridge detail thereby allowing the pores to 

be classified and compared (Thakar and Sharma, 2016). As micro-CT has 

become more available and offers a higher resolution than optical 

microscopy, so too has the opportunity presented for cut mark examination to 

advance. With this evolution in the levels of detail that can be observed it 

follows that, like fingerprint comparison, what were the previously accepted 

standards for comparison analysis could evolve with the technology to 

embrace new opportunities that historically were perhaps not able to be 

visualised previously. This evolutionary process however requires investment 

or greater interoperability between law enforcement, academia and 

commercial entities as it is unlikely that many investigative agencies will have 

this facility at their disposal.  

 

To test the new visual descriptor code matrix both Intra and Interobserver 

assessment were required to be carried out. These assessments would 

evaluate the repeatability of classifications and whether the 21 additional 

descriptor codes were of greater classificatory value than the 5 traditional 

codes (Appendix 6). 
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6. Intraobserver assessment 

As a direct result of the initial assessment of Pilot Studies 2 and 3, that 

established the visual descriptor coding matrix (Fig. 163), a re-evaluation was 

conducted of all the kerf cross section profiles (n=843) produced on porcine 

femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer mediums (Appendix 5). The aim of 

this re-evaluation was to examine the repeatability of pattern recognition and 

coding allocation, using the new matrix firstly by a single observer (the 

author) to discern intraobserver repeatability (Table. 46). 

6.1 Materials and Methods 

To aid in assessing perceptual feature matching and gain an insight into 

whether repeatability of morphological classification would occur, all cross 

sections from Pilot Studies No.2 and 3 (produced from the respective micro-

CT scans) were formatted into composite images according to each medium 

and implement (Appendix 5). The formatting methodology utilised 

Photoshop® imaging software to position the front and rear (for porcine 

femora) (Fig. 165) and front, middle and rear (for dental stone and acrylic 

polymer mediums) in sequence, for visual interpretation and assessment. 

Each cross section was then given a numerical value e.g. 1-26 (Fig. 165) and 

positional identifier i.e. f = front, m = middle for porcine femora (Fig. 165) and 

f = front, m = middle r = rear for dental stone and acrylic polymer. 

Utilising the newly created visual descriptor system (Fig. 163), over a 12-

month period, the cross sections from studies No.2 and 3 (Table 49) were re-

assessed and interpreted over three separate occasions by a single observer 

(Author): 

• Initial assessment; January 2017 

• Second assessment; June 2017 

• Final assessment; December 2017  

Each of the three assessments was individually recorded onto scoring tables 

and thereafter compiled into a spreadsheet per implement and medium. 

From these three evaluations, an assessment data set of 2,529 was created 

(843 cross sections viewed 3 times each) (Appendix 5).  
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Medium No. of cross sections 
Porcine femora 206 
Dental Stone 453 
Acrylic polymer 184 

 

Table 49: Cross sections produced from cuts on proxy mediums. 

 

Figure 165: Example showing layout of cross sections for assessment with cut numbers and cross 
section positions highlighted. 
 

6.2 Results 

Analysis of the data obtained from the intraobserver assessments showed 

that the same morphological descriptor classification (Fig. 163) was 

repeatedly used to describe individual kerf profile shapes of cross sections 

between 94% and 100% over the three assessments (Tables 50 and 51).  

Analysis of the visual descriptor codes allocated to cross sections, across the 

proxy medium types, displayed that cross-sectional profile morphology was 

interpreted as displaying consistency of code allocation as follows for budget 

tools (Table 50):  

Wood Saw: 

• 97.5% of porcine femora, 100% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic 

polymer.  

Hacksaw: 

• 97.5% of porcine femora, 100% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic 

polymer. respectively across the three mediums.  

Junior Hacksaw: 

• 100% of dental stone kerf profiles and 96.3% of acrylic polymer cross 

sections.  
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Chef’s knife: 

• 95.1% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic polymer.  

Utility knife:   

• 96.3% of dental stone profiles and 100% of acrylic polymer sections. 

Serrated slicing knife: 

• 96.3% of dental stone profiles and 100% of acrylic polymer sections. 

Cleaver:  

• 100% of dental stone cross sections and 100% of acrylic polymer 

sections. 

Machete: 

• 100% of dental stone cross sections and 100% of acrylic polymer 

sections. 

 Hand axe: 

• 100% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic polymer cross sections.  

Implement Proxy material No. of cross sections 
Visual descriptor code allocation 
consistency % (n. inconsistently 

coded) 

BWS 
Porcine 156 98.1 (3) 
Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 36 100 

BHS 
Porcine 156 97.5 (4) 
Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

BJH Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 96.3 (1) 

BCK Dental Stone 81 95.1 (4) 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

BUK Dental Stone 81 96.3 (3) 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

BSK Dental Stone 81 96.3 (3) 
Acrylic Polymer 30 100 

BCC Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

BMK Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

BHA Dental Stone 63 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

 

Table 50: Intraobserver budget implement kerf morphology profiling consistency. 
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Consistency of visual descriptor codes allocation to cross sections, across 

the proxy medium types, for expensive tools was as follows (Table 51):  

Wood Saw: 

• 94% of porcine femora, 97.5% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic 

polymer.  

Hacksaw: 

• 97.5% of porcine femora, 96.3% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic 

polymer. respectively across the three mediums.  

Junior Hacksaw: 

• 100% of dental stone kerf profiles and 100% of acrylic polymer cross 

sections.  

Chef’s knife: 

• 96.3% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic polymer.  

Utility knife:   

• 100% of dental stone profiles and 100% of acrylic polymer sections. 

Serrated slicing knife: 

• 100% of dental stone profiles and 100% of acrylic polymer sections. 

Cleaver:  

• 100% of dental stone cross sections and 100% of acrylic polymer 

sections. 

Hand axe: 

• 100% of dental stone and 100% of acrylic polymer cross sections.  
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Implement Proxy material No. of cross sections 
Visual descriptor code allocation 
consistency % (n. inconsistently 

coded) 

EWS 
Porcine 150 94 (9) 
Dental Stone 81 97.5 (2) 
Acrylic Polymer 66 100 

EHS 
Porcine 156 97.5 (4) 
Dental Stone 81 96.3 (3) 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

EJH Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

ECK Dental Stone 81 96.3 (3) 
Acrylic Polymer 45 100 

EUK Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

ESK Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 51 100 

ECC Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

EHA Dental Stone 81 100 
Acrylic Polymer 27 100 

 

Table 51: Intraobserver expensive implement kerf morphology profiling consistency. 

6.3 Discussion 

Prolonged intervals were introduced between each assessment exercise to 

minimise the risk of any effect of subject familiarity. Through this assessment 

methodology, the aim was to ascertain if repeatability of classification could 

be established, based solely on perceptual assessment could be established. 

A series of morphological visual perceptual assessments were conducted by 

a single observer, over three separate occasions on 843 cross sections 

produced from micro-CT scans. By utilising the newly created visual 

descriptor coding matrix, each assessment was carried out with an aide 

memoire to assist with both the visual and descriptive definitions. This 

process proved to assist in providing coding of the cross-sectional profiles 

with resulting consistency of allocation of descriptors ranging between 94 - 

97% on all cross sections from cuts made on porcine femora, 95.1 - 100% on 

dental stone cross sections and between 96.3 - 100% on the profiles from 

cuts made on acrylic polymer. In the eleven instances where repeatability 

dropped below 100% (Tables 50 and 51) there was no discernible pattern 

whether this was occurring in cutting, chopping or sawing implements nor as 

a result of cuts being made on any specific medium type. The largest number 

of inconsistencies was found in 9 out of 150 cross sections (6%) from cuts 

made on porcine femora using the Expensive Wood Saw. Assessment of 
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these inconsistencies in the EWS coding displayed that 89% of the 

inconsistent descriptions occurred on the third evaluation the remaining 11% 

was inconsistent across all three evaluations. Of the EWS classifications that 

were inconsistent the dominating factor appeared to centre around 

interpretation and coding of kerf floor undulation (Fig. 166). 

 

Figure 166: EWS inconstant cross section classifications across three evaluation periods. 
 

It would appear that as knowledge and skill levels increased, in the use of the 

visual descriptor matrix and the visual interpretation of profiles, more detail 

was being observed on kerf floors of the cross sections that resulted in a 

change of descriptor code allocation between assessment 1 and 3. This 

knowledge and skill acquisition is recognised as being essential to perceptual 
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understanding of shapes (Gregory, 1997) and more specifically is a requisite 

for enabling more detailed interpretations to be undertaken (Schuck, 2017). 

To further assess the descriptor coding matrix and perceptual morphological 

profiling, Interobserver assessments of cross sections were required to be 

undertaken. 
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7.  Interobserver assessment 

To further assess perceptual kerf morphology profiling, twenty observers 

were recruited to undertake assessments of thirty cross section profiles from 

the micro-CT scans of cuts made on porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic 

polymer (Appendix 6). Ethics approval was granted for this anonymous 

assessment using multiple observers (Appendix 1c).  

These observers (20 in total) consisted of Forensic Anthropologists (n=8), 

Footwear Examiners (n=2), a Fingerprint Identification expert (n=1), 

Chemists (n=2), Post Graduate Forensic Students (n=6) and a member of 

the public with no forensic expertise (n=1) (Fig. 167). 

 

Figure 167: Interobserver vocational skillsets. 

Of these Interobservers, 65% stated they had no prior experience or 

knowledge of cut mark kerf profiling techniques (Fig. 168). 
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Figure 168: Interobserver prior knowledge of kerf profiling techniques. 

7.1 Materials and Methods 

Two different assessment groups were formed (Group ‘A’ and ‘B’), each 

consisting of ten observers. Both groups contained 4x Forensic 

Anthropologists, 1x Footwear examiner, 1x Forensic Chemist and 3x 

Forensic students, with Group ‘A’ having 1x member of the public with no 

forensic experience and Group ‘B’ having 1x Fingerprint expert.  Whilst both 

groups assessed the same thirty cross sections, Group ‘A’ utilised the full 

descriptor code matrix (Fig. 169) whereas Group ‘B’ only utilised the 

‘Traditional’ five descriptors (Fig. 170) with the addition of code ‘X’ to denote 

any profile that was deemed to be of an irregular shape that did not fit into 

any of the other classifications. 

 

Figure 169: Full descriptor coding matrix used by Group ‘A’. 
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Figure 170: Group ‘B’ visual descriptor codes. 

Assessment packs were produced that contained 11 assessments 

comprising 30 randomly selected cross sections representing the following 

implements and cross sections (Table 52): 

Assessment Implement/Medium Cross section position  
and cut reference 

1 BWS 
Porcine 

Front 1 
Front 2 
Front 3 

2 EWS 
Dental Stone 

Front 8 
Mid 8 
Rear 8 

3 BHS 
Porcine 

Front 24 
Rear 24 
Front 25 
Rear 25 

4 EHS 
Dental Stone 

Front 7 
Rear 7 

5 BCK 
Dental Stone 

Front 1 
Mid 1 
Rear 1 

6 BCK 
Acrylic Polymer 

Front 2 
Mid 2 

7 BCC 
Dental Stone 

Rear 4 
Rear 5 
Rear 6 

8 BJH 
Acrylic Polymer 

Front1 

Rear 1 

9 EJH 
Acrylic Polymer 

Front 2 
Mid 2 
Rear 2 

10 EHA 
Acrylic Polymer 

Mid 1 
Mid 2 

11 
BWS 

Porcine 
(Repeat Assessment) 

Front 1 
Front 2 
Front 3 

 
Table 52: Breakdown of Interobserver assessments. 

To assist in identifying the individual classification skills of the Interobservers, 

the first and last series of cross sections for interpretation on the assessment 

sheets were identical (Fig. 171). The implement cross sections reproduced 

within the interobserver assessment packs, were chosen as a representative 

sample of the three implement categories i.e. cutting, chopping and sawing. 
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With the average free will attention span of an adult being thought to be 

around 20 minutes (Cape and Phillips, 2015) a balance had to achieved 

between gaining the required quantitative data and facing the risk of 

participant attention drop-off if too many samples were included for 

assessment.    

 

 

Figure 171: Example showing first and last cross section assessments presented to Interobservers. 

Observers were unaware of either the implement or medium type used to 

produce the cross sections that they were to assess. 

Cross section descriptors of ‘front’, ‘mid’ and ‘rear’ were based upon the 

position from the cutting implement when the cut was produced as described 

in Figure 81. 
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7.2 Interobserver results 

From the participation of both Interobserver groups, a total of 600 

assessments were conducted on kerf cross sectional profiles. All 

assessments generated descriptor codings that were based on perceptual 

pattern matching against a predesigned coding matrix (Figs. 169 and 170). 

Analysis of the data obtained from the twenty interobserver assessments 

provided the following results:  

7.2.1 Assessing repeatability of visual descriptor allocation 
As described in section 7.1 the initial and final assessments used the same 

three cross sectional profiles from cuts made using the Budget Wood Saw on 

porcine femora (Fig. 171). Results from the Group ‘A’ assessments displayed 

fluctuation between the visual descriptors used when the three cross sections 

were first visualised (Fig. 172) and the visual descriptors used on the second 

occasion, i.e. the final assessment (Fig. 173).   

 

Figure 172: Group ‘A’ initial assessments of BWS cross sections on porcine femora. 
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Figure 173: Group ‘A’ repeat assessments of BWS cross sections on porcine femora. 

To explain the cross sections on the initial assessment, Group ‘A’ chose a 

total of eight different codes (Fig. 172). For their second assessment of the 

same front, middle and rear cross sections (same implement and same 

medium) the group chose a total of nine codes with descriptor code ‘J’ being 

added (Fig. 173). Cross section f1 was considered to most resemble 

descriptor code ‘Y’ for both assessments with a 10% difference being noted 

for code ‘Y’ between the first and second evaluation. The next favoured 

descriptor codes were found to be ‘L’ and ‘A’ and these remained constant at 

20% over both assessments (Fig. 174). The remaining codes used in both 

assessments of cross section f1 all achieved 10% of coding allocations by 

the group. 

 

Figure 174: Example showing top three descriptor allocation for cross section f1 by Group ‘A’. 
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Cross section f2 profile features appeared to have been more definitive for 

Group ‘A’ to classify on both assessment occasions. Descriptor code ‘A’ was 

the dominant choice with 80% allocation on the initial assessment and 60% 

on the second. Thereafter codes ‘B’ and ‘I’ were each chosen by 10% in the 

first assessment and on the second occasion it was ‘B’ with 20%, ‘I’ and ‘J’ 

with 10% each (code ‘J’ being an addition from the first assessment codings 

used). The third cross section that was interpreted (f3) also received 

constancy of choice. Descriptor code ‘W’ was chosen by 30% and 40% in the 

first and second assessments respectively as being the most popular 

morphological profile description. Code ‘X’ (which determined that the profile 

was of such an irregular shape that it did not fit into any of the other 

classifications) was identified as being the case for 20% of observers across 

both assessments and thereafter a variation of 10% was evident for code ‘L’ 

between the two assessments. The remaining codes(‘N’ and ‘Y’) were 

chosen by 10% of the observers in both assessments. 

Group ‘B’ who were only given the 5 ‘traditional’ descriptors, displayed a 10% 

variation amongst the three classification codes used between the first 

assignment of descriptor codes, to each of the three cross sections, and the 

second assessment of the same implement and medium (Tables 53 and 54). 

The prominent visual descriptor attributed by Group ‘B was that of code ‘A’ 

for both cross sections f1 and f2 and code ‘X’ for cross section f3 followed by 

code ‘B’. 

Assessment 1 BWS Porcine Femora Code A Code B Code X 
Cross section f1 80 10 10 
Cross section f2 90 10 

 

Cross section f3  40 60 
 
Table 53: Group ‘B’ first assessment results. 

Assessment 2 BWS Porcine Femora Code A Code B Code X 
Cross section f1 70 10 20 
Cross section f2 100 

  

Cross section f3  50 50 
 
Table 54: Group ‘B’ second assessment results. 

Assessing both Group ‘A’ and ‘B’ results indicated that overall, 9 out of 10 

observers in both groups provided consistent perceptual morphological 

profiling of the kerf outlines in the repeater assessment.  
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7.2.3 Interobserver assessment: Expensive Wood Saw cross sections 
Three cross sections (front, middle and rear), from a single cut made using 

the Expensive Wood Saw on dental stone were presented for interpretation 

(Fig. 175). 

 

Figure 175: Example showing Expensive Wood Saw cross section assessment. 

Group ‘A’ displayed contrasting results in their perceptual definitions of the 

cross sectional profiles assessed from the EWS cuts. Despite having the 

same six options as Group ‘B’ i.e. A, B, C, D, E and X, Group ‘A’ did not 

choose any of these descriptor codes to define the cross sectional profiles 

they assessed (Fig. 176). While Group ‘A’ used seven descriptor codes to 

define the front cross section (f8), and five codes for the middle cross section 

(m8), Group ‘B’ assessed both cross sections f8 and m8 as being of such an 

irregular shape that it did not fit into any of the other classifications by 50% 

and 60% respectively of the observers (Fig. 177). For the rear cross section 

(r8), Group ‘A’ choose five descriptor codes with ‘Q’ and ‘Y’ each being 

utilised to classify the profile morphology by 30% of observers (Fig. 176). 

Group ‘B’ on the other hand had a definite majority of descriptor allocation 
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with 70% classing the r8 cross section as being descriptor code ‘E’, 20% as 

‘A’ and 10% as irregular and not fitting into any other classification (Fig. 177). 

 

Figure 176: Group ‘A’ visual descriptor results of EWS cross sections on dental stone. 
 

 

Figure 177: Group ‘B’ visual descriptor results of EWS cross sections on dental stone. 
 

7.2.4  Interobserver assessment: Budget hacksaw cross sections 
Interobserver data for Group ‘A’ and ‘B’ for the assessment of cross section 
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80-90% across the four cross sections (Fig. 179) and a consistent 90% for 

Group ‘B’ (Fig. 180) in classifying the kerf profile as being representative of a 

‘Traditional’ ‘U’ shape (Descriptor code ‘A’). While 10% of Group ‘B’ opted to 

describe the four cross sections as having a flat rounded floor curved at the 

join with the kerf walls (squared off ‘U’ shape) a mixture of descriptors were 

chosen by 10% of Group ‘A’ that included the squared off ‘U’ but also lent 

towards the profiles being described as irregular (Descriptor code ‘X’), and 

for cross section f25, as having a step down to the left of the floor (Descriptor 

code ‘L’) (Fig. 179). 

 

Figure 178: Example showing BHS assessment of cross sections from cuts made on porcine femora. 
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Figure 179: Group ‘A’ assessment results of BHS cross sections from cuts on porcine femora. 

 

Figure 180: Group ‘B’ assessment results of BHS cross sections from cuts on porcine femora. 
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Figure 181: Example showing EHS assessment of cross sections from cuts made on dental stone. 
 

Group ‘A’ (Fig. 182) was split 40-30-30 across description codes ‘B’, ‘T’ and 

‘U’ (Fig. 182) to define the morphological profile of the front cross section of 

cut number 7 (f10) and 30-50-20 in defining the rear cross section (r10) as 

resembling descriptors ‘B’, ‘Q’ and ‘T’ (Fig. 183).  

 

Figure 182: Group ‘A’ assessment results of cross sections from EHS cuts on dental stone. 
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Figure 183: Descriptor codes B. Q, T and U. 

Group ‘B’ defined the front cross section (f10) as descriptor code ‘B’ by 80% 

of observers and code ‘A’ by 20% (Fig. 184). For the rear cross section (r10) 

the same two descriptors were chosen with a 10% increase in choice for 

descriptor ‘B’ and therefore a 10% reduction for descriptor ‘A’ (Fig. 184). 

 

Figure 184: Group ‘B’ assessment of cross sections from EHS cuts on dental stone. 
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• 10% for the cross section being representative of a vertical/straight 

right hand wall with acutely angled left wall forming a rounded inverted 

apex (Descriptor code ‘J’),  

• 10% having wide angled sloping walls forming a pointed inverted apex 

(Descriptor code ‘R’),  

• 10% having wide angled walls with a rounded inverted apex 

(Descriptor code ‘S’). 

 

Figure 185: Example showing BCK cross section assessment from cuts made on dental stone. 

Descriptor code: C D G J R S 
Cross section f1 90 10 

    

Cross section m1 40 30 
 

10 10 10 
Cross section f2 50 40 10 

   

 
Table 55: Group ‘A’ descriptor code percentage allocation for BCK cross sections from cuts made on 
dental stone. 

Group ‘B’ results for the three cross sections from cuts made using BCK on 

dental stone, displayed that all observers were in agreement for cross section 

f1 with 100% allocation of descriptor ‘C’. Cross section m2 displayed a split 

between code ‘C’ and ‘D’ of 30% and 70% respectively and the opposite split 

for cross section f2 i.e. 70% for code ‘C’ and 30% for code ‘D’ (Fig. 186). 
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Figure 186: Group ‘B’ descriptor coding percentage allocation for cross sections from BCK cuts made 
on dental stone. 

When Group ‘A’ assessed the morphological profiles of two cross sections 

from one cut made on acrylic polymer (Fig. 187), created using the Budget 

Chef’s Knife the classifications were markedly different from those on dental 

stone. 

 

Figure 187: Example showing BCK cross section assessment from cut made on acrylic polymer. 

For both front (f2) and mid (m2) cross sections (Table 56), 10% of observers 

classified the outline as being a sharp ‘V’ whilst 70% deemed it as 

resembling a rounded ‘V’ shape. For the remaining 20% of each cross 

section assessed, the classifications were: 

• f2: 10% peaked and furrowed kerf floor (Descriptor ‘P‘). 
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• f2: 10% wide angled sloping walls forming a pointed sharp inverted 

apex (Descriptor ‘R’). 

• m2: 10% vertical/straight right hand wall with acutely angled left wall 

forming a rounded inverted apex (Descriptor ‘J’). 

• m2: 10% peaked and furrowed kerf floor (Descriptor ‘P’). 

Descriptor code: C D J P R 
Cross section f2 10 70 

 
10 10 

Cross section m2 10 70 10 10 
 

 
Table 56: Group ‘A’ descriptor code percentage allocation for BCK cross sections from cut made on 
acrylic polymer. 

From Group ‘B’, the results displayed a clear 50-50 split on descriptor choice 

for the front cross section (f2) between the profile shape matching code ‘C’ 

and ‘D’ (Fig. 188). With the mid cross section (m2) the split was 70-30 for 

code ‘D’ and ‘C’ respectively best defining the cross sectional profile shape. 

 

Figure 188: Group ‘B’ assessment of BCK cross sections from cut on acrylic polymer. 
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From cuts made on dental stone using the Budget Cleaver (BCC) the rear 
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Figure 189: Example showing BCC cross section assessment from cuts made on dental stone. 

Results displayed by Group ‘A’ displayed a wide variety of choices on their 

definition of the morphology of the three rear cross section profiles (Fig. 190).  

Irregularity of the profile shape that did not fit into any of the other 

classification was defined by 40% of Group ‘A’ as being best description for 

cross section r4 while the remaining 60% of the group opted for descriptor 

codes ‘G’ (20%), ‘I’, ‘O’, ‘P’ and ‘Q’ (all 10%). The second cross section of 

this assessment (cross section r5) displayed a 50-50 split in the results 

between descriptor codes ‘D’ and ‘R’. For the third cross section (r6) four 

descriptors were chosen with 50% choosing ‘C’, 10% ‘D’, 10% ‘R’ and 30% 

‘S’ to best describe the profile shape (Fig. 190). 

 

Figure 190: Group ‘A’ assessment of BCC cross sections from cuts made on dental stone. 
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In contrast, Group ‘B’ displayed consistency for cross sections r5 and r6 with 

100% agreement as to the descriptor codes being ‘D’ and ‘C’ respectively 

(Fig. 191). For cross section r4, a 10% difference of opinion was shown from 

the cross section profile being deemed as irregular and being interpreted as 

forming the same morphological shape as descriptor ‘E’ (Fig. 191). 

 

Figure 191: Group ‘B’ assessment of BCC cross sections from cuts made on dental stone. 
 

7.2.8 Interobserver assessment: Budget Junior Hacksaw cross sections 
Two cross sections from two cuts made on acrylic polymer using the Budget 

Hacksaw (BHS) were selected for assessment by the Interobserver groups 

(Fig. 192).  

 

Figure 192: Example showing BHS cross sections for assessment by the Interobserver groups. 
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Definitions of descriptor codes for the two cross sections (Fig. 192) resulted 

in a diverse spread of morphological profiles being allocated within Group ‘A’ 

(Fig. 193). Seven descriptor codes were used by the group to describe the 

shape of the cross section f1 and six codes for cross section f2. Rutted/rough 

kerf walls and floor were assessed by 30% of the group as describing both 

cross sections (Descriptor code ‘W’). For cross section f1 the remaining 

allocations of descriptors was 20% as ‘A’, then 10% each for codes ‘B’, ‘P’, 

‘U’ and ‘X’. Morphology of cross section f2 was split between ‘P’ and ‘Q’ at 

20% each and thereafter ‘A’, ‘G’, and ‘T’ each being allocated as the 

descriptor by 10% of the group (Fig. 193).  

 

Figure 193: Group ‘A’ assessment of BHS cross sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer. 

Interrogation of the results generated by Group ‘B’ showed that 50% of the 

observers regarded cross section f1 as being of an irregular shape 

(Descriptor code ‘X’), 40% as resembling a rounded ‘U’ shape (Descriptor 

code ‘A’) and 10% as being a squared off ‘U’ shape (Descriptor code ‘B’). A 

more consistent evaluation of the second cross section (cross section f2) was 

evident with 90% of Group ‘B’ allocating the descript code ‘B’ and 10% code 

‘A’ to the morphological profile of the cross sectional outline (Fig. 194).  
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Figure 194: Group ‘B’ assessment of BHS cross sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer. 

7.2.9 Interobserver assessment: Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross 
sections 

Three cross sections from the same cut on acrylic polymer using the 

Expensive Junior Hacksaw (EJH) were assessed for morphological 

descriptive qualities by Group ‘A’ and ‘B’ (Fig.195). 

 

Figure 195: Example showing cross sections from EJH cut on acrylic polymer. 
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Low levels of constancy were evident within the results from Group ‘A’ 

(Fig.194) with 40% of the group deciding the front cross section (f2) was 

irregular (Descriptor code ‘X’), 20% each for codes ‘A’ and ‘B’ and 10% each 

for codes ‘Q’ and ‘U’ (Fig. 196). 

 

Figure 196: Group ‘A’ assessments of EJH cross sections from cut made on acrylic polymer. 
 

From Group ‘B’ the results were that 60% of the group decided the front 

cross section fitted with the descriptor code ‘A’, and 20% each that the profile 

was ‘B’ or ‘X’ (Fig. 196). The mid cross section (m2) was unanimously  

assessed unanimously as fitting the description code ‘B’ and for the rear 

cross section (r2), a 90% and 10% difference was witnessed between the 

allocation of codes ‘B’ and ‘A’ respectively (Fig. 197). 
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Figure 197: Group ‘B’ assessment of EJH cross sections from one cut made on acrylic polymer. 
 

7.2.10 Interobserver assessment: Expensive Hand axe cross sections 

The final implement and cross sections to be examined by both groups of 

interobservers was that of the Expensive Hand axe (EHA). Two mid cross 

sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer using EHA were presented for 

assessment (Fig. 198). 

 

Figure 198: Example showing EHA cross sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer. 

For these two cross sections, Group ‘A’ described the profile shapes as a 

mixture of irregular (Descriptor code ‘X’), codes ‘R’ and ‘P’ with 30% selection 

for each and the remaining 10% as descriptor code ‘D’ (Fig. 199).  
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Figure 199: Group ‘A’ assessment of EHA cross sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer. 

For Group ‘B’, 80% felt that the cross section m1 was irregular and did not fit 

into any other classification type while 10% each preferred codes ‘D’ and ‘E’ 

(Fig. 198). Cross section m2 was a found to be a 90-10 split of being 

assessed as descriptor ‘D’ and ‘B’ respectively (Fig. 200). 

 

Figure 200: Group ‘B’ assessment of EHA cross sections from cuts made on acrylic polymer. 
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were assessed against the agreement of descriptor code from the 

assessments made by Group ‘A’ and ‘B’ (Table 57). Areas of agreement in 

coding allocation are highlighted (yellow) where consistency of morphological 

profiling descriptor allocation achieved 80% or above. The consistency 

benchmark of 80% was chosen as, according to Williams and Rodgers 

(2006), equal to or greater than 80% is the minimum accuracy level that can 

be attained using morphometrics – which in essence is a form of pattern 

matching. 80% is also a figure that is regarded as ‘good’ and above 80% as 

‘very good’ when assessing strength of agreement (Gwet, 2014). 

From these results (Table 57), it is apparent that only 23% of the Group ‘A’ 

and ‘B’ results, where 80% or above agreement was achieved, corresponded 

with those of the original observer (author). For cross sections produced from 

cuts made using the Budget Wood Saw only one cross section (f2) was 

classified with the same morphological profile by all three observer groups. 

Kerf profile morphology for the Expensive Wood Saw found no agreement in 

descriptor coding amongst the observers whilst the Budget Hacksaw profiles 

from cuts made on porcine femora were in agreement ranging from 80%-

90% across the four cross sections assessed. For the rear cross section 

assessed from the cut made using EWS, Group ‘A’ did not agree on the 

same coding as the intraobserver while Group ‘B’ were found to be in 

agreement by 90% that of the kerf profile shape resembled a squared off ‘U’ 

shape (Descriptor code B). Only one cross section from cuts made using the 

Budget Chef’s knife was found to be consistently defined and ranged 

between 90%-100% in agreement. The only other areas of agreement found 

were from Group ‘B’’s interpretation of rear cross sections produced from 

cuts made using the Budget and Expensive Junior Hacksaws where both 

displayed 90% of consistency in descriptor coding with that of the original 

observer along with 80% agreement for Group ‘A’’s descriptor coding of rear 

cross section. 
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Implement/ 
Medium 

Cross 
section  

Observer 1  
coding 

Interobserver Group A 
descriptor agreement % 

Interobserver Group B 
descriptor agreement % 

BWS/A 
Porcine 

Front 1 L 20 0 
Front 2 A 80 90 
Front 3 M 0 0 

EWS/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 8 O 10 0 
Mid 8 O 10 0 

Rear 8 P 20 0 

BHS/A 
Porcine 

Front 24 A 80 90 
Rear 24 A 90 90 
Front 25 A 80 90 
Rear 25 A 90 90 

EHS/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 7 B 40 80  

Rear 7 B 30 90 

BCK/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 1 C 90 100 
Mid 1 D 30 70 

Rear 1 C 50 70 
BCK/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front 2 D 70 50 

Mid 2 D 70 70 

BCC/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Rear 4 R 0 0 
Rear 5 S 0 0 
Rear 6 S 30 0 

BJH/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front1 A 20 40 

Rear 1 B 20 90 

EJH/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front 2 A 20 60 
Mid 2 A 0 0 

Rear 2 B 80 90 
EHA/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Mid 1 R 30 0 

Mid 2 R 40 0 

BWS/A 
Porcine 

Repeat Test 

Front 1 L 20 0 
Front 2 A 60 100 
Front 3 M 0 0 

 

Table 57: Interobserver kerf morphology classification with 80% and above highlighted in yellow. 

Taking percentage agreement aside and looking at the descriptor allocations 

purely against those expected to have been observed according to the 

reviewed literature, identifies that ‘Traditional’ coding descriptors (highlighted 

in yellow) matched the perceptual interpretation of 53% of the intraobserver 

classifications, 47% of the interobserver Group ‘A’ morphological profiles and 

63% of Group ‘B’ assessments (Table 58). These figures would support that 

having more options of describing kerf profiles is of benefit, as between 37% 

and 53% of the assessed profiles, if only the ‘Traditional’ codes were used, 

would effectively be regarded as not being identifiable to the implements 

used as they did not conform to rounded ‘U’, squared off ‘U’, V or ‘W’ shapes.  
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Implement/ 
Medium 

Cross 
section  

Observer 
1 coding 

Expected 
coding based 
on literature 

Group A main 
descriptor choice 

Group B main 
descriptor choice 

BWS/A 
Porcine 

Front 1 L B or E Y A 
Front 2 A B or E A A 
Front 3 M B or E W X 

EWS/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 8 O B or E Q X 
Mid 8 O B or E P X 
Rear 8 P B or E Q/R (50-50) E 

BHS/A 
Porcine 

Front 24 A A or B A A 
Rear 24 A A or B A A 
Front 25 A A or B A A 
Rear 25 A A or B A A 

EHS/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 7  B A or B B  B  

Rear 7 B A or B Q B 

BCK/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Front 1 C C or D C C 
Mid 1 D C or D C D 
Rear 1 C C or D D C 

BCK/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front 2 D C or D D C/D (50-50) 

Mid 2 D C or D D D 

BCC/A 
Dental 
Stone 

Rear 4 R C or D X X 
Rear 5 S C or D D/R (50-50) D 
Rear 6 S C or D C C 

BJH/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front1 A A or B W X 

Rear 1 B A or B W B 

EJH/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Front 2 A A or B X A 
Mid 2 A A or B B B 
Rear 2 B A or B B B 

EHA/A 
Acrylic 

Polymer 

Mid 1 R C or D P/R/X (30-30-30) X 

Mid 2 R C or D D D 

BWS/A 
Porcine 
Repeat 

Test 

Front 1 L B or E Y A 
Front 2 A B or E A A 

Front 3 M B or E W B/X (50-50) 

 
Table 58: Cross section morphology coding using ‘traditional’ five classifications (highlighted in yellow).  
 

7.4 Intra-Interobserver discussion  

Visualisation of morphological profiles has been demonstrated to present a 

challenging environment that does not necessarily produce consistent and 

reproducible results. If a percentile benchmark for agreement is set at 80%, 

the data compiled from this research shows that only 28% of the 

morphological descriptors shared commonality across the assessments 

conducted.  Despite the intraobserver assessments identifying consistent 

descriptor allocation to profiles of between 94% and 100% over a series of 

repeat observations, the interobserver assessments displayed a poorer 

agreement rate and fell short of producing consistent and repeatable results. 

While it can be shown that simplistic shapes such as a ‘U’ cross section, 
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produced using a Budget Hacksaw, were consistently classified, across all 

three groups of observers’, other implements such as wood saws and chef’s 

knives produced a wide variety of classification coding. Looking at the 

individual descriptor shapes that were selected by Group ‘A’, 5.7% of the 

total profiles evaluated (n=300) were considered as being irregular in shape 

and inconsistent morphological attributes of the other descriptor codes (Fig. 

200).  Descriptor coding utilised across the entire assessments, carried out 

by Group ‘A’, (n=300) are illustrated in Figure 201:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 201: Allocation of descriptor coding by Group ‘A’ for perceptual morphology assessment. 

From the allocation of descriptors chosen by Group ‘A’, it is apparent that 

neither the classic ‘W’ shape (Descriptor ‘E’) nor a more rounded ‘W’ shape 

(Descriptor ‘V’) were attributed to any kerf profile that was assessed (Fig. 

200). Overall, 52% of the morphological profiles were deemed to resemble 

the ‘Traditional’ shapes of ‘U’ squared off ‘U’, ‘sharp ‘V’ and rounded ‘V’ 

(Descriptors ‘A’- ‘D’ respectively). This data therefore indicates a 52/48 split 

in usage of ‘Traditional’ versus ‘New’ descriptors. Due to the small sample 

size, i.e. ten observers, this implied preference is arguably of insufficient 

majority to infer any material or practical difference and practically only 

serves to indicate that both methods of descriptor coding likely both have 

value when conducting morphological visual assessments of kerf profiles 

(Donaldson, et al., 2018). Examination of the results from Group ‘B’ who had 
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only the five ‘Traditional’ descriptors, plus descriptor code ‘X’ to choose from, 

displays while the five (U,V variants and W) codes have obviously higher 

allocation rates compared to Group ‘A” (Fig. 201) the use of descriptor code 

‘X’ was 2.9 times higher (Fig. 202) and was used the third most frequently 

used over descriptor codes ‘C’. ‘D’ and ‘E’.  

 

Figure 202: Allocation of descriptor coding by Group ‘B’ for perceptual morphology assessment. 

The variability witnessed across both the intra- and the interobserver 

assessments raised several questions:   

• Could the different medium types be a contributing impactor when 

visual perceptual morphological assessments are conducted?  

• If the types of mediums affect the definition of outlines of the kerf 

profiles, could this be a contributing factor to why variations of 

classification were so diverse? 

• Does having more classification options produce a negative impact on 

decision making processes, or does having fewer options reduce the 

accuracy of defining the shape? 

Leymarie (2011), stated that visual perception is derived from assessing a 

constant choice of data and that shapes are not necessarily purely 

determined by physical properties but is ‘foremost a proposal of the mind’.  

This hypothesis could be a contributing factor to why such variations 

occur between observers, along with the theory that only around 10% of 

ocular data is processed by the brain and therefore both experience and 

knowledge are essential in constructing perceptual understanding 

(Gregory, 1970). Gregory (1997) referred to the retinal images being 

distinctively vague which can lead to errors in perception if a lack of 

knowledge exists or this data is incorrectly applied. If these theories 

surrounding perception (Gregory, 1970; 1997; Leymarie, 2011) are 
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accurate, then it could be argued that morphological profiling of cross 

sections will only be as accurate as the prior exposure an observer has 

attained around the variations of shapes produced on a variety of 

mediums by different implements. This could then be the reason why the 

intraobserver assessment, where the 30 cross sections were assessed 

over three periods (n=90), achieved a higher consistency of descriptor 

code allocation than that of the individual interobservers who individually 

only assessed each cross section once. Roller (2010) believed that the 

context in which a decision is made is a fundamental impactor on 

assessment outcomes. Factors, such as why the decision is being made, 

the level of expertise possessed to enable decision making, the variety of 

options available and the manner by which these are presented, all 

contribute to influencing the outcome of the decision-making process 

(Roller, 2010). Taking the Gregory (1970;1997), Roller (2010) and 

Leymarie (2011) perceptual data processing theory further, the questions 

arising would be:  

1. As Observer 1 constructed the descriptor coding matrix and had 

repeated exposures to the cross sections over the period of this 

research project, could that ‘knowledge’ be responsible for the 

considerably higher repeatability scores produced over the three 

assessments (n=2,529)?  

and  

2. Is the possibility that, the author was more heavily invested in the 

overall outcome of the research and therefore may have taken 

greater care than the other observers who were less heavily 

invested a contributing factor?  

and 

3. If the observers, used in Group ‘A’ and Group ‘B’, were all experts 

in tool mark examination would this ‘expertise’ have influenced the 

decision-making process dramatically to provide different 

outcomes from those experienced in this research?  
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The overall conclusions drawn from this data is that for wood saw profiles the 

expected result of a ‘W’ shape being present within the kerf profiles was 

never actualised. This result contradicts current knowledge and immediately 

identifies that a more detailed investigation into the morphology of wood saw 

profiles is urgently required. From the perspective of descriptor codes, the 

additional descriptors within the new matrix were shown to be utilised more 

frequently than the ‘Traditional’ codes. This usage supports the theory that 

perhaps the traditional 5 descriptors are too restrictive to fully and accurately 

describe the variations in kerf morphology that are encountered. The fact that 

within Group ‘B’ descriptor code ‘X’ was utilised to describe 19.7% of profiles 

yet for Group ‘A’ only 5.7% of profiles were coded in this manner could 

indicate that with more descriptor choice available to them, Group ‘A’ were 

able to find morphological variations that were indicative of the samples 

being observed, whereas Group ‘B’ were effectively blocked from fully 

defining the profiles they observed. Undoubtedly, this perceptual visual 

descriptor code allocation study would benefit from a larger participant base 

and possibly introducing repeat assessments to observe more clearly if 

performance levels are altered with multiple exposure to the matrix. Further 

research is evidently required into this subject along with establishing 

whether the requirement for more than 5 descriptor codes is of fundamental 

benefit to cut mark classification.  

  

Having ascertained cross sectional morphological descriptor coding through 

the intra-interobserver activities, the remaining assessment required of the 

cut marks and respective cross sections was that of analysing if 

characteristics within the kerf profiles persisted across cross sections of the 

same cut. 
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8.  Cross sectional morphology consistency 

From the aspect of dealing with criminal dismemberments and the potential 

that further aggravations can occur i.e. burning or fragmentation to the 

remains, it is possible that cut marks might be recovered without necessarily 

having any provenance regarding the actual part of the cut being examined 

i.e. front, middle or rear. To evaluate whether morphological profile 

consistency occurs along the length of a cut i.e. the same constant shape, 

the classification data from the Intraobserver assessments of the cross 

sections was examined to ascertain if kerf characteristics remained constant 

from the start to the end of a cut.   

8.1 Materials and Methods 

Data compiled from the author’s three morphological profile assessments of 

843 cross sections (Appendix 6) was utilised to assess differences and 

similarities between cross sections of the same cut on the same medium type 

at the front, middle and rear of a cut.. The rationale for using this data was 

due to the level of consistency seen in the results of the author over such a 

large data set (n=2,529). 

8.2 Results 

Morphological assessment of individual cross sections from the same cut 

produced the following results: 

8.2.1 Budget Wood Saw – Porcine femora 
Kerf cross sections, on porcine femora, produced using Budget Wood Saw 

consisted of twenty-six cuts. From each of these cuts, two cross-sectional 

outlines were produced (n=52) showing the front (nearest the saw handle) 

and rear (furthest from the saw handle) kerf profiles as previously defined in 

4.5.1.  From the perceptual morphological profiling, eleven descriptor codes 

were allocated to describe the profile shapes of the cross sections. 

Assessment of the individual cuts showed that of the 26 cuts made on 

porcine femora using the Budget Wood Saw, 23% shared common kerf 

profile features between the front and rear cross sections and 77% showed 

no agreement in classification between the front and the rear regions of the 

same cut (Table 59)
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BWS Porcine  Visual Descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Rear cross section 

1 L B 
2 A A 
3 M X 
4 A K 
5 A B 
6 M X 
7 Q L 
8 Q Z 
9 O Z 

10 K K 
11 K P 
12 B L 
13 A Y 
14 A K 
15 A A 
16 A X 
17 Q Q 
18 B X 
19 X A 
20 P B 
21 L L 
22 L A 
23 Z L 
24 B L 
25 B B 
26 X B 

 

Table 59: Budget Wood Saw cross sectional agreement on porcine femora. 

8.2.2 Budget Wood Saw – Dental stone 
On dental stone, front, middle and rear cross section kerf profiles were 

generated as described in 4.7.1 of the individual cuts made using the Budget 

Wood Saw. Assessment of the cross-sectional profiles (Table 60) attributed 

six descriptor codes that defined their morphological shape. Nine cuts were 

classified with the same morphological profile across all three cross sections 

(highlighted in yellow) in 33% of the cuts and partial agreement in two of the 

cross sections (highlighted in green) for 56% of cuts.  Therefore in 67% of the 

cuts there was some element of classification disagreement. 
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BWS Dental  Visual Descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 K M M 
2 M M M 
3 Q K V 
4 M M K 
5 K M K 
6 K N N 
7 K K K 
8 K K K 
9 K K L 

 

Table 60: Budget wood Saw cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.3 Budget Wood Saw – Acrylic polymer 
The third medium on which cut marks were produced using the Budget Wood 

Saw, was on acrylic polymer. From four cuts made on the acrylic analogue 

material, twelve cross sections were produced representing the front, middle 

and rear of the cuts. Profiling of the kerf shapes resulted in three descriptor 

codes being used to define the morphology of the kerf cross sections. 100% 

of the profiles (yellow) were all defined as possessing the same shape 

morphology across all three cross sections. Of note is that 50% were 

descriptor code ‘B’ and 50% were deemed irregular shapes under descriptor 

‘X’ (Table 61). 

BWS Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No, Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B B 
2 X X X 
3 X X X 
4 B B B 

 

Table 61: Budget Wood Saw cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.4 Expensive Wood Saw – Porcine femora 
Kerf profiles from the twenty-five (25) cuts made on Porcine femora produced 

twenty-five front and rear cross-sectional outlines (n=50). Twelve different 

descriptors were used, in total, to classify the porcine femora cross sections 

(Table 62). In 20% of the assessed cuts, the morphological evaluation 

determined that both front and rear cross sections possessed the same 

descriptive attributes whilst 80% of the cuts did not show concordance of 

classification (Table 62). 
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EWS Porcine Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross 

section 
Rear cross 

section 
1 K M 
2 M M 
3 K K 
4 A K 
5 K V 
6 K V 
7 B B 
8 O B 
9 V X 
10 P P 
11 L O 
12 P V 
13 X K 
14 P A 
15 P A 
16 P A 
17 V Z 
18 P B 
19 R X 
20 K Q 
21 M A 
22 V B 
23 V V 
24 V P 
25 V P 

 
Table 62: Expensive Wood Saw cross sectional agreement on porcine femora. 
 

8.2.5 Expensive Wood Saw – Dental stone 
From nine cuts made on Dental Stone, a total data set of twenty-seven cross 

sections were produced defining the front, mid and rear of the cuts. Nine 

descriptor codes were used to classify the morphology of the cross sections. 

Full cross sectional agreement of profile descriptors (yellow), for the front, 

mid and rear cross sections, of the nine cuts was only evident on the fifth cut 

where all three cross sections were deemed to be irregular and did not 

conform to any other of the classifications (Descriptor ‘X’) (Table 63 Partial 

agreement (green); where two cross sections were found to be classified with 

the same descriptor, was found in 56% of the cross sections and nearly 89% 

of the cuts showed some level of discordance (Table 63)
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EWS Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross 

section 
Mid cross 

section 
Rear cross 

section 
1 E X X 
2 V K X 
3 X K V 
4 Z M Q 
5 X X X 
6 X O X 
7 O O V 
8 O O P 
9 V P P 

 

Table 63: Expensive Wood Saw cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.6 Expensive Wood Saw – Acrylic polymer 
As described within 4.8.8 and illustrated in Figure 119, twenty-two cross 

section profiles were examined following cuts on the acrylic polymer made by 

the Expensive Wood Saw. From the perspective of evaluating whether 

morphological commonality was present across the individual cut cross 

sections, this test piece was problematic. In the front and mid cross sections, 

eight kerf outlines were present while in the rear cross sections only six 

profiles were evident.  As these kerf outlines could not be matched accurately 

to show front. mid and rear in sequence it was decided that commonality of 

cross section morphology could not be reliably achieved for this test piece 

(Fig. 119).  

8.2.7 Wood Saw cross sectional concordance 
As both the Budget Wood Saw and Expensive Wood Saw are the same 

‘Class’ of implement i.e. a group type (Burd and Kirk, 1942; Bonte, 1975; 

Shaw et al., 2011), the results from all the morphological profiling was 

assessed to ascertain any repeatability across the allocation of kerf cross 

section profiles (Table 64). In assessing agreement of cross section profiles, 

the fact that only two cross sections were generated for the cuts on porcine 

femora was taken into consideration. For porcine cuts the morphological 

profiling would be classed as either displaying full concordance i.e. two cross 

sections of the same descriptor code or no concordance i.e. both cross 

sections were morphological different in their profile assessment. For cross 

sections from cuts made on dental stone and acrylic polymer, full 
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concordance was assessed when the front, middle and rear cross sections 

were in descriptor code agreement, partial when two of the three cross 

sections shared the same descriptor coding and no concordance i.e. where 

all three cross sections were morphological different in appearance (Table 

64).  Therefore, it might be expected that it would be more likely to gain full 

concordance between two cuts rather than across three cuts.  However, full 

concordance within the porcine bone was at the lowest level of the BWS and 

almost double that seen for the EWS on dental stone. 

Combining the wood saw data information represented a data set of seventy-

three cuts as the EWS acrylic cross sections were deemed unsuitable for 

classification thereby reducing the overall total. Seventeen different codes 

were used to describe the profile shapes of cross sections produced from 

cuts on three proxy mediums using Budget and Expensive Wood Saws. Most 

prominent of the assigned coding was Descriptor ‘K’ (kerf floor stepped down 

to right on concave, convex or flat floor) for 15.4% of cross sections.  Full 

concordance of cross section morphological profile was evident in 26% of 

cuts, partial concordance in 14% of cuts and no concordance was identified 

in 60% of all cuts made using the wood saw class of implements (Table 65). 

However, the results also convey that in 74% of the cuts, there was some 

level of discordance in assigning a morphological profile. 

Implement Medium Full  
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Wood Saw 

Porcine 23% (6) n/a 77% (20) 
Dental Stone 33% (3) 56% (5) 11 (1) 
Acrylic polymer 100% (4) - - 

Expensive 
Wood Saw 

Porcine 20% (5) n/a 80% (20) 
Dental Stone 11% (1) 56% (5) 33% (3) 
Acrylic polymer n/a n/a n/a 

 
Table 64: Combined wood saw cross sectional morphological agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No  
concordance 

Wood Saw (n=73) 26% (19) 14% (10)  60% (44) 
 
Table 65: Wood saw class concordance. 
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8.2.8 Budget Hacksaw – Porcine femora 
Fifty-two cross sections were produced from the twenty-six test cuts, using 

the Budget Hacksaw, on porcine femora defining the front (nearest the saw 

handle) and rear (furthest from the saw handles) kerf profiles. Seven different 

descriptor codes were allocated to the analysed kerf cross sections.  

Agreement of profile descriptor, between front and rear cross sections, was 

evident in 62% of the twenty-six cuts and absent in 38% of the cuts (Table 

66).  

BHS Porcine Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Rear cross section 

1 A B 
2 P A 
3 A A 
4 A V 
5 B A 
6 B B 
7 A A 
8 A A 
9 B B 
10 B B 
11 B B 
12 L B 
13 A A 
14 B A 
15 A A 
16 A M 
17 Z A 
18 A A 
19 A A 
20 A P 
21 A A 
22 A A 
23 Z A 
24 A A 
25 A A 
26 A A 

 

Table 66: Budget Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on porcine femora. 

8.2.9 Budget Hacksaw – Dental stone 
Assessment and allocation of descriptive coding to the twenty-seven cross 

sections produced from nine test cuts on Dental Stone, recorded 92.6% of 

marks as being classed as either Descriptors ‘A’ 52% or ‘B’ 41%. Areas of 

cross-sectional profile agreement were evident in 44% of the nine cuts, 

where the front, mid and rear cross sections were all assessed as displaying 

the same morphological descriptor coding. The remaining 56% of cuts were 
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found to display a partial form of agreement where two of the three cross 

sections shared the same profile shape and 55.5% of cuts showed some 

level of assignment disagreement (Table 67).  

BHS Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B A 
2 A B B 
3 B B B 
4 A A A 
5 A A A 
6 A A A 
7 B B A 
8 B B P 
9 A A Z 

 

Table 67: Budget Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.10 Budget Hacksaw – Acrylic polymer 
100% of the nine cross sections on the acrylic polymer test cuts were in 

complete agreement for the assigned descriptor profile (Table 68). 

BHS Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B B 
2 B B B 
3 B B B 

 

Table 19: Budget Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.11 Expensive Hacksaw 
Cut marks produced using Expensive Hacksaw were used to create fifty-two 

cross sections from Porcine femora, twenty-six cross sections from dental 

stone and nine cross sections from acrylic polymer test pieces.  

8.2.12 Expensive Hacksaw – Porcine femora 
From the fifty-two profiles generated showing the front (closest to the saw 

handle) and rear (furthest from the saw handle) cross sections, classification 

of the individual cross section morphology produced ten different descriptor 

codes (Table 69).  

Evaluation between the front and rear cross sections, revealed that 31% of 

cuts were interpreted as possessing matching cross sections (Table 69). 

Conversely, 69% of the cuts showed discordant morphological assignments.   
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EHS Porcine Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Rear cross section 

1 X A 
2 A B 
3 X B 
4 B D 
5 A B 
6 B B 
7 A A 
8 K X 
9 Q X 
10 B Q 
11 X Q 
12 B A 
13 Q Q 
14 A A 
15 B B 
16 B A 
17 A X 
18 A B 
19 A B 
20 A A 
21 A B 
22 T B 
23 L X 
24 Z Y 
25 A A 
26 X X 

 
Table 69: Expensive hacksaw cross sectional agreement on porcine femora cuts. 

8.2.13 Expensive Hacksaw – Dental stone 
Twenty-seven cross sections were assessed from nine test cuts made on 

dental stone analogue. From these nine (9) cuts cross sections showing the 

front, mid and rear kerf outlines were extracted (Table 70). Agreement of 

cross sectional profiling across the front. mid and rear cross sections were 

recorded in one instance (yellow) (11%) out of the nine cuts (Table 70). 

Partial agreement i.e. where two cross sections of the same cut (green) were 

found to be in profile agreement, was recorded on five cuts (56%) and nearly 

89% of the cuts showed some level of discordance (Table 70). 

EHS Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 U T T 
2 U T B 
3 U U K 
4 A B A 
5 A A A 
6 A B A 
7 U Q B 
8 A B B 
9 A Q B 

 
Table 70: Expensive Hacksaw cross sectional agreement from cuts on dental stone. 
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8.2.14 Expensive Hacksaw – Acrylic polymer 
Assessment of the nine cross sections produced from three cuts on acrylic 

polymer using Expensive Hacksaw were all defined as being squared off ‘U’ 

shapes (Descriptor ‘B’). Like the results shown for the Budget Hacksaw cross 

section on acrylic polymer, 100% of Expensive Hacksaw cross sections 

shared profile descriptor agreement (Table 71). 

EHS Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B B 
2 B B B 
3 B B B 

 

Table 71: Expensive Hacksaw ‘A’ cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.15 Hacksaw cross sectional concordance 
For hacksaws, the results from all the morphological profiling was assessed 

to ascertain any repeatability across the kerf cross section profiles (Table 

72). In assessing agreement between cross-sectional profiles, only two cross 

sections were generated for the cuts on porcine femora and this was taken 

into consideration and something that would have been avoided with 

hindsight. For porcine cuts, the morphological profiling was classed as either 

displaying full concordance i.e. two cross sections of the same descriptor 

code or no concordance i.e. both cross sections were morphological different 

in their profile assessment. For cross sections from cuts made on dental 

stone and acrylic polymer, full concordance was assessed when the front, 

middle and rear cross sections were in descriptor code agreement, partial 

when two of the three cross sections shared the same descriptor coding and 

no concordance i.e. where all three cross sections were morphological 

different in appearance (Table 72). 

By creating a Hacksaw ‘Class’ data set that combines both the Budget and 

Expensive Hacksaw statistics a data set of seventy-six cuts and three 

hundred and seven cross sections was created. This combination of profile 

description allocation illustrates that the Hacksaw as a ‘Class’ of implement 

was assessed as producing profiles that were identified using sixteen 

descriptor codes. Most prominent of the assigned coding was Descriptor ‘A’ 
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(concave kerf floor reminiscent of U shape) for 41.5% of cross sections. From 

the cross sections examined 46% of cuts achieved full cross-sectional profile 

concordance, 13% possessed partial concordance of the kerf morphology 

along the cuts and 41% of cuts contained no concordance across the three 

morphological profiles (Table 73).  In summary, the results show that in 54% 

of the cuts, there was some level of discordance in assigning a morphological 

profile. 

Implement Medium Full  
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Hacksaw 

Porcine 62% (16) n/a 38% (10) 
Dental Stone 44% (4) 56% (5) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

Expensive 
Hacksaw 

Porcine 31% (8) n/a 69% (18) 
Dental Stone 11% (1) 56% (5) 33% (3) 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

 
Table 72: Combined hacksaw cross sectional morphological agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Hacksaw (n=76) 46% (35) 13% (10)  41% (31) 
 
Table 73: Hacksaw class concordance. 
 

8.2.16 Budget Junior Hacksaw – Dental stone 
Twenty-seven cross sectional profiles on dental stone were assessed for 

common kerf morphology from cuts made using the Budget Junior Hacksaw. 

Profiling agreement across individual cut cross sections i.e. front, mid and 

rear identified 33% of cuts as sharing identical morphological features (yellow 

– all B). Partial agreement i.e. where two cross sections shared identical 

profile classification was present in 56% of cuts made using the Budget 

Junior Hacksaw (green – all B) (Table 74).  Nearly 67% of the cuts showed 

some degree of discordance following profile assignation. 
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BJH Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B A 
2 B B A 
3 B B Q 
4 A B Q 
5 A B B 
6 B B B 
7 B B B 
8 B B B 
9 A B B 

 

Table 74: Budget Junior Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.17 Expensive Junior Hacksaw – Dental stone 
Full cross section morphological agreement was ascertained as being 

present in 67% of the nine cuts made on dental stone using the Expensive 

Junior Hacksaw (all B). Partial agreement in descriptor profiles (green) was 

observed in 33% of cuts where two cross sections shared the same 

morphological features (Table 75).  33% of the cuts showed some degree of 

morphological discordance across the length of the cut. 

EJH Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 B B B 
2 B B A 
3 B B B 
4 B B B 
5 B B B 
6 B B B 
7 A B A 
8 B B B 
9 B B A 

 
Table 75: Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 
 

8.2.18 Budget Junior Hacksaw – Acrylic polymer 
The Budget Junior Hacksaw was used to create three cuts on an acrylic 

polymer test piece. From these three cuts, nine cross sections were 

examined for common profile features that were consistent along the length 

of each cut.  No cuts had full cross-sectional agreement but 100% of cuts 

had partial agreement where two cross sections shared profile features 

(Table 76) and therefore 100% of the cuts also showed some degree of 

discordance in morphological assignation. 
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BJH Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 A B B 
2 B A A 
3 B B A 

 

Table 76: Budget Junior Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.19 Expensive Junior Hacksaw – Acrylic polymer 
Profiling agreement across the front. mid and rear cross sections was only 

observed on one cut (33%) (yellow) of the Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross 

sections. Partial agreement (green) i.e. where two cross sections shared 

identical profiling, was present on 67% of the Expensive Junior Hacksaw ‘A’ 

cuts (Table 77) and therefore nearly 67% of cuts showed some degree of 

discordance. 

EJH Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 A A B 
2 A A B 
3 A A A 

 
Table 77: Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.20 Hacksaw cross sectional concordance 
The amalgamation of Budget and Expensive Junior Hacksaw cross section 

data, produced an illustrative insight into the morphological profiles of 

seventy-two cross sections identified from cuts made on dental stone and 

acrylic polymer (Table 78). Three descriptor codes (A, B and Q) were used in 

identifying profiles produced on the two mediums (dental stone and acrylic 

polymer). Most prominent of the assigned coding was Descriptor ‘B’ (flat 

rounded floor curved at join with kerf walls reminiscent of a squared off U 

shape) for 69% of cross sections. Full cross-sectional concordance was 

present in 42% of hacksaw cuts, partial concordance in 54% and no 

concordance in 4% of all cuts made on the two different proxy mediums 

(Table 79). 58% of the cuts showed some degree of discordance when a 

profile was assigned. 
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Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget Jnr 
Hacksaw 

Dental Stone 33% (3) 56% (5) 11% (1) 
Acrylic polymer - 100% (3) - 

Expensive Jnr 
Hacksaw 

Dental Stone 67% (6) 33% (3) - 
Acrylic polymer 33% (1) 67% (2) - 

 
Table 78: Combined hacksaw cross sectional agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Junior Hacksaw (n=24) 42% (10) 54% (13)  4% (1) 
 
Table 79: Junior hacksaw concordance. 
 

8.2.21 Chef’s knives 
Interpretation and classification of cutting knives, produced a detailed pattern 

of descriptor code allocation for the Budget and Expensive Chef’s knife kerf 

morphology profiling. These implements all had cross sections produced 

from the front, mid and rear of the respective cuts on dental stone and acrylic 

polymer mediums. 

8.2.22 Budget Chef’s knife – Dental stone 
Profiles of the cross sections produced from cut marks made using the 

Budget Chef’s Knife on dental stone were assessed as falling into two distinct 

classification codes (Table 80). The Budget Chef’s knife was assessed as 

producing a ‘V’ shape profile in 48% of cross sections and a rounded ‘V’ 

morphology in 52% of profiles (Table 80).  

Cross sectional profile agreement was observed partially i.e. where two cross 

section profiles of the same cut were allocated the same descriptor coding 

(green) in 100% of the cuts made using BCK (Table 80).  The converse view 

on the results is that 100% of the cuts showed some level of disagreement 

when a morphological appearance was assigned. 
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BCK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 C D C 
2 C D D 
3 C D C 
4 D D C 
5 C D D 
6 C C D 
7 D D C 
8 C C D 
9 C D D 

 

Table 80: Budget Chef’s Knife cross sectional profile agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.23 Expensive Chef’s knife – Dental stone 
59% of cuts on dental stone made using the Expensive Chef’s knife were 

interpreted as forming a sharp ‘V’ shape and 41% as rounded ‘V’ (Table 81). 

Full cross-sectional agreement i.e. front, mid and rear cross sections all 

classified with the same descriptor was evident on one occasion (yellow) 

which equates to 11% of the ECK cuts. Partial agreement (green) was 

evident across the remaining 89% of cuts and nearly 89% of the cuts showed 

some level if discordance (Table 81). 

ECK Dental Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 
1 C C D 
2 D C D 
3 C D D 
4 C C D 
5 D C D 
6 C C C 
7 C C D 
8 D C C 
9 C D C 

 
Table 81: Expensive Chef’s Knife sectional profile agreement on dental stone. 
 

8.2.24 Budget Chef’s knife – Acrylic polymer 
From the three cuts made on the acrylic polymer medium, using the Budget 

Chef’s knife, nine cross sectional assessments were conducted. 89% of 

these cross sections were assessed as being reminiscent of a ‘V’ shape with 

a rounded inverted apex shape (Descriptor ‘D’) and 11% as having a sharp 

‘V’ profile (Descriptor ‘C’ (Table 82). Commonality of morphology in cross 

sections was fully concordant i.e. across all three cross sections of the same 

cut, in 67% of cuts made (yellow) and partial agreement (green) in 33% 

(Table 82) with overall  33.3% of cuts showing some level of discordance. 
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BCK Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 D D D 
2 D D D 
3 C D D 

 
Table 82: Budget Chef’s Knife cross sections on acrylic polymer. 
 

8.2.25 Expensive Chef’s knives – Acrylic polymer 
For cuts made using the Expensive Chef’s Knife on acrylic polymer it was 

previously highlighted (4.8.2 Fig. 87) that false starts had occurred producing 

a total of fifteen cross sections for interpretation. 40% of cuts were defined as 

possessing common morphology across all three cross sections and 60% as 

having commonality in profile shape across two cross sections (Table 83).  

60% of the cuts showed some level of discordance. 

ECK Acrylic  Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 D D D 
2 D C D 
3 D D C 
4 D D D 
5 D C D 

 

Table 83: Expensive Chef’s Knife cross sections on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.26 Chef’s knife cross sectional concordance 

Combined data from Budget and Expensive Chef’s knife cuts on two 

mediums (dental stone and acrylic polymer) illustrates that the Chef’s knife 

as a ‘Class’ of implement was assessed as producing profiles that were 

identified using two descriptor codes (C and D). Most prominent of the 

assigned coding was Descriptor ‘D’ (rounded inverted apex formed from 

sloping walls, reminiscent of a V shape) for 51% of cross sections. For Chef’s 

knife cross sections from cuts made on dental stone and acrylic polymer, full 

concordance was assessed when the front, middle and rear cross sections 

were in descriptor code agreement, partial when two of the three cross 

sections shared the same descriptor coding and no concordance i.e. where 

all three cross sections were morphological different in appearance (Table 

84). The combined assessment chart (Table 85), shows that full concordance 

of profile characteristics across the three cross sections i.e. front. mid and 

rear, was achieved in 19% of cuts and 81% of cuts showed profile agreement 
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for two out of the three regions (Table 85).  In summary, 81% of cuts showed 

some level of discordance in terms of profile assignment. 

Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Chef’s knife 

Dental Stone - 100% (9) - 
Acrylic polymer 67% (2) 33% (1) - 

Expensive 
Chef’s knife 

Dental Stone 11% (1) 89% (8) - 
Acrylic polymer 40% (2) 60% (3) - 

 
Table 84: Combined Chef’s knife cross sectional agreement. 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Chef’s knife (n=26) 19% (5) 81% (21)  - 
 
Table 85: Chef’s knife class concordance. 
 

8.2.27 Budget Utility knife – Dental stone 
Nine cuts were made using the Budget Utility knife on dental stone mediums 

that were used to produced twenty-seven profiles of the front, mid and rear 

kerf cross sections. Within the cross sections of the nine cuts, three sets of 

cross sections were found to contain the same morphological profiles 

(yellow) across the front mid and rear equating to 33% of the cuts. Partial 

agreement (green) in cross section morphology was evident in 56% of the 

cuts made on dental stone using the Budget Utility Knife and therefore nearly 

67% of the cuts should some degree of discordance in profile assignation 

(Table 86). 

BUK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 C D C 
2 C D C 
3 C C C 
4 D D D 
5 R C D 
6 R R C 
7 C C D 
8 D D D 
9 D C D 

 
Table 86: Budget Utility Knife cross sectional comparison on dental stone. 

8.2.28 Expensive Utility Knives – Dental stone 
22% of the nine cuts made on dental stone using the Expensive Utility knife 

were found to share common profile descriptors (yellow) and 78% (green) of 

cuts had morphological commonalty between two of the cross sections 
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(Table 87).   Nearly 78% of the cuts showed some level of disagreement in 

the assignation of a morphological profile. 

EUK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 C C D 
2 C C D 
3 C C D 
4 D D D 
5 C C D 
6 C D D 
7 D D D 
8 D C D 
9 D C D 

 
Table 87: Expensive Utility Knife cross sectional comparison on dental stone. 
 

8.2.29 Budget Utility Knife – Acrylic polymer 
Interpretation of the nine cross sections created from three cuts made on 

acrylic polymer, using the Budget Utility knife, presented morphological 

attributes that returned a 100% agreement on all three cross section profiles 

of each of the three cuts for a D profile (Table 88). 

BUK Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 D D D 
2 D D D 
3 D D D 

 
Table 88: Budget Utility Knife cross sectional comparison on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.30 Expensive Utility Knife – Acrylic polymer 
Identical to the cuts made using the Budget Utility knife, the interpretation of 

the nine cross sections created from three cuts made on acrylic polymer, 

using the Expensive Utility knife, presented morphological attributes that 

returned a 100% agreement on all three cross section profiles of each of the 

three cuts for a D profile (Table 89). 

EUK Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 D D D 
2 D D D 
3 D D D 

 

Table 89: Expensive Utility Knife cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 
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8.2.31 Utility knife cross sectional concordance 
Combining all data sets for Utility knives across the two proxy mediums 

(dental stone and acrylic polymer), presents data from twenty-four cuts 

(Table 90). From this data, kerf cross sections for the front, mid and rear 

cross sections, from cuts on dental stone and acrylic polymer, were identified 

as falling into three overall descriptors (‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘R’) (Tables 86, 87, 88 

and 89). Most prominent of the assigned coding was Descriptor ‘D’ (rounded 

inverted apex formed from sloping walls, reminiscent of V shape) for 64% of 

cross sections. Concordance of descriptor allocation across the cross 

sections of the twenty-four cuts indicates that the same morphological feature 

profiles were evident on all three cross sections in 46% of the cuts made, 

partial concordance was found between two cross sections in 50% of cuts 

and in 4% of cuts, no concordance was evident (Table 91).  In summary, 

54% of cuts showed some level of discordance in terms of profile 

assignment. 

Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Utility knife 

Dental Stone 33% (3) 56% (5) 11% (1) 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

Expensive 
Utility knife 

Dental Stone 22% (2) 78% (7) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

 
Table 90: Combined Utility knife cross sectional agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Utility knife (n=24) 46% (11) 50% (12)  4% (1) 
 
Table 91: Utility knife class concordance. 
 

8.2.32 Combined Chef’s and Utility knife cross sectional concordance 
Combining all data sets for the Chef’s and Utility knives across the two proxy 

mediums (dental stone and acrylic polymer), presents a straight edge knife 

‘Class’ data set from fifty cuts that were used to produce one hundred and 

fifty cross sectional profiles (Table 92). From this data, kerf cross sections for 

the front, mid and rear cross sections, from cuts on dental stone and acrylic 

polymer, were identified as falling into three overall descriptors (‘C’, ‘D’ and 

‘R’). Concordance of descriptor allocation across the cross sections of the 
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fifty cuts indicates that the same morphological feature profiles were evident 

on all three cross sections in 32% of cuts made and partial agreement was 

found between two cross sections in 66% of cuts with no concordance being 

evident in 2% of cuts (Table 92).  In summary, 68% of cuts showed some 

level of discordance in terms of profile assignment. 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Straight edge knife (n=50) 32% (16) 66% (33)  2% (1) 
 
Table 92: Straight edge knife class concordance. 
 

8.2.33 Budget Serrated knife – Dental stone 
Utilising nine test cuts made using the Budget Serrated knife on dental stone, 

resulted in twenty-seven cross sections being assessed for commonality of 

morphological profile (Table 93). Across the nine cuts 44% of the cuts were 

found to have cross sections that shared common profile shape (yellow) in all 

three cross sections i.e. front, mid and rear, and 56% of cuts were identified 

as having two cross sections (green) where the kerf outlines shared the 

same features (Table 93).  55.5% of the cuts showed some level of 

discordance. 

BSK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid Cross section Rear cross section 

1 I G G 
2 I I I 
3 G I I 
4 I I I 
5 I I I 
6 G I G 
7 G I I 
8 I I I 
9 G G I 

 
Table 93: Budget Serrated Knife cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.34 Expensive Serrated knife – Dental stone 
Twenty-seven cross sections produced from the nine cuts on dental stone, 

using the Expensive Serrated Knife, were assessed for descriptor agreement 

across the kerf outlines. Cross sectional descriptor agreement between the 

three cross sections i.e. front, mid and rear, was recorded as being achieved 

for 33% of Expensive Serrated Knife cuts on dental stone (Table 94). Partial 

agreements (green) i.e. where two cross sections were assessed with 
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identical coding, represented 67% of the cuts made using the Expensive 

Serrated Knife (Table 94).  Nearly 67% of the cuts showed some level of 

discordance when assigning a morphological profile. 

ESK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid Cross section Rear cross section 

1 G G I 
2 G G I 
3 I I G 
4 I G I 
5 H H H 
6 J J J 
7 H H H 
8 G G H 
9 G G I 

 

Table 94: Expensive Serrated Knife cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.35 Budget Serrated knife – Acrylic polymer 
Ten cross sections were generated from the Budget Serrated Knife cuts on 

the acrylic polymer. The additional kerf outline previously discussed in 4.8.5 

and illustrated in Figure 102 would mean two rear cross section were present 

for cut number two. As these two outlines were interpreted as bearing the 

same morphological profile only one has been included for the purpose of 

assessing commonality across the three cross sections.  A 100% result of 

common morphological features was found across each cross section of all 

three cuts via the ‘I’ morphological profile (Table 95). 

BSK Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
Cut No. Front cross section Mid Cross section Rear cross section 

1 I I I 
2 I I I 
3 I I I 

 
Table 95: Budget Serrated Knife cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.36 Expensive Serrated knife – Acrylic polymer 
With eight false starts having been highlighted for cuts on acrylic polymer 

made using the Expensive Serrated Knife in 4.8.6 and highlighted within 

Figures 106 and 107, the classification of commonality between individual 

cross sections from each cut was more complicated to assess. This difficulty 

was due the presence of nine front cross sections, five mid cross sections 

and three rear cross sections thus effectively making no linear pattern of 

correlation for each cut possible (Table 96). Three cuts that could be 
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assessed as presenting complete cuts and possessing three cross sections 

i.e. Cuts 1-3 (Table 96) were all found to share the same morphology (D) 

across each cross section of each cut. 

 Cut 1 Cut2 Cut 3 Cut 4 Cut 5 Cut 6 Cut 7 Cut 8 Cut 9 
Front D D D X X D X X X 
Mid D D D D D - - - - 
Rear D D D - - - - - - 

 
Table 96: Expensive Serrated Knife cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 
 

8.2.37 Serrated knife cross sectional concordance 
Data from the combined statistics on kerf profile morphology, from cuts made 

using the Budget and Expensive Serrated knives on dental stone and acrylic 

polymer mediums, provided an insight into cross sectional profile evaluations 

from twenty-four cuts (Table 97). From this combined data set, six descriptor 

codes (D, G, H. I. J and X) were utilised to define the cross-sectional 

morphology of the cuts. Most prominent of the assigned coding was 

Descriptor ‘I’ (vertical/straight left hand wall with acutely angled right wall 

forming rounded inverted apex) for 44% of cross sections. Concordance of 

cross section features (excluding the erroneous cuts 4-9 of ESK acrylic) were 

found as representing full cross-sectional agreement in 52% of cuts, partial 

cross-sectional agreement in 46% of cuts and no concordance in 2% of cuts 

(Table 98).48% of the cuts showed some degree of discordance when a 

morphological profile was assigned. 

Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Serrated knife 

Dental Stone 44% (4) 56% (5) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

Expensive 
Serrated knife 

Dental Stone 33% (3) 67% (6) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

 
Table 97: Combined Serrated knife cross sectional agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Serrated knife (n=24) 52% (13) 46% (11)  - 
 
Table 98: Serrated knife concordance. 
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8.2.38 Budget Cleaver – Dental stone 
Actual cross-sectional agreement i.e. where front, mid and rear cross 

sections were classified with the same descriptor coding (yellow) for cuts 

made using Budget Cleaver was 44% and 56% for partial agreement (green) 

(Table 99). 55.5% of the cuts showed some degree of discordance. 

BCC Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R S 
3 R R S 
4 X X X 
5 R R R 
6 S S S 
7 R S S 
8 R S S 
9 R R S 

 

Table 99: Budget Cleaver cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.39 Expensive Cleaver – Dental stone 
Of the nine cuts made on dental stone using the Expensive Cleaver, 11% 

shared common features throughout the entire cross sections i.e. front. mid 

and rear (yellow - D). The remaining 89% (green) of cuts all had cross 

sections where partial commonality was identified within the profile 

morphological shapes (Table 100).Nearly 90% of the cuts showed some level 

of discordance when a profile was assigned. 

ECC Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R D D 
2 R R D 
3 R D D 
4 D D D 
5 D F D 
6 R S R 
7 R R F 
8 R R S 
9 F D D 

 
Table 100: Expensive Cleaver cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.40 Budget Cleaver – Acrylic polymer 
From each set of three cuts made using the Budget Cleaver, on acrylic 

polymer, nine cross sections were generated and assessed for morphological 

profiles (Table 101). 67% of the cuts (yellow) were found to have full 
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agreement across the front, mid and rear cross sections (all C) and 33% 

(green) as having partial agreement across two cross sections (Table 101). 

BCC Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 D F F 
2 C C C 
3 C C C 

 
Table 101: Budget Cleaver cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.41 Expensive Cleaver – Acrylic polymer 
Agreement of the full cross sections i.e. front, mid and rear all classified with 

the same descriptor code (R), was achieved on 100% of Expensive Cleaver 

cuts (Table 102).  

ECC Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 R R R 

 

Table 102: Expensive Cleaver cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.42 Cleaver cross sectional concordance 
Combined data from Budget and Expensive Cleaver cuts on the two 

mediums (dental stone and acrylic polymer) provided a total of seventy-two 

morphological assessments from the twenty-four cuts made (Table 103). This 

combination of profile description allocation illustrates that the Cleaver as a 

‘Class’ of implement was assessed as producing profiles that were identified 

using six visual descriptor codes (C, D, F, R, S and X). Most prominent of the 

assigned coding was Descriptor ‘R’ (wide angled sloping walls forming a 

sharp pointed inverted apex) for 46% of cross sections created using the 

Cleavers. Concordance of cross section features displayed that, of the 

twenty-four cuts 42% had full agreement across the cross sections of 

individual cuts and 58% had partial agreement of morphological descriptors 

within cut cross sections (Table 104).  In summary, 58% of the cuts showed 

some level of discordance across the length of the cut. 
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Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget 
Cleaver 

Dental Stone 44% (4) 56% (5) - 
Acrylic polymer 67% (2) 33% (1) - 

Expensive 
Cleaver 

Dental Stone 11% (1) 89% (8) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

 
Table 103: Combined cleaver cross sectional agreement. 
 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Cleaver (n=24) 42% (10) 58% (14)  - 
 
Table 104: Cleaver concordance.  
 

8.2.43 Budget Machete – Dental stone 
The Budget Machete was used to create eight cuts on dental stone from 

which twenty-four cross section profiles were generated. Assessment of 

these profiles concluded with 100% descriptor code allocation (R) for the kerf 

morphology across the cross sections of all eight cuts (Table 105).  

BMK Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 R R R 
4 R R R 
5 R R R 
6 R R R 
7 R R R 
8 R R R 

 

Table 105: Budget Machete cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.44 Budget Machete – Acrylic polymer 
Nine cross sections on acrylic polymer were interpreted for common profile 

features with 67% (yellow) of cuts displaying the same morphological profile 

within each of the three cross sections and 33% (green) of cuts as only 

displaying partial cross-sectional feature agreement (Table 106). 

BMK Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross sections Mid cross sections Rear cross sections 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 X D D 

 

Table 106: Budget Machete cross sectional assessment on acrylic polymer. 
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8.2.45 Machete cross sectional concordance 
Across the two mediums (dental stone and acrylic polymer) three descriptor 

codes (D,R and X) were utilised to describe profiles. Most prominent of the 

assigned coding was Descriptor ‘R’ (wide angled sloping walls forming a 

pointed/sharp inverted apex) for 91% of cross sections. With no professional 

version to test the budget machete concordance of cross sectional 

morphological agreement was found to be present on 91% of cuts and partial 

concordance present on 9% of cuts made using this implement (Table 107).  

Unusually, only 9% of the cuts showed some level of discordance across the 

length of the cut. 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Machete (n=11) 91% (10) 9% (1)  - 
 
Table 107: Machete concordance. 

8.2.46 Budget Hand Axe – Dental stone 
Out of the twenty-one cross sections produced from cuts made using Budget 

Hand Axe two cross sections (10%) were of insufficient detail for profiling 

(Table 108).  The remaining cross sections (90%) were all classified as 

Descriptor ‘R’ with wide angled sloping walls forming a pointed inverted apex. 

This effectively meant that 90% of cuts had common features present across 

all three cross sections and 10% of cuts were identified as having partial 

feature commonality within the cross sections (Table 108). 

BHA Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 R R R 
4 R R R 
5 R R R 
6 R R R 
7 R X X 

 

Table 108: Budget Hand Axe cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.47 Expensive Hand Axe – Dental stone 
Nine cuts made using the Expensive Hand Axe on dental stone generated 

twenty-seven cross sections for assessment of common features. Unlike the 

Budget Hand Axe, only 44% (yellow) of cuts were found to contain common 
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morphological features across the front. mid and rear cross sections. 56% 

(green) of cuts were found to contain partial cross section feature agreement 

(Table 109).  55.5% of the cuts showed some level of discordance when 

assigning a morphological profile. 

EHA Dental Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R S S 
3 R R R 
4 R R R 
5 R S S 
6 R S S 
7 R R R 
8 S R R 
9 S R R 

 
Table 109: Expensive Hand Axe cross sectional agreement on dental stone. 

8.2.48 Budget Hand Axe – Acrylic polymer 
Across the three cuts and resulting nine cross sections pertaining to the 

Budget Hand Axe on acrylic polymer, the visual descriptor codes were 100% 

defined as Descriptor ‘R’ i.e. wide angled sloping walls forming a pointed 

inverted apex (Fig. 152). As a result, of this 100% agreement was present 

across all three cross sections of each cut. (Table 110). 

BHA Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 R R R 

 
Table 110: Budget Hand Axe cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 

8.2.49 Expensive Hand Axe – Acrylic polymer 
Akin to the results found for cuts made using the Budget Hand Axe, the cross 

sections from cuts using the Expensive Hand Axe (on the acrylic polymer 

proxy) were found to share morphological feature (R) agreement across all 

cross sections of all cuts (Table 111). 

EHA Acrylic Visual descriptor Coding 
 Cut No. Front cross section Mid cross section Rear cross section 

1 R R R 
2 R R R 
3 R R R 

 

Table 111: Expensive Hand Axe cross sectional agreement on acrylic polymer. 
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8.2.50 Hand Axe cross sectional concordance 
Cuts made with both implements on two different mediums (dental stone and 

acrylic polymer), provided a quantitative morphological profiling roadmap of 

Hand axe kerf cross sectional agreement (Table 112). This combined data 

illustrates the Hand axe ‘Class’ of implement as producing profiles identified 

using three descriptor codes (R, S and X). Most prominent of the assigned 

coding was Descriptor ‘R’ (wide angled sloping walls forming a sharp pointed 

inverted apex) for 85% of cross sections. From this combined data of twenty-

two cuts 73% of these cuts possessed full morphological agreement across 

their three cross sections and 27% of cuts had partial cross-sectional feature 

agreement (Table 113) and 27% of the cuts showed some degree of 

discordance. 

Implement Medium Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No 
concordance 

Budget  
Hand Axe 

Dental Stone 90% (6) 10% (1) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

Expensive 
Hand Axe 

Dental Stone 44% (4) 56% (5) - 
Acrylic polymer 100% (3) - - 

 
Table 112: Combined hand axe cross sectional agreement. 

Implement Full 
concordance 

Partial 
concordance 

No concordance 

Hand axe (n=22) 73% (16) 27% (6)  - 
 
Table 113: Hand axe concordance. 

8.3 Summary: Cross sectional morphological concordance 

Across the three test-piece mediums i.e. porcine femora, dental stone and 

acrylic polymer, seventeen implements were used to create cut marks from 

which cross sections were then compared for consistency of assignation of a 

morphological descriptor. Assessment of the materials displayed that 66% of 

cuts on porcine femora had cross sections with no concordant morphological 

features and 34% where full concordance was evident, dental stone had 6% 

where no morphologic concordance was evident, 33% of cuts where all three 

cross sections shared the same profile features and 61% where partial 

concordance was evident. 79% of cuts made on acrylic polymer were 

identified as having common morphological characteristics across the three 
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cross sections of individual cuts and 21% where partial concordance in 

morphology was apparent (Table 114). 

Proxy  
Material (cuts) 

% Cuts with  
Full concordance 

% Cuts with Partial 
concordance 

% Cuts with no 
concordance 

Porcine femora (n=103) 34 n/a 66 
Dental stone (n=143) 33 61 6 
Acrylic polymer (n=48) 79 21 - 

 
Table 114: Proxy material cross sectional agreement.  

Evaluation of the individual implements shows that within the Cutting (Table 

115), Sawing (Table 116) and Chopping (Table 117) classifications, 100% 

concordance of morphological characteristics in cross sections was only ever 

attributed to cuts made on acrylic polymer (yellow) from the following 

implements: 

• Budget Wood Saw (BWS) 

• Budget Hacksaw (BHS) 

• Budget Junior Hacksaw (BJH) 

• Expensive Hacksaw (EHS) 

• Budget Utility Knife (BUK) 

• Expensive Utility Knife (EUK) 

• Budget Serrated Knife (BSK) 

• Expensive Serrated Knife (ESK) 

• Expensive Cleaver (ECC) 

• Budget Hand Axe (BHA) 

• Expensive Hand Axe (EHA) 

The Budget Machete (BMK) was the only implement to create cuts on dental 

stone where all three cross sections i.e. front, mid and rear, had 100% 

character concordance in morphological profiles (orange) (Table 117). 

In assessing the other implements and using the 80% benchmark previously 

discussed within Section 7.3, the only implement that generated 80+% of 

cross sectional concordance was the Budget Hand axe with 90% of 

agreement on cross sections from cuts on dental stone. Every other 

implement had a full concordance rate of 67% or below. 
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Sawing Implement Proxy material Full Cross section morphological agreement % 

BWS 
Porcine femora 23 
Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

EWS 
Porcine femora 20 
Dental Stone 11 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

BHS 
Porcine femora 62 
Dental Stone 44 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

EHS 
Porcine femora 31 
Dental Stone 11 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

BJH Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

EJH Dental Stone 67 
Acrylic Polymer 33 

 
Table 115: Sawing implement cross sectional agreement. 
 

Cutting Implement Proxy material Full Cross section morphological agreement % 

BCK Dental Stone n/a 
Acrylic Polymer 67 

ECK Dental Stone 11 
Acrylic Polymer 40 

BUK Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

EUK Dental Stone 22 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

BSK Dental Stone 44 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

ESK Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

 
Table 116: Cutting implement cross sectional agreement. 
 

Chopping Implement Proxy material Full Cross section morphological agreement % 

BCC Dental Stone 44 
Acrylic Polymer 67 

ECC Dental Stone 11 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

BMK Dental Stone 100 
Acrylic Polymer 67 

BHA Dental Stone 90 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

EHA Dental Stone 44 
Acrylic Polymer 100 

 
Table 117: Chopping implement cross sectional agreement 

Partial agreement, where the same morphological characteristics were 

present on two cross sections (excluding porcine femora samples), displayed 

that in the sawing classification, all saws except the Expensive Junior 

Hacksaw (EJH) were found to produce 56% of cuts with partial cross-

sectional agreement (Table 118).  The EJH was found to have 33% of cuts 

on dental stone and 67% of cuts on acrylic with two cross sections sharing 
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mutual morphological characteristics. Of the three classifications of 

implements, only one cutting implement i.e. Budget Chef’s Knife (BCK) 

recorded 100% of cuts having partial agreement in cross section 

morphological features (green) (Table 119). 89% of Expensive Chef’s Knife 

cuts were also in partial agreement on dental stone proxies. For chopping 

implements, the Expensive Cleaver had 89% of cuts on dental stone that had 

two cross sections where agreement in features of the profiles was evident 

(Table 120). 

Sawing Implement Proxy material Partial Cross section morphological concordance 
% 

BWS 
Porcine femora n/a 
Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

EWS 
Porcine femora n/a 
Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

BHS 
Porcine femora n/a 
Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

EHS 
Porcine femora n/a 
Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

BJH Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

EJH Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 67 

 
Table 118: Sawing implement partial cross sectional concordance. 
 

Cutting Implement Proxy material Partial Cross section morphological concordance 
% 

BCK Dental Stone 100 
Acrylic Polymer 33 

ECK Dental Stone 89 
Acrylic Polymer 60 

BUK Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

EUK Dental Stone 78 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

BSK Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

ESK Dental Stone 33 
Acrylic Polymer 67 

 
Table 119: Cutting implement partial cross sectional concordance. 
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Chopping Implement Proxy material Partial Cross section morphological concordance 
% 

BCC Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer 33 

ECC Dental Stone 89 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

BMK Dental Stone n/a 
Acrylic Polymer 33 

BHA Dental Stone 10 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

EHA Dental Stone 56 
Acrylic Polymer n/a 

 
Table 120: Chopping implement partial cross sectional concordance. 
 

Assessment of the consistency of descriptor code where full and partial 

concordance was identified shows that between 2-7 descriptor codes were 

allocated to the cuts in 53% of instances where full concordance was 

achieved and in 74% of cuts where partial concordance was evident (Table 

121).  Only the budget junior hacksaw was interpreted as having a single 

constant descriptor code applicable in both the full and partial concordance 

assessments (Table 121).   
Implement Full concordance code(s) Partial concordance code(s) 

BWS A, B, K, L, M, Q, X M, K 
EWS X O, P, X 
BHS A, B, A, B, 
EHS A, B, Q, X A, B, U, T 
BJH B B 
EJH A, B A, B 
BCK D C. D 
ECK C. D C. D 
BUK C, D C, D 
EUK D C, D 
BSK I G, I 
ESK D, H, J, I G, I 
BCC C, R, S, X F, R, S 
ECC D, R D, R 
BMK R D 
BHA R X 
EHA R S, R 

 
Table  121: Descriptor codes allocated in full and partial concordance assessments of implement cross 
sections. 

 

8.4 Discussion: Cross sectional morphology concordance 

As no literature was found that describes whether morphological profiles 

remain constant or alter along the length of a cut, there was no expectation 

associated with this specific aspect of this research. The captured data 
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therefore represents an insight into an area of cut mark examination that has 

not previously been fully explored nor is necessarily fully understood. 

Assessing the morphological correlation of cross sections from the same cut, 

has highlighted that for wood saw cuts on bone and dental stone only 22% of 

cuts displayed full morphological cross-sectional agreement. Partial 

agreement on cuts made on dental stone though were calculated at 56%. 

Although the cuts on acrylic using the Expensive Wood Saw could not be 

accurately assessed the cuts made using the Budget Wood Saw were found 

to have 100% agreement across the cuts made on this medium. From a cut 

mark comparison perspective, these findings create points for consideration 

that either: 

1. Wood saws are particularly poor at creating consistent kerf profiles 

and therefore direct comparison of a crime cut mark and test cut mark 

are unlikely to provide reliable confirmatory evidence. 

or 

2. Test cuts for wood saw cut mark analysis and comparison should not 

be produced on bone or dental stone as the repeatability of cut mark 

features is inconsistent from cut to cut and variable along the length of 

a cut. 

Hacksaw cuts on bone proved to be more constant in regularity than wood 

saws with 46% of all cuts being assessed as sharing kerf profile morphology. 

On dental stone, full and partial agreement of cross sections across cuts was 

56% whereas for cuts made on acrylic the hacksaws achieved 100% cross 

sectional agreement. Like the question posed by the wood saw results, does 

this data then indicate that perhaps the acrylic polymer is actually the better 

medium for conducting test cuts for comparison purposes? The most 

plausible answer is that, as hacksaws are designed to cut metal and non-

fibrous materials then it follows that due to the density of acrylic polymer the 

hacksaw performs in a similar manner to what would be expected on 

materials for which it is designed. 
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Last of the sawing implements was the Junior Hacksaw which on dental 

stone produced full cross-sectional agreement in 50% of cuts and partial 

agreement in 44%. On the acrylic polymer medium, the Junior Hacksaw only 

achieved full cross-sectional agreement in 17% of cuts although the 

remaining 83% of cuts all presented partial morphological agreements. 

Overall, the sawing implement results indicate that wood saws present poor 

reproducing repeatability whilst hacksaw and junior hacksaw cuts are more 

likely to contain morphological profiles that consistently transfer from 

implement to the medium being cut. 

Cutting implements used on dental stone produced 24% of cuts with full 

cross-sectional agreement present and 72% where partial commonality of 

kerf features was present within cross sections of the same cut. 80% of cuts 

on the acrylic polymer medium had full cross-sectional feature agreement 

with the remaining 20% containing two cross sections with mutual profile 

characteristics. Despite early concerns that the acrylic polymer was an 

inappropriate choice of proxy material, the results from the cutting 

implements support the growing theory that acrylic polymer may be superior 

to that of dental stone for cut mark assessment in some instances. 

The final category of implements was the chopping tools that were assessed 

as creating 55% of cuts on dental stone with complete cross-sectional 

agreement and 35% with partial agreement. Cuts on acrylic polymer 

consisted of 87% where full cross-sectional morphology was present and 

13% with partial agreement.  

Of the 98 partial concordance instances that were recorded across dental 

stone and acrylic polymer medium cuts, the data displayed that the cross 

sections where a partial morphological profile agreement was most observed 

was between the front and middle cross sections in 43% of partial 

concordance observations, front and rear cross sections in 35% and middle 

and rear cross sections in 22% of cuts where partial agreement was 

ascertained (Fig. 203). 
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Figure 203: Partial concordance occurrence between cross section locations. 

In summary, cross sectional morphology correlation was found to occur in 

both full and partial cross sections of cuts made using the same implement 

on the same medium even when the cuts are made by a different operator. 

From an investigative perspective, the poorer performing test pieces were 

found to be porcine femora and dental stone and the poorest performing 

cutting implements, in terms of feature concordance, were clearly the wood 

saws. This result is somewhat disappointing to observe due to the frequency 

of wood saws found to be readily available within the domestic environments 

through Surveys ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ and that within the open source 

dismemberment data compiled by Black (2017) 23% of implements listed are 

saws.  Clearly, the frequency of possession in residential locations plus the 

data indicating wood saws are used to dismember bodies means that with 

the likelihood of encountering this implement in case work cut mark 

examiners would benefit from a valid and robust class characterisation to aid 

in identification and elimination.    

From a forensic testing standpoint if dealing with criminal dismemberments, it 

appears that using porcine bone as a proxy for human bone will not deliver 

the best results in terms of character transference for any form of direct 

comparison analysis. Creating test cuts on a medium such as acrylic polymer 

,it appears, will serve to provide a greater opportunity of replicating 

characteristics from the tool to the medium consistently and through micro-
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CT scanning of the crime cut and test cut any variations along the length of 

the cut can be compared for morphological traits. 
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9. Final Discussion 

 

The rule of law, justice and missed opportunities 

In any advanced society, the Rule of Law is a cornerstone on which its 

citizens depend, to protect them and their property from harm and to 

administer justice to those who are deserving of punishment for their 

misdeeds (Billingsley, 2002).  Central to the administration of justice is 

confidence in the evidence that is presented before a court of law, that it will 

provide sufficiency of detail to ascertain, beyond reasonable doubt, that an 

accused is guilty of the offence for which they have been charged.  When this 

evidence is of a complicated or specialised nature, the courts require that 

evidence to be explained objectively and unbiasedly by a person of sufficient 

training, knowledge and skill that they are qualified to give an opinion on that 

particular subject (FSR, 2011, 2014a; 2014b; 2015b, 2016; Martire and 

Edmond, 2017).  Their purpose is to assist the jury, who are the triers of fact, 

to reach a verdict, when the evidence presented is beyond the expertise of a 

general member of the public. 

As greater emphasis has been placed on the use of forensic evidence by the 

police and courts alike (Bradbury and Feist, 2005), so too has greater 

scrutiny been directed at the validity of the analysis and the credibility of the 

results being proffered (Roberts et al., 2015). To maintain the virtuous circle 

of justice, the expert testimony and evidential assessment process needs to 

be validated and trusted by the practitioner, prosecutor, defence lawyer, jury 

and judge alike (CPS, 2014; Roberts et al., 2015; Gov. UK, 2018). The 

Daubert and Fry appeals (Fradella et al., 2004), NAS (2009) and PCAST 

(2016) Reports as well as the Law Commission (2011) have all, in recent 

years, brought this professionalism into question and forced scientific 

disciplines to reconsider the validity, repeatability and reliability of current and 

future scientific methodology (Black et al., 2017b).  

Despite these calls for change, high profile miscarriages of justice and 

prosecution of experts (or pseudo experts), progress has been slow to 
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address deficits identified within the forensic science arena.  There is a 

continued rise in so-called ‘junk science’ and constant out-crying by the press 

that standards are not sufficiently high (Saks, 2000; Devlin and Ford, 2011; 

Logan, 2015; Roberts et al., 2015).  

Within the UK, and in particular England and Wales, the budgetary cuts to 

forensic science are being interpreted as presenting a cause for falling 

standards, a rise in miscarriages of justice and criminals remaining 

unidentified (Baynes, 2018). These austerity measures are not confined to 

the UK and underfunding of forensic science is an issue that is echoed in 

many other countries worldwide, including the USA where recent 

administration changes have seen funding discontinued and science budgets 

reduced significantly (Henry, 2017; Hsu, 2017). With this funding crisis, the 

real and present danger exists that the ‘it has always been done that way’ 

(FSR, 2015b; 2016) culture will remain unchallenged through lack of 

quantitative and qualitative research opportunities and investment. If this 

philosophy is permitted to continue, then the very justice system that science 

is expected to serve and enhance will be brought into question, as the 

evidence presented is in danger of being invalid, thereby creating a judicial 

paradox (Roberts et al., 2015). 

With the war on terror, advancements in technology providing novel 

opportunities for criminality and shifts in policing-focus to counter these new 

and emerging threats (Loveday, 2017), there is a real risk that the shift in 

focus from physical to virtual crime may be detrimental to more traditional 

crime investigation and evidence types such as cut marks. If commercial gain 

is an avenue for investors, then research and development can and will occur 

more readily if there is the potential for a significant return on investment. 

This commercial gain has been witnessed in the investment and 

technological advancements of DNA technology since Watson, Crick and 

Wilkins discovered the double helix structure in the 1960’s, through to 

Jeffrey’s discovery of DNA ‘fingerprinting’ as an identification tool in the 

1980’s, into the 2000’s where DNA profiles can now be obtained from 

targeted single cells through laser micro-dissection techniques (Di Martino et 
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al., 2004; Hunter, 2010). Probably DNA is the only evidence type that has 

received such significant and continuous investment, yet as a technically 

inconclusive evidence type it can only ever be used as supportive evidence 

on a factor of probability.  

With no official crime statistics for criminal dismemberments in the UK, based 

on the open source data of Black (2017) the average occurrence rate over a 

31 year period was estimated as being 3 dismemberments per annum. For 

cyber-crime within the UK in 2015 alone, the number of victims was 

estimated by the National Crime Agency (NCA) as being 2.1 million (NCA, 

2016). Perhaps this crime statistic is indicative of why the traditional forensic 

disciplines surrounding physical rather than virtual nefarious activity, have not 

been seen as attractive routes into which funding should be funneled. 

‘‘Volume crime is defined as being of such prevalence that it has significant 

impact upon local society and the local police to address it effectively (NPIA, 

2009). To contextualise this further, in 2016-17 approximately 107,000 motor 

vehicles in England, Wales and Scotland were the subject of theft (Office for 

National Statistics, 2017b; Scottish Government, 2017b) while potentially 

only 3 dismemberment cases would have been investigated. The annual 

incidence of criminal dismemberment, based on 3 per annum, would 

therefore be equal to 0.003% of these crimes. There can be no surprise that 

precious funding and resources are not being channeled into this area or 

research yet the reality is that this relatively rare crime is viewed as being 

one of the most heinous in society. Perhaps this is why the paradox of high 

profile but low incidence has resulted in sparse and conflicting research 

within the literature. 

Without funding, leading scientists are unlikely to prioritise some aspects of 

forensic science research and therefore it is challenging to imagine how 

ground-breaking developments can be initiated and sustained.  This leaves 

the majority of forensic science research very much as being one-off small-

scale projects funded by Universities at Undergraduate or Taught Post 

Graduate research project level, with little and disparate data emerging into 

the published domain. The rarity of PhD opportunities in forensic science, 
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makes these research outputs an even more important contributor to the 

development of areas that have been directly targeted as requiring validation 

and quantification by the courts. Although funding streams such as the 

European Union Research and Innovation (ECRI, 2018), Forensic Sciences 

Foundation Lucas Grants, National Institute of Justice (SWGTREAD, 2018) 

and UK based streams such as the College of Policing Police Knowledge 

Fund (College of Policing, 2018), the UK Research Innovation (UKRI) and 

Home Office funding are technically available, the funding as a whole 

appears to be largely uncoordinated and the overall landscape picture is 

fragmented and lacking in strategy. 

Murder and aggravated murder (dismemberment) 

Murder rates within the UK for 2016-2017 (Office for National Statistics, 

2017a; Scottish Government, 2017a) were recorded as being 770, whereas 

globally the figure for the same period according to McEvoy and Hideg 

(2017) was 385,000 intentional homicides. The heinous act of taking another 

person’s life is recognised by society as one that cannot go unpunished and 

indeed according to Amnesty International (2017), 23 countries including 

China, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Pakistan, Egypt, Somalia and United States 

still carry the ultimate penalty for the perpetrator. For these reasons, whether 

it is loss of liberty or loss of life, the outcomes demand that evidence 

presented to the court is valid, reliable, unbiased and repeatable.  

Adding the complexities of aggravated murder i.e. where dismemberment 

has taken place, further compounds the requirement for evidence that can be 

used to explain what has happened, how it happened and potentially why it 

happened i.e. dismemberment process, the implements used and the 

relevant classification of dismemberment.  The most common of these 

dismemberment classifications is that of defensive dismemberment, where 

the purpose is to aid transportation, concealment of identity and ease of 

disposal of the body. Regardless of which of the five dismemberment 

classifications has been undertaken, core to the investigation strategy is the 

5W’s and H that translate as: who is the victim/perpetrator, what has been 
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done, where was it done, when was it done, why was it done and how was it 

done? This study along with previous work suggests: 

Who – referring to the identity of both the victim and the perpetrator; that 

most perpetrators are known to their victim with this being the case for 50% 

of homicides in Scotland and 60% in England and Wales (Scottish 

Government, 2017a; Office for National Statistics, 2017a) and the incidence 

for this is likely higher in cases of dismemberment (Konopka, 2007). 

What – referring to the actions that have transpired within the event; the 

subsequent discovery of mutilated remains will not always indicate that 

aggravation to homicide has occurred i.e. in cases of necromantic 

dismemberment (Black et al., 2017a), but where aggravated murder has 

taken place the indicative signs of cutting, chopping or sawing to a body/body 

parts should necessitate the use of experts to assess and interpret cut mark 

evidence.      

Where – referring to the location of the crime; in 85% of Scottish homicides 

(2016-17) this is likely to be a domestic dwelling. The research by Konopka 

et al., (2007) informs that dismemberments are usually undertaken within the 

locus of the murder and therefore combining the crime statistics with the work 

of Konopka et al., (2007) it is fair to assume that domestic dwellings are the 

principal location for where criminal dismemberments will occur. Data from 

986 survey participants in this research indicated, from a hypothetical 

scenario, that 81.6% would choose to dismember a body within the domestic 

dwelling, with 43.3% specifying the bathroom as the location of choice and 

75.8% stating that ease of cleaning was a primary motive for this location 

choice.  

Why – referring to the motivations behind the crime; 5 different classifications 

of dismemberment are recognised each driven by different motivations.  

Defensive dismemberment is regarded as being the most common, with a 

driving factor of trying to conceal the crime by reducing the size of a body into 

manageable parts to facilitate easier transportation and disposal. A 

secondary motivator is that of hampering the identification of the deceased. 
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Usually this is achieved through the removal of primary identification sources 

such as hands and head thereby rendering possibilities of identification from 

friction ridge detail, odontology and facial recognition impossible.  

When – referring to the timing of the crime; primarily this aspect of an 

investigation is addressed by traditional investigative processes with the aid 

of devices such as mobile phone cell site analysis, CCTV retrieval, bank 

transactions and witness statements. In the case of Jolanta Bledaite in 2008, 

it was CCTV images of the two perpetrators transporting the torso of Jolanta 

in a suitcase down to the harbour wall in Arbroath that confirmed the time of 

deposition (author’s own experience of the case). CCTV images from a cash 

machine, showed one of the perpetrators carrying out failed attempts then 

subsequently succeeding to access the victim’s bank account. This visual 

evidence provided a timeline for when the heinous act had occurred, as the 

perpetrators had kept Jolanta alive until they knew they were in possession 

of the correct PIN code and could withdraw money from her account.   

How – referring to the manner by which the crime was enacted; the theory of 

Locard - that every contact leaves a trace (Chisum and Turvey, 2000; Nordby 

and Bell, 2014), is borne out by the marks that are potentially left when a 

dismemberment is carried out. Unless the perpetrator is highly skilled, the 

accepted norm is that cut marks will likely be imparted onto bone either from 

cutting, chopping, sawing actions or a combination thereof (Black et al., 

2017a). The very fact that marks can be transferred from a hard object i.e. 

the implement, onto a softer substrate is not a new discovery yet the 

understanding of cut marks on bone is something that has been identified as 

being poorly researched and therefore lacking in veracity (Symes et al., 

2010; Bailey et al., 2011). Also lacking in this field has been quantitative 

research surrounding the cutting implements that are likely to be possessed, 

accessible and therefore utilised within the locations most likely to be the 

sites for dismemberment activities i.e. the domestic setting. This need to 

better understand, determine and define implements used in criminal 

dismemberment has therefore been a crucial focal point of this work. 
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Tool mark analysis 

Research surrounding tool marks on bone has tended to fall into two 

distinctive time periods -  archaeological or modern. Archaeological research 

tends to focus on gaining a better understanding of the cultural development 

of tools and their usage in activities such as hunting, butchery and weapon 

making (Walker and Long, 1977; Lynn and Fairgrieve, 2009).  The latter 

extends into the investigation and interpretation of historical interpersonal 

violence from ritualistic human sacrifice through to massed combat fatalities.  

Modern research around tool marks on bone, has been almost exclusively 

focussed on forensic interpretation for serious assaults and murders with 

sharp implements i.e. stabbing injuries, through to the more complex 

aggravated murders involving dismemberment (Thompson and Inglis, 2009; 

Tennick, 2012; Crowder et al., 2013).  The focus of the interpretation is to 

aide justice in the identification of a perpetrator, securing their arrest and 

assigning an appropriate sentence for incarceration following a robust legal 

trial (Baldwin et al., 2013; ACPO, 2006). 

The principles of tool mark analysis are that the tool used will leave a mark 

on the substrate with which it comes into contact. The nature of the substrate 

is largely inconsequential as long as it is softer than the composition of the 

tool being used, to ensure that it will leave a mark that can be interpreted 

(Lerner and Lerner, 2005; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013; SWGGUN, 2013, 

2014; 2015). These marks are described as falling into three main 

characteristic types i.e. class – 1. commonality of size, shape and type of a 

particular implement group, 2. sub-class – specific manufacturing design, 

wear and imperfections and 3. individual or unique – random characteristics 

caused at the time of manufacture or through normal use and/or abuse of the 

implement (May,1930; Burd and Kirk, 1942; Burd and Greene, 1948; Bonte, 

1975; AFTE, 1992; Shaw, et al., 2011; Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). 

According to previous work, when faced with the interpretation of cut marks, 

tell-tale clues as to what type or class of implement may be ascertained from 

the shape of the kerf profile. For saws, this identifying shape is described as 

a squared off ‘U’ or ‘W’ appearance and for knives and chopping implements 
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a distinctive ‘V’ shape is expected according to the previous research 

(Walker and Long, 1977; Symes, 1992; Symes et al.,2002, 2010).  

With dismemberments, the tool or implement in inexperienced hands will in 

all likelihood come into contact with either trabecular (also referred to as 

cancellous) or compact bone (also referred to as cortical bone) (Gray, 2001; 

Black et al., 2017a). Trabecular bone is more fragile in nature due to its 

honeycomb composition while compact bone is the hard, outer layer of bone 

that provides strength and protection to the medullary cavity (Gray, 2001).  

Dismembering by the removal of limbs tends to be at anatomical sites where 

dense compact bone volume is high and is therefore difficult to cut , hence 

different implement combinations are often observed on examined remains 

(Bailey, et al. 2011). Because of the hard, outer cortex of compact bone 

definable cut marks can be imparted during the cutting, chopping or sawing 

process with additional score marks from false starts illustrating the difficulty 

the perpetrator faced when attempting to cut through the bones (Hainsworth, 

2017). Once the blade passes through the compact bone layer and into the 

spongy trabecular layer, the definition can become disrupted by the 

honeycomb like structure (Johnson, 2013), in the same way that friction ridge 

detail is distorted when a fingerprint is left on a highly textured surface 

(author’s own experience). In dismemberment cases where the head is 

removed, the cutting implement is required to pass through more cancellous 

bone rather than cortical bone so there may not always be cut marks of much 

value to the examiner. This impact of trabecular bone on cut mark analysis is 

the principle factor why most research undertaken has been on areas of the 

skeleton where high levels of compact bone are present (usually the femur) 

or when assessing stab marks then rib bones are the most likely substrate. 

Previous research has focussed on either knife marks related to stabbing 

injuries (Puentes, 2001; Saville et al. 2007; Thompson and Inglis, 2009; 

Shaw et al. 2011: Tennick, 2012; Crowder et al. 2013; Puentes and Cardoso, 

2013) or saw marks in relation to dismemberment (Symes, 1992: Symes et 

al., 1998; 2002; 2010). While the work of Symes et al. (2010) has been 

quoted as the definitive manual of knife and saw mark analysis in bone, little 

of Symes own cut mark research is published in peer review publications and 
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is largely accepted and reiterated without question in textbooks, publications 

and casework. With the paradigm shift being experienced relating to forensic 

evidence and expert testimony, this lack of apparent peer review would now 

contravene what the court requires before the evidence, or the expert can 

pass an admissibility test (Crown Prosecution Service, 2014; Lord Chief 

Justice, 2014; People v Jones, 2015; PCAST, 2016). Little other definitive cut 

mark on bone research exists surrounding dismemberment activities, which 

exemplifies the need for a greater understanding of implements most likely to 

be used and the subsequent marks that they leave behind.    

 

Criminal dismemberment: Determining and defining commonly 

available cutting implements and the analysis of kerf morphology on 

proxy mediums 

The initial remit of this work was to compile an atlas of cut marks on bone . 

However, initial reviews of literature and pilot experiments identified that 

there were more fundamental problems to address and that compiling an 

atlas at this stage, should remain an aspirational prospect until defined 

ground truth data was determined. This realisation of data gaps spawned 

research into several smaller projects to address issues pertaining to the 

choice of cutting implements available in domestic environs, the value of 

proxy materials as a substitute for bone, visualisation of cut marks, assessing 

cut mark morphology, the consistency of assigning kerf morphology and the 

repeatability of the proposed methodology.  The ultimate focus was to 

determine whether the current state of the art regarding cut mark analysis 

from bone would meet current requirements for evidential admissibility in 

court. 

 

Defining which cutting implements should be used for testing  

It makes absolute sense that to carry out cut mark research surrounding 

criminality and especially criminal dismemberment, that the tools used in any 

such research should replicate those encountered within the real world and 
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not be based on erroneous assumption. The statement of intent by Symes 

(1992) of using implements that were commonly used by the general-public 

was the basis for a smaller project within this research. Despite a number of 

previous projects having been carried out under the auspices of criminal 

dismemberment research, no literature stating empirical data surrounding 

implement types and availability was evident. Through a series of surveys 

this data-gap was addressed within this research.  

From the compiled data of 4,868 participants, quantitative empirical 

information was generated that created a road map surrounding consistency 

of implement accessibility by the public in their home environment.  

Identifying the general-public’s cutting implement possession, was both novel 

and pivotal to the development of the research framework.  Little variation 

existed between combined sex and male only responses and with world 

population age groups being represented in 74% of the final survey’s 

participants, the overall results from this study were highly reflective of what 

implements can be considered as being readily available to the general-

public within domestic settings. By identifying the possession rates, as being 

84% for cutting knives, 40% for sawing implements and 24.2% for chopping 

utensils, a testing regime was established that incorporated a realistic 

selection of implements likely to be encountered within forensic 

dismemberment cases. 

Test cutting was conducted using the following identified readily available 

implements:  

• Wood saw 

• Hacksaw 

• Junior hacksaw 

• Chef’s knife 

• Utility knife 

• Serrated slicing knife 

• Cleaver 

• Machete 
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• Hand axe/hatchet 

A by-product of this quantitative data capture was also the creation of a 

taxonomy of implements accessible within the entire domestic environment, 

the information from which could be of practical significance for wider law 

enforcement activities, such as forensic strategy formulation and searching. 

Through this empirical data, an understanding of which cutting implements 

can be expected to be found and conversely those that are unlikely to be 

present, also provides an investigative opportunity during the initial 

assessments of a scene.  

Comparing all three surveys, the only noted difference was the inclusion 

within Survey ‘A’ of a serrated bread knife but apart from this slight anomaly, 

the most readily available top three cutting implements within kitchens were 

all found to be of the same type and all suitable for aspects of criminal 

dismemberment. While manually operated wood saws and hacksaws were 

present in over 50% of participants’ domestic environments, the lack of 

powered cutting implements was somewhat surprising as was the 

infrequency of lock knives and sheath knives.  Providing a list of implements 

could obviously be a factor for creating bias in responses, in an attempt to 

ameliorate this potential issue free text options were available in which the 

participants could record other implements not otherwise listed. In terms of 

whether implements were budget or professional quality, the combined sex 

results from Survey ‘C’ indicated that only the cleaver was more prone to be 

professional whilst the rest of the cutting tools were predominantly classified 

as being budget items. When the male only data was extrapolated, it was the 

Chef’s knife that males were more likely to possess in a professional form as 

opposed to budget. Implements that could be considered as typical DIY tools 

were all found to be more likely to be professional quality in the male only 

data. This data collection justified why looking at budget v professional and 

combined sex and male only data was required. Collecting this data was of 

fundamental importance in informing the selection of implements that would 

be used for test cutting and could be considered as being reflective of 

implement availability in domestic settings.  
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Although no official data could be accessed for implements involved in 

criminal dismemberment, the 9 implements that were ultimately utilised in this 

study, as a direct result of the three surveys, are reflective of the implements 

used in the dismemberment cases within the UK that were discussed by 

Black (2017) from open source data that was collated for incidents involving 

dismemberments in the UK spanning 31 years. 

From this data set, a knowledge framework has been forged that can be 

used as an illustrative guide, to highlight when the absence of the normal or 

the presence of the abnormal is encountered within a crime scene and where 

cutting implements are identified or suspected as having been used during 

the commission of a crime. It is intended that this data will be compiled into a 

technical document that can be used to inform forensic strategy setting and 

direct police search officers. 

 

Dismemberment location 

Albeit the hypothetical dismemberment scenario cannot possibly be regarded 

as defining how a person would react in true life, the data collected does 

provide an insight into thought processes that could help to inform the 

formulation of forensic strategies. 81.6% of responses chose the domestic 

setting over performing a dismemberment outdoors and of those, 43.3% 

chose the bathroom for ease of cleaning. This information could greatly 

assist in the early part of a criminal dismemberment inquiry by providing a 

targeted approach to searches and along with the other location choices that 

were mooted, this focussed targeting can be developed in a structured 

manner on a percentage by percentage likelihood basis i.e. bathroom is 

negative therefore move to garage then onto kitchen, when dealing with a ‘no 

body’ crime scene.  
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Proxy materials 

In the forensic analysis of cut marks, the process requires that test cuts 

should be undertaken on any tool suspected of being involved in the crime.  

In the case of dismemberment, utilizing human bone for such a purpose is 

not a normal process for ethical reasons and therefor proxy materials are 

utilized.  Equally for the purposes of research, although human bone could 

be utilized from donated sources e.g. anatomy departments, availability is 

limited and ethical considerations restrict access.  Variations in the use of 

materials in previous cut mark research range from cervine, ovine, porcine 

and human bone to inorganic materials such as nylon 6,6, wax, lead and 

polymers (Walker and Long, 1977; Bartelink et al., 2001; Puentes, 2001; 

Saville et al., 2007; Bailey et al., 2011; Crowder et al., 2013; Lemke, 2013; 

Puentes and Cardoso, 2013). Substitute materials for human bone during cut 

mark research, was found to centre predominately around the use of porcine 

ribs and femora with this substitute being chosen by many researchers due 

to their apparent close similarity in structure and hardness to human bone 

(Tucker et al., 2001; Croft and Ferllini, 2007; Saville et al., 2007; Tegtmeyer, 

2012).  Porcine femora were therefore chosen in the initial stages of this 

study, in both fresh and Thiel embalmed formats. However, due to 

embalming restrictions which required 3 months of perfusion time, extended 

intervals between cutting, the requirement for multiple handling, 

decomposition factors, and health and safety implications,  inorganic 

materials that posed less risk are were more readily available were required 

to be considered. Based around factors such as strength, definition quality, 

obtainability and ease of use, dental stone and acrylic polymer blocks were 

selected to replace porcine bone as alternative proxy materials for human 

bone. Both materials have recorded historical usage in forensic (for dental 

stone) and synthetic bone research (for acrylic polymer) and as such were 

complimentary mediums on which cut marks could be made as part of the 

small study areas within this research (Bodziak and Hammer, 2006; Puska et 

al., 2011).  
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Although choices had to be made, out of necessity to produce cut marks, the 

current state of research into appropriate proxy mediums raises questions on 

the validity of these alternatives. With the variety of proxies that have and are 

being used in cut mark research, there is little empirical data that 

substantiates whether cutting implements definitively transfer the same 

characteristics regardless of the substrate into which they cut. 

Acknowledging this, also then questions how proxy selection can be assured 

to provide the required morphological characteristics that allows for 

comparison analysis to be reliably and repeatably carried out. When a ‘crime’ 

cut is recovered and a suspected implement is submitted for comparison 

purposes, a test cut requires to be made from which direct comparison can 

then be conducted (Baldwin et al., 2013). Where is the demonstrable 

confidence that what is being created on a proxy is truly representative of 

how the particular tool would behave when being used to dismember a body? 

To this end, it was apparent that a more definitive approach to proxy choice 

is required to be researched.  

From the test cuts made during this study it transpired that whilst porcine 

femora may be a suitable substitute for human bone (Croft and Fellini, 2007; 

Tegtmeyer, 2012) it did not provide consistent results when the morphology 

of kerf cross sections were examined. In assessing cuts made on porcine 

femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer the results displayed that full 

concordance of morphology in cross sections was achieved in acrylic 

polymer in 79% of the test cuts whilst present in 34% of porcine femora and 

33% of dental stone test cuts. These findings could potentially be the result of 

tool design and the impact that using an implement on a medium for which it 

was not designed to cut, has on the resulting cut marks. This theory though 

poses a dilemma for when criminal dismemberment cases are being 

examined. If, as in this research, the cutting implements are inconsistent in 

reproducing repeatable cut mark characteristics on bone then this will cause 

issues for subsequent comparison and identification even if proxy bone is 

used. The answer to that dilemma might be, that test cuts should be 

produced on a like-for-like basis i.e. crime cut is on a human femur therefore 
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test cuts must be made on human femora. Where this argument would falter 

is that unless the test cuts were made on the very same bone as the crime 

marks i.e. the victim, then unknown variability factors such as age, health, 

height, build, health status and preservation methods of using medical 

cadavers could be precursors for impacting on whether cut mark 

characteristics are repeatedly transferred from implement to bone.  Of all 

three proxy mediums used in this research the acrylic polymer was the one 

on which most consistency of character reproduction was observed. This 

medium was also however the proxy with the greatest amount of false start 

occurrences suggesting that it is a difficult medium on which to operate. This 

potentially could be down to the high polish effect of the medium causing 

slippage and therefore it would be of interest to re-test this medium if a matt 

or slightly textured finish could be obtained. Direct comparison using the 

same implements would then indicate if false starts occurred to the same 

extent.  Despite the false start phenomenon, acrylic polymer as a proxy 

medium appears to have potential for use when producing test cuts and 

therefore is an area requiring further testing to observe if the results are 

replicated over a much larger cutting instance.  

 

Cut mark visualisation 

With issues experienced surrounding kerf obstruction, limitations of 

photographic software and experiences of other researchers surrounding 

optical microscopy boundaries (Tennick, 2012), the need for a non-

destructive yet high resolution visualisation methodology for the assessment 

of kerf outlines was identified during this research. Having an ability to 

differentiate contaminants from bone, penetrate and image the entire length 

of a cut and provide cross sectional outlines of kerf profiles, Micro Computed 

Tomography (micro-CT) was acknowledged as having the requisite attributes 

required. Using micro-CT enabled the definition of higher levels of detail in a 

non-destructive manner, that would assist this research in interpreting and 

better understanding the morphological profiles created during the cutting 
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process. Micro-CT embraces X-Ray imaging but in a three-dimensional 

format that enables fine detail definition of internal architecture at very high 

resolution, without requiring any sample preparation or invasive (destructive) 

procedures (Bruker, 2018).  Through a successful grant application, funding 

was provided for a dedicated operator along with access to a finite number of 

scans and operator sessions. With these limitations, decisions had to be 

made regarding how best to maximise the opportunity and therefore as all 

the porcine femora cuts were only made using wood saws and hacksaws and 

these implements were also used on the analogue proxies, it was decided 

that two cross sections would be generated from all porcine and three cross 

sections from all analogue materials. This, it was felt, would encompass all 

the implements with three cross sections whilst offering additional insight into 

the saws with a further two cross sections from the cuts made on the porcine 

test pieces. 

Results from use of the micro-CT displayed that with a high resolution output 

comes a level of detail not previously observed i.e. visual assessment with 

the naked eye or low powered optical microscopy may defined a kerf outline 

as appearing as a ‘V’ shape whilst with high resolution scans the definition 

actually displays a kerf formed of sloping walls and an angular floor. The 

main result of using micro-CT technology was the realization that the five 

‘Traditional’ descriptor codes were insufficient to depict accurately the cross 

sections being observed on all three proxy mediums. 

 

Perceptual visualisation 

Through both the intra- and interobserver assessments, this study 

demonstrated difficulties faced when pattern matching challenges are 

presented to observers.  Searston and Tangen, (2017), comment on 

perceptual expertise as being fraught with difficulties especially when 

examiners are faced with variations within an object and between object 

similarities. Prior exposure and memories are attributed to aiding recognition 

skills, but issues can arise in recognition when presented with unfamiliar or 
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novel objects (Searston and Tangen, 2017). Pattern recognition relies on 

subjective perception of shapes and an ability to differentiate minutia 

(National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (2017). It is 

therefore perceived that expertise, in pattern recognition, is gained through 

cognitive memory of shapes and patterns but also that this ‘expertise’ is 

graded into differing levels of accuracy depending upon prior knowledge 

(National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2017). Whilst 

this psychology of cognitive recognition acknowledges that certain qualities 

are required by an examiner to provide proficient pattern matching, the 

fallibility of identification when faced with unusual or unrecognisable shapes, 

as discussed by Searston and Tangen (2017), would indicate that 

categorising kerf morphology solely against visual representation of letters 

i.e. U, V and W, could be impacted by perception bias and/or form blindness 

(Osborn, 1939).  

Interobserver results from this research project would indicate a pattern of 

inconsistency that corroborates these issues surrounding perceptual 

visualisation. As the ‘prior knowledge’ and ‘experience’ rates amongst the 

observers, regarding cut mark profiling techniques, was 35%, the 

inconsistent results could be attributed to this lack of ‘cognitive memory’ and 

experience (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 

2017; Searston and Tangen, 2017). Conversely, the multiple and broader 

exposure to the cross sections to which the author was subjected, too could 

be corroborative of the ‘cognitive memory’ impact on producing higher 

consistency rates than those produced by the Interobservers. 

Without having a pool of tool mark experts to test, it would be unfair to use 

the results of this study as condemnation of perceptual visual identification 

and pattern matching being so subjective as to be of any worth within 

forensic related work. Although the results indicate for this study alone, that 

there appears to be serious issues in the ability of observers to consistently 

identify morphological detail, cognisance must be taken of the requirement 

for knowledge, skills, abilities in pattern matching activities (Schuck, 2017). 

This study should however act as an awakening that perhaps a more 

objective approach is required and definitive training and testing is required if 
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kerf profiling is to be regarded with any degree of validity in assessing the 

type of implement that was used to create a cut. 

This aspect of cut mark examination if it is to achieve validity will, in addition 

to practitioner training, require further detailed research into the variations of 

kerf profiles, the repeatability of implement characteristics across a swathe of 

mediums and the most appropriate imaging methodology to employ in order 

to maximise the level of discriminatory detail present. 

 

Cross sectional assessment  

‘Saw cuts can be distinguished from knife cuts since saws leave a squared, 

cross section kerf floor. Filed crosscut (sharpened) saw blades create a kerf 

floor that when viewed in cross-section resembles a “W.” In contrast, bevel-

edged knife blades create a “V”-shaped kerf floor when viewed in cross- 

section, regardless of whether there are teeth manufactured in the blade or 

not’ (Symes et al. 2002; 2010). This is the theory that is widely accepted as 

being the definitive reference criteria for examiners of cut marks in 

determining the ‘Class’ of implement used to dismember human remains by 

cutting through bone. Defining kerf cross section morphology using letters, to 

identify shape, is also commonly used in both archaeology (Walker and 

Long, 1977) and forensic science (Waltenberger and Schutkowski, 2017).  

Early observations within this study, surrounding the morphological profiles 

created on three mediums, identified that the ‘Traditional’ five descriptors i.e. 

rounded ‘U’, squared off ‘U’, pointed ‘V’, rounded ‘V’ and ‘W’ did not always 

represent an accurate depiction of kerf profile shapes that were being 

witnessed from micro-CT cross sectional scans.  To aid in the description of 

how theses shapes were perceived, a ‘new’ descriptor coding matrix was 

established that comprised of twenty-six (26) variations in shape outlines – all 

of these morphologies had been encountered in the previous pilot projects. 

This ‘new’ coding mechanism was tested alongside the ‘traditional’ version by 

creating a sample of 30 cross sections that would be assessed independently 

by two groups of Interobservers (Group ‘A’ ‘new’ coding and Group ‘B’ 
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‘traditional’ coding). 

The results of this project’s intra- and inter-observer kerf cross sectional 

morphological assessments, from the test cuts on Porcine femora, dental 

stone and acrylic polymer analogues, displayed that visual perception of 

shapes is fraught with challenges and inconsistencies. Because this is a 

subjective assessment of a shape, for it to have validity there must be 

consistency both within the principal observer but also between different 

observers.  If the consistency is high then the methodology is more likely to 

have validity and from a forensic perspective be accepted and admitted by 

the court. If the consistency is low, then it indicates minimal agreement, 

presumably because of perceived variability, and therefore the validity and 

repeatability of the approach is unlikely to meet accepted levels for 

admissibility to the court. Where the field becomes more conflicted is when 

there is single observer consistency which is not replicated across other 

observers. Whilst this may indicate a level of knowledge and experience 

gained by a single practitioner, it does not permit confidence that other 

examiners will be able to replicate the result. 

Results from the intraobserver testing, showed good levels of agreement 

across the implement classes and proxy mediums by the author: 

• Wood saw – 98.3% 

• Hacksaw – 98.5% 

• Junior Hacksaw – 99% 

• Knife – 98.7% 

• Cleaver – 99.7% 

• Hand axe – 100% 

• Machete – 100% 

However, interobserver agreement rates were identified as being very poor in 

comparison, with 28.3% overall agreement with the intraobserver (agreement 

threshold of 80%+). An example of this poorer agreement rate was seen in 

the Wood saw profiles where the interobservers’ agreement rate was only 

38.3% (over the two observer groups). 
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Detailed assessment of 843 cross sections, from cuts on the three mediums, 

was then carried out by the author. 

Saws: 

Wood saw:  This assessment highlighted that for the Wood saw ‘class’ of 

implements, the ‘traditional’ descriptors of ‘U’, squared off ‘U’ and ‘W’ only 

defined profiles in 21.1% of the data set whereas 78.9% of the descriptions 

were classified as not conforming to the ‘traditional’ classification approach. 

These results firmly challenge the existing data surrounding the expectation 

of wood saw kerf profile shape. This research data specifically challenges 

whether the ‘W’ shape profile must be considered as being fallacious as a 

descriptor methodology for wood saws. The overarching outcome is that 

wood saw kerf profiling is an area requiring more extensive research. This 

research aim would be to conclude whether a repeatable and reproducible 

definitive class characteristic can be ascertained for wood saws or whether 

the variabilities are so extensive that the presence of class characteristics is 

invalidated.  Without the benefit of detailed research into why the wood saws 

were found to perform so poorly in producing consistent results, as well not 

conforming to the expected morphology shapes, the most likely explanation 

is that of design. Having only 7 teeth per inch the wood saw is designed to 

cut/rip fibrous mediums i.e. wood. When the blades are used to cut porcine 

femora, dental stone and acrylic, these are mediums for which the implement 

was not designed and potentially may have produced a greater resistance to 

the cutting action. As effort increased by the operator to force the saw blade 

through the material the friction of blade on kerf walls and floor would 

increase. This increase in friction could be the reason for deformities being 

observed in walls and floors. As the saw has chiselled through the medium it 

may have splintered as the coarse teeth have contacted the walls and floor. 

Equally this impact of increased friction, ripping and tearing could be the 

reasoning behind the lack of consistency in cut shapes.   

Hacksaw: For Hacksaw ‘Class’, the ‘traditional’ classifications were found to 

be upheld in describing the resulting cross sections. Rounded ‘U’ and 
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squared off ‘U’ were recorded against 71.6% of the assessed hacksaw 

profiles.  On cross sections from cuts made using Junior Hacksaws, 97.2% of 

profiles were described as being squared off ‘U’ shapes or rounded ‘U’ 

shapes. The repeatability of hacksaw cuts in the production of kerf 

morphology illustrates from a cut mark assessment perspective that the 

hacksaw/junior hacksaw kerf cross sections were consistently identifiable as 

a class characteristic. The most likely explanation, without further detailed 

research, would that this is due to the design of hacksaw blades with 24 TPI 

designed to cut through metal. With 3.4 x as many teeth per inch as the wood 

saw, cutting into the porcine bone, dental stone and acrylic polymer requires 

less effort by the operator and thereby less friction is being directed onto the 

kerf walls and floor therefore a cleaner more consistent cut is being 

produced. Although this result was good in comparison to wood saws, it is 

still not 100% reliable and so any opinion given on the likelihood of a cut 

being made by a hacksaw would still require to have an element of 

probability attached. 

Knives: 

Non-serrated knives: Chef’s and Utility knives produced overall cross-

sectional assessments that indicated a prevalence of profiles forming a 

rounded ‘V’ shape in 61.1% of evaluations, followed by a sharp ‘V’ in 36.8% 

of outlines with the remaining 2.1% of the cross sections resembling wide 

angled sloping walls that formed an inverted pointed apex (Descriptor ‘R’). 

Results displayed from the cross sections of cuts made using the non-

serrated Chef’s and utility knives largely conform to the literature reviewed. 

Serrated knives: Serrated blades produced markedly differing results from 

those without serrations. The combined results of the Serrated knives 

identified that 56.5% of cross sections were formed of a vertical/straight left-

hand wall with acutely angled right wall forming a rounded inverted apex 

(Descriptor ‘I’). Three other descriptors, allocated to Serrated knife cross 

section profiles, all were variations of ‘I’ with either pointed or round inverted 

apexes and either right or left acutely angled walls (Descriptors ‘G’, ‘H’ and 

‘J’). The fifth descriptor coding at 5.8% was of profiles that formed a rounded 
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‘V’ shape (Descriptor ‘D’). In comparison to the stated literature, these results 

were markedly different from the expected outcome. With only 5.8% being 

interpreted as conforming to a classic rounded ‘V’ shape the profiling of 

serrated knife cut marks clearly requires further exploration and analysis.  

The primary concern, with the morphology displayed on cuts made using the 

serrated slicing knives, was that the characteristics were more akin to that of 

a single bevelled blade than that of a double bevelled blade as described by 

Crowder et al. (2013).  Why this type of knife was consistently behaving in 

this manner when the expected outcome was a ‘V’ shape (Symes et al., 

2010) is unknown without the benefit of more detailed and in-depth research.  

Again, this could be a matter of pure design, since these implements are 

designed for slicing soft vegetables, fruit and skin the quality of the blades or 

hardness of the proxies might well be contributing factors that resulted in the 

morphological profiles that were observed. Or indeed, perhaps the 

morphology witnessed is a more accurate reflection of how serrated slicing 

knives would behave if used as part of a dismemberment process. 

These results are indicative of issues surrounding the existing data that was 

highlighted during research by Tennick (2012) and further endorses the 

requirement for more detailed and empirical data collection on the cut mark 

morphology of serrated knives.  

Hacking 

Chopping implements: Cleaver, Machete and Hand axe were found to 

create cross sections that largely consisted of wide angled sloping walls with 

rounded inverted apexes (Descriptor ‘R’). This description coding was 

allocated to 47% of Cleaver, 100% of Machete and 84.8% of Hand axe cross 

sections. Little obvious visual differentiation was observed between the cuts 

made by all three implements, a fact that Tucker et al. (2001) discussed 

specifically surrounding the general morphology of marks made by machetes 

and cleavers. Unlike the results observed by Tucker et al. (2001), no 

fracturing was evident on any of the cuts produced using the axes. Although 

on fresh bone there is a potential for elastic properties surrounding the cortex 
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to cause the resulting kerf to close and thus be smaller than the blade 

(Maples, 1986), it is unlikely that this occurred on the dental stone and acrylic 

polymer mediums due to the apparent stiffness of these mediums compared 

to bone. This theory would require to be researched more fully by 

investigating the elastic modulus of bone, acrylic polymer and dental stone. 

Presently, there appears to be no research literature available that can 

definitively answer this question nor indicate which types of proxy mediums 

should be utilised for the analysis cut marks from chopping implements. 

Concordance of morphology in cross sections displayed the Cleaver as 

having morphological profile agreement across 42% of cuts, Machete across 

91% and 73% for Hand axe cuts.  

Whilst it can be interpreted as merely being a rounded ‘V’ shape, the 

differentiation between types of chopping implement could be of primary 

importance to an investigator and therefore the value of being able to 

discriminate clearly is a topic worthy of consideration.  

 

Like Tennick (2012), it was observed throughout this study that cross 

sectional profiles contained other characteristics that were not necessarily 

easily to classify using the traditional coding methodology. The use of the 

‘new’ descriptor coding however provided a discriminatory source for 

identification and would benefit from more extensive trialling to assess its 

potential usage within the forensic tool mark domain.  

 

In summary, the results from the profiling of the cross sections, challenges 

existing data pertaining to visual descriptors and resulting shapes that 

specific implements such as wood saws produce over a series of test cuts. 

Intra- and interobserver results display the fragility of subjective kerf profile 

assessment based solely on the visual appearance of shape. Pattern 

matching is described as being ‘a cognitive process that matches information 

from a stimulus with information retrieved from memory’ (Schuck, 2017) and 

the ability to interpret further requires individual information processing at 
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higher specificity.   It is argued that this specificity is the attribute that enables 

individuals to become more detailed in their interpretation of what they know 

and see (Schuck, 2017) i.e. Person 1 identifies an object as being a grey 

motor vehicle; Person 2 identifies the motor vehicle as being a grey, 3 door, 4 

wheel drive all-terrain vehicle; Person 3 however can identify that the vehicle 

is a Land Rover Defender County 90, 2.5litre turbo diesel injection model in 

Stornoway Grey metallic paint.  So, when the differences between intra- and 

interobservers are assessed it must be in conjunction with the fact that 

prolonged multiple exposure to the kerf cross sections and the source of 

development for the ‘new’ descriptor code matrix was part of the 

intraobserver’s knowledge and experience, whereas the interobservers only 

interface with the cross sections was the 30 assessments that they 

undertook, knowing this was to assist with another researcher’s project. From 

this perspective and to assess the true validity of visual perception in kerf 

analysis, a larger scale research study is required that tests the ability of a 

wide range of pattern matching experts along with a comparison of observers 

with no pattern matching experience. Taking these recommendations to one 

side, extensive variation was witnessed in kerf morphological profiles with 

detail present on kerf floors and walls that has not been previously cited 

within literature nor conformed to the accepted classification system. While 

hacksaws produced an indication of repeated features the similarity of 

chopping implements with each other and producing the same ‘V’ shape 

characteristics as non-serrated knives introduces an unreliability factor in 

implement determination based solely upon kerf morphology. No correlation 

was attributed to variations being influenced by the implement being of 

budget or professional classification nor did one type of implement conform 

to the ‘traditional’ morphology descriptors better than the other.  

Overall, this study indicates that while some areas of cut mark morphology 

contradict the existing accepted class characteristic guidance, there remains 

potential for cut mark morphology to produce reliable classification if more 

detailed, qualitative and empirical data can be produced via a regime of 

robust and valid wide-based research programmes. 
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Cross sectional concordance 

Following on from the individual assessment of cross section profiles an 

assessment was required to ascertain whether concordance existed amongst 

the cross sections of individual cuts. To facilitate this, the data from the 

assessment of 843 cross sections was reinterpreted. The aim of this part of 

the study was to assess if similarities and differences were identifiable in the 

coding previously allocated to the cross sections. The three classifications of 

implements were assessed i.e. sawing, cutting and chopping: 

Sawing: Assessed data further disclosed the poor repeatability of wood saws 

and the fact that on 78% of porcine femora and dental stone cuts, no 

consistency of morphological agreement was observed across the cross 

sections.  Hacksaw data displayed concordance of cross section morphology 

across all three proxy mediums was achieved on 46%, 56% and 100% of 

cuts made on porcine femora, dental stone and acrylic polymer respectively. 

Junior hacksaw cuts were found to share cross sectional agreement in 94% 

of dental stone cuts, and 100% of acrylic polymer in either full or partial cross 

sections of cuts made. 

Cutting: 96% of cuts made on dental stone using knives were found to have 

repeatable cross sectional morphology present and 100% on acrylic polymer. 

Chopping: The data for Cleaver, Machete and Hand axe cuts displayed that 

kerf morphology characteristics were repeated on 90% of dental stone cuts 

and on 100% of cuts made on acrylic polymer in either all three or only two of 

the cross sections present. 

Porcine femora along with dental stone were found to have very poor rates of 

repeatability of kerf characteristics within the cross sections of cuts. Whereas 

acrylic polymer appeared to consistently replicate the fine detailed 

characteristics repeatedly within cut mark cross sections. 

As discussed within Proxy mediums, this data could well indicate that 

traditional procedures of utilising bone as a medium for conducting test cuts 

will not necessarily provide reproduction of implement characteristics to a 
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repeatable standard. Therefore, the use of acrylic polymer, based on this 

small study, is highlighted as an area worthy of more precise and detailed 

research examination to identify whether this is a suitable medium on which 

to make cuts for any cut mark comparison analysis. With the consistency of 

morphology characteristics i.e. front, middle and rear cross sections, 

observed on cuts made in acrylic polymer, this research could also further 

expand current understanding of implement characteristic transfer during the 

course of a cut being made. In turn this further research might also benefit 

the interpretation of cut direction especially in determining fragmented cut 

mark where dismembered remains have been further aggravated through 

crushing, burning or other dynamic events. 

Summary 

This study has determined and defined commonly available cutting 

implements within the domestic environs, and thereby created a ground truth 

data set of implements that can be considered as being readily available to 

the general-public within household settings. The work conducted during this 

initial phase of research has enabled the responses of 4,868 participants, to 

be formalised into a taxonomy of sawing, cutting and chopping implements. 

From this cataloguing, it was possible to identify accurately the most common 

of these implements and thereafter utilise examples of them to create a 

series of cut marks, on proxy materials. From these cuts and using micro-CT 

technology, a series of cross sectional profiles were generated and thereafter 

assessed for class characteristics. Based on the findings of this study, it is 

recommended that interpretation of implement ‘Class’, based around visual 

perception of kerf profile shape, is sufficiently speculative that its true value 

as a forensic investigation tool is presently questionable. To underpin this 

aspect of cut mark analysis, it is imperative that further empirical research is 

conducted. Taking the implements attributed to dismemberments from 

Black’s (2017) open source data, 33% of cases involved a knife, 23% a saw 

and 9% a hacksaw. How these implements behave in transferring 

characteristics on different mediums is something that no real data outside of 

this research project has defined. Previous studies have suggested that class 
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characteristics of cut marks on bone can be defined simply using five (5) 

different descriptors. The results produced during this research, have 

challenged existing data surrounding kerf floor morphology and have 

identified that a wider descriptor coding matrix may well be a solution to 

providing more precise and succinct opinions surrounding the type of 

implement perceived to have been used to create a cut mark. However, it is 

acknowledged that this new descriptor coding matrix has repeatability issues 

beyond implementation by the originator. 

In summary, this research study has: 

• Assessed current research of cut marks on bone from sawing, cutting 

and chopping implements in relation to the requirements of modern 

forensic practice. 

• Identified data gaps in research surrounding commonality of cutting 

implements and their readily availability. 

• Determined and defined the commonly encountered cutting 

implements within domestic environs, thereby creating a ground truth 

data set of cutting, chopping and sawing implements readily available 

within households. 

• Assessed class characteristics of cut marks on porcine femora. 

• Assessed class characteristics of cut marks on analogue materials. 

• Identified a requirement and thereafter designed a wider classification 

matrix. 

• Assessed commonality of cuts across the full length of the profile – i.e. 

front, mid, rear cross sections of the same cut. 
 

Future Research 

It is recognised that the cutting implements within domestic settings results 

from this study, could potentially be an aide to investigators, crime scene 

examiners, searchers and other personnel involved in the investigation of 

criminal dismemberment cases. By understanding the commonality, 

accessibility and type of cutting implements that are present within domestic 

settings, an increase in situational awareness follows that can be of 
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assistance when trying to establish if the presence or absence of a cutting 

implement is suspicious. The phrase ‘Absence of the normal, presence of the 

abnormal’ is usually attributed to military battlefield ground sign awareness 

(origin unknown) but is equally applicable to a forensic search context and 

therefore if investigators can now have quantitative data that informs on what 

cutting implements are found and where they are most likely to be located 

within a domestic setting, then their presence or absence can be indicatory 

and assist in the formulation of investigation strategies.   

From the cut mark analysis results, this study could initiate much needed 

further research into cut marks on bone. The lack of detailed and relevant 

research on cut marks is evident from available literature and as forensic 

science rightly becomes more scrutinised, both externally and internally, it is 

an unacceptable, insufficient and unethical argument to state that ‘It has 

always been done that way’ (FSR, 2015b; 2016) as a justification for 

maintaining the status quo.  

It is now commonly accepted that many forensic disciplines (that pre-date 

DNA) are based on processes and procedures that have not undergone 

formal evaluation as to their objectivity, validity and repeatability. The 

historically long usage within the criminal justice system of some of these 

evidence types has created a myth of validity that in reality has been 

reinforced as acceptable through constant use and blind reiteration rather 

than scientific fact. Challenging traditional concepts and methods can be 

interpreted as pedantic, aggressive or simply divisive on the part of the 

researcher amongst their peers. Rather than being a statement of criticism, 

the outcomes of this research should be viewed as an intention to assist. 

Results from this research should be viewed as part of an ongoing 

evolutionary process, with the ultimate aim of achieving equifinality in 

accuracy of identification of cut marks on bone. As technological advances 

continue to increase the possibilities for forensic evidence analysis, so too 

does this advancement increase the expectations of the public, police, 

lawyers and judges. These expectations are that evidence presented within a 

criminal dismemberment case is founded upon reliable, repeatable, valid and 

robust methodology and that it is not fallacious or prejudicial to the delivery of 
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justice and maintenance of confidence in the rule of law. By embracing these 

new and emerging technological advancements the discipline of cut mark 

analysis has opportunities to offer more scope for interpretation of cuts made 

on bone and potentially to the identification of implements. For forensic 

disciplines such as DNA and Gait Analysis, the Royal Society and Royal 

Society of Edinburgh have created judicial primers that are designed to assist 

the judiciary when specialised scientific evidence is presented before the 

courts (Royal Society, 2018). Such a product would be ideal for the 

complexities of cut mark evidence where the scientific understanding, current 

practices, limitations and basic information could be set out to illustrate what 

kerf profiles from different implements appear like on different medium types, 

cut by different practitioners and their probative value and limitations fully 

researched.  To achieve progressive advancement, the principles of tool and 

cut mark examination require to be tested thoroughly on large sample sizes, 

validated and where required, updated to embrace higher resolution imagery 

and kerf profile definition that up until now has possibly lain undiscovered 

through traditional microscopy assessment.  

 

Recommendations from this research echo the criticisms levelled at the 

current state of validated forensic science procedures. Cut mark 

interpretation, especially when dealing with criminal dismemberment should 

be a vital tool within the armoury of the investigation team. Currently there is 

a lack in the depth of knowledge and understanding of how implements 

behave when cutting bone and other substrates that leaves the discipline 

open to question and suspicion of being founded upon baseless assumption 

and historical arrogance. That the discipline has been utilised within judicial 

proceedings for over a hundred and eighty years and therefore it must have a 

valid and reliable pedigree may well be both naive and institutionally 

misguided. Previous studies have indicated the importance of the 

appearance of the kerf walls and kerf floor, yet the discrete classifications 

observed during this research have as yet not been documented in detail nor 

fully explored. It therefore is clearly apparent that if cut mark evidence is to 

have any bearing upon criminal investigations and judicial proceedings then 
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a regime of change must be adopted where a structured programme of 

research and development into cut marks in general, and cuts on bone in 

particular, attract sustained investment in the subject  to move the credibility 

from its current downward spiraling momentum into a validated, empirically 

robust and reliable crime fighting tool.  

 

Misapplication of forensic science is allegedly the second most common 

factor responsible for miscarriages of justice (Innocence Project, 2018). The 

test of admissibility requires that the methodology behind the ‘science’ is 

valid, reliable and repeatable (Lord Chief Justice, 2014). From the results of 

this study, the validity of cut mark morphological profiling has to be 

questioned, especially as the results from this research have shown that 

repeatability of morphological characteristics was infrequently observed on 

cross sections of the same cut as well as individual cuts made using the 

same implement on the same substrate. There is a potential hierarchy of 

questions that cut mark evidence might be expected to meet if the discipline 

is to be deemed admissible as evidence. The highest point of failure 

indicates that there is no value to be met in diving deeper into finer levels of 

determination below that level. The three main hierarchy levels for cut marks 

on bone are: 

• Level 1 - Can the class of implement i.e. sawing, cutting or chopping 

be reliably and repeatedly determined from cut marks left on a 

substrate? 

• Level 2 - Can a sub-class of an implement i.e. Chef’s knife or utility 

knife, be reliably and repeatedly determined from marks left on a 

substrate? 

• Level 3 - Can the ‘value’ i.e. budget or professional, nature of an 

implement be reliably and repeatedly determined from cut marks left 

on a substrate? 

 

The current methodology of kerf profile description using the traditional 5 

metaphor-based classifications failed to capture the levels of detail and 
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variations that were found to be present on kerf walls and floors nor was it 

found to achieve repeatability when tested across intra- and interobservers. 

Substrate choice when producing test cuts must also now be a factor for 

consideration, although much more research is required the results indicate 

that proxy bone in particular is exceptionally poor in capturing any form of 

repeatable cuts marks. This means that from an admissibility perspective, the 

proxy materials themselves may be creating a margin of uncertainty as to 

whether their composition is conducive to ensuring repeatability and 

reproducibility when cut.  

Unless faced with a hacksaw or serrated knife cut, the performance of the 

other implements that were tested do not provide any degree of confidence. 

The question of whether ‘class’ characteristics consistently transfer from 

implement to substrate is therefore an area that the results of this research 

have shown to be in some doubt. When single cuts were assessed by 

examining two cross sections on porcine bone and three cuts on dental stone 

and acrylic polymer test pieces the results indicated variations were present 

along the length of cuts made using the same implement on the same 

medium. Other than acrylic polymer, the incidence of full concordance was 

found to range between 22% and 56% across all the implement types. Cuts 

on acrylic polymer in contrast, had examples of full concordance between 

80% and 100% for all implements except the junior hacksaw which was 

found to only have 17% of cuts where full concordance was evident. While 

the quantity of full and partial morphological agreements, within individual 

cross sections of the same cut, could be interpreted as positive it has to be 

tempered with the fact that these concordance figures also display an 

inconsistency of morphology by the same implement across individual cuts 

with 53% of cuts where full concordance was identified and 73% of cuts with 

partial concordance having between 2-7 descriptor codes for cross sections 

from cuts made using the same implement. 
From this research it is clear that the highest level of hierarchical failure for 

sawing lies at level 1 for wood saws and level 2 for hacksaws. This research 

showed that separating cutting from chopping implements is neither reliable 

nor repeatable and as such these categories both had a hierarchical failure at 
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level 1, with the exception of the serrated slicing knife which thereafter failed 

at level 2 . Therefore, there is strong argument that says, if this level of 

discrimination cannot be achieved, then there are strong scientific and ethical 

motives not to attempt to determine either sub-class or value of implements. 

Looking at the issue of sub-class however, it is clear from this research, that 

there is a lack of both reliability and repeatability in determining the specific 

tool type that has left the mark in the substrate and so the process also fails 

at this level. Therefore, in summary, this research has shown that the 

analysis of cut marks that would replicate those most likely produced by tools 

used in a criminal dismemberment, do not currently meet the standard 

deemed admissible as evidence to the court. 
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10. Future work 

This study may act as foundational platform for future possible research 

into the subjective interpretation process of cut marks on bone.  

An immediate short-term output from this study will be the consolidation 

of data surrounding the common cutting implements within domestic 

environments. Thereafter, this data will be used for the creation of an 

aide memoire or infographic style document that can be distributed to the 

National Crime Agency – National Injuries Database and the Police 

Search School at Ryton in order that this valuable information is 

transferred into the operational policing environment as quickly as 

possible. 

From the repository of micro-CT scans that have been created, the 

precise measurements of all the kerf outlines to establish mean width 

should be conducted and assessed against the cutting implement 

dimensions that were recorded within this study. This measuring process 

would enable an already existing data set, of 843 profiles, to compared 

against the current standard literature that states that a kerf width is not 

usually more than 1.5 x times larger than the blade that created it (Saville 

et al., 2007; Symes et al., 2010). 

 

Cut marks on bone, would benefit from a more defined morphological 

naming convention, to enable a more reliable opinion to be made 

regarding the type of implement that was used to create the cut.  

Effects of different mediums on kerf profile shape is another important 

area that would benefit from further in-depth study. Following 

establishment of the most suitable medium, a series of studies 

researching manual and powered implements would be required to 

assess morphological profile consistency. From the practicalities of 

identifying the best material onto which any test cuts should be made, 

this future work could be pivotal in establishing qualitative and 

quantitative based good practice operating procedures. Within the 
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standards, the ethical considerations versus any valid benefit of using 

human bone should also be an area of consideration for any guidance 

surrounding good practice.    

These standards could then be utilised to maximise accurate cut mark 

reproduction, in forensic tool mark cases, providing a robustly tested and 

valid process from which accurate comparison analysis could be 

conducted.  

 

With the scale of required research into cut marks on bone being 

identified as requiring various different, yet interlinked, facets to be 

examined, a series of concurrent PhD research projects (if sufficient 

funding could be secured) would enable a joined-up approach to this 

problem. As was discovered within this research, the enormity of the 

issue surrounding the lack of empirical ground truth data is too vast for 

any single study. Concurrent projects could hypothetically enable a 

gateway to be opened whereby all the individual results would create a 

data pool of commonality i.e. the same implements are used across a 

number of different projects, each one studying a different aspect of cut 

mark issues. With 10 x PhD projects concurrently running, a potential for 

30 years of research could be achieved within a 3-4 year period.  

 

Finally, the creation of a cut mark kerf profile atlas was the initial driver 

from which this research study was born and evolved. If these areas of 

further development in cut mark research can be addressed, then it may 

be possible to utilise these results and the morphological profiling of kerf 

cross sections to produce an illustrative atlas covering the identified or 

most likely implements used in criminal dismemberment. To create a 

valid pictorial reference of cut marks, kerf outlines and morphological 

attributes would be a document that could greatly assist the various 

practitioners who tirelessly seek to find the answers for the most heinous 

of crimes. 
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“There are some people who see a great deal  
and some who see very little in the same things.”  

Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895). 
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